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Guide to New Jersey Maps: Supplement
Topographic Atlas of New Jersey (First Series)
INTRODUCTION

The Guide to New Jersey Maps is a listing and indexing of maps depicting New Jersey, surrounding areas, and regions and municipalities within the state, which constitute the New Jersey Map Collection of the Department of Special Collections and Archives of Rutgers University Libraries, housed in the Alexander Library, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

The collection as described here consists of 1,690 map titles. The majority of these are printed maps, although there are some manuscript maps cataloged in this Guide. However, the bulk of the Department's manuscript map collection is not included in the Guide at this time.

These maps are generally available for public use within the Department, although some restrictions may apply due to the condition of individual maps.

The Guide consists of a register, or listing, of all map records, presented in a hierarchical/alphabetical order, and five indexes to the register.

The Guide may be accessed by direct use of the register, which is arranged in a geographically-oriented format, or by reference to the register through use of the indexes. It is advisable to refer to the indexes at some point in any thorough search, as this is the only means by which all maps reflecting any one particular element may be linked.

USING THE REGISTER

Each entry is preceded by a unique classification number assigned to each map record. The entries are presented in order of these classification numbers.

The Classification Numbers

The first segment, four digits, is generally based on the Library of Congress Classification, Schedule G, and, for New Jersey, may be interpreted as follows:

- 3810 General maps of the entire state
- 3811 Subject maps of the entire state
- 3812 General and subject maps of regions and features within the state which lie in more than one county
- 3813 Maps of counties; then maps of regions within single counties; then maps of municipalities within the county

The second segment, three digits, consists of an alphanumeric code used to signify a feature or a county, or a numeric code used to signify a region.

The third segment, three digits, is a numeric code used to signify subjects, regions, or municipalities.

Preference in the construction of this classification number has been given to geographic area; therefore, the presentation of entries in classification number order results in a primarily geographic listing, from larger to smaller areas. However, counties and cities within those counties appear in alphabetical order.

The fourth segment, six digits, shows the year of publication combined with alphabetic specifiers which distinguish maps with otherwise identical classification numbers.
The Entries

Each entry contains the following data in the following format:

Classification number

Cartographer, editor or agency of publication

Title

Place of publication; publisher; date of publication, date of situation.

Format and color; dimension; scale as representative fraction, scale as verbal statement.

Series.

Contents notes.

Insets. Indexes.

Other notes.

Location in department; condition code.

Cartographer/editor/agency; series; contents notes; insets; indexes; other notes appear if available and applicable. All other date always appears.

Data which is supplied, i.e., did not appear on map, is given in brackets.

Date of situation refers to the time frame of the information or events depicted on the map, and may vary from the date of publication. Thus, a map showing battles of the Revolutionary War, but published in 1976, would have a date of situation of 1776-1783.

Absence of any statement of color indicates a 2-color map (although not necessarily black-and-white).

Verbal scale statements always make reference to one inch, i.e., 1"=12 miles. Approximate scales result when the scale was measured by hand or computed.

Contents notes include such items as illustrations, text on the map, mileage charts, tables, advertisements, etc.

References in the notes areas to Grametbaur or Kerr refer, respectively, to Annotated bibliography and index of atlases and maps of New Jersey, 1800-1948 by Agnes B. Grametbaur, unpublished typescript dated 1953 (Rutgers NJ Z6027.N5G74), and Worksheets: New Jersey in printed maps to 1800 by William T. Kerr, unpublished typescript dated 1977 (Rutgers NJ Z6027.N5K4W).

Location and condition codes are in-house locating and use aids. The condition codes range from 1 to 7, with 1 signifying a map in extremely poor or fragile condition, and 7 signifying a map in excellent condition. Note that this condition code was assigned at the time of original cataloging, and the condition of the map may have changed since that time.

Standard abbreviations which appear include:

s.l. sine loco, or no place of publication given
s.n. sine nomine, or no name of publisher given
n.d. no date of publication given
cm. centimeters
mi. miles
c circa, or approximately

State abbreviations used are standard two-letter postal codes.

USING THE INDEXES

Certain data elements which appear in the entries in the register are indexed and appear in one or more of the indexes following the register. These elements include the cartographer/editor/agency (called Main Entry); the series title; and the date of situation.

In addition, other data elements have been entered into the map record and are indexed, although they do not appear in the register. These
include other personal names associated with the production of the map; and personal and corporate names, subject headings and geographic headings which describe information depicted on the map.

The Indexes

Subject Index
This index includes subject headings and personal and corporate names which appear as subjects on the map. The following guidelines have been used in the assignment of these terms. For personal names: the fullest verifiable form available of the name is used; personal titles are used only if needed to distinguish common names; "esquire" is not used; a surname with the word "family" may be used if the same surname appears more than three times on a map. For corporate names: proper names which are not personal names are included in this category; these include proper names of manmade features, such as railroads, canals, mines, industries, land-holding companies, land grants, etc.; all named railroads and canals which appear on a map are listed; names of major natural features, such as lakes and rivers (i.e., Lake Hopatcong, Passaic River) appear only if the map depicts such a feature with singular intent. For subject headings: a list of subject headings precedes the subject index and includes appropriate "see" and "see also" references; assigned subject headings include general headings for corporate, manmade or natural features which appear on the map, whether or not their proper names are given on the map.

Entries in the subject index are further subdivided by geographic headings listed in alphabetical order. See the description below for further guidelines used in the assignment of geographic headings.

Main Entry Index
This index includes all personal and corporate names which show responsibility for producing the map, including cartographer, editor, topographer, geographer, government and non-government agencies and groups, and the names of publishers only when the publisher is a single personal name (thus, commercial publishing companies are not included).

Geographic Index
This index includes all assigned geographic headings. Headings are assigned for states, counties and incorporated municipalities. Maps assigned headings for areas larger than municipalities are generally not also assigned headings for smaller divisions within that area (i.e., a map of New Jersey will not also be assigned headings for all counties). Conversely, a map of a small area is not assigned headings of the larger areas within which it falls (i.e., a map of New Brunswick will not also be assigned a heading for Middlesex County). However, a map showing more than four similar political divisions may be assigned a heading only for the larger division within which they fall (i.e., a map showing Orange, East Orange, South Orange, West Orange and Maplewood would only be assigned the heading Essex County NJ, rather than headings for each municipality).

Headings are not assigned for variant and local names within an incorporated municipality, nor, in this index, for physical features such as rivers, lakes and mountains. The political division within which these fall constitutes the assigned heading.

Similarly, current names only are used for geographic headings. This guideline, while applied throughout, should be specifically noted with regards to places which have historical names different from the current name (i.e., a nineteenth century map of the city of Port Orem will be assigned only the geographic heading Wharton NJ, which is the current name of that municipality, even though the map may only say Port Orem). As an aid to determining the current name of legally incorporated municipalities, as well as the name of the current legally incorporated municipality within which a local or variant name fails, reference should be made to "New Jersey Local Names, Municipalities and Counties," produced by the New Jersey Department of Transportation (the 1983 revision was used in determining geographic headings used in this Guide).
Chronological Index

This index includes single dates and date spans which represent the
dates of situation of the maps. These entries are further subdivided by
geographical headings in alphabetical order.

Series Index

This index includes titles of series to which maps belong.

STANDARDS, METHODOLOGY AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Cartobibliographic data for the maps listed in this Guide was col­
lected in accordance with the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules , second edi­
tion (1978), as interpreted in Cartographic Materials, a Manual of
Interpretation for AACR2 , edited by Hugo L.P. Stibbe (1982). The data was
then computerized and the resultant register and indexes produced through
use of the SPINDEX program package developed by the National Archives, as
well as through use of MarkIV programs developed especially for this Guide.

The use of national standards in the development of this Guide allows
this to be a functional classification and cataloging system for any map
collection. Complete instructional documentation on this system is avail­
able in the Department of Special Collections and Archives, Rutgers Univer­
sity Libraries.

The author is aware of a few minor inconsistencies in format which
appear in this Guide, which will be rectified where possible in the second
edition.

This project was funded by grants from the New Jersey Committee for
the Humanities, the Blauvelt-Demarest Foundation, and by Rutgers University
Libraries.

This project would not have been possible without the assistance of
the staff of the Center for Computer and Management Services, Rutgers Uni­
versity, and specifically Richard Gretter and Charlotte Placilla-Lane.

April Carlucci
March, 1986
Pages v–[viii], containing a subject terms list, have been omitted from this version of the document.
Reference map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; (between 1918 and 1925), shows 1918-1925.
1 map; col.; 106x72 cm.; {c1:310 000}, 1"=4.7 mi.
Shows steamship lines. Marked "1920" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 2.

New Jersey.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; {187-?}, shows 1876?.
1 map; col.; 71x44 cm.; 1:475 200, 1"=7 1/2 mi.
Marked "1876" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 2.

New Jersey, Premier Series {published for} Sisler Bros. Storage Warehouses, Somerville, New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Geographical Publishing Co.; {between 1908 and 1926?}, shows 1908-1926?.
1 map; col.; 89x71 cm.; {c1:418 176}, {c1"=6 2/3 mi.}.
advertisement.
Folder marked in pencil "c.1944." Removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 1.

New Jersey.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; {18--}, shows 1880?.
1 map; col.; 24x19 cm.; {c1:1 850 000}, 1"=29 mi.
Removed from unidentified book. Marked in pencil "c1880.
RRMC; pres. 4.

New Jersey Geological Survey.
The State of New Jersey.
{Trenton, Nu?}; {s.n.}; {188-?}, shows 1880-1889?.
1 map; 95x69 cm.; {1:316 800}, 1"=5 mi.
RRMC; pres. 5.

New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; A. Finley; {between 1825 and 1830}, shows 1825-1830.
1 map; col.; 35x27 cm.; {c1:950 400}, {c1"=15 mi.}.
c2 negative photocopy. c3 positive photocopy, soft focus. c2,3 dimensions and scales differ. Differs in out-of-state detail from MP/3810/000/0000AG.
RRMC; pres. 2.

New Jersey.
{Philadelphia, PA?}; {A. Finley?}; {between 1825 and 1830}, shows 1825-1830.
1 map; col.; 29x23 cm.; {c1:950 400}, {c1"=15 mi.}.
Differs in out of state detail from MP/3810/000/0000AF.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3810/000/000/000AH

New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; A. Finley; {between 1807 and 1823}, shows 1807-1823.
1 map; col.; 34x26 cm.; {c1:950 400}, {c1"=15 mi.}.
Marked in pencil "1824." Marked in pencil "1st Finley map". c2 removed from "A new general atlas of the globe." c3 is negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/000AJ

New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Geo. F. Cram; {after 1865}, shows 1870?.
1 map; col.; 35x27 cm.; {c1:1 303 840}, {c1"=19 mi.}.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Incomplete map of New York State on verso.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/000AK

{Greenleaf, Jeremiah?}.
New Jersey.
{Brattleboro, VT?}; {G.R. French?}; {1835 or 1836}, shows 1835-36.
1 map; 36x30 cm.; {c1:1 887 040}, {c1"=14 mi.}.
Similar to MP/3810/000/000/1842AA. Removed from unidentified book. Some information in legend has been removed. c2 is negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 3.

General Maps—before 1800

3810/000/000/1677AA

Seller, John.
A mapp of New Jersey in America.
Meriden, CT; Meriden Gravure Company; 1958, shows 1677.
1 map; col.; 62x97 cm.; {c1:380 160}, {1"=6 mi.}.
Inset: New York.
Kerr, p.15. "A facsimile of the original map in the John Carter Brown Library, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island." Descriptive text on separate sheet. c3 is negative photocopy reduction.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1677AB

Seller, John.
A mapp of New Jersey in America.
{London, Eng.}; {John Seller?}; {1677?}, shows 1677.
1 map; 46x56 cm.; {c1:380 160}, {1"=6 mi.}.
Inset: New York.
Kerr, p.15. c1,c2 are positive photocopies, apparently from an atlas, showing stamp "Map Division, Library of Congress." c3,c4 are negative photocopy reductions. Shows less land areas than MP/3810/000/000/1677AA; does not show text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1749AA

Evans, Lewis.
A map of Pensylvania, New Jersey, New York, and three Delaware Counties.
{Philadelphia, PA?}; {s.n.}; 1749, shows 1749.
1 map; 38x31 cm.; {c1:2 154 240}, {c1"=34 mi.}.
Mileage chart; text.
Kerr, p.73. Photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3810/000/000/1768AA

Holland, Samuel.

The provinces of New York, and New Jersey; with part of Pennsylvania, and the governments of Trois Riviers, and Montreal: drawn by Capt. Holland.

(London, Eng.); Thomas Jeffreys; (1768), shows 1768.

1 map; col.; 69x53 cm.; (c1:792 000), (c1"=12 1/2 mi.).

Illustrations.

Kerr, p.94.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1780AA

(Hinton, J.).

A new and accurate map of New Jersey from the best authorities.

(London, Eng?); (The Universal Magazine?); (1780), shows 1780.

1 map; 38x33 cm.; scale not given.

Kerr, p.157. c1 marked in pencil "Chapman Fund." c2 marked in pencil "Argosy Book Stores."

RRMC; pres. 1.

3810/000/000/1794AA

(Morse, Jedidiah).

A map of New Jersey from the best authorities.

(London, Eng.); (J. Stockdale); 1794, shows 1794.

1 map; 27x21 cm.; (c1:1 108 800), (c1"=17 1/2 mi.).

Kerr, p.189. Removed from "Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or a view of the present situation of the United States of America...London, J. Stockdale, 1794. (no.12)." Marked in pencil "1st map of the state of N.J."

RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1795AA

(Scott, Joseph T.).

New Jersey.

(Philadelphia, PA?); (s.n.); 1795, shows 1795.

1 map; 22x17 cm.; (c1:1 045 440), (c1"=16 1/2 mi.).


RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1795AB

The state of New Jersey, compiled from the most accurate surveys.

(Philadelphia, PA?); John Reid; 1795, shows 1795.

1 map; 51x41 cm.; (c1:601 920), (c1"=10 m.).

Kerr, p.202(?). Kerr dates map at 1796; however, this map has 1795 pasted over other undetermined date.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1795AC

Lewis, Samuel.

The state of New Jersey compiled from the most authentic information.

(Philadelphia, PA); W. Barker; (1795), shows 1795.

1 map; col.; 61x49 cm.; (c1:633 600), (c1"=10 m.).

Kerr, p.189. c1 is completely hand-colored; marked in pencil "c1810," but information on map matches 1795 data; Grametbaur lists no edition of map. Copies 2,3,4,5 smaller in size. Copies 2,4,5 marked "{1795}," c4 is smaller in size. Copies 2,4,5 marked "{1795}." c4 is positive photocopy. c5 is negative photocopy. From Matthew Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography Improved. See also MP/38.

RRMC; pres. 1.
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3810/000/000/1796AA

(Morse, Jedidiah).
New Jersey.
Boston, MA; (s.n.); (1796), shows 1796.
1 map; 20x16 cm.; scale not given.
Kerr, p.201. From "The American Universal Geography, part 1, page 315."
RRMC; pres. 1.

3810/000/000/1796AB

Doolittle, A.
New Jersey.
(Philadelphia, PA); (Matthew Carey); (1796?), shows 1796.
1 map; col.; 21x17 cm.; {c1:1 637 360}, {c1"=26 mi.}.
Kerr, p.200. Hand-colored with counties drawn in and labeled. Probably removed from Carey's American Pocket Atlas, 1796. Gift of Montagu Hankin Estate. See also MP/3810/000/000/1801AA; MP/3810/000/000/1814AA.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1799AA

(Payne, John).
State of New Jersey.
New York, NY; J. Low; (1799), shows 1799.
1 map; 29x21 cm.; {c1:1 013 760}, {c1"=16 mi.}.
Kerr, p.207. "Engraved for Payne's Geography." MP/3810/000/000/1799AB.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1799AB

State of New Jersey.
New York, NY; J. Low; (1799?), shows 1799.
1 map; 29x21 cm.; {c1:1 013 760}, {c1"=16 mi.}.
"Engraved for New Encyclopedia." See also MP/3810/000/000/1799AA. Marked in pencil "about 1800," "c.1810." "From Argosy Book Stores...Rare?" c2 negative photocopy. c3 reverse negative photocopy (illegible).
RRMC; pres. 1.

General Maps-1800 to 1849

3810/000/000/1801AA

Doolittle, A.
New Jersey.
(Philadelphia, PA); (Matthew Carey); (1801), shows 1801.
1 map; 24x21 cm.; {c1:1 637 360}, {c1"=26 mi.}.
Grametbaur, #1982. Removed from "Carey's American pocket atlas, 2nd ed...1801." See also MP/3810/000/000/1796AB; MP/3810/000/000/1814AA.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1812AA

A map of the State of New Jersey, to his Excellency Joseph Bloomfield, Governor, the Council and Assembly. this map is respectfully inscribed by William Watson...
Philadelphia, PA; W. Harrison; (1812?), shows 1812.
1 map on 4 sheets; 103x72 cm.; {c1:255 440}, {c1"=4 mi.}.
c1 sectioned, mounted on linen in tissue. Edges missing; mounting separating. c2 negative photocopy of northern portion only. Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3810/000/000/1812AB

Lewis, Samuel.
New Jersey.
(Boston, MA?); {Thomas and Andrews?}; (1812?), shows 1812.
1 map; col.; 27x22 cm.; (c1: 1 267 200), (c1"=20 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1814AA

Doolittle, A.
New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; Matthew Carey; 1814, shows 1814.
1 map; col.; 21x18 cm.; (1:637 360), (1"=26 mi.).
Grametbaur, #1989. c2 is bound with a title page and New Jersey pages from Carey’s American Pocket Atlas, 1814. c3 is positive photocopy enlargement, measures 49x36 cm. See also MP/3810/000/000/1796AB; 1801AA.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1816AA

Lewis, Samuel.
The State of New Jersey compiled from the most authentic information.
(Philadelphia, PA); {T.S. Manning?}; (1816?), shows 1814-1816.
1 map; col.; 55x45 cm.; (c1:633 600), (c1"=10 mi.).
Grametbaur, #1981. Plate 13. c1, c2 removed from unidentified atlas, probably Carey’s General Atlas, 1816, but may be 1814 edition (however, map from 1814 edition should be entirely colored). c2 marked in pencil “1814.” c1, c3 marked in pencil "1818;" no 1818 edition listed in Grametbaur. c3 is attached to cover. c4 is negative photocopy. See also MP/3810/000/000/1795AC.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1834AA

New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; A. Finley; 1834, shows 1834.
1 map; col.; 49x34 cm.; (c1:601 920), (c1"=9 1/2 mi.).
Copies vary in coloring and size. c3 is positive photocopy of color map (c1 or c2). c4 and c5 are negative photocopies of color map (c1 or c2). c6 is printed copy of an uncolored edition of map (not owned). c7 and c8 are positive photocopies of uncolored edition (or c6).
RRMC; pres. 1.

3810/000/000/1836AA

Hammond, John T.
Squire's map of the state of New Jersey.
New York, NY; R.S. Squire, Jr.; 1836, shows 1836.
1 map; col.; 75x77 cm.; (c1:411 840), (c1"=6 1/2 mi.).
Illustrations.
Insets: Newark; Trenton; Rahway; Paterson; Burlington; Jersey City; New Brunswick; Elizabeth.
Mounted in tissue in 2 parts
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1838AA

Gordon, Thomas.
New Jersey (reduced from T. Gordon’s map).
(s.l.); G.W. Boynton; 1838, shows 1838.
1 map; col.; 50x40 cm.; (c1:811 520), (c1"=12 1/2 mi.).
Copies vary in coloring and size. c5 is negative photocopy. c1, c3 removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3810/000/000/1839AA

New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; Thomas, Cowperthwait and Co.; 1839, shows 1839.
1 map; col.; 47x34 cm.; (c1:601 920), (c1"=9 1/2 mi.).
Marked in pencil on verso "From Prof. J.C. Srinoch(?), '62, May 7, 1918."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1841AA

Gordon, Thomas.
New Jersey.
{New York, NY?}; {Morse and Breese?}; 1841, shows 1841.
1 map; col.; 45x35 cm.; (c1:760 320), (c1"=12 mi.).
Attached note: "First cerographic or wax-engraved map of N.J..."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1842AA

{Greenleaf, Jeremiah?}.
New Jersey.
{Brattleboro, VT?}; {G.R. French}; 1842, shows 1842.
1 map; col.; 37x31 cm.; (c1:887 040), (c1"=14 mi.).
Removed from "Greenleaf, Jeremiah. A new universal atlas...new ed., rev. Brattleboro,
Vt., G.R. French, 1842. p.40." c2 is negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1846AA

Gordon, Thomas.
New Jersey (reduced from T. Gordon's map), corrected to 1846.
{s.l}; G.W. Boynton; 1846, shows 1846.
1 map; col.; 45x35 cm.; (c1:760 320), (c1"=12 mi.).
c2 is 27x21 cm. negative photocopy. c2 is marked "Thos. Gordon 1838 Gazetter
corrected for 1846."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1866AA

{Map of New Jersey}.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1866, shows 1866.
1 map; col.; 51x33 cm.; (c1:590 000), (c1"=9.5 mi.).
Insets: Vicinity of Paterson; Jersey City and vicinity.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3810/000/000/1866AB

Gamble, W.H..
County map of New Jersey with county map of Maryland and Delaware.
Philadelphia, PA; W.H. Gamble; 1866, shows 1866.
1 map; col.; 32x39 cm.; scale varies.
Removed from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1867AA

Gamble, W.H..
County map of New Jersey, with county map of Maryland and Delaware.
Philadelphia, PA; W.H. Gamble; 1867, shows 1867.
1 map; col.; 32x39 cm.; scale varies.
Removed from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3810/000/000/1870AA

Gamble, W.H.

County map of New Jersey, with county map of Maryland Delaware.
Philadelphia, PA; W.H. Gamble; 1870, shows 1870.
1 map; col.; 32x39 cm.; scale varies.
Removed from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1876AA

Colton's New Jersey, 1876.
New York, NY; G.W. and C.B. Colton and Co.; 1876, shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 64x45 cm.; 1:751 200, 1"=7 1/2 mi.
Attached to back cover only of accompanying text. Text and front cover missing.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1877AA

Rand McNally and Co.'s (indexed map of) New Jersey.
(Chicago, IL); Rand McNally and Co.; 1877, shows 1877.
1 map; col.; 52x34 cm.; {c1:580 000}, {c1"=9.25 mi.}.
Attached to back cover only of accompanying text. Text is present but detached.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1886AA

{Map of New Jersey.}.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1886, shows 1886.
1 map; col.; 51x33 cm.; {c1:580 000}, {c1"=9 1/2 mi.}.
Insets: Jersey City and vicinity; vicinity of Paterson.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3810/000/000/1886AB

County map of the State of New Jersey.
Philadelphia, Pa.; Wm. M. Bradley and Bro.; {1886}, shows 1886?.
1 map; col.; 47x37 cm.; {c1:750 000}, {c1"=12 mi.}.
Marked in pencil "1886 in Mitchell's New General Atlas of World".
RRMC; pres. 1.

3810/000/000/1886AC

New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 70x45 cm.; 1:475 200, 1"=7.5 mi.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1888AA

Vermeule, C.C..
The State of New Jersey.
{Baltimore, MD}; Julius Bien and Co.; 1888, shows 1888.
1 map; col.; 95x69 cm.; 1:316 800, 1"=5 mi.
c2 says "Projecting for a map of New Jersey", and is missing the table of relative sizes of cities and towns.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1891AA

Vermeule, C.C..
A map of New Jersey to accompany the annual report of the State Geologist for 1891.
{Trenton, Nu}; Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1891, shows 1891.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {c1:316 800}, 1"=5 mi.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3810/000/000/1891AB

Rand McNally and Co.'s New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1891, shows 1891.
1 map; col.; 53x34 cm.; (c1:570 000), (c1"=9 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 1.

3810/000/000/1894AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
A map of New Jersey, 1894.
New York, NY; Julius Bien and Co.; 1894, shows 1894.
1 map; col.; 33x24 cm.; (c1:1 000 000), (c1"=16 mi.).
c1 marked "Counties as existing in 1895" in ink. c1 accompanies letter from Cornelius
C. Vermeule dated Jan. 30, 1897, addressed to Mr. William S. Sharp, Trenton, NJ. See
also MP/3810/000/000/1894AB.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3810/000/000/1894AB

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
A map of New Jersey, 1894.
(Trenton, NJ); (J.A. Prince?); 1894, shows 1894.
1 map; col.; 16x11 cm.; (c1:2 217 600), (c1"=35 mi.).
See also MP/3810/000/000/1894AA; slight variations in engraving.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3810/000/000/1898AA

Matthews-Northrup up-to-date map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; Matthews-Northrup; 1898, shows 1898.
1 map; col.; 36x26 cm.; (1:887 040), 1"=14 mi.
text.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3810/000/000/1918AA

Map showing 100 miles around New York City.
New York, NY; Frank C. Keefe; 1918, shows 1918.
1 map; col.; 106x106 cm.; (c1:300 000), 1"=4 1/2 mi.
text.
Insets: Outline map of Greater New York showing rapid transit system. Index: New
York-Connecticut-New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1922AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
A map of New Jersey, 1922.
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1922, shows 1922.
1 map; col.; 33x24 cm.; (c1:1 000 000), (c1"=16 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1926AA

New Jersey.
New York, NY; Universal Map Co., Inc.; 1926, shows 1926.
1 map; col.; 28x22 cm.; (c1:1 150 000), (c1"=18 mi.).
Series: Instructive Geography Cards.
Insets: Jersey City. Extensive geographic information on verso.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3810/000/000/1932AA

Sotzman, D.F.

New Jersey entworsen von D.F. Sotzman, Hamburg bey Carl Ernst Bohn, 1797
(reproduction appearing in Newark Sunday Call, Sept. 4, 1932).
Newark, N.J.; Newark Sunday Call (newspaper); 1932, shows 1797.
1 map; 41 x 28 cm.; (c1:950 400), (c1"=15 mi.).
Kerr, p.203. Legend reads in part: "Rarest of the rare Sotzman maps...It is a unique item in the collection of early Americans of B.J. von Bongart of Livingston..." Marked in pencil: "From Mr. J.P. Wall, 6/24/40."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3810/000/000/1939AA

Works Progress Administration, Federal Writers' Project.

New Jersey.
(s.l.); New Jersey Guild Associates Inc.; 1939, shows 1939.
1 map; col.; 87 x 51 cm.; (c1:350 000), (c1"=5 1/3 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3810/000/000/1950AA

Morden, Robert.

Lawrenceville, N.J.; (s.n.); 1950, shows 1688.
1 map; col.; 28 x 26 cm.; scale not given.
Kerr, p.34.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3810/000/000/1956AA

Hagstrom's Official map of New Jersey.
New York, N.Y.; Hagstrom Company; (1956?), shows 1956?
1 map; col.; 110 x 60 cm.; (c1:260 000), (c1"=4 mi.).
Insets: Garden State Parkway from Perth Amboy to Paramus. Index: New Jersey. Marked in pencil "c1960"
RRMC; pres. 1.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF NEW JERSEY-Large scale series-Amboy Sheet

3811/NLS/A41/1901AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Amboy sheet.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1901, shows 1901.
1 map; col.; 69 x 89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
Series: Geological Survey of New Jersey. Large scale series. contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Atlantic City Sheet

3811/NLS/A74/1902AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Atlantic City sheet.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1902, shows 1902.
1 map; col.; 69 x 89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
Series: Geological Survey of New Jersey. Large scale series. contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1883.
BBMC; pres. 2.
3811/NLS/B55/1904AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Boonton sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1904, shows 1904.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887. "Notations are from E. Robinson's Atlas 1894."
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NLS/B55/1905AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Boonton sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NLS/C12/1900AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Camden sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1885-86.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NLS/C32/1905AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Chester sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1883.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/C32/1915AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Chester sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1915, shows 1915.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1883.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/D58/1905AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Dover-Stanhope sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1881.
BBMC; pres. 3.
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3811/NLS/D58/1916AA

Vermeule, C.C.,
Dover-Stanhope sheet.
{[s.l.]; [s.n.]; 1916, shows 1916.}
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1881.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Elizabeth Sheet

3811/NLS/E43/1912AA

Vermeule, C.C.,
Elizabeth sheet.
{[s.l.]; [s.n.]; 1912, shows 1912.}
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/E43/1919AA

Vermeule, C.C.,
Elizabeth sheet.
{[s.l.]; [s.n.]; 1919, shows 1919.}
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/E43/1930AA

Vermeule, C.C.,
Elizabeth sheet.
{[s.l.]; [s.n.]; 1930, shows 1930.}
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Hackensack Sheet

3811/NLS/H11/1899AA

Vermeule, C.C.,
Hackensack sheet.
{[s.l.]; [s.n.]; 1899, shows 1899.}
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/H11/1914AA

Vermeule, C.C.,
Hackensack sheet.
{[s.l.]; [s.n.]; 1914, shows 1914.}
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.
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Jersey City Sheet

3811/NLS/J26/1899AA
Vermeule, C.C.
Jersey City sheet.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1899, shows 1899.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Jersey City sheet.

3811/NLS/J26/1928AA
Vermeule, C.C.
Jersey City sheet.
Baltimore, MD; (s.n.); 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 2.

Long Branch Sheet

3811/NLS/L56/1901AA
Vermeule, C.C.
Long Branch sheet.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1901, shows 1901.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NLS/L56/1931AA
Plummer, L.P.
Long Branch sheet.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=10 feet.
Original surveys 1884, 1930.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Morristown Sheet

3811/NLS/M56/1902AA
Vermeule, C.C.
Morristown sheet.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1902, shows 1902.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
contour interval=20 ft.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/M56/1917AA
Vermeule, C.C.
Morristown sheet.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.)
contour interval=20 ft.
Original survey 1887. c3 marked in ink.
BBMC; pres. 2.
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Mount Holly Sheet

3811/NLS/M58/1900AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Mount Holly sheet.  
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1900, shows 1900.  
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.  
contour interval= feet.  
Original survey 1885.  
BBMC; pres. 3.

Navesink Sheet

3811/NLS/N17/1901AA

Vermeule, C.C.

Navesink sheet.  
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1901, shows 1901.  
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.  
contour interval=10 feet.  
Original surveys 1884, 1930.  
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/N17/1932AA

Plummer, L.P.

Navesink sheet.  
(Baltimore, MD?); A. Hoen and Co., Inc.; 1932, shows 1932.  
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.  
contour interval=10 feet.  
Original surveys 1884, 1930.  
BBMC; pres. 3.

New Brunswick Sheet

3811/NLS/N21/1805AA

Vermeule, C.C.

New Brunswick sheet.  
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1905, shows 1905.  
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.  
contour interval=10 feet.  
Original survey 1883.  
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/N21/1914AA

Vermeule, C.C.

New Brunswick sheet.  
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1914, shows 1914.  
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.  
contour interval=10 feet.  
Original survey 1883.  
BBMC; pres. 3.

New York Bay Sheet

3811/NLS/N22/1907AA

Vermeule, C.C.

New York Bay sheet.  
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1907, shows 1907.  
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.  
contour interval=10 feet.  
Original survey 1887.  
BBMC; pres. 3.
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Newark Sheet

3811/NLS/N23/1908AA

Vermeule, C.C..

Newark sheet.
{ s.l.}; { s.n.}; 1908, shows 1908.
1 map; col.; 69 x 89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/N23/1914AA

Vermeule, C.C..

Newark sheet.
{ s.l.}; { s.n.}; 1914, shows 1914.
1 map; col.; 69 x 89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/N23/1926AA

Plummer, L.P..

Newark sheet.
{ s.l.}; { s.n.}; 1926, shows 1926.
1 map; col.; 69 x 89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
Contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Paterson Sheet

3811/NLS/P17/1912AA

Vermeule, C.C..

Paterson sheet.
{ s.l.}; { s.n.}; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 69 x 89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
Contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Plainfield Sheet

3811/NLS/P41/1900AA

Vermeule, C.C..

Plainfield sheet.
{ s.l.}; { s.n.}; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; col.; 69 x 89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
Contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/P41/1916AA

Vermeule, C.C..

Plainfield sheet.
{ s.l.}; { s.n.}; 1916, shows 1916.
1 map; col.; 69 x 89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
Contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.
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3811/NLS/P41/1928AA

Plummer, L.P.
Plainfield sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 2.

Pluckemin Sheet

3811/NLS/P48/1805AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Pluckemin sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NLS/P48/1917AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Pluckemin sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1886. Marked in pencil regarding geology.
BBMC; pres. 1.

Shark River Sheet

3811/NLS/S31/1903AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Shark River sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1903, shows 1903.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NLS/S31/1916AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Shark River sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1916, shows 1916.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Somerville Sheet

3811/NLS/S54/1905AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Somerville sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.
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3811/NLS/S54/1920AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Sonerville sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1920, shows 1920.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}. {1"=20 ft.}.
contour interval=20 ft..
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 1.

Trenton East Sheet

3811/NLS/T62/1902AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Trenton East sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1902, shows 1902.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Woodbury Sheet

3811/NLS/W52/1900AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Woodbury sheet.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; col.; 69x89 cm.; {1:24 000}, {1"=2 000 ft.}.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original survey 1885-86.
BBMC; pres. 3.

TOPOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF NEW JERSEY (New Series)-Sheet 21

3811/NTA/021/1906AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Kittatinny Valley and Mountain, from Delaware Water Gap to Culver’s Lake (sheet 21).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1906, shows 1906.
1 map; col.; 84x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, {1"=1 mi.}.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original surveys 1880, 1883. c3 missing large piece.
BBMC; pres. 1.

3811/NTA/021/1913AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Kittatinny Valley and Mountain, from Delaware Water Gap to Culver’s Lake (sheet 21).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; col.; 84x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, {1"=1 mi.}.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original surveys 1880, 1883.
BBMC; pres. 1.
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3811/NTA/021/1931AA

Plummer, L. P.
Kittatinny Valley and Mountain, from Delaware Water Gap to Culver’s Lake (sheet 21).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original surveys 1880, 1883.
BBMC; pres. 2.

Sheet 22

3811/NTA/022/1903AA

Vermeule, C. C.
Eastern Sussex and Western Passaic Counties (sheet 22).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1903, shows 1903.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original surveys 1880, 1883.
BBMC; pres. 1.

3811/NTA/022/1910AA

Vermeule, C. C.
Eastern Sussex and Western Passaic Counties (sheet 22).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1910, shows 1910.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original surveys 1880, 1883.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/022/1916AA

Vermeule, C. C.
Eastern Sussex and Western Passaic Counties (sheet 22).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1916, shows 1916.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original surveys 1880, 1883.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/022/1933AA

Plummer, L. P.
Eastern Sussex and Western Passaic Counties (sheet 22).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.
Original surveys 1880, 1883.
BBMC; pres. 2.
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Sheet 23

3811/NTA/023/1903AA


3811/NTA/023/1916AA


3811/NTA/023/1933AA


Sheet 24

3811/NTA/024/1903AA


3811/NTA/024/1912AA


3811/NTA/024/1936AA

3811/NTA/025/1906AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Morris and Somerset Counties, from Lake Hopatcong to Somerville and New Brunswick (sheet 25).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1906. shows 1906.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 10-20 feet.
Original surveys 1883, 1884.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/025/1912AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Morris and Somerset Counties, from Lake Hopatcong to Somerville and New Brunswick (sheet 25).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1912. shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 10-20 feet.
Original surveys 1883, 1884.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/025/1933AA

Plummer, L.P.
Morris and Somerset Counties, from Lake Hopatcong to Somerville and New Brunswick (sheet 25).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies 10-20 feet.
Original surveys 1883, 1884.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/026/1903AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Vicinity of Newark and Jersey City (sheet 26).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1903. shows 1903.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/026/1912AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Vicinity of Newark and Jersey City (sheet 26).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 2.
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3811/NTA/026/1916AA

Vermeule, C.C..
Vicinity of Newark and Jersey City (sheet 26).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1916, shows 1916.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/026/1927AA

Plummer, L.P..
Vicinity of Newark and Jersey City (sheet 26).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1927, shows 1927.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/026/1932AA

Plummer, L.P..
Vicinity of Newark and Jersey City (sheet 26).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1932, shows 1932.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/026/1955AA

Blanchard, R.G..
Vicinity of Newark and Jersey City (sheet 26).
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/027/1903AA

Vermeule, C.C..
Vicinity of Trenton, Raven Rock to Palmyra (sheet 27).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1903, shows 1903.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Insets: Trenton and east.
Original survey 1885.
BBMC; pres. 2.
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3811/NTA/027/1913AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Vicinity of Trenton, Raven Rock to Palmyra (sheet 27).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Insets: Trenton and east.
Original survey 1885.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/027/1930AA

Plummer, L.P.
Vicinity of Trenton, Raven Rock to Palmyra (sheet 27).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1930, shows 1930.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Insets: Trenton and east.
Original survey 1885.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Sheet 28

3811/NTA/028/1904AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Trenton and eastward, Trenton to Sayreville and New Egypt (sheet 28).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1904, shows 1904.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1885.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/028/1912AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Trenton and eastward, Trenton to Sayreville and New Egypt (sheet 28).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1885.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/028/1917AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Trenton and eastward, Trenton to Sayreville and New Egypt (sheet 28).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1885.
BBMC; pres. 3.
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3811/NTA/028/1937AA

Plummer, L.P.,
Trenton and eastward, Trenton to Sayreville and New Egypt (sheet 28).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1885.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/028/1949AA

Blanchard, R.G.,
Trenton and eastward, Trenton to Sayreville and New Egypt (sheet 28).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1949, shows 1949.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1885.
BBMC; pres. 2.

Sheet 29

3811/NTA/029/1914AA

Vermeule, C.C.,
Monmouth Shore, with interior from Matawan to Lakehurst (sheet 29).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1914, shows 1914.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/029/1938AA

Plummer, L.P.,
Monmouth Shore, with interior from Matawan to Lakehurst (sheet 29).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1938, shows 1938.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 2.

Sheet 30

3811/NTA/030/1910AA

Plummer, L.P.,
Parts of Gloucester and Salem Counties, from Paulsboro on the north to Quinton and Deerfield on the south (sheet 30).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1910, shows 1910.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC; pres. 2.
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3811/NTA/030/1934AA

Plummer, L.P.
Parts of Gloucester and Salem Counties, from Paulsboro on the north to Quinton and Deerfield on the south (sheet 30).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC: pres. 2.

3811/NTA/030/1951AA

Blanchard, R.G.
Parts of Gloucester and Salem Counties, from Paulsboro on the north to Quinton and Deerfield on the south (sheet 30).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1887.
BBMC: pres. 3.

Sheet 31

3811/NTA/031/1903AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Vicinity of Camden, to Mount Holly, Hammonton and Elmer (sheet 31).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1903, shows 1903.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC: pres. 2.

3811/NTA/031/1913AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Vicinity of Camden, to Mount Holly, Hammonton and Elmer (sheet 31).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC: pres. 3.

3811/NTA/031/1931AA

Plummer, L.P.
Vicinity of Camden, to Mount Holly, Hammonton and Elmer (sheet 31).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC: pres. 3.
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3811/NTA/031/1942AA

Rochford, W.E.
Vicinity of Camden, to Mount Holly, Hammonton and Elmer (sheet 31).
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Sheet 32

3811/NTA/032/1903AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Part of Burlington and Ocean Counties, from Pemberton and Whittings to Egg Harbor City and Tuckerton (sheet 32).
Baltimore, MD: A. Hoen and Co.; 1903, shows 1903.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/032/1913AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Part of Burlington and Ocean Counties, from Pemberton and Whittings to Egg Harbor City and Tuckerton (sheet 32).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/032/1934AA

Plummer, L.P.
Part of Burlington and Ocean Counties, from Pemberton and Whittings to Egg Harbor City and Tuckerton (sheet 32).
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Sheet 33

3811/NTA/033/1905AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Vicinity of Barnegat Bay, eastern part of Ocean County (sheet 33).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 1.
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3811/NTA/033/1913AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Vicinity of Barnegat Bay, eastern part of Ocean County (sheet 33).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/033/1937AA

Plummer, L.P.
Vicinity of Barnegat Bay, eastern part of Ocean County (sheet 33).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Insets: Little Egg Inlet area.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/034/1910AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Western Cumberland County, including Bridgeton, with Delaware Bay (sheet 34).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1910, shows 1910.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/034/1927AA

Plummer, L.P.
Western Cumberland County, including Bridgeton, with Delaware Bay (sheet 34).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1927, shows 1927.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/034/1936AA

Plummer, L.P.
Western Cumberland County, including Bridgeton, with Delaware Bay (sheet 34).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1936, shows 1936.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.
Guide to New Jersey Maps
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3811/NTA/035/1907AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Vicinity of Millville, from Newfield to Port Norris and Cape May Court House (sheet 35).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1907, shows 1907.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 5-10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/035/1917AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Vicinity of Millville, from Newfield to Port Norris and Cape May Court House (sheet 35).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 5-10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.

3811/NTA/035/1930AA

Plummer, L.P.
Vicinity of Millville, from Newfield to Port Norris and Cape May Court House (sheet 35).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1930, shows 1930.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 5-10 feet.
Original survey 1886.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Sheet 36

3811/NTA/036/1907AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Parts of Atlantic and Cape May Counties, Egg Harbor City to Townsend’s Inlet (sheet 36).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1907, shows 1907.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=5 feet.
Insets: Great Bay area.
Original survey 1883-84.
BBMC; pres. 2.

3811/NTA/036/1916AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Parts of Atlantic and Cape May Counties, Egg Harbor City to Townsend’s Inlet (sheet 36).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1916, shows 1916.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=5 feet.
Insets: Great Bay area.
Original survey 1883-84.
BBMC; pres. 3.
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3811/NTA/036/1934AA

Plummer, L.P.
Parts of Atlantic and Cape May Counties, Egg Harbor City to Townsend's Inlet (sheet 36).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=5 feet.
Insets: Great Bay area.
Original survey 1883-84.
BBMC; pres. 3.

Sheet 37

3811/NTA/037/1905AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Cape May, Cape May City to Ocean City and Mauricetown (sheet 37).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=5 feet.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 1.

3811/NTA/037/1913AA

Vermeule, C.C.
Cape May, Cape May City to Ocean City and Mauricetown (sheet 37).
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=5 feet.
Original survey 1884.
BBMC; pres. 2.

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY-30' series-Camden NJ Quadrangle

3811/U30/C12/1901AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Camden, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1901, shows 1901.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, (c1"=2 mi.)
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original surveys 1886, 1894.
BBMC; pres. 1.

Dover DE Quadrangle

3811/U30/D58/1899AA

Wallace, H.S.
Dover, Delaware, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1899, shows 1899.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, (c1"=2 mi.)
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
BBMC; pres. 1.
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3811/U30/D56/1906AA

Wallace, H.S..
Dover, Delaware, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1906, shows 1906.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, {c1"=2 mi.}
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original survey, 1896.
BBMC; pres. 1.

Navesink NJ Quadrangle

3811/U30/N17/1902AA

Vermeule, C.C..
Navesink, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1902, shows 1902.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, {c1"=2 mi.}
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original survey 1884-85. Reprint of 1907.
BBMC; pres. 1.

Passaic NJ Quadrangle

3811/U30/P16/1900AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Passaic, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, {c1"=2 mi.}
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original surveys 1887-89, 1897.
BBMC; pres. 1.

3811/U30/P16/1905AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Passaic, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, {c1"=2 mi.}
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original surveys 1887-89, 1897.
BBMC; pres. 1.

Rancocas NJ Quadrangle

3811/U30/R15/1900AA

Vermeule, C.C..
Rancocas, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, {c1"=2 mi.}
contour interval=10 feet; text; legend.
Original survey 1885-86.
BBMC; pres. 1.

3811/U30/R15/1900AB

Vermeule, C.C..
Rancocas, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, {c1"=2 mi.}
contour interval=10 feet; text; legend.
Original survey 1885-86. Reprint of 1913.
BBMC; pres. 1.
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Raritan NJ Quadrangle

3811/U30/R16/1900AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Raritan, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, (c1"=2 mi.).
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original survey 1881-86.
BBMC; pres. 1.

3811/U30/R16/1905AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Raritan, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, (c1"=2 mi.).
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original survey 1881-86.
BBMC; pres. 1.

3811/U30/R16/1905AB

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Raritan, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, (c1"=2 mi.).
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original survey 1881-86. Reprint of 1917.
BBMC; pres. 1.

Trenton NJ Quadrangle

3811/U30/T61/1907AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Trenton, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1907, shows 1907.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, (c1"=2 mi.).
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original survey 1885-88.
BBMC; pres. 1.

Vineland NJ Quadrangle

3811/U30/V35/1899AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Vineland, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1899, shows 1899.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, (c1"=2 mi.).
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original survey 1886-96.
BBMC; pres. 1.

3811/U30/V35/1899AB

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Vineland, New Jersey, quadrangle.
Washington, DC; United States Geological Survey; 1899, shows 1899.
1 map; col.; 51x42 cm.; 1:125 000, (c1"=2 mi.).
contour interval=20 feet; text; legend.
Original survey 1886-96. Reprint of 1905.
BBMC; pres. 1.
New Jersey League of Women Voters.
Nova Caesaria, Quintipartite deed: West New Jersey, East New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1700-77.
1 map; col.; 29x23 cm.; scale not given.
Accompanying material listing state institutions missing. Marked in pencil "undated 20th century."
RMRC; pres. 4.

{Reed, Melvin W.?}.
Colonial mills {in New Jersey}.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; {1929?}, shows 1700-1770.
1 map; 45x29 cm.; {c1:700 000}, {c1"=11 mi.}.
sites of saw mills, grist mills, fulling or boulting mills before 1771.
c2 is negative, measures 37x24 cm. "Copied from page 33 of Colonial Industry in N. Jersey by Melvin W. Reed, NJ HC104.R325 Co, April 26, 1929."
RMRC; pres. 6.

Places in New Jersey which George Washington visited....
{Washington, DC?}; {s.n.}; 1931, shows 1773-1780?
1 map; col.; 55x32 cm.; {c1: 600 000}, {c1"=9 1/3 mi.}.
sites marked in red.
Working draft of map for "Washington's Journeys, The Congressional Memorial Atlas",
Col. Lawrence Martin, editor; Library of Congress.
RMRC; pres. 5.

Skinner, Norwood S..
Historic sites and events of New Jersey.
Trenton, NJ; {s.n.}; 1936, shows 1600-1935.
1 map; 72x41 cm.; {c1:416 275}, {c1"=6.57 mi.}.
illustrations, text.
"From an original drawn by George Washington."
RMRC; pres. 4.

Skinner, Norwood S..
A historama of colonial New Jersey, 1664-1964.
Trenton, NJ; Trenton Printing Co.; 1962, shows 1600-1962.
1 map; 74x51 cm.; {c1:411 840}, {c1"=6 1/2 mi.}.
illustrations; text; illustrated list of governors.
See also MP/3811/000/020/1962AB.
RMRC; pres. 5.

Skinner, Norwood S..
A historama of colonial New Jersey, 1664-1964.
Trenton, NJ; Alma Offset Co.; 1962, shows 1600-1962.
1 map; col.; 93x85 cm.; {c1:316 800}, {c1"=5 mi.}.
illustrations; text; illustrated list of governors.
See also MP/3811/000/020/1962AA.
RMRC; pres. 4.
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3811/000/020/1964AA

Skinner, N.

Trenton, NJ; (s.n.); 1964, shows 1664-1964.
1 map; col.; 43x56 cm.; (c1:902 880), (c1:"=14.25 mi.").
Illustrations; text.
*This map is printed from a portion of the Historama Map of Colonial New Jersey.*
Stamped "Historical Society of Princeton."

RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/021/0000AA

Military History

Washington's campaign in 1778 from Valley Forge to the Hudson via Monmouth Court House.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1778.
1 map; 26x20 cm.; (c1:1 108 720), (c1:"=17 1/2 mi.").
c1 is negative photocopy. c2 is positive original, measures 18x13 cm. Removed from unidentified book. "Plate 38." Shows sites of headquarters.

RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/021/1964AA

Hammond, D. Stanton.

Washington's retreat across New Jersey in Nov. and Dec. 1776.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1964, shows 1776.
1 map; 51x33 cm.; scale not given.
Photocopy.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/021/1974AA

Alden, John D.

Battles and skirmishes of the American Revolution in New Jersey.
Trenton, NJ; New Jersey Bureau of Geology and Topography; 1974, shows 1776-1782.
1 map; col.; 122x71 cm.; scale not given.
tables of dates of battles by locality.
*This map was prepared jointly by the Archives and History Bureau, State Library, Department of Education, and the Bureau of Geology and Topography, Division of Water Resources, Department of Environmental Protection. Presented with the compliments of the New Jersey Historical Commission...*

RRMC; pres. 5.

Political Maps-Undated

3811/000/030/0000AA

Gordon, Thomas.

New Jersey, reduced from T. Gordon's map by H.S. Tanner.
(Philadelphia, PA?); H.S. Tanner; (between 1840 and 1850), c.183, shows 1840-1850.
1 map; col.; 44x35 cm.; (c1:811 520), (c1:"=12 1/2 mi.").
mileage chart.
Copyrighted 1834, but population figures for 1840 given. Removed from unidentified book. Marked on verso "Purchased 1958." c2 is negative photocopy.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/0000AB

Gordon, Thomas.

New Jersey, reduced from T. Gordon's map.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1840 and 1850), c.183, shows 1840-1850.
1 map; col.; 44x35 cm.; (c1:811 520), (c1:"=12 1/2 mi.").
mileage chart.
Copyrighted 1834, but population figures for 1840 given. Removed from unidentified book.

RRMC; pres. 2.
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3811/000/030/0000AC

Counties existing in 1694 (in New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1694.
1 map; 34x23 cm.; scale not given.
Similar to MP/3811/000/030/0000AD. MP/3811/000/030/0000/AG. c2 is original, c1 is photocopy. c2 Acc. 1005.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/030/0000AD

Counties erected by the Law of 1710 (in New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1710.
1 map; 34x23 cm.; scale not given.
Similar to MP/3811/000/030/0000AC, MP/3811/000/030/0000/AG. c1 original; c2 photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/030/0000AE

New Jersey Geological Survey.
The state of New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1885 and 1905?}, shows 1885-1905?.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; (1:316 800), 1"=5 mi.
Appears to be black-and-white base map before color overprinting applied. c5 has no title.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/030/0000AF

Crocker, L.V.
The official map of New Jersey, including also Southeastern Pennsylvania.
Chester, VT; The National Survey; {1922?}, shows 1922-1927.
1 map; col.; 121x92 cm.; (1:253 440), (1"=4 mi.).
Index: New Jersey; Southeastern Pennsylvania; Delaware.
Grametbar, #2216. Attached to covers.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/0000AG

Counties as existing in 1800 (in New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1800.
1 map; 34x23 cm.; scale not given.
Similar to MP/3811/000/030/0000AC, MP/3811/000/030/0000/AG. Ac. 1006.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/030/0000AH

New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1860-1880?.
1 map; col.; 72x44 cm.; 1:475 200, 1"=7 1/2/ mi.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plate 64-65.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/0000AJ

Gray’s atlas map of New Jersey (with map of Delaware and Maryland).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1860-1880?.
1 map; col.; 44x36 cm.; scale varies
Insets: District of Columbia.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/030/0000AK

New Jersey in 1700, illustrating the indefiniteness of early county boundaries (and) New Jersey in 1750, with dates when county and province lines were determined. (s.l.); (s.n.); (1928?), shows 1700-1750.
1 map; 25x17 cm.; scale not given.
"Map No. 1." See also MP/3811/000/030/0000AL; MP/3811/000/030/0000AM.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/0000AL

New Jersey in 1700, illustrating the indefiniteness of early county boundaries. (s.l.); (s.n.); (1928?), shows 1700.
1 map; 26x17 cm.; scale not given.
"Map No. 1." See also MP/3811/000/030/0000AK; MP/3811/000/030/0000AM.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/0000AM

New Jersey in 1750, with dates when county and province lines were determined. (s.l.); (s.n.); (1928?), shows 1750.
1 map; 25x17 cm.; scale not given.
"Map No. 2." See also MP/3811/000/030/0000AK; MP/3811/000/030/0000AL.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Political Maps-1700 to 1799

3811/000/030/1700AA

Worlidge, John.
A new mapp of East and West Jersey.
London, Eng.: John Thornton; (1700), shows 1700.
1 map; 51x59 cm.; (c1:601 920), (c1"=9 1/2 mi.).
Kerr, p.53. c1 is original manuscript map. c2, c3, c4 are positive photocopies. c5, c6, c7, c8 are negative photocopy reductions. c9 is positive transparency reduction. c10 is negative transparency reduction. c11 is positive print from transparency on plastic. c3 stamped "Map Division, Library of Congress," has some boundaries outlined. Many copies marked "c1704."
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1769AA

Ratzer, Bernard.
A copy of the general map...by order of the Commissioners appointed to settle the partition line between the provinces of New York and New Jersey. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1769, shows 1769.
1 map; 43x24 cm.; (c1:1 013 760), (c1"=16 mi.).
See also MP/3811/000/030/1769AB. c2 is negative photocopy. Shows various proposed boundaries; 3 lines between East and West Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1769AB

Ratzer, Bernard.
A copy of the general map...by order of the Commissioners appointed to settle the partition line between the provinces of New York and New Jersey. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1769, shows 1769.
1 map; 36x23 cm.; (c1:1 013 760), (c1"=16 mi.).
This is a copy of MP/3811/000/030/1769AA. See text on verso. Shows Crown Lands with acreages. Shows various proposed boundaries; line between East and West Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3811/000/030/1777AA

Faden, William.
The province of New Jersey, divided into East and West, commonly called the Jerseys.
{London, Eng.}; William Faden; 1777, shows 1777.
1 map; 82x62 cm.; {1:411 840}, {c1"=6 1/2 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1777AB

Faden, William.
The province of New Jersey, divided into East and West, commonly called The Jerseys.
{Trenton, NJ}; Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1877, shows 1777.
1 map; 73x53 cm.; {c1:506 880}, {c1"=8 mi.}.
Kerr, p.130. Black-and-white reproduction of MP/3811/000/030/1777AA. "Facsimile of map now in possession of Chas. D. Deshler-Esqr. of New Brunswick." c12 is positive photocopy reduction. c13 is incomplete negative photocopy reduction.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/1777AC

Faden, William.
The province of New Jersey, divided into East and West, commonly called The Jerseys.
New York, NY; J. Bien; 1877, shows 1777.
1 map; 73x53 cm.; {c1:506 880}, {c1"=8 mi.}.
Kerr, p.130. Black-and-white reproduction of MP/3811/000/030/1777AC. "Fac-simile of map now in possession of Chas. D. Deshler, Esqr., New Brunswick." c1 mounted on linen. c3 water damaged. c6, c7 in pieces.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1777AD

Faden, William.
The province of New Jersey, divided into East and West, commonly called The Jerseys.
1 map; 56x43 cm.; {c1:633 600}, {c1"=10 mi.}.
Kerr, p.130. Black and white reproduction of MP/3811/000/030/1777AD.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/030/1777AE

Faden, William.
The province of New Jersey, divided into East and West, commonly called The Jerseys.
Cape May, NJ; J. Warren Arnold; {n.d.}, shows 1777.
1 map; 89x64 cm.; {c1:443 520}, {c1"=7 mi.}.
Kerr, p.130. Black and white reproduction of MP/3811/000/030/1777AE.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1777AA

Faden, William.
The provinces of New Jersey, divided into East and West, commonly called The Jerseys.
{London, Eng.}; William Faden; 1778, shows 1778.
1 map; col.; 82x60 cm.; {c1:443 520}, {c1"=7 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1778AB

Faden, William.
The province of New Jersey, divided into East and West, commonly called The Jerseys.
{Newark, NJ}; New Jersey Historical Society; 1960, shows 1778.
1 map; col.; 82x60 cm.; {c1:443 520}, {c1"=7 mi.}.
Kerr, p.130. Color reproduction of MP/3811/000/030/1777AA.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/030/1778AC

Faden, William.
The province of New Jersey, divided into East and West, commonly called The Jerseys. {Washington, DC}; United States Geological Survey; 1937, shows 1778.
1 map; col.; 61x45 cm.; {c1:570 240}, {c1"=9 mi.}.
Kerr, p.130. 3-color reproduction of MP/3811/000/030/1778AA.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/030/1784AA

{Bancker, Evert}. The state of New Jersey, pub. 1784. {New York, NY}; {Council of Proprietors of the Western Division of New Jersey?}; 1784, shows 1784.
1 map; 51x25 cm.; {c1:760 320}, {c1"=12 mi.}.
Kerr, p.167. See also MP/3811/000/030/1784AB. Shows various proposed boundaries; 3 lines between East and West Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1784AB

{Bancker, Evert?}. The state of New Jersey. {New York, NY?}; {Council of Proprietors of the Western Division of New Jersey?}; {1784?}, shows 1784?
1 map; 59x28 cm.; {c1:633 600}, {c1"=10 mi.}.
Kerr, p.167? See also MP/3811/000/030/1784AA. c1 tissue encapsulated; has handwriting on verso. c2 is negative photocopy. Shows various proposed boundaries; 3 lines between East and West Jersey. Marked in pencil "1775." Ac. 1003.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/1839AA

Gordon, Thomas.
1839.
Philadelphia, PA; H.S. Tanner; 1839, c.1834, shows 1839.
1 map; col.; 38x31 cm.; {c1:811 520}, {c1"=12 1/2 mi.}.
mileage chart.
Removed from Tanner's Universal Atlas. Marked in pencil "Gift of the Montagu Hankin Estate."(?)
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1846AA

Gordon, Thomas.
New Jersey, reduced from T. Gordon's map by H.S. Tanner. Philadelphia, PA; C.S. Williams; 1846, shows 1846.
1 map; col.; 38x32 cm.; {c1:811 520}, {c1"=12 1/2 mi.}.
mileage chart.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1847AA

Gordon, Thomas.
1 map; col.; 44x35 cm.; {c1:811 520}, {c1"=12 1/2 mi.}.
mileage chart.
Removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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Political Maps-1850 to 1859

3811/000/030/1850AA

Map of New Jersey compiled from the latest authorities.
1 map; col.; 44x35 cm.; (c1:811 520), (c1"=12 1/2 mi.).
mileage chart.
Removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1854AA

New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 48x41 cm.; (c1:760 320), (c1"=12 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1854AB

New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 44x37 cm.; (c1:760 320), (c1"=12 mi.).
Attached to back cover.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1854AC

Horner, Robert E.
A map of New Jersey with part of the adjoining states, originally compiled...by Thomas Gordon, revised, corrected and improved by Robert E. Horner.
Philadelphia, PA; Edward Yeager; 1854, shows 1854.
1 map; col.; 145x86 cm.; (1:190 080), 1"=3 mi.
Sectioned and mounted in six parts.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1855AA

New Jersey.
New York, NY; J.H. Colton and Co.; 1855, c.1854, shows 1855.
1 map; col.; 43x36 cm.; (c1:760 320), (c1"=12 mi.).
Attached to back cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1855AB

Colton's New Jersey.
New York, NY; J.H. Colton and Co.; 1855, shows 1855.
1 map; col.; 44x36 cm.; (c1:760 320). (c1"=12 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/1855AC

New Jersey.
New York, NY; J.H. Colton and Co.; 1855, shows 1855.
1 map; col.; 46x41 cm.; (c1:760 320), (c1"=12 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3811/000/030/1855AD

Colton’s map of New Jersey, prepared for the State Insurance Company, Jersey City. New York, NY: J.H. Colton and Co.; 1855, shows 1855. 1 map; col.; 68x50 cm.; (c1:760 320), (c1"=12 mi.).

RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1856AA

Map of New Jersey compiled from the latest authorities. Philadelphia, PA; Charles DeSilver; 1856, shows 1856. 1 map; col.; 46x38 cm.; (c1:780 320), (c1"=12 mi.). mileage chart.
c2 in tissue; has number of farms per county in pencil. Removed from unidentified book.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1859AA

Colton, J.H., Colton’s New Jersey. New York, NY; Johnson and Browning; 1859, shows 1859. 1 map; col.; 45x37 cm.; (c1:760 320), (c1"=12 mi.).

RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1859AB

Map of New Jersey compiled from the latest authorities. Philadelphia, PA; Charles DeSilver; 1859, shows 1859. 1 map; col.; 44x35 cm.; (c1:780 320), (c1"=12 mi.). mileage chart.

Removed from unidentified book.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/1861AA

Hopkins, G.M., Topographical map of the state of New Jersey, together with the vicinities of New York and Philadelphia, and with most of the state of Delaware. Philadelphia, PA; H.G. Bond; 1861, shows 1861. 1 map; col.; 178x151 cm.; 1:158 400. 1"=2 1/2 mi.
Illustrations; time dial; table of church populations.
Insets: Meteorological map of New Jersey; Paterson; Rahway; Belvidere; Morristown; Bridgeton; Mt. Holly; Newton; Beverly; Burlington; Salem; Bordentown; Trenton; Newark; New Brunswick; Camden; Elizabeth; Orange; Jersey City and Hoboken. Grametbaur, #2056. Sectioned and mounted on linen.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/1864AA

Colton, J.H., Colton’s New Jersey. New York, NY; J.H. Colton; 1864, shows 1864. 1 map; col.; 42x36 cm.; (c1: 760 320), (c1"=12 mi.). Attached to back cover.

RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1866AA

Colton, J.H., Colton’s New Jersey. New York, NY; G.W. and C.B. Colton and Co.; 1866, c.1855, shows 1866. 1 map; col.; 42x35 cm.; (c1:760 320), (c1"=12 mi.).

RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/030/1868AA

New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 70x45 cm.; 1:475 200, 1"=7 1/2 mi.
Removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/1868AB

New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 70x45 cm.; 1:475 200, 1"=7 1/2 mi.
Index: New Jersey.
Removed from unidentified book. Indexes on verso.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1868AC

Johnson's New Jersey.
New York, NY; A.J. Johnson; 1868, shows 1868.
1 map; col.; 46x34 cm.; (c1:696 960), (c1"=11 mi.).
Removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1870AA

Colton's Township map of the State of New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 64x49 cm.; 1:475 200, 1"=7 1/2 mi.
Stamped "James Neilson Bequest." Attached to back cover; has front cover detached.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1872AA

Colton's township map of the state of New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 64x46 cm.; 1:475 200, 1"=7 1/2 mi.
Attached to cover
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1872AB

Hopkins, G.M.:
Map of the State of New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; Ed. Busch; 1872, shows 1872.
1 map; col.; 107x80 cm.; (1:253 440), 1"=4 mi.
mileage chart; advertisements.
Sectioned and mounted in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1872AC

Map of the state of New Jersey prepared especially for Evert's Illustrated Historical Atlas.
New York, NY; H.H. Lloyd and Co.; 1872, shows 1872.
1 map; col.; 62x39 cm.; (1:506 880), 1"=8 mi.
Marked in pencil on verso "From Middlesex Co. atlas of 1870's." Copyrighted by Beers, Comstock and Cline. See also MP/3811/000/030/1872AD.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3811/000/030/1872AD

Map of the state of New Jersey.
New York, NY; Beers, Comstock and Cline; 1872, shows 1872.
1 map; col.; 62x40 cm.; (1:506 880), 1"=8 mi.
See also MP/3811/000/030/1872AC. Removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1873AA

Colton's New Jersey.
New York, NY; G.W. and C.B. Colton and Co.; 1873, c.1868, shows 1873.
1 map; col.; 66x45 cm.; 1:475 200, 1"=7 1/2 mi.
Attached to back cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/030/1874AA

Map of the state of New Jersey.
{New York, NY?}; {Beers, Comstock and Cline?}; 1874, shows 1874.
1 map; col.; 60x40 cm.; (1:506 880), 1"=8 mi.
Tissue encapsulation; map badly damaged. Similar to MP/3811/000/030/1872AC. Removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Political Maps-1880 to present

3811/000/030/1888AA

Vermeule, C.C.
The state of New Jersey.
{New York, NY}; Julius Bien and Co.; 1888, shows 1888.
1 map; 93x68 cm.; (1:316 800) 1"=5 mi.
Sectioned and mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/030/1890AA

Colton's larger township map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; G.W. and C.B. Colton and Co.; 1890, shows 1890.
1 map; 91x67 cm.; 1:316 800, 1"=5 mi.
Attached to cover labeled "Colton's Railroad Map of New Jersey."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/030/1894AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
A map of New Jersey, 1894 {with counties as existing in 1850 added}.
New York, NY; Julius Bien and Co.; 1894, shows 1850.
1 map; 33x24 cm.; (c1:1 013 760), (c1"=16 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

Base Maps

3811/000/031/0000AA

Outline map of New Jersey.
Chester, VT; National Survey Co.; {between 1935 and 1946}, shows 1935-1946.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Camden County.
Marked in pencil "c1920."
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/031/0000AB

New Jersey.
Little Falls, NJ; New Jersey Geographical Press; {19--}, shows 1960?.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; {c1:1 140 480}, {c1":=18 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/031/1872AA

Apgar, Ellis A.,
Outline map of New Jersey for schools.
Philadelphia, PA; Claxton, Remsen and Haffelfinger; 1872, shows 1872.
1 map; 89x56 cm.; {1:316 800}, 1"=5 mi.
This map is an instructional sheet about how to draw a map of the state. Includes "Directions for drawing the primary figure"{outline}; "Directions for drawing the map"{details}; "Explanation of signs used to represent population." Author was State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Missing some text.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/031/1953AA

Brennfleck, Walter E.,
Political subdivisions of New Jersey; counties and municipalities, as of January 1, 1953.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1953, shows 1953.
1 map; 51x29 cm.; {1:600 000}, {1":=9 1/2 mi.}.
advertisement.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/031/1961AA

{U.S.} Bureau of the Census.
New Jersey: minor civil divisions-townships, cities, towns and boroughs.
1 map; 122x92 cm.; {1:250 000}, {1":=4 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/031/1964AA

Political subdivisions of New Jersey, counties and municipalities, as of July 1, 1964.
{Trenton, NJ}; {s.n.}; 1964, shows 1964.
1 map; 33x18 cm.; {c1:1 000 000}, {c1":=14 mi.}.
c1 is negative. c.3 is 28x15 cm.; scale c1:1 100 000, c1":=18 mi.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Population

3811/000/032/1838AA

{Map of New Jersey showing voting distribution by district and county in 1838}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1838, shows 1838.
1 map; col.; 57x44 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 7.

3811/000/032/1877AA

Howell, Geo. W.,
The state of New Jersey, 1877.
{Trenton, N.J.}; Julius Bien; 1877, shows 1877.
1 map; 80x46 cm.; {1:380 160}, 1"=6 mi.
table of populations from 1875 Census {town and and county}.
c1, c2 stamped "Historical Society of Princeton, N.J." c1 separating from cloth mounting. c3 mounted on linen with tissue in two pieces, missing pieces in northern half.
RRMC; pres. 1.
Scarborough's new census map of New Jersey.
Indianapolis, IN; Scarborough Company; 1912, shows 1910.
1 map; 115x85 cm.; (c1: 250 600), 1"=4 mi.
Mileage chart; table of electric railways.
Insets: Congressional districts. Index: New Jersey.
1910 Census data.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Population increase per square mile 1950 to 1960 for political subdivisions of New
Jersey; counties and municipalities.
{Trenton, NJ}; {s.n.}; {1960?}, shows 1960.
1 map; 60x48 cm.; {c1: 506 880}, {1"=8 mi.}.
Marked in pencil "1960 data."
RRMC; pres. 5.

Physical and political map of New Jersey.
{s.l.}; John C. Winston Co.; {after 1900}, shows 1900-1920?.
1 map; 46x31 cm.; {c1: 920 000}, {1"=15 mi.}.
Marked in pencil "post 1920."
RRMC; pres. 2.

Sketch showing triangulation and internal improvements to accompany topographical
report, State of New Jersey, January 1st, 1856.
New York, NY; F. Heppenheimer and Co.; 1856, shows 1856.
1 map; 78x53 cm.; 1:400 000, {c1=6 1/2 mi.}.
Includes personal properties as points of triangulation.
c1 stamped on verso "Charles A. Philhower gift 1960."
RRMC; pres. 1.

Progress map of the state of New Jersey.
{New York, NY}; Julius Bien; 1880, shows 1880.
1 map; col.; 84x51 cm.; {1:400 000}, 1"=6 mi.
c1 tissued-mounted in 2 pieces.
RRMC; pres. 3.

New Jersey relief map.
{New York, NY}; Julius Bien; 1888, shows 1888.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:316 800}, 1"=5 mi.
c1, c2 sectioned and mounted.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Relief map of New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}; Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1896, shows 1896.
1 map; col.; 61x38 cm.; {c1: 350 000}, {1"=8 1/2 mi.}.
Varies slightly from MP/3811/000/040/1896AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/040/1896AB

Vermeule, C.C.

Relief map of New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ}; Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1896, shows 1896.
1 map; col.; 115x66 cm.; (c1:253 440), (c1"=4 mi.).
Varies slightly from MP/3811/000/040/1896AA. Mounting separating.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/040/1907AA

Topographic atlas of New Jersey key map (with new series topographic maps key map)
{sales brochure}.
{Trenton, NJ}; Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1907, shows 1907.
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; col.; 25x34 cm.; scale not given.
Marked in pencil "Recd May 19/08."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/040/1912AA

New Jersey Ship Canal Commission.
Relief map of New Jersey showing proposed sea level ship canal, Intracoastal Waterway, (raised relief map showing proposed canal from Trenton to Raritan Bay).
New York, NY; C.P. Gray; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 49x62 cm.; (c1:610 000), (c1"=9 1/2 mi.).
statistical tables.
Insets: Atlantic Intra-coastal Waterway, Boston {MA} to Beaufort {NC} section.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Geology

3811/000/050/1839AA

Rogers, Henry D.
A geological map of New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; P.S. Duval; 1839, shows 1839.
1 map; col.; 72x41 cm.; (1:380 160), (1"=6 mi).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/050/1868AA

Hopkings, G.M.
Geological map of New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ}; New Jersey State Topographical Survey; 1868, shows 1868.
1 map; col.; 58x44 cm.; (c1:506 880), (c1"=8 mi.).
geological crosssections.
Apparently meant to be hand-colored according to geologic time periods; however, no coloring exists. This may be preparatory copy for larger map, as scale stated on map ("Two miles to the inch") is incorrect at this size.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/050/1874AA

Cook, George H.
Geological and agricultural map of New Jersey to accompany the first report of the State Board of Agriculture, 1874.
{Trenton, NJ}; (s.n.); 1874, shows 1874.
1 map; 62x49 cm.; (c1:500 00), (1"=8 mi).
table of colors.
Apparently meant to be hand-colored according to key to soils; however, no coloring exists. May be preparatory copy.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3811/000/050/1881AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.  
Geological map of New Jersey.  
(New York, NY); Julius Bien; 1881, shows 1881.  
1 map; col.; 85x51 cm.; {1:380 160}, {1"=6 mi.}.  
geological section showing formations and soils.  
Shows iron mines, weather stations.  
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/050/1893AA

Salisbury, Rollin D.,  
Map showing the distribution of intra-morainic and extra-morainic glacial drift {in New Jersey}.  
(Trenton, NJ); Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1893, shows 1893.  
1 map; col.; 97x69 cm.; {c1:316 800}, 1"=5 mi.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/051/1959AA

Geologic map of New Jersey.  
(Trenton, NJ); {s.n.}; 1959, shows 1959.  
1 map; col.; 31x42 cm.; c1:1 000 000, {c1"=16 1/2 mi.}.  
text.  
c1 stamped "Historical Society of Princeton, N.J."  
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/052/1878AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.  
The state of New Jersey; surface geology, map showing soils of the glacial drift of northern New Jersey and approximate bounds of the pine and oak lands of southern New Jersey.  
(New York, NY); Julius Bien; 1878, shows 1878.  
1 map; 84x51 cm.; {c1:380 000}, 1"=6 mi.  
c2 stamped "Historical Society of Princeton, N.J."  
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/052/1889AA

Cook, George H.,  
Geological map of New Jersey from original surveys.  
(New York, NY); Julius Bien and Company; 1889, shows 1889.  
1 map; 93x68 cm.; {c1:316 800}, 1"=5 mi.  
geologic crossections.  
Atlas sheet No. 20.  
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/052/1954AA

Quackenbush, G.A.,  
Land type areas of New Jersey, 1954.  
{New Brunswick, NJ?}; {s.n.}; 1954, shows 1954.  
1 map; col.; 61x36 cm.; {c1:500 000}, 1"=8 mi.  
RRMC; pres. 4.
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Economic Geology

3811/000/060/1880AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.

The state of New Jersey, economic geology.

{New York, NY}; Julius Bien; 1880, shows 1880.

1 map; 84x49 cm.; {1:380 160}, 1"=6 mi.

geologic section showing formations and soils.


RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/060/1951AA

Brennfleck, Walter E.

New Jersey state plan: development plan for New Jersey.

{Trenton, Nu}; (s.n.); 1951, shows 1951.

1 map; col.; 115x66 cm.; {c1:250 000}, {c1"=4 mi.}.

Shows major and proposed highways; federal and state lands, parks and institutions; water resources. Stamped "Property of Princeton University Library" and "Historical Society of Princeton, Nu."

RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/061/1931AA

{Boyer, Charles S.?}.

Early forges and furnaces in New Jersey.

Philadelphia, PA; {University of Pennsylvania Press}; {1931?}, shows 1799.

1 map; 28x21 cm.; {c1:984 959}, {c1"=15.54 mi.}.

Marked "Reproduction of end paper map." On verso is advertisement for book with same title and author as map.

RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/070/1865AA

Blodget, Lorin.

Meteorological map of the state of New Jersey showing average mean temperature, depth of rain and direction of winds.

{s.l.}; {H.H. Lloyd and Co.?}; {1865}, shows 1865.

1 map; col.; 28x19 cm.; scale not given.

Grametbaur, #2077. Cut from another map, probably H.H. Lloyd and Co.'s Topographical Map of the State of New Jersey, 1865. Incorrectly marked "(c1830)."

RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/070/1937AA

Steward, Samuel R.

Fish and game habitats, showing general distribution of fish and game--native, introduced, and migratory -- in the state of New Jersey.

{Baltimore, MD}; A. Hoen and Co., Inc.; {1937}, shows 1937.

1 map; col.; 89x57 cm.; scale not given.

Illustrations; text.

Insets: New Jersey showing ... public shooting tracts, state forests, game preserves, game farms and fish hatcheries.

Grametbaur, #1187.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/070/1951AA


New Jersey: forests, parks, historic sites.

{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1951?}, shows 1951.

1 map; 46x59 cm.; {c1:660 000}, {c1"=10 1/2 mi.}.

Illustrations; text; table of facilities.

Marked in pencil "1951" and publication number is "58M-6-51," however, U.S. Route 9 does not appear. Possibly pre-1942.

RRMC; pres. 5.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3811/000/073/1900AA

Vermeule, C.C.
New Jersey showing forest area and its relation to the principal watersheds.
{New York, NY}: {Julius Bien and Co.}; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; 95x69 cm.; {1:316 800}, 1"=5 mi.
Grametbaur, #549. Annual report of the State Geologist, 1900.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/073/1922AA

New Jersey forest fire lookout stations in relation to connecting highways.
Trenton, NJ; {s.n.}; 1922, shows 1922.
1 map; 22x11 cm.; scale not given.
Photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/074/0000AA

(Map of New Jersey showing Raritan River Basin and locations of Spruce Run and Round Valley Reservoirs).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; (195-?), shows 1950-1960?.
1 map; 92x61 cm.; scale not given.
Marked in pencil "1958."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/074/1892AA

Vermeule, C.C.
A map of New Jersey to accompany the Annual Report of the State Geologist for 1892 (showing current and available watersheds and pumping stations for Northern New Jersey).
{Trenton, NJ}; {s.n.}; 1892, shows 1892.
1 map; col.; 94x69 cm.; {1:316 800}, 1"=5 mi.
c1 stamped "Historical Society of Princeton, NJ."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/074/1922AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
A map of New Jersey showing possible water-supplies.
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1922, shows 1922.
1 map; 33x23 cm.; c1:1 000 000), {c1"=16 mi.}.
Marked in ink "From Report on Water Resources of the State, New Jersey Department of Conservation and Development."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/080/0000AA

General Transportation

3811/000/080/1845AA

New Jersey Geological Survey.
Road map of the state of New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ}; {s.n.}; (n.d.), shows 1902.
1 map; 94x68 cm.; {1:316 800}, 1"=5 mi.
Improved roads shown in red.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/080/1845AA

Hammond, John D.
Distance map of the state of New Jersey.
New York, NY; {s.n.}; 1845, shows 1845.
1 map; col.; 83x59 cm.; {c1:300 000}, {c1"=6 1/2 mi.}.
Illustrations.
Insets: Newark; Trenton; Rahway; Paterson; Elizabeth; New Brunswick; Jersey City; Burlington.
RRMC; pres. 1.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3811/000/080/1903AA

New Jersey Geological Survey.
Road map of the state of New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}; (s.n.); 1903, shows 1903.
1 map; col.; 94x68 cm.; (1:316 800), 1"=5 mi.
improved roads shown in red.
On verso: Louisiana Purchase Exposition; Map showing improved wagon roads of New
Jersey macadamized under the State Aid Law.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/080/1905AA

New Jersey Geological Survey.
Road map of the state of New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}; (s.n.); 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; col.; 94x68 cm.; (1:316 800), 1"=5 mi.
improved roads shown in red.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/080/1909AA

New Jersey Geological Survey.
Road map of the state of New Jersey.
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1909, shows 1909.
1 map; col.; 94x68 cm.; (1:316 800), 1"=5 mi.
improved roads shown in red.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/080/1912AA

Road map of the state of New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}; New Jersey Geological Survey; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 117x69 cm.; 1:250 000, 1"=4 mi.
improved roads shown in red.
cloth.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/080/1913AA

Road map of the state of New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}; New Jersey Geological Survey; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; col.; 117x69 cm.; 1:250 000, 1"=4 mi.
improved roads shown in red.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/080/1918AB

Map of New Jersey showing the railroads and state highways.
{Trenton, NJ?}; (New Jersey) Board of Public Utility Commissioners. Division of;
1918, shows 1918.
1 map; 117x72 cm.; (1:253 440), 1"=4 mi.
table of Highway Routes from Chapter 14, Laws of 1917, Routes 1 to 15.
Route 16 drawn in by hand.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/080/1925AA

New Jersey. Department of Conservation and Development.
Road map of New Jersey.
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1925, shows 1925.
1 map; col.; 122x69 cm.; 1:250 000, 1"=4 mi.
improved roads as of January 1, 1925, shown in red; state highway system.
c2. 3, 4 stamped "Historical Society of Princeton, NJ."
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/080/1969AA

New Jersey. Department of Transportation.
New Jersey Department of Transportation official map and guide.
1 map; col.; 93x45 cm.; (c1:354 816), c1"=5.6 mi.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Northern Metropolitan Area; Camden and Vicinity; Atlantic City; Trenton;
State Building Complex. Index: Counties; Cities and towns; Public recreational
areas.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/0000AA

Road Maps-Undated

{Sun Oil Co.}.
Auto road map of New Jersey: Sunoco.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; (between 1938 and 1941), shows 1938-1941.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; (c1:418 176), c1"=6.6 mi.
text; mileage chart.
Insets: Metropolitan New York; Metropolitan Philadelphia. Index: New Jersey; Points
of interest.
Incorrectly marked "c.1930" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/0000AB

{Sun Oil Co.}.
Auto road map of New Jersey: Sunoco.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; (between 1938 and 1941), shows 1938-1941.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; (c1:418 176), c1"=6.6 mi.
text; mileage chart.
Insets: Metropolitan New York; Metropolitan Philadelphia; Atlantic City; Trenton;
Historic-Scenic Map of New Jersey. Index: New Jersey; Points of interest.
c1 incorrectly marked "1942" in pencil. c2 incorrectly marked "c.1930" in pencil.
Illustrations on c1 are full color. on c2 are two-color.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/0000AC

{Sun Oil Co.}.
Auto road map of New Jersey: Sunoco.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; (between 1936 and 1938), shows 1936-1938.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; (c1:418 176), c1"=6.6 mi.
text; mileage chart.
Insets: Metropolitan New York; Metropolitan Philadelphia.
Incorrectly marked "probably after 1942" in pencil
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/0000AD

{Sun Oil Co.}.
Sunoco Highway Map of New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 68x46 cm.; (c1:427 680), c1"=6 3/4 mi.
Insets: Newark and vicinity; To and through Manhattan; Atlantic City; Trenton.
Index: Counties; Cities and towns; Points of interest.
c2 marked "c.1954" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/0000AE

Gulf Oil Corporation.
New Jersey: Gulf Oil Corporation.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; (between 1952 and 1954), shows 1952-1954.
1 map; col.; 92x46 cm.; (c1:367 488), c1"=5.8 mi.
mileage charts.
Insets: Metropolitan New York; Metropolitan Philadelphia; Atlantic City. Index: New
Jersey; Metropolitan New York; Metropolitan Philadelphia.
Marked "1953" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/081/0000AF

{Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey}.
"Standard" road map of New Jersey and contiguous territory.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co.; {between 1920 and 1926}, shows 1920-1926.
1 map; col.; 82x42 cm.; {c1:364 320}, 1"=5 3/4 mi.
text.
Insets: New Jersey connections with the metropolitan area of New York.
Incorrectly marked "c.1935" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/0000AG

{Gulf Refining Co.}.
Gulf official road map: New Jersey.
New York, NY; American Colortype Co.; {between 1935 and 1937}, shows 1935-1937.
1 map; col.; 81x46 cm.; {c1:475 200}, {c1"=7 1/2 mi.}.
text; illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: New York City and vicinity; Philadelphia and Camden; Mileage map of the
United States. Index: New Jersey.
Incorrectly marked "1931" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/0000AH

{Gulf Refining Co.}.
New York and New Jersey touring guide.
1 map: both sides; col.; 81x65 cm.; scale varies.
text; illustrations; text; mileage charts.
Insets: Northeastern New Jersey; Atlantic City; Long Island. Index: New Jersey; New
York.
Earlier than MP/3811/000/081/0000AJ.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/0000AJ

{Gulf Refining Co.}.
New York and New Jersey touring guide.
1 map: both sides; col.; 81x65 cm.; scale varies.
text; illustrations; text; mileage charts.
Insets: Northeastern New Jersey; Atlantic City; Long Island. Index: New Jersey; New
York.
Later than MP/3811/000/081/0000AH.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/0000AK

Sun Oil Company.
Auto road map of New Jersey; Sunoco.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; {1933 or 1934}, shows 1933-1934.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; {c1:506 880}, {c1"=8 mi.}.
text; illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Metropolitan district, New York City; Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Historical-pictorial map of New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/081/1914AA  

States Garage, Atlantic City, N.J.  
Road map of New Jersey showing principal connections to States Garage, Atlantic City, N.J.  
{New York, N.Y.}; {s.n.}; {1914?}, shows 1914.  
1 map; col.; 59x46 cm.; {c1:538 560}, {c1"=8 1/2 mi.}.  
Illustrations; text.  
Insets: Atlantic City.  
Marked "1916" in pencil.  
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/081/1917AA  

Wanamaker, John.  
The Wanamaker automobile road map: Philadelphia and vicinity.  
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1917, shows 1917.  
1 map; col.; 64x45 cm.; {c1:760 320}, {c1"=12 mi.}.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1917AB  

New commercial and road map of New Jersey.  
Indianapolis, IN; National Map Co.; 1917, shows 1917.  
1 map; col.; 127x102 cm.; 1:221,760, 1"=3 1/2 mi.  
mileage chart.  
c3 attached to cover.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1917AC  

New commercial and road map of New Jersey.  
Indianapolis, IN; National Map Co.; 1917, shows 1917.  
1 map; col.; 127x102 cm.; 1:221,760, 1"=3 1/2 mi.  
mileage chart.  
c3 attached to cover.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1918AA  

Rand McNally official auto trails map: New York City and vicinity.  
{s.l.}; Rand McNally and Co.; 1918, shows 1918.  
1 map; 72x57 cm.; {c1:570 240}, {c1"=9 mi.}.  
Legend includes 32 specific trails and pictures of their markers. With folder from Joselyn Garage, New York, NY.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1918AB  

New commercial and road map of New Jersey.  
Indianapolis, IN; National Map Co.; {after 1917?}, shows 1918.  
1 map; 128x97 cm.; 1:221,760, 1"=3 1/2 mi.  
mileage chart.  
Index: New Jersey.  
Sectioned and mounted with wall-hanging fixtures. "Notice: This map is imperfect in some respect making it unsaleable as first quality material. It has, however, its full teaching value and has been donated to this school by A.J. Nystrom and Co., Chicago."  
RRMC; pres. 3.
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Road Maps-1920 to 1929

3811/000/081/1921AA

{New Jersey} State Highway Commission.
Map showing New Jersey state highway routes under construction, detours, etc.
Philadelphia, PA; W. Nuneviller Co.; 1921, shows 1921.
1 map; 43x36 cm.; {c1:772 992}, {c1*=12.2 mi.}.
Includes directory of routes 1 to 16.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1922AA

{New Jersey} State Highway Commission.
Map showing New Jersey state highway routes under construction, detours, etc.
Philadelphia, PA; W. Nuneviller Co.; 1922, shows 1922.
1 map; 36x28 cm.; {c1:902 880}, {c1*=14.25 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1923AA

{New Jersey} State Highway Commission.
Map showing New Jersey state highway routes under construction, detours, etc.
Philadelphia, PA; W. Nuneviller Co.; 1923, shows 1923.
1 map; 35x28 cm.; {c1:902 880}, {c1*=14.25 mi.}.
c2 badly water damaged.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1923AB

Stead, Carroll W..
Auto road map of New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania showing main routes.
Trenton, NJ; L.B. Prince; 1923, shows 1923.
1 map; 28x16 cm.; {c1:1 077 120}, {c1*=17 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1924AA

{New Jersey} State Highway Commission.
1924 road map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1924, shows 1924.
1 map; 82x43 cm.; {c1:380 160}, {c1*=6 mi.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey connections with the metropolitan area of New York.
Includes directory of routes 1 to 20.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1925AA

{New Jersey} State Highway Commission.
1925 Road map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1925, shows 1925.
1 map; col.; 82x43 cm.; {c1:348 480}, {c1*=5 1/2 mi.}.
Illustrations; text; table of State Highway Routes 1 to 20.
Insets: New Jersey 150 years ago (1778); New Jersey connecting with the metropolitan area of New York.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1925AB

Traffic distribution shown on NJ map.
{Newark, NJ?}; Newark Evening News?; 1925, shows 1925.
1 map; col.; 24x12 cm.; {c1:1 504 808}, {c1*=25.33 mi.}.
Shows number of vehicles using highways during 24-hour period.
Clipping from Newark Evening News, January 24, 1925.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3811/000/081/1925AC

Thibodeau, W.A..

Map of New Jersey and environs.

{Newark, NJ}; The Sunday Call, Newark, NJ {newspaper}; 1925, shows 1925.

1 map; 82x58 cm.; {c1:562 636}, {c1''=8.8 mi.}.

With 48-page folder entitled "Motor highways of New Jersey," issued by the Newark Sunday Call, containing descriptions of numbered highways, advertisements.

RRMC: pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1926AA

{New Jersey} State Highway Commission.

1926 Road map of New Jersey.

New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1926, shows 1926.

1 map; col.; 77x41 cm.; {c1:380 160}, {c1''=6 mi.}.

Illustrations; text: table of State Highway routes 1 to 20; table of city-to-city thorough routes.

Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey Motor Roads; 1925 Highway Traffic Census {summer volume}.

c2 has route from Newburgh (Albany), NY to Philadelphia, PA marked in red crayon.

RRMC: pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1927AA

Gulf Refining Co..

Gulf Refining Co. official road map No. 5: New Jersey.

Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; {1926 or 1927}, shows 1927.

1 map; col.; 46x31 cm.; {c1:665 280}, {c1''=10 1/2 mi.}.

Illustrations; text.

Insets: New York City and vicinity; Philadelphia.

RRMC: pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1928AA

{New Jersey} State Highway Commission.

1928 Road map of New Jersey.

Philadelphia, PA; Brownell Photo-Lithograph Co.; 1928, shows 1928.

1 map; col.; 77x41 cm.; {c1:411 840}, {c1''=6 1/2 mi.}.

Illustrations; text; State Highway System of the Future, routes designated by the Legislature (Revis.)

Insets: Metropolitan Area; Camden-Philadelphia Area; 1927 Traffic Census {summer volume}.

Includes map showing approximate location of State Highway routes designated by Chapter 318, Laws of 1927;

RRMC: pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1928AB

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

1928 "Standard" road map of New Jersey.

New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1928, shows 1928.

1 map; col.; 82x43 cm.; {c1:332 640}, {c1''=5 1/2 mi.}.

Illustrations; list of oils to use by make of car.


c1 marked "Benjamin R. Twiss HPNJ" in ink; oil capacities of crankcase by model added in ink. c2 marked with crayon.

RRMC: pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1929AA

{New Jersey} State Highway Commission.

1929 Road map of New Jersey.

{New York, NY}; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1929, shows 1929.

1 map; col.; 77x41 cm.; {c1:380 160}, {c1''=6 mi.}.

Illustrations; text;

Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey Motor Roads; Philadelphia and Camden; 1928 Traffic Census {summer volume}; Holland Tunnel approach roads.

Includes map of State Highway System of the Future, routes designated by Legislature {revisions of 1927 and 1929}, routes 1 to 50; US numbered highways.

RRMC: pres. 3.
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Road Maps-1930 to 1939

3811/000/081/1930AA

New Jersey State Highway Commission.

1930 Road map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co.; 1930, shows 1930.
1 map; col.; 102x56 cm.; (c1:285 120), (c1"=4 1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; table of city-to-city through route.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey Motor Roads; Philadelphia and Camden; New Brunswick-Highland Park By-Pass; Holland Tunnel approach roads.
Shows the New Jersey Indian Head.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1930AB

New Jersey Highway Department.

New Jersey legislated state highway system as of April 25, 1930.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Map Co.; 1930, shows 1930.
1 map; col.; 86x48 cm.; (1:316 800), (1"=5 mi.).
tables of completed and legislated mileage by county and pavement type.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1930AC

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

1930 "Standard" road map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1930, shows 1930.
1 map; col.; 80x43 cm.; (c1:348 480), (c1"=5 1/2 mi.)
illustrations; mileage chart; list of airports and landing fields.
Middlesex County outlined in ink.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1931AA

New Jersey State Highway Commission.

1931 Road map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co.; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 102x56 cm.; (c1:285 120), (c1"=4 1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; views; table of city to city through routes.
Insets: Jersey City-Newark-Elizabeth-Paterson and other Metropolitan New Jersey Motor Roads; Camden and Philadelphia; Trenton; Atlantic City; New Brunswick; Proposed state highways and main connecting roads in the vicinity of the new Hudson River Bridge.
Shows the New Jersey Indian Head.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1931AB

(New Jersey) State Highway Commission.

1931 Road map of the state of New Jersey.
Chester, VT; National Survey Co.; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 102x56 cm.; (c1:285 120), (c1"=4 1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; views; table of city to city through routes.
Insets: Jersey City-Newark-Elizabeth-Paterson and other Metropolitan New Jersey Motor Roads; Camden and Philadelphia; Trenton; New Brunswick; Atlantic City; Proposed state highways and main connecting roads in the vicinity of the new Hudson River Bridge.
Shows the New Jersey Indian Head.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/081/1931AC
Texas Company.
1931 Texaco road map: New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; {c1:443 520}, {c1″=7 mi.}.
text.
Insets: Detailed map of Manhattan; New York and vicinity; Philadelphia and vicinity; Jersey City; Atlantic City; Camden; Bridgeton; Elizabeth; New Brunswick; Millville; Passaic; Montclair; Paterson; Morristown; Perth Amboy; Newark; Trenton. Index: New Jersey.
Stamped "G.W. Borough’s Service Station...North Plainfield, NJ."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1931AD
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.
1931 "Standard" Road map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 80x43 cm.; {c1:348 480}, c1″=5 1/2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1932AA
New Jersey State Highway Commission.
1932 Road map of New Jersey.
(Baltimore, MD?); A. Hoen and Co., Inc.; 1932, shows 1932.
1 map; col.; 102x56 cm.; {c1:285 120}, {c1″=4 1/2 mi.}.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Jersey City, Newark, Elizabeth, Paterson and other Metropolitan New Jersey motor roads; Camden and Philadelphia; State Police Stations; Places visited by George Washington and campaign routes 1776-1781.
Shows the New Jersey Indian Head. "c1932 KAC."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1933AA
New Jersey State Highway Commission.
1933 Road map of New Jersey.
(Baltimore, MD?); A. Hoen and Co., Inc.; 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; col.; 102x56 cm.; {c1:285 120}, {c1″=4 1/2 mi.}.
illustrations; text; mileage chart; key to motor vehicle license letters.
Insets: Jersey City, Newark, Elizabeth, Paterson and other Metropolitan New Jersey motor roads; Camden and Philadelphia; Holland Tunnel approaches and high level viaduct.
Shows the New Jersey Indian Head. "c1933 KAC."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1933AB
The Texas Company.
1933 Texaco road map: New Jersey (with Long Island and vicinity).
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; both sides; col.; 71x76 cm.; {c1:443 520}, {c1″=7 mi.}.
text; ferry schedules.
Insets: New York City metropolitan district; Philadelphia; Passaic; Perth Amboy; Trenton; Paterson; Jersey City; Atlantic City; Elizabeth; Montclair; Newark; Morristown; New Brunswick. Index: New Jersey; Connecticut-New York-Long Island.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3811/000/081/1933AC

Tydol Veedol.
1933 Official road map, New Jersey (with Tydol Veedol Territorial road map, Northeastern United States).
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1933, shows 1933.
1 map: both sides; col.; 56x37 cm.; {c1:506 880}, {c1"=8 mi.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New York and vicinity; Philadelphia.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1933AD

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.
1933 "Standard" road map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; col.; 84x45 cm.; {c1:348 480}. {c1"=5 1/2 mi.}
Illustrations; text; mileage chart; license letters.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey motor roads; Camden and Philadelphia; Trenton.
Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1934AA

New Jersey State Highway Commission.
1934 Road map of New Jersey.
Clifton, NJ; American Colortype Co.; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 102x56 cm.; {c1:285 120}. {c1"=4 1/2 mi.}
Illustrations; text; mileage chart; key to motor vehicle license letters; 1933 motor accidents data.
Insets: Jersey City-Newark-Elizabeth-Paterson and other metropolitan New Jersey motor roads; Camden and Philadelphia.
Shows New Jersey Indian Head. "c1934 KAC."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1934AB

The Texas Company.
1934 Texaco road map: New Jersey {with Long Island and vicinity}.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 71x75 cm.; {c1:443 520}. {c1"=7 mi.}
Text; ferry schedules.
Insets: New York City metropolitan district; Philadelphia; Passaic; Perth Amboy; Trenton; Paterson; Jersey City; Atlantic City; Elizabeth; Montclair; Morristown; Newark; New Brunswick. Index: New Jersey; Connecticut-New York-Long Island.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1934AC

Conoco.
Conoco official road map, New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; (1934?), shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 61x46 cm.; {c1:506 880}. {c1"=8 mi.}
Text; points of interest; radio stations.
Insets: Newark-Jersey City and vicinity; Philadelphia; Trenton; Atlantic City.
Index: New Jersey; Penn.-New York-Delaware; Points of interest.
Incorrectly marked "c1940" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1934AD

Cities Service Oils.
Cities Service road map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; (1934?), shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 71x75 cm.; {c1:443 520}. {c1"=7 mi.}
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeastern States; New York metropolitan area; Atlantic City; Camden; Passaic; Paterson; Trenton; Newark and vicinity; Jersey City.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3811/000/081/1934AE

Pure Oil Co.

New Jersey: Pure.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; (1934?), shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 68x50 cm.; (c1:443 520), (c1"=7 mi.).
illustrations; text; mileage chart; radio stations.
Incorrectly marked "c1945" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1934AF

Pure Oil Co.

Pure Oil Pathfinder for New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; (1934?), shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 68x51 cm.; (c1:443 520), (c1"=7 mi.).
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: New York City; Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
Marked "1935" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1934AG

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

1934 Esso Road Map, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 84x45 cm.; (c1:348 480), (c1"=5 1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; mileage chart; license letters.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey motor roads; Camden and Philadelphia; Trenton. Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1935AA

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

1935 Esso road Map, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1935, shows 1935.
1 map; col.; 84x45 cm.; (c1:348 480), (c1"=5 1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; mileage chart; license letters.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden-Philadelphia; Trenton. Index: New Jersey.
c2 has pencil markings. c3 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1935AB

(Shell Oil Co.).

1935 Shell official road map, New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Company; 1935, shows 1935.
1 map; col.; 61x46 cm.; (c1:506 880), (c1"=8 mi.).
mileage chart.
c1 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/081/1937AA

Gallup's Inc., Cartographers.

Road map of New Jersey showing state highways and other principal roads, Corrected to May 1, 1937.
Clifton, NJ; American Colorypte Co.; 1937, shows 1937.
2 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 102x56 cm.; (c1:300 960), (c1"=4 3/4 mi.).
illustrations; text.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia.
On verso: Map of Historic sites and events of New Jersey, by Norwood S. Skinner; New Jersey State Planning Board, 1936. Shows New Jersey Indian Head.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/081/1937AB
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Motoring in New Jersey, Delaware and adjoining territory.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; col.; 73x54 cm.; (c1:570 240), c1"=9 mi. mileage chart.
Insets: New Jersey metropolitan area; Philadelphia; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey; Delaware.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1937AC
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Motoring in New Jersey, Delaware and adjoining territory.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; col.; 72x55 cm.; (c1:570 240), c1"=9 mi. mileage chart.
Insets: New Jersey metropolitan area; Philadelphia; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey; Delaware.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1938AA
Savory Oil Co.
Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; {1937?}, shows 1937.
1 map; col.; 68x50 cm.; (c1:443 520), c1"=7 mi. illustrations; text; mileage chart.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1938AB
Savory Oil Co.
Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; {1938 or 1939}, shows 1938-1939.
1 map; both sides; 71x53 cm.; (c1:433 520), c1"=7 mi. illustrations; text; mileage charts.
Insets: Connecting routes into New York City; Trenton; Atlantic City; New York and vicinity; Cleveland and vicinity. Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1938AC
Savory Oil Co.
Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; {1938 or 1939}, shows 1938-1939.
1 map; both sides; 71x53 cm.; (c1:433 520), c1"=7 mi. illustrations; text; mileage charts.
Insets: Connecting routes into New York City; Trenton; Atlantic City; New York and vicinity; Cleveland and vicinity. Index: New Jersey. Marked "1938" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1938AB
The Texas Company.
Texaco touring map of New Jersey {with sectional trip map of northeastern U.S.}.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; {1938 or 1939}, shows 1938-1939.
1 map; both sides; 71x53 cm.; (c1:433 520), c1"=7 mi. illustrations; text; mileage charts.
Insets: Connecting routes into New York City; Trenton; Atlantic City; New York and vicinity; Cleveland and vicinity. Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1938AC
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.
Happy motoring in New Jersey 1938.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1938, shows 1938.
1 map; col.; 84x45 cm.; (c1:348 480), c1"=5 1/2 mi. illustrations; text; mileage charts; radio stations.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey. c2 from Guildi collection.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1939AB
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Motoring in New Jersey, Delaware and adjoining territory: Socony-Vacuum.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1938, shows 1938.
1 map; col.; 72x53 cm.; (c1:570 240), c1"=9 mi. illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: New Jersey Metropolitan area; Philadelphia; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey; Delaware.
c1 from Guildi collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1939AC
New Jersey State Highway Department.
1939 road map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co.; 1939, shows 1939.
1 map; col.; 92x51 cm.; (c1:316 800), (c1"=5 mi.). illustrations; text; mileage chart.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3811/000/081/1939AB

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.,

Motoring in New Jersey, Delaware and adjoining territory.

New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1939, shows 1939.

1 map; col.; 73x54 cm.; (c1:570 240), c1"=6 mi.

text; mileage chart; radio stations.

Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey; Philadelphia; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey; Delaware.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1939AC

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1939.

New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1939, shows 1939.

1 map; col.; 84x45 cm.; (c1:348 480), c1"=5 1/2 mi.

illustrations; text; mileage chart; radio stations; list of product marketers.

Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.

c2 from Guldi collection.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1940AA

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1940.

New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1940, shows 1940.

1 map; col.; 84x45 cm.; (c1:348 480), c1"=5 1/2 mi.

illustrations; text; mileage chart; radio stations.

Insets: Pictorial guide ... New Jersey; Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia; Trenton; Newark; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1941AA

New Jersey State Highway Department.

New Jersey Highways, 1941.

New York, NY; Hagstrom Co., Inc.; 1941, shows 1941.

1 map; col.; 93x51 cm.; (c1:316 800), (c1"=5 mi.).

illustrations; text.

Insets: Metropolitan North Jersey; Camden-Philadelphia area.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1941AB

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.,

New Jersey; Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.

New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1941, shows 1941.

1 map; 84x39 cm.; (c1:348 480), c1"=5 1/2 mi.

mileage chart.

Insets: Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay Country; Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia; Newark; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.

c2 from Guldi collection.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1941AC

Tide Water Associated Oil Co.,

1941 Tydol trails, New Jersey.

Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1941, shows 1941.

1 map; 61x46 cm.; (c1:506 880), c1"=8 mi.

illustrations; text; mileage chart.

Insets: In and around New York; Newark-Jersey City. Index: New Jersey; Delaware-New York-Pennsylvania.

RRMC; pres. 3.
Guide to New Jersey Maps

381/000/081/1941AD

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1941.

New York, NY, General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1941, shows 1941.
1 map; col.; 84x39 cm.; (c1:348 480), c1"=5 1/2 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart; radio stations.
Insets: Pictorial Guide...New Jersey; Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia. Index: New Jersey.
c4 from Guld1 collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

381/000/081/1942AA

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.

New Jersey: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.

New York, NY, General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; col.; 84x39 cm.; (c1:348 480), c1"=5 1/2 mi.
mileage chart.
Insets: Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay Country; Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia; Newark; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

381/000/081/1942AB

{Sun Oil Co.).

New Jersey: Sunoco.

Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; (c1:418 176), c1"=6.6 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Metropolitan New York; Metropolitan Philadelphia; Historical-Pictorial Map of New Jersey; Atlantic City; Trenton. Index: New Jersey; Points of interest. Marked "1943" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

381/000/081/1942AC

{Shell Oil Co.).

Shell official road map of New Jersey.

Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; col.; 61x46 cm.; (c1:506 860), c1"=8 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart; radio stations.
Insets: Newark-Jersey City and vicinity. Index: New Jersey; Delaware-New York-Pennsylvania.
RRMC; pres. 2.

381/000/081/1942AD

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

Happy motoring in New Jersey.

New York, NY, General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; col.; 84x39 cm.; (c1:348 480), c1"=5 1/2 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart; radio stations.
Insets: Pictorial guide to New Jersey; Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia; Newark; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guld1 collection.
RRMC; pres. 2.

381/000/081/1945AA

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.

New Jersey: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.

Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1945?, shows 1945?.
1 map; col.; 84x39 cm.; (c1:348 480), c1"=5.5 mi.
mileage chart.
Insets: Delaware and Coastal Area of Maryland and Virginia; Northeastern New Jersey Metropolitan Area; Philadelphia and vicinity; Newark; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.
Texaco.

Texaco touring map of New Jersey (with Pennsylvania).
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1945, shows 1945.
1 map: both sides; col.; 82x58 cm.; scale varies.
Index: New Jersey; Pennsylvania.
RRMC; pres. 2.

New Jersey State Highway Department.

New Jersey Highways, 1946.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Co., Inc.; 1946, shows 1946.
1 map; col.; 93x51 cm.; (c1:316 800)., (c1"=1 mi.).
Illustrations; text; mileage chart; listing of state parks and historic sites.
Insets: New Jersey metropolitan area; Camden and vicinity; Trenton and vicinity.
Index: Counties; Cities, towns, etc.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1946.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1946, shows 1946.
1 map; col.; 84x39 cm.; (c1:348 400)., (c1"=1/2 mi.).
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Pictorial guide...New Jersey; Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia; Trenton; Newark; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c2 from Guldi collection
RRMC; pres. 2.

Shell Oil Co. Co.

Shell highway map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1946, shows 1946.
1 map; col.; 66x46 cm.; (c1:443 520)., (c1"=7 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Newark-Jersey City and vicinity; New York and vicinity; Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey; Delaware-New York-Pennsylvania.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Sun Oil Co. Co.

New Jersey: Sunoco.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1947, shows 1947.
1 map; col.; 82x58 cm.; (c1:418 176)., (c1"=6.6 mi.
 Insets: Metropolitan New York; Metropolitan Philadelphia; Historical-pictorial map of New Jersey; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey; Points of interest.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1947.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1947, shows 1947.
1 map; col.; 84x39 cm.; (c1:392 640)., (c1"=5 1/4 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Pictorial guide...New Jersey; Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and Philadelphia; Trenton; Newark; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c3 from Guldi collection. c3 has routes marked in red; notice of Pennsville-New Castle ferry attached.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3811/000/081/1948AA

(New Jersey State Highway Department?).

1948 annual average daily traffic volume on the state highway system (N.J.).
(Trenton, N.J.); (s.n.); 1948, shows 1948.
1 map; col.; 98x82 cm.; (c1:307 296), (c1"=4.85 mi.).
Graphic representation of traffic flow.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1948AB

Texaco.

Texaco touring map of New Jersey (with Pennsylvania).
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1948, shows 1948.
1 map; col.; 82x58 cm.; scale varies.
Index: New Jersey; Pennsylvania.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1948AC

American Oil Co.

Amoco road map of New Jersey (with Amoco road map of United States).
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1948?, shows 1948.
1 map; col.; 68x51 cm.; (c1:443 520), (c1"=7 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage charts.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1948AD

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1949.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1949, shows 1949.
1 map; col.; 84x39 cm.; (c1:332 640), (c1"=5 1/4 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Pictorial guide ... New Jersey; Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and
Philadelphia; Trenton; Newark; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c2 from Guldi collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1949AA

New Jersey State Highway Department.

New Jersey state highways operating Dec. 31, 1948; 1948 AADT (annual average daily
traffic) on state highways and other certain routes.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Co., Inc.; 1949, shows 1948.
1 map; col.; 141x84 cm.; (c1:190 080), (c1"=3 mi.).
Numerical representation of traffic flow.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1949AB

Standard Oil Company of New Jersey.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1949.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1949, shows 1949.
1 map; col.; 84x39 cm.; (c1:332 640), (c1"=5 1/4 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
 Insets: Pictorial guide ... New Jersey; Metropolitan New Jersey; Camden and
Philadelphia; Trenton; Newark; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c2 from Guldi collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/081/1949AC

{Shell Oil Co.}.
Shell highway map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1949, shows 1949.
1 map; col.; 68x46 cm.; {c1:443 520}, c1"=7 mi.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Newark-Jersey City and vicinity; New York and vicinity; Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey; Delaware-New York-Pennsylvania.
c2, c3 from Guldi collection.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Road Maps-1950 to 1959

3811/000/081/1950AA

Atlantic Refining Co.
Auto road map of New Jersey {with auto road map of eastern United States}.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; (1950?), shows 1950.
1 map; col.; 68x54 cm.; {c1:475 200}, {c1"=7 1/2 mi.}.
illustrations; mileage chart.
Insets: Metropolitan New York City and Lower Hudson River area; Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City; Trenton; Bridgeport; Elizabeth; New Brunswick; East Orange and Irvington; Paterson and Passaic; Plainfield; Easton PA; Southern Florida. Index: New Jersey.
Marked "1952" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1950AB

Cities Service.
Cities Service highway map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; (1950?), shows 1950.
1 map; 68x46 cm.; {c1:427 680}, c1"=6 3/4 mi.
illustrations.
Insets: To and through Manhattan; Newark and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City.
Index: Counties; Cities and towns; Points of interest.
Marked "1951" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1950AC

Esso Standard Oil Co.
Happy motoring in New Jersey 1950.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1950, shows 1950.
1 map; 85x61 cm.; {c1:323 136}, c1"=5.1 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeastern New Jersey; Camden; Philadelphia & vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City & vicinity; Pictorial guide to New Jersey. Index: New Jersey.
c4, c5 from Guldi collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1950AD

{Shell Oil Co.}.
Shell highway map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1950, shows 1950.
1 map; 68x46 cm.; {c1:427 680}, c1"=6 3/4 mi.
illustrations; text.
Insets: New York & vicinity; Philadelphia & vicinity; To and through Manhattan; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3811/000/081/1951AA

Gulf Oil Corporation.

New Jersey; Gulf Oil Corporation.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; {1951?}, shows 1951.
1 map; 46x92 cm.; {c1:348 480}, c1"=5.5 mi.
text; mileage chart.
Insets: Main connecting routes in New York City metropolitan area; Philadelphia and vicinity. Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1951AB

Esso Standard Oil Co.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1951.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; 85x61 cm.; {c1:323 136}, c1"=5.1 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeastern New Jersey; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity; Pictorial guide to New Jersey. Index: New Jersey.
c2 from Guldi collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1953AA

Esso Standard Oil Co.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1953.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1953, shows 1953.
1 map; 85x61 cm.; {c1:323 136}, c1"=5.1 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeastern New Jersey; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity; Pictorial guide to New Jersey. Index: New Jersey.
c2 from Guldi collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1953AB

Shell Oil Co.

Shell highway map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1953, shows 1953.
1 map; 68x46 cm.; {c1:427 680}, c1"=6 3/4 mi.
Insets: Newark and vicinity; To and through Manhattan; Trenton; Atlantic City.
Index: New Jersey.
c5 from Guldi collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1954AA

Esso Standard Oil Co.

Happy motoring in New Jersey 1954.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1954, shows 1954.
1 map; 85x61 cm.; {c1:323 136}, c1"=5.1 mi.
illustration; text; mileage charts.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Philadelphia, Camden and vicinity; Principal routes New Jersey and surrounding states; Trenton; Atlantic City Ocean City Area; New York City approaches. Index: New Jersey.
c3 from Guldi collection.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1955AA

{New Jersey State Highway Department?}.

Official 1955 map and guide of New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1955, shows 1955.
1 map on 3 sheets: both sides; 28x64 cm.; {c1:316 800}, c1"=5 mi.
illustrations; text; tables of Garden State Parkway and New Jersey Turnpike.
Insets: Northern Metropolitan Area; Camden and vicinity; Trenton and vicinity.
Index: Cities and towns.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/081/1959AA

Esso Standard Oil Co.
Convent Station, N.J.; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1959, c.1958, shows 1959.
1 map; col.; 85x61 cm.; {c1:329 472}, c1"=5.2 mi.
Illustrations, text; mileage charts.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity; New York City approaches; Principal routes New Jersey and surrounding states. Index: New Jersey.
c1 stamped "Roe Sanders, Parkside Esso Servicenter ... Trenton, N.J." c2, c3 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1959AB

{Shell Oil Co.}.
Shell Highway Map of New Jersey.
Chicago, I1; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1959, shows 1959.
1 map; col.; 68x46 cm.; 1:427 680, c1"=6 3/4 mi.
Illustrations, text; mileage charts.
Insets: Newark and vicinity; New York and vicinity; Philadelphia and vicinity.
Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Road Maps-1960 to 1969

3811/000/081/1960AA

Esso Standard Oil Co.
Convent Station, N.J.; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1960, c.1959, shows 1960.
1 map; col.; 85x61 cm.; 1:330 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
Illustrations, text; mileage charts.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity; New York City approaches; Principal routes New Jersey and surrounding states. Index: New Jersey.
c3, c4 from Guldi Collection. c4 has slight variations in printing.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1961AA

New Jersey State Highway Department.
1960 Traffic volumes on state highways: State of New Jersey.
{Trenton, N.J.}; {s.n.}; {1961?}, shows 1960.
1 map; 92x51 cm.; {1:316 800}, {1"=5 mi.}.
Numeric representation of traffic flow. See also MP/3811/000/081/1961AB.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1961AB

New Jersey State Highway Department.
Enlargement areas for 1960 traffic volume map: State of New Jersey.
{Trenton, N.J.}; {s.n.}; {1961?}, shows 1960.
4 maps on 1 sheet; 92x51 cm.; {1:126 720}, {1"=2 mi.}.
Enlargements for Metropolitan, Camden, Trenton and North Jersey Shore areas.
Numeric representation of traffic flow. See also MP/3811/000/081/1961AA.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1961AC

Humble Oil and Refining Co.
Convent Station, N.J.; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1961, shows 1961.
1 map; col.; 85x61 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
Illustrations, text; mileage charts.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity; Downtown Newark; Relief map. Index: New Jersey.
c2 has "Early New Jersey Highways" marked in red; piece cut out of map. c3 from Guldi Collection. See also MP/3811/000/081/1961AD.
RRMC; pres. 4.
Humble Oil and Refining Co.
1 map; col.; 85x61 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage charts.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic
City and vicinity; Downtown Newark; Relief map. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi Collection. See also MP/3811/000/081/1961A
RRMC; pres. 4.

Humble Oil and Refining Co.
New Jersey: Esso, issued December 1962.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; col.; 85x61 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity;
Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity; Relief map. Index: New Jersey.
c3 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

(Sun Oil Co.).
Sunoco Highway Map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1963, shows 1963.
1 map; col.; 78x46 cm.; {c1:427 680}, c1"=6 3/4 mi.
mileage chart.
Insets: Newark and vicinity; Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City;
Wilmington. Index: Counties; Cities and towns; Points of interest.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Humble Oil and Refining Co.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1963, shows 1963.
1 map; col.; 83x46 cm.; 1:336 000, c1"=5.3 mi.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity;
Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity. Index: New Jersey.
c3 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

(SHELL Oil Co.).
Shell Highway map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1963, shows 1963.
1 map; col.; 68x46 cm.; {c1:427 680}, c1"=6 3/4 mi.
mileage chart.
Insets: Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City; Newark and vicinity.
Index: New Jersey.
c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Texaco.
New Jersey: Texaco.
{Chicago, IL?}; Rand McNally and Co.; 1964, shows 1964.
1 map; h1.; 74x46 cm.; {c1:392 832}, c1"=6.2 mi.
text; mileage chart; radio stations; ferries; bridges; etc.
Insets: Metropolitan New York City; Metropolitan Philadelphia. Index: New Jersey;
Metropolitan New York.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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3811/000/081/1964AB

Humble Oil and Refining Co.

Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1964, shows 1964.

1 map; col.; 83 x 46 cm.; 1:336 000, c1"=5.3 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity;
Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity. Index: New Jersey.
c3 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1965AA

Texaco.

New Jersey: Texaco.

1 map; col.; 74 x 46 cm.; (c1:392 832), c1"=6.2 mi.
Text; mileage chart; radio stations; ferries; bridges; etc.

Insets: Metropolitan New York City; Metropolitan Philadelphia. Index: New Jersey;
Metropolitan New York.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1965AB

Humble Oil and Refining Co.

Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1965, shows 1965.

1 map; col.; 83 x 46 cm.; 1:336 000, c1"=5.3 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity;
Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity. Index: New Jersey.
c2, c3 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1966AA

{Shell Oil Co.}.

New Jersey: Shell.

1 map; col.; 92 x 60 cm.; (c1:354 816), c1"=5.6 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Includes four tours: Delaware Water Gap; History and Seacoast; Scenic Cape May;
Historic New Jersey. c12, c13, c14, c15, c16, c17 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1967AA

Humble Oil and Refining Co.

Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1967, shows 1967.

1 map; col.; 83 x 46 cm.; 1:336 000, c1"=5.3 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity;
Trenton; Atlantic City and vicinity. Index: New Jersey.
c4 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1967AB

{Shell Oil Co.}.

New Jersey: Shell.

1 map; col.; 92 x 60 cm.; (c1:354 816), c1"=5.6 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Metropolitan New York and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City; Tours. Index: New Jersey.
Includes four tours: Delaware Water Gap; History and Seacoast; Scenic Cape May;
Historic New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3811/000/081/1968AA
Humble Oil and Refining Co.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1968, shows 1968.
1 map; col.; 83x46 cm.; (c1:335 808), c1"=5.3 mi.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City and vicinity. Index: New Jersey.
c3 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1968AB
{Shell Oil Co.).
New Jersey: Shell.
1 map; col.; 92x60 cm.; (c1:354 816), c1"=5.6 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey and New York City; Metropolitan Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c2 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1969AB
Humble Oil and Refining Co.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1969, shows 1969.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; (c1:328 000), c1"=5.2 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
 Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c2 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/081/1969AC
{Shell Oil Co.).
New Jersey: Shell.
1 map; col.; 92x60 cm.; (c1:354 816), c1"=5.6 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
 Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey and New York City; Metropolitan Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c7, c8, c9, c10, c11, c12, c13, c14, c15 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1969AD
{Hess Oil Co.).
New Jersey: Hess.
1 map; col.; 92x60 cm.; (c1:354 816), c1"=5.6 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
 Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey and New York City; Metropolitan Philadelphia; Newark; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1970AA
New Jersey, Department of Transportation.
Official highway map and guide (New Jersey).
Trenton, NJ; (s.n.); 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; col.; 112x61 cm.; (c1:253 440), c1"=4 mi.
Illustrations; text; facility chart.
 Insets: Northern Metropolitan area; Newark downtown area; Trenton and vicinity; State Building Complex; Atlantic City and vicinity; Camden and vicinity. Index: Counties; Cities and towns.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3811/000/081/1970AB

{Shell Oil Co.}.
New Jersey: Shell.
(Chicago, IL); H.M. Gousha Co., Inc.; 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; col.; 78x46 cm.; (c1:424 512), c1"=6.7 mi.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Newark and vicinity; Philadelphia, Camden and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c5 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1970AC

Humble Oil and Refining Co.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; (c1:328 000), c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1971AA

Humble Oil and Refining Co.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1972AA

{Shell Oil Co.}.
New Jersey: Shell.
(Chicago, IL); H.M. Gousha Co.; 1972, shows 1972.
1 map; col.; 78x46 cm.; (c1:424 512), c1"=6.7 mi.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Newark and vicinity; Philadelphia, Camden and vicinity; Trenton; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c4 from Guldi Collection. See also MP/3811/000/081/1972AC.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/081/1972AB

Humble Oil and Refining Co.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1972, c. 1971, shows 1972.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi Collection. See also MP/3811/000/081/1972AC.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1972AC

Exxon.
New Jersey, 1972: Exxon.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1972, shows 1972.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi Collection. See also MP/3811/000/081/1972AB.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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3811/000/081/1973AA

Exxon Company, USA.

1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldé Collection.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1974AA

Exxon Company, USA.

New Jersey, 1974: Exxon.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1974, shows 1974.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldé Collection.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1975AA

Chevron Oil Co.

New Jersey: Chevron Oil Company.
San Jose, CA; H.M. Gousha Co.; 1975, shows 1975.
1 map; col.; 78x46 cm.; {c1:424 512}, c1"=6.7 mi.
Insets: Newark and vicinity; Philadelphia, Camden and vicinity; Trenton and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldé Collection.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1975AB

Exxon Company, USA.

New Jersey, 1975: Exxon.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1975, c. 1974, shows 1975.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; {c1:329 472}, c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c2 from Guldé Collection.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1975AC

Exxon Company, USA.

New Jersey, 1975-76: Exxon.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1975, shows 1975.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; {c1:329 472}, c1"=5.2 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c4 from Guldé Collection.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/081/1976AA

New Jersey. Department of Transportation.

New Jersey official highway map and guide.
{Trenton, NJ?}; {s.n.}; 1976, shows 1976.
1 map; col.; 112x61 cm.; {c1:253 440}, c1"=4 mi.
illustrations; text; mileage chart; facility chart.
Insets: Northern Metropolitan area; Trenton; Camden; Atlantic City; Major battles and campaigns of the Revolution; Commuter rail service; Amtrak rail service. Index:
Counties; Cities and towns.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/081/1976AB

Exxon Company, USA.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1976, shows 1976.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1977AA

Exxon Company, USA.
New Jersey, 1977-78: Exxon.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1977, shows 1977.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; 1:328 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1978AA

Exxon Company, USA.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1978, shows 1978.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; 1:333 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/081/1979AA

Exxon Company, USA.
New Jersey, 1979: Exxon.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1979, c. 1978, shows 1979.
1 map; col.; 86x60 cm.; 1:333 000, c1"=5.2 mi.
Illustrations; text; mileage chart.
Insets: Northeast New Jersey; Downtown Newark; Trenton; Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity; Atlantic City. Index: New Jersey.
c1 from Guldi Collection.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Railroad Maps

3811/000/082/1870AA

Map of the railroads of New Jersey and parts of adjoining states.
Philadelphia, PA; James McGuigan Co., Inc.; 1870, shows 1870.
1 map; col.; 61x41 cm.; (1:506 880), 1"=8 mi.
c2, c3 attached to covers. c1 attached to back cover only.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/082/1871AA

Anderson, J.A..
Map of the railroads of New Jersey and parts of adjoining states.
Philadelphia, PA; J.L. Smith; 1871, shows 1871.
1 map; col.; 61x41 cm.; (1:506 880), 1"=8 mi.
Attached to back cover only.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3811/000/082/1873AA

Anderson, J.A.
Map of the railroads of New Jersey and parts of adjoining states.
Philadelphia, PA; J.L. Smith; 1873, shows 1873.
1 map; col.; 61x41 cm.; (1:506 880), 1"=8 mi.
advertisement.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/082/1876AA

Anderson, J.A.
Map of the railroads of New Jersey and parts of adjoining states.
Philadelphia, PA; J.L. Smith; 1876, shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 61x49 cm.; (1:506 880), 1"=8 mi.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/082/1881AA

Anderson, J.A.
Map of the railroads of New Jersey and parts of adjoining states.
Philadelphia, PA; Smith and Stroup; 1881, shows 1881.
1 map; col.; 64x50 cm.; (1:506 880), 1"=8 mi.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/082/1882AA

Railroad and county map of New Jersey.
Chicago, IL; Geo. F. Cram; 1882, shows 1882.
1 map; col.; 55x35 cm.; (c1:670 000), (c1"=10 1/2 mi.).
See also MP/3811/000/082/1882AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/082/1882AB

Railroad and county map of New Jersey.
New York, NY; A.A. Grant; 1882, shows 1882.
1 map; col.; 44x31 cm.; (c1:670 000), (c1"=10 1/2 mi.).
Index: New Jersey.
See also MP/3811/000/082/1882AA.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/082/1884AA

Anderson, J.A.
Map of the railroads of New Jersey and parts of adjoining states.
Philadelphia, PA; Smith and Stroup; 1884, shows 1884.
1 map; col.; 64x50 cm.; (1:506 880), 1"=8 mi.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/082/1887AA

Railroad and county map of New Jersey.
(Chicago, IL); (George F. Cram); 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 61x45 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Environs of Hudson County.
Attached to back cover only.
RRMC; pres. 3.
Van Cleef, John T.
Map of the railroads of New Jersey.
New York, NY; H.A. Thomas and Wylie; 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 110x74 cm.; {c1:270 000}, 1"=4 1/4 mi.
table of railroads by system.
Attached to cover. Cover marked in pencil "Middlesex Pedagogical Library."
RRMC; pres. 2.

Spring Lake and Sea Girt Company.
Map of New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; Burk and McFetridge; 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 36x23 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Van Cleef, John T.
Map of the railroads of New Jersey, 1894-5.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1892, shows 1894-1895.
1 map; 102x71 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company.
Philadelphia, PA; Allen, Lane and Scott; 1899, shows 1899.
1 map; col.; 41x60 cm.; {c1:1 350 000}, {c1"=21 mi.}.
table of railroads by division.
RRMC; pres. 3.

{Railroads of New Jersey}.
{Chicago, IL}; Rand McNally and Co.; 1904, shows 1904.
1 map; col.; 80x62 cm.; {c1:380 160}, 1"=6 mi.
Map appears to have been cut from Rand McNally Commercial Map of the United States. State outline and railroad lines apparently are hand-colored.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Kitchin, T.G.
Kitchin’s railway map no. 1, New Jersey.
Trenton, NJ; T.G. Kitchin; 1906, shows 1906.
1 map; 95x51 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Board of Railroad Commissioners for the State of New Jersey.
New Jersey railroads.
{Chicago, IL}; Rand McNally and Co.; 1908, shows 1908.
1 map; col.; 54x36 cm.; {c1:570 000}, 1"=9 mi.
table of railroads.
Insets: Vicinity of Jersey City; vicinity of Camden.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3811/000/082/1908AB

Philadelphia and Reading Railway.
The Reading map of the Philadelphia and Reading Railway and affiliated lines.
{Philadelphia, PA?}; {s.n.}; 1908, shows 1908.
1 map; col.; 24x30 cm.; {c1: 350 000}, {c1"=21 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3811/000/082/1909AA

Board of Railroad Commissioners for the State of New Jersey.
New Jersey railroads.
1 map; col.; 54x36 cm.; {c1:570 000}, 1"=9 mi.
table of railroads.
Insets: Vicinity of Jersey City; Vicinity of Camden.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/082/1910AA

Board of Railroad Commissioners for the State of New Jersey.
New Jersey railroads.
1 map; col.; 54x36 cm.; {c1:570 000}, 1"=9 mi.
table of railroads.
Insets: Vicinity of Jersey City; Vicinity of Camden.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/082/1911AA

Pennsylvania Railroad and its connections {in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and New York}, corrected December 1, 1911.
Philadelphia, PA; Allen, Lane and Scott; 1911, shows 1911.
1 map; 74x105 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3811/000/082/1912AA

Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Jersey: New Jersey railroads.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 71x53 cm.; {c1:450 000}, 1"=7 mi.
table of railroads.
Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3811/000/082/1912AB

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
A map of New Jersey.
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 35x25 cm.; {c1:1 000 000}, {c1"=16 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/082/1913AA

Rand McNally new commerical atlas map of New Jersey: New Jersey railroads.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; col.; 71x53 cm.; {c1: 450 000}, 1"=7 mi.
table of railroads.
Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Jersey: New Jersey railroads.
Chicago, IL; Rand McNally and Co.; 1915, shows 1915.
1 map; col.; 71x53 cm.; (c1:450 000), 1"=7 mi.
Table of railroads.
Index: New Jersey.
RRMC: pres. 2.

Pennsylvania Railroad.
Map of the lines of the New Jersey Division and West Jersey and Sea Shore R.R.,
Philadelphia, PA; Allen, Lane and Scott; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; col.; 92x24 cm.; (c1:910 000), (c1"=14 1/2 mi.).
RRMC: pres. 3.

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
A map of New Jersey.
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1922, shows 1922.
1 map; col.; 34x24 cm.; (c1:1 000 000), (c1"=16 mi.).
RRMC: pres. 3.

Map of system and connecting lines), the Central Railroad Company of New Jersey.
(s.l.); Central Railroad Company of New Jersey. Office of the Chief Engi; 1941, shows 1941.
1 map; col.; 51x65 cm.; (c1:700 000), (c1"=11 mi.).
RRMC: pres. 4.

Kuy, Henry G..
Waterways of New Jersey.
New York, NY; Ohman, A.R.; 1915, shows 1915.
1 map; 116x83 cm.; (c1:250 000), (c1"=4 mi.).
Index: Bodies of water.
RRMC: pres. 2.

General Miscellaneous

{Map showing locations of post offices and frequency of mail services in New Jersey}.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (190-?), shows 1909?.
1 map; col.; 109x52 cm.; (1:253 440), 1"=4 mi.
Base map of counties, towns and railroads to which it appears mail service
information has been added by extensive markings. Stamped "Charles A. Mead, 165
Wildwood Ave., Upper Montclair, NJ." Marked in ink "From Post Route map of the State
of New Jersey showing Post Offices with intermediate distances on Mail Routes in
operation on the 1st of September, 1909."
RRMC: pres. 4.
Smith, F.S.

New Jersey invites you: come and see it all.
Trenton, N.J.; (s.n.); (between 1933 and 1937), shows 1935.
1 map; col.; 56x36 cm.; scale not given.
Shows sites of and distances between prisons and correctional institutions for attendees of convention of American Prison Association, October 8-13 (no year).
Incorrectly marked "c.1955" in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 5.

New Jersey Board of Health.
Map of the state of New Jersey (showing population and death statistics (scarlet fever, diphtheria, consumption) for year ending June 30, 1900).
(Trenton, N.J.?); (s.n.); (1909?), shows 1900.
1 map; col.; 32x23 cm.; scale not given.
Marked in pencil "From 24th Report. New Jersey State Board of Health, 1909."
RRMC; pres. 2.

A literary map of New Jersey.
(Moorestown, N.J.?); Moorestown Woman’s Club, Literature Department; 1927, shows 1927.
1 map; col.; 71x53 cm.; (c1=628 080), (c1”=9.9 mi.).
Illustrations; text; list of New Jersey writers.
RRMC; pres. 5.

New Jersey Office of Civil Defense administrative districts.
(Trenton, N.J.); (New Jersey) State Planning Board; 1943, shows 1943.
1 map; 123x93 cm.; (c1=253 440), (1”=4 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

United States. Post Office Department.
Post route map, New Jersey...as of January 20, 1953.
(Washington, D.C.?); (s.n.); 1953, shows 1953.
1 map; col.; 124x79 cm.; (c1=250 000), (c1”=4 mi.).
Extensive markings in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Albrecht, R.
Literary map of New Jersey.
(s.1.); New Jersey Association of Teachers of English; 1958, shows 1700-1950.
1 map; col.; 65x55 cm.; (c1=515 931), (c1”=8.14 mi.).
Illustrations; text; list of New Jersey writers.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Canfield, Bill.
New Jersey literary history.
1 map; col.; 85x56 cm.; (c1=348 502), (c1”=5.52 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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Utilities

3811/000/091/1922AA

Stations and transmission lines used in public service (in New Jersey), 1920.
(Washington, D.C.); United States Geological Survey; 1922, shows 1922.
1 map; col.; 81x47 cm.; 1:500 000, (c1"=8 mi.).
table of operating companies.
Lists 94 private or municipal operating companies.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/091/1928AA

Electric companies operating in New Jersey, December 1 1928.
(Trenton, N.J.); New Jersey. Department of Conservation and Development; 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; col.; 47x28 cm.; scale not given.
list of electric properties (private and municipal).
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/091/1944AA

Transmission system and interconnections of the Public Service Electric and Gas Company, January 1, 1944.
(Newark, N.J.); Public Service Electric and Gas Company. Office of the Distribut;
1944, shows 1944.
1 map; 43x28 cm.; scale not given.
table of steam generating station capacities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3811/000/091/1959AA

Electric companies operating in New Jersey, 1959.
(s.1.); (s.n.); 1959, shows 1959.
1 map; 44x28 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Pictorial Maps

3811/000/092/1935AA

Green, Mildred C..
A romance map of New Jersey.
Ridgewood, N.J.; Romance Map of New Jersey; 1935, shows 1935.
1 map; col.; 60x45 cm.; (c1:492 307), (c1"=7.77 mi.).
c2 has metal strips at top and bottom for hanging; badly damaged.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/092/1963AA

Public Service Electric and Gas Company.
New Jersey, the Garden State.
Convent Station, N.J.; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1963, shows 1963.
1 map; col.; 85x61 cm.; (c1:338 580), (c1"=5.34 mi.).
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3811/000/092/1975AA

Canfield, Bill.
Where ideas grow (New Jersey).
1 map; col.; 87x57 cm.; (c1:352 281), (c1"=5.56 mi.).
illustrations; text.
Map-poster based on motion picture "Where ideas grow", made and distributed by N.J.
State Chamber of Commerce.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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Religion

3811/000/094/1888AA

Fisk and Russell.
Map of the Synod of New Jersey, drawn and engraved for the "New York Evangelist".
New York, NY; (New York Evangelist?); 1888, shows 1888.
1 map; col.; 41x24 cm.; {c1:823 680}, {c1"=13 mi.}.
c1 marked "Sharpe Collection" in pencil. Shows positions and sizes of the
Presbyteries (districts) and names of all places with at least one regularly
organized Presbyterian church.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Education

3811/000/095/0000AA

High schools for political subdivisions of New Jersey; counties and municipalities.
Trenton, NJ; New Jersey. Department of Conservation and Economic Development.;
{1960?}, shows 1960?
1 map; 65x51 cm.; {c1:506 880}, {c1"=8 mi.}.
Insets: County key map.
RRMC; pres. 5.

New Jersey-Regional Maps-Atlantic City Expressway

3812/A88/081/0000AA

New Jersey Expressway Authority.
Atlantic City Expressway route map {in Atlantic, Camden and Gloucester Counties, New
Jersey}.
Atlantic City, NJ; {s.n.}; {between 1965 and 1975}, shows 1965-1975.
1 map; col.; 46x31 cm.; scale not given.
text.
Ac. 3009.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Coastal Plain

3812/C65/050/1866AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Cretaceous formation: including the green-sand marl beds {of the Inner Coastal Plain
region of New Jersey, including Middlesex, Mercer, Monmouth, Burlington, Ocean,
Camden, Gloucester and Salem Counties}.
Philadelphia, PA; Geo. Eimmermann; 1866, shows 1866.
1 map; col.; 120x129 cm.; {1:126 720}, 1"=2 mi.
geologic crossections and columns.
c1 sectioned and mounted in 2 parts. c2 tissue encapsulated in 6 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/C65/050/1867AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Tertiary and Recent formations of southern New Jersey {of the Outer Coastal Plain
region, including Ocean, Burlington, Atlantic, Camden, Gloucester, Salem, Cumberland
and Cape May Counties}.
{New York, NY}; J. Bien; 1867, shows 1867.
1 map; col.; 120x105 cm.; {1:126 720?}, {1"=2 mi.?}.
c1 sectioned and mounted on linen in 2 parts. c2 tissue encapsulated in 6 parts. c3
sectioned and mounted on linen; some parts missing (in pieces). c4 sectioned and
mounted on linen; in pieces, markings in ink.
RRMC; pres. 2.
3812/D35/021/1779AA

Faden, William.
Course of the Delaware River from Philadelphia to Chester, with the several forts and stackadoes raised by the Rebels, and the attacks made by His Majesty's land and sea forces {in the vicinity of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Camden, New Jersey}.
London, Eng.; W. Faden; 1779, shows 1779.
1 map; 55x74 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1*=1/2 mi.}.
text.
Insets: Plan of Fort Mifflin on Mud Island.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/D35/041/1873AA

Bacot, R.C.
Map showing the lands under the waters of the Delaware River, opposite the cities of Gloucester and Camden {in Camden County, New Jersey, map 3}.
Trenton, NJ; Murphy and Becher; 1873, shows 1873.
1 map; 19x36 cm.; {c1:34 000}, {c1*=3 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/D35/041/1884AA

American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Map of the Delaware River between Philadelphia and Wilmington {including Camden, Gloucester and Salem Counties, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1884, shows 1884.
1 map; 40x70 cm.; 1:80 000, {c1*=1 1/4 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/D35/083/1952AA

Delaware River Port Authority.
Map of Delaware River Port area {from Trenton to Wilmington, including Mercer, Burlington, Camden, Gloucester and Salem Counties, New Jersey}.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Co., Inc.; 1952, shows 1952.
1 map; col.; 87x111 cm.; scale varies.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Through rail and truck routes; district map of Delaware River Port Authority.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/D37/083/1826AA

Map and profile of the Delaware and Raritan Canal {in central New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1826, shows 1826.
1 map; 27x30 cm.; scale not given.
c1, c2, c6 tissue encapsulated. c3, c4 positive reproductions. c5 negative reproduction. c4 slightly smaller. c6 has slight variation in printing.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/D37/083/1976AA

Kremper, John G.
Delaware and Raritan Canal historic map {in Mercer, Somerset, Middlesex, Hunterdon and Burlington Counties, New Jersey}.
Trenton, NJ; New Jersey. Department of Environmental Protection; 1976, shows 1894-1932.
1 map; col.; 51x76 cm.; {1:126 720}, 1*=2 mi.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3812/G21/081/1960AA

New Jersey Highway Authority.
Map of the Garden State Parkway (NJ) and directory of exits.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co.; 1960, shows 1960.
1 map, both sides; col.; 61x47 cm.; (1:364 320), 1"=5 3/4 mi.
Illustrations; history of Parkway; regulations; tolls.
Insets: Principal routes through the metropolitan area; Enlargement Paramus-Perth Amboy. Index: Exits.
Includes Directory of Exits.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3812/G21/081/1962AA

New Jersey Highway Authority.
Map of the Garden State Parkway (NJ).
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co.; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map: both sides; col.; 61x47 cm.; (1:364 320), 1"=5 3/4 mi.
Illustrations; history of Parkway; renovations; service areas; tolls.
Insets: Principal routes through the metropolitan area; Enlargement Paramus-Perth Amboy. Index: Exits.
Includes Directory of Exits.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3812/G21/081/1964AA

New Jersey Highway Authority.
Map of the Garden State Parkway (NJ).
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co.; 1964, shows 1964.
1 map: both sides; col.; 61x47 cm.; (1:364 320), 1"=5 3/4 mi.
Illustrations; history of Parkway; regulations; service areas; tolls.
Insets: Principal routes through the metropolitan area; Enlargement Paramus-Perth Amboy. Index: Exits.
Includes Directory of Exits.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3812/G21/081/1965AA

New Jersey Highway Authority.
Map of the Garden State Parkway (NJ).
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co.; 1965, shows 1965.
1 map: both sides; col.; 61x47 cm.; (1:364 320), 1"=5 3/4 mi.
Illustrations; history of Parkway; regulations; service areas; tolls.
Insets: Principal routes through the metropolitan area; Enlargement Paramus-Perth Amboy. Index: Exits.
Includes Directory of Exits.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/G21/081/1970AA

New Jersey Highway Authority.
Map of the Garden State Parkway (NJ) and directory of exits.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co.; 1970, shows 1970.
1 map: both sides; col.; 61x47 cm.; (1:364 320), 1"=5 3/4 mi.
Illustrations; history of Parkway; regulations; service areas; tolls.
Insets: Principal routes through the metropolitan area; Enlargement Paramus-Perth Amboy. Index: Exits.
Includes Directory of Exits.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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Lake Hopatcong

Lake Hopatcong Businessmen’s Association.
Lake Hopatcong, the mountain lake paradise of New Jersey (in Morris and Sussex Counties).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1940 and 1955}, shows 1940-1955.
1 map; col.; 31x23 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Kobbe, Gustav.
New York, NY; Gustav Kobbe; 1890, shows 1890.
1 map; col.; 22x14 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 1/4 mi.).
"Reprinted...from Kobbe's Jersey Central Guide."
RRMC; pres. 3.

Robinson, E.
Map of Lake Hopatcong, Morris and Sussex Counties, New Jersey.
New York, NY; E. Robinson; 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 56x75 cm.; (c1:16 000), (c1"=1/4 mi.).
c1 mounted on linen. c3 is uncolored reproduction; scale differs slightly.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Maxim, Hudson.
Property map of Lake Hopatcong, (Morris and Sussex Counties), New Jersey for the Morris Canal Investigation Commission.
New York, NY; Walker Engraving Co.; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 47x97 cm.; (c1:12 100), (c1"=1/6 mi.).
c5 tissue encapsulated in 2 pieces.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Little Egg Harbor River and Valley

Batsto Citizens Committee.
Phantom railroads and ghost towns of the Little Egg Harbor River Basin (in Ocean, Burlington and Atlantic Counties, New Jersey).
1 map; 60x43 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Morris Canal

W. Parsons Todd Foundation, Inc.
Route of the Morris Canal (in northern New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1925 and 1935}, shows 1925-1935.
1 map; 39x56 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
Mounted on cardboard.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Ward, Charles D.
Profile of the Morris Canal (in northern New Jersey).
New York, NY; Latimer Bros. and Seymour; 1861, shows 1861.
1 map; col.; 45x147 cm.; (1:126 720), (1"=2 mi.).
text; vertical scale 1"=160 ft.
Tissue encapsulated.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3812/M87/083/1827AA

Line of the Morris Canal, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Imbert's Lith.; 1827, shows 1827.
1 map; 44x20 cm.; (c1:253 440), (c1"=4 mi.).
Includes profile. See also MP/3812/M87/083/1970AA.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/M87/083/1970AA

Morris Canal route (with profile, in northern New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1970), shows 1827.
1 map; 44x20 cm.; (c1:253 440), (c1"=4 mi.).
Marked in pencil "Removed from Fraser, James H., early printing in Morristown
(1970)." Positive photocopy (possibly of original map, not Fraser's reproduction).
See also MP/3812/M87/1827AA.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3812/N51/020/1976AA

New Jersey Turnpike Authority.
New Jersey Turnpike: Historic sites along the Road to Independence.
(s.l.); General Drafting Co.; (1976?), shows 1775-1781.
1 map; col.; 28x22 cm.; (c1:747 648), (c1"=11.8 mi.).
service areas; Revolutionary War sites.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3812/N51/081/1952AA

New Jersey Turnpike Authority.
New Jersey Turnpike.
New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n.); (1952?), shows 1952.
1 map; col.; 42x38 cm.; (c1:708 632), (c1"=11.2 mi.).
illustrations; text; tolls.
Insets: Principal connections to the South; Principal connections to the North.
Marked "c. 1950."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/N51/081/1952AB

Cities Service.
New Jersey Turnpike and northern section of Garden State Parkway with all connecting
super highways.
Chicago, IL; H.M. Gousha Co.; (1952?), shows 1952.
1 map; col.; 56x23 cm.; (c1:392 832), (c1"=6.2 mi.).
tolls; advertisements.
Insets: Northeastern U.S.. Index: Cities Service Stations on toll roads in
Northeast US.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/N51/081/1955AA

New Jersey Turnpike Authority.
Interesting facts about the New Jersey Turnpike.
New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n.); (1955?), shows 1955.
1 map; col.; 59x38 cm.; (c1:664 013), (c1"=10.48 mi.).
illustrations; text; tolls.
Insets: Principal connections to the South; Principal connections to the North.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/N51/081/1960AA

New Jersey Turnpike Authority.
The New Jersey Turnpike.
New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n.); (1960?), shows 1960.
1 map; col.; 42x38 cm.; (c1:709 632), (c1"=11.2 mi.).
illustrations; text; tolls.
Insets: Principal connections to the South; Principal connections to the North.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3812/N51/081/1961AA

New Jersey Turnpike Authority.

The New Jersey Turnpike.

New Brunswick, NJ; {s.n.}; {1961?}, shows 1961.

1 map; col.; 38x21 cm.; (c1:1 067 616), (c1":16.85 mi.).

illustrations; text; tolls.

Insets: New York-Chicago; Principal connections to the South; Principal connections to the North.

RRMC; pres. 4.

Palisades

3812/P16/050/1893AA

Salisbury, Rollin D.

Map showing the direction of glacial striae on the Palisade Ridge (in Bergen and Hudson Counties, New Jersey).

New York, NY; Julius Bien and Co.; 1893, shows 1893.

1 map; col.; 24x87 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.

Annual Report of the State Geologist, 1893.

RRMC; pres. 3.

Passaic River and Valley

3812/P28/034/1845AA

Littel, John.

Map of Passaic Valley from the stone house village to Chatham ... (now in Morris, Somerset, Essex and Union Counties, New Jersey).

New York, NY; Lewis and Brown; 1845, shows 1845.

1 map; 76x113 cm.; (1:15 840), 1"=1 320 ft.).

c1 is full-size photographic reproduction by Montagu Hankin dated 1932; soft focus; mounted on linen. c2, c3 are positive reduction reproductions; measure 22x28 cm.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/P28/052/1894AA

Salisbury, Rollin D.

Preliminary map of the surface formations of the Valley of the Passaic with the country eastward to Newark and southward to the Raritan River (in Passaic, Morris, Essex, Union, Somerset and Middlesex Counties, New Jersey).

{S.l.}; Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1894, shows 1894.

1 map; col.; 69x97 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.

Annual Report of the State Geologist, 1894.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/P28/053/1877AA

Cook, George H.


{S.l.}; {s.n.}; 1877, shows 1877.

1 map; col.; 78x69 cm.; (1:126 720), 1"=2 mi.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/P28/053/1880AA

Cook, George H.


Paterson, NJ; Julius Bien; 1880, shows 1880.

1 map; col.; 78x69 cm.; (1:126 720), 1"=2 mi.

Sectioned and mounted on linen.

RRMC; pres. 2.
Salisbury, Rollin D.

Map of the extinct Lake Passaic, showing its outline, the position of the present
shore features and the deformation which its shores have suffered {in Morris,
Passaic, Essex, Union and Somerset Counties, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1893, shows 1893.
1 map; col.; 97x69 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
Annual Report of the State Geologist, 1893.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Passaic Valley Sewerage Commission.

Drainage areas of the Passaic River {in Morris, Sussex, Passaic, Bergen, Essex and
Hudson Counties, New Jersey and Rockland and Orange Counties, New York}.
New York, NY; E.C. Bridgman; 1897, shows 1897.
1 map; col.; 76x50 cm.; {1:126 720}, 1"=2 mi.
Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

New Jersey State Water Supply Commission.

Passaic River water supply district {in Morris, Passaic, Bergen, Essex and Hudson
Counties, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; s.n.; 1908, shows 1908.
1 map; col.; 89x82 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Piedmont Geologic Region

Geological Survey of New Jersey.

Triassic formation including the red sandstone and trap rocks of central New Jersey,
{the Piedmont region including Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Union, Somerset, Hunterdon,
Mercer and parts of Morris and Middlesex Counties}.
New York, NY; J. Bien; 1867, shows 1867.
1 map; col.; 90x102 cm.; {1:126 720}, 1"=2 mi.
geologic crossections.
Tissue encapsulated in 4 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Pinelands

Pinelands Commission.

N.J. Pinelands.
{s.l.}; s.n.; 1980, shows 1980.
1 map; 76x122 cm.; {c1:135 000}. {c1"=2 mi.}
RRMC; pres. 4.
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Port Newark Area

3812/P88/083/1974AA

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. Marine Terminals Department. Port Newark and Elizabeth Port Authority marine terminals. New York, NY; (s.n.); 1974, shows 1974. 1 map; col.; 75x43 cm.; scale not given. illustrations. RRMC; pres. 4.

New Jersey-North

3812/110/030/1882AA

Allen, Harry C.

Boundary line between New Jersey and New York; preliminary sketch to accompany the report of the surveyors. New York, NY; (s.l.); (s.n.); 1882, shows 1882. 1 map; 164x22 cm.; scale varies. With accompanying text. RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/110/030/1868AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.

Azoic and paleozoic formations; including the iron-ore and limestone districts (of northern New Jersey). New York, NY; N.Y. Lith'g., Engr'g. and Prt'g. Company; 1868, shows 1868. 1 map; col.; 92x113 cm.; (1:126 720), 1"=2 mi. geologic crossections and columns. Tissue encapsulated in 4 parts. RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/110/050/1902AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.

Map showing the direction of ice movement in northern New Jersey. Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; (1902), shows 1902. 1 map; col.; 47x51 cm.; (1:316 800), 1"=5 mi. Grametbaur. #626. Report of the State Geologist, vol. 5, 1902, plate 8. RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/110/060/1874AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.

Northern New Jersey showing the iron-ore and limestone districts. New York, NY; J. Bien; 1874, shows 1874. 1 map on 2 sheets; col.; 82x107 cm.; (1:126 720), 1"=2 mi. geologic crossections and columns. C1 sectioned and mounted on linen. C5, C6 western section only. Several parts missing pieces. RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/110/060/1905AA

McCourt, W.E.

Map showing the distribution of the peat deposits of northern New Jersey. Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1905, shows 1905. 1 map; col.; 47x51 cm.; (1:316 800), 1"=5 mi. Annual Report of the State Geologist, 1905, plate 24. RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/110/061/1890AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.

Map showing location of the principle iron mines, New Jersey. New York, NY; Julius Bien and Co.; 1890, shows 1890. 1 map; col.; 49x69 cm.; (1:316 800), 1"=5 mi. RRMC; pres. 2.
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3812/110/073/1900AA

Smock, John C.

Forests of northern New Jersey.
{s.l.}; Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map on 6 sheets; col.; 86x66 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
Part 1 Northwest; Part 2 North central; Part 3 Northeast; Part 4 Southwest; Part 5 South central; Part 6 Southeast. c3 sectioned and mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

New Jersey-Northeast

3812/114/034/1865AA

Hughes, Thomas.

Map showing the survey of lands under the waters of the Hudson River and Bay of New York and of lands adjacent thereto...{in Bergen and Hudson Counties, New Jersey; Map A}.
New York, NY; J.O. Seymour and Co.; 1865, shows 1865.
1 map; 43x216 cm.; 1:15 840; 1"=1 320 ft.
Mounted on linen. c1 encapsulated.
RRMC; pres. 7.

3812/114/034/1870AA

Bacot, R.C.

(Maps of Bergen County and Hudson County, New Jersey, showing property holdings along the Hudson River).
Jersey City, NJ; {s.n.}; 1870, shows 1870.
2 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 61x95 cm.; {c1:28 000}, {c1"=2 300 ft.}.
Tissue encapsulated in 2 parts
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/114/040/1882AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.

Topographical map of a part of northern New Jersey.
{s.l.}; Julius Bien; 1882, shows 1882.
1 map; col.; 98x99 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
Sectioned and mounted on linen in 2 pieces.
RRMC; pres. 2.

New Jersey-Central

3812/120/071/1913AA

Wilmer Atkinson Company.

Farm Journal map of Mercer, Middlesex and Monmouth Counties, New Jersey.
New York, NY; C.S Hammond and Co.; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; col.; 46x71 cm.; {c1:126 000}, {c1"=2 mi.}.
"The roads in each township are numbered on this map to correspond with the Farm Journal Directory of the County."
RRMC; pres. 2.

New Jersey-East Central

3812/124/030/1887AA

Map of the boundary line between the states of New York and New Jersey in lands under water in Raritan Bay.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 44x62 cm.; 1:80 000, {c1"=1 1/4 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3812/124/040/1887AA
Map of the sea coast of Monmouth and Ocean Cos. (including adjacent Middlesex County), New Jersey.
New York, NY; G.W. and C.B. Colton and Co.; 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 91x50 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
Detached from cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3812/124/050/1892AA
Clark, William Bullock.
Preliminary geological map of portions of Monmouth and Middlesex Counties, New Jersey.
(s.l.); Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1892, shows 1892.
1 map; col.; 55x83 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
Contour interval=10 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

New Jersey-West Central

3812/125/071/1914AA
Wilmer Atkinson Company.
Farm Journal map of Hunterdon and Somerset Counties, New Jersey.
New York, NY; C.S. Hammond and Co.; 1914, shows 1914.
1 map; col.; 41x59 cm.; (1:114 000), (1"=1 3/4 mi.).
"The roads in each township are numbered on this map to correspond with the Farm Journal Directory of the County."
RRMC; pres. 2.

New Jersey-South

3812/130/020/1962AA
Hammond, D. Stanton.
Gloucester County, New Jersey, third and fourth tenths of West Jersey, township layout of May 28, 1686 (now Camden, Gloucester and Atlantic Counties, New Jersey).
Paterson, NJ; (s.n.); 1962, shows 1686.
1 map; col.; 45x72 cm.; (1:150 000), (1"=2 1/3 mi.).
Series: Genealogical Society of New Jersey Map series.
RRMC; pres. 4.

New Jersey-Southeast

3812/134/041/1928AA
New Jersey. Board of Commerce and Navigation.
Inland waterways, Cape May to Manasquan River (in Ocean, Atlantic and Cape May Counties, New Jersey).
(Washington, DC?); United States. Coast and Geodetic Survey; 1928, shows 1928.
1 map on 3 sheets; col.; 60x20 cm.; 1:80 000, (1"=6 600 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/134/070/0000AA
Fishing map and tide tables (for New Jersey Coast from Sandy Hook, Monmouth County to Beach Haven Inlet, Ocean County).
1 map; col.; 45x57 cm.; (1:144 000), (1"=12 000 ft.).
Illustrations; text; tide tables.
Shows positions and dates of shipwrecks. See also MP/3812/134/070/1976AA.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3812/134/070/0000AB

(Map of Batsto Nature Area in the Wharton Tract in Atlantic and Burlington Counties, New Jersey.)
(Trenton, NJ; {s.n.}; {between 1950 and 1960}, shows 1950-1960.
1 map; 23x41 cm.; {1:6 000}, 1"=500 ft.
Illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3812/134/070/0000AC

(Map of Batsto Nature Area in Atlantic and Burlington Counties, New Jersey.)
1 map; 23x41 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Batsto area.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3812/134/070/1962AA

Lebanon State Forest {in Burlington and Ocean Counties, New Jersey}.
(Trenton, NJ); {s.n.}; {1962}, shows 1962.
1 map; 22x51 cm.; {c1:60 000}, {c1"=1 mi.}.
Illustrations; text; table of facilities.
Insets: Pakim Pond area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/134/070/1962AB

Bass River State Forest {in Burlington and Ocean Counties, New Jersey}.
(Trenton, NJ); {s.n.}; {1962}, shows 1962.
1 map; 22x51 cm.; {c1:60 000}, {c1"=1 mi.}.
Illustrations; text; table of facilities.
Insets: Lake Absegami area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3812/134/070/1978AA

Fishing map and tide tables {for New Jersey Coast from Sandy Hook, Monmouth County to
Beach Haven Inlet, Ocean County}.
1 map; col.; 45x57 cm.; {c1:144 000}, {c1"=12 000 ft.}.
Illustrations; text; tide tables.
Shows positions and dates of shipwrecks. See also MP/3812/134/070/0000AA.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3812/134/083/1911AA

Sherman, Henry J.
Inland waterway from Cape May to Bay Head {in Cape May, Atlantic and Ocean Counties, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1911, shows 1911.
1 map; col.; 49x74 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
"Preparation by direction of Harry W. Schneider, Commissioner of Inland Waterways of New Jersey."
RRMC; pres. 3.
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**New Jersey-Southwest**

3812/135/071/1913AA

Wilmer Atkinson Company.

Farm Journal map of Cumberland, Gloucester and Salem Counties, New Jersey.

New York, NY; C.S. Hammond and Co.; 1913, shows 1913.

1 map; col.; 71x54 cm.; (c1:135 000). (c1"=2 mi.).

"The roads in each township are numbered in this map correspond with the Farm Journal Directory of the County."

RRMC; pres. 2.

**ATLANTIC COUNTY**

3813/A70/030/0000AA

Board of Chosen Freeholders of Atlantic County, N.J.

Map of the County of Atlantic, New Jersey.

(s.l.); (s.n.); (197-?), shows 1970.

1 map; col.; 59x56 cm.; (c1:96 000). (c1"=8 000ft.).

Insets: New Jersey.

RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/A70/030/1931AA

Nelson, Alexander H.

Map of Atlantic County, New Jersey.

New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1931, shows 1931.

1 map; col.; 56x77cm.; (c1:84 480), (c1"= 1 1/3 mi.).

Mileage chart.

Insets: New Jersey.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/A70/031/1967AA

Base map, Atlantic County, New Jersey.


1 map on 7 sheets; 49x107cm.; (1:31 680), (c1"=1/2 mi.).

Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.

Insets: 22 insets of major road intersections.

State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of 1940.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/A70/071/1981AA


Important farmlands, Atlantic County, New Jersey.


1 map; col.; 102x127 cm.; 1:50 000, (c1"=.8 mi.).

Table of acreage.


RRMC; pres. 5.

Regions

3813/A70/124/1864AA

Bache, H. W.

Absecom Inlet, (Atlantic County), New Jersey.

(Washington, DC?); F.W. Benner and W.H. Davis; 1864, shows 1864.

1 map; 43x52 cm.; 1:20 000, (c1"=1/3 mi.).

RRMC; pres. 2.
City of Atlantic City.

{Official map of Atlantic City, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1955 and 1965?}, shows 1955-1965.
1 map; col.; 44x56 cm.; {c1:12 000}, {c1"=1 000 ft.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Turnpikes of eastern United States.
RRMC; pres. 5.

{Map of Atlantic City, N.J., with the compliments of Vienna Restaurants.}.
Atlantic City, N.J.; Blue Print Service Co.; {between 1945 and 1965?}, shows 1945-1965.
1 map; 29x43 cm.; {c1:15 600}, {c1"=1 300 ft.}.
Advertisement; street directory; list of hotels, churches, theatres.
Probably earlier than MP/3813/A70/202/0000AC.
RRMC; pres. 3.

{Map of Atlantic City, N.J., with the compliments of Vienna Restaurants.}.
1 map; 29x43 cm.; {c1:15 000}, {c1"=1 300 ft.}.
Advertisement; mileage chart; street directory; lists of hotels, churches, theatres.
Probably later than MP/3813/A70/202/0000AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.

{Map to Hackney's Sea Food Restaurant, Atlantic City, N.J.}.
1 map; col.; 28x44 cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1"=2 000 ft.}.
Advertisement; illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

{Map of Atlantic City, N.J., compliments of Joe Kornblau's Restaurant.}.
s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1978 or 1979}, shows 1978-1979.
1 map; 25x37 cm.; {c1:15 600}, {c1"=1 800 ft.}.
Advertisement; illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 5.

{Map of Atlantic City, N.J., compliments of Kent's Restaurants}.
s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1950 and 1965?}, shows 1950-1965.
1 map; col.; 24x32 cm.; {c1:15 600}, {c1"=1 800 ft.}.
Advertisement; illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 5.

City of Atlantic City.

{Official map of Atlantic City, New Jersey}.
s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1964?}, shows 1964.
1 map; col.; 44x56 cm.; {c1:12 000}, {c1"=1 000 ft.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Turnpikes of the Eastern United States.
Some copies marked in pencil "1977."
RRMC; pres. 5.
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3813/A70/203/0000AA

Brigantine Improvement Company.
(North Atlantic City on Brigantine Beach, Atlantic County, N.J.; lots for sale by the
Brigantine Improvement Co. ...Philadelphia).
Philadelphia, PA?; (s.n.); (between 1880 and 1892). shows 1880-1892.
1 map; col.; 58x35 cm.; (c=63 360). (c=1 mi.).
Attached to cover. Has some markings in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/A70/203/1890AA

Stout, Edmund C..
Map of Brigantine, Atlantic County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; (s.n.); 1890, shows 1890.
1 map; col.; 36x12 cm.; (1:9 600), 1"=800 ft.
Extensive markings in pencil and crayon.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Egg Harbor City

3813/A70/207/0000AA

Plan of the projected river district of Egg Harbor City, Atlantic County ... New
Jersey.
New York, NY; F. Wogram; (between 1855 and 1875?), shows 1855-1875?.
1 map; col.; 51x61 cm.; scale not given.
ill ustrat ions.
C1 in color; C2 uncolored. "Gift of Montagu Hankin Estate."
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/A70/207/0000AB

Plan of the lands of the Gloucester Farm and Town Association, including a plan of
Egg Harbor City {Atlantic County, New Jersey}.
Philadelphia, PA; F. Bourquin; (between 1860 and 1880?), shows 1860-1880?.
1 map; 64x71 cm.; scale not given.
ill ustrat ions.
In sets: New Jersey.
"c1889". Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/A70/207/0000AC

Shedaker, D. Hudson.
Plan of Egg Harbor City, N.J., projected by the Gloucester Farm and Town
Association....
Philadelphia, PA; Schnabel, Finkeldey and Demme; (between 1857 and 1862), shows
1857-1862.
1 map; col.; 66x99 cm.; scale not given.
text.
In sets: Railroad connections.
Text also in German. Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/A70/207/0000AD

Edelman, J..
Plan of Egg Harbor City, Atlantic County, New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; F. Bourquin; (between 1870 and 1890?), shows 1870-1890?.
1 map on 2 sheets; 66x94 cm.; (1:7 200), 1"=600 ft.
text.
Map of unidentified land company. In 2 parts; one copy each in color; one copy part 2
uncolored.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3813/A70/207/1857AA

Shedaker, D. Hudson.
Plan of the lands of the Gloucester Farm and Town Association to be distributed by its members [at Egg Harbor City, Atlantic County, New Jersey].
Philadelphia, PA; Schnabel and Finkeldey; 1857, shows 1857.
1 map; 58x66 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
Text also in German. c1 tissue encapsulated.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Hamilton Township

3813/A70/212/1891AA

Map No. 1, Tract A, Mays Landing, Atlantic Co., N.J., property of the Industrial Land Development Co..
(New York, NY?); {s.n.}; 1891, shows 1891.
1 map; 40x66 cm.; {1:1 200}, 1"=100 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/A70/212/1891AB

Ashmead, J.P.
Plan of May’s Landing, Atlantic County, N.J.;
Philadelphia, PA?; {s.n.}; 1891, shows 1891.
1 map; 51x74 cm.; {1:4 800}, 1"=400 ft.
Illustrations.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Hammonton

3813/A70/213/0000AA

Plan of the Town of Hammonton, New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; A. Kollner; {n.d.}, shows 1870-1890?.
1 map; col.; 89x67 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; city view.
Holes burned in paper.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Mullica Township

3813/A70/217/0000AA

Goff, R.L.
Plan of farm and garden plots at West Egg Harbor, Atlantic County, New Jersey, Tract E.
Philadelphia, PA; J.L. Smith; {190-}, shows 1900-1910.
1 map; 92x57 cm.; {1:9 600}, 1"=800 ft.
Insets: Mays Landing; Egg Harbor City.
Ac. 2370.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/A70/217/0000AB

Goff, R.L.
Plan of farm and garden plots at West Egg Harbor, Atlantic County, New Jersey, Tract C.
Philadelphia, PA; J.L. Smith; {190-}, shows 1900-1910.
1 map; 57x71cm.; {1:3 600}, 1"=300 ft.
Insets: New Jersey Railroads.
Ac.2370.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/A70/217/0000AC

Middleton, Frank.
Plan of farm and garden plots at West Egg Harbor, Atlantic County, New Jersey. Tract F.
Philadelphia, PA; J.L. Smith; {190-}, shows 1900-1910.
1 map; 93x56cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft.
Insets: Egg Harbor City; Elwood; Pleasant Mills.
Ac. 2370.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/A70/217/1906AA

Goff, R.L.
Plan of farm and garden plots at West Egg Harbor, Atlantic County, New Jersey. Tract D.
Philadelphia, PA; J.L. Smith; 1906, shows 1906.
1 map; 87x56cm.; {1:6 000}, 1"=500 ft.
Insets: Egg Harbor City.
Ac. 2370. See also MP/3813/A70/217/1907AA.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/A70/217/1907AA

Goff, R.L.
Plan of farm and garden plots at West Egg Harbor, Atlantic County, New Jersey. Tract D (revised).
Philadelphia, PA; J.L. Smith; 1907, shows 1907.
1 map; 85x50cm.; {1:9 600}, 1"=800 ft.
Insets: Egg Harbor City.
Ac. 2370. See also MP/3813/A70/217/1906AA.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Port Republic

3813/A70/220/0000AA

Woolman, H.S.
Port Republic, Galloway Tp., {New Jersey}. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; 36x30cm.; {1:6 000}, 1"=500 ft.
Removed from unidentified book; plate 319. Marked in pencil "{(1890)."
RRMC; pres. 3.

Somers Point

3813/A70/221/0000AA

Goff, R.L.
Map of lots in the city of Somers Point N.J..
Philadelphia, PA; J.L. Smith; {between 1895 and 1915?}, shows 1895-1915.
1 map; col.; 84x49 cm.; {1:2 400}, 1"=200 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

BERGEN COUNTY

3813/B40/000/1961AA

Cattan, Albert.
Bergen County, New Jersey: official county map.
{Hackensack, NJ}; Bergen County Board of Chosen Freeholders; 1961, shows 1961.
1 map; col.; 81x59 cm.; {c1:54 000}, {c1"=4 500 ft.).
illustrations; text.
Insets: Hackensack.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/B40/020/1975AA

The Bicentennial map of Bergen County, New Jersey 1776-1976 (draft).
Paramus, NJ; Bergen County Bicentennial Commission; 1975, shows 1776.
1 map; 43x28 cm.; {c1:221 760}, {c1"=3 1/2 mi.}.
Illustrations.
Has additional text.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/B40/030/1909AA

Potter, Herbert B..
Bergen County, New Jersey, compiled from state official records and maps and recent private surveys.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1909, shows 1909.
1 map on 4 sheets; col.; 92x72 cm.; {c1:48 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
Table of census statistics; list of dates of charters of municipalities.
Mounted on linen. See also MP/3813/B40/030/1909AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/030/1909AB

Potter, Herbert B..
Bergen County, New Jersey, compiled from state official records and maps and recent private surveys.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1909, shows 1909.
1 map; col.; 90x68 cm.; {c1:48 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
Text: lists of golf and country clubs and realtors (both for metropolitan area).
Insets: 1927 proposed state highway system for Bergen County. Index: Metropolitan area.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/B40/030/1928AA

McClave, Roscoe Parke.
Map of Bergen County, New Jersey (with 50 mile radius and adjacent territory road map from New York City on verso).
New York, NY; Dolph and Stewart; 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; both sides; col.; 87x60 cm.; scale varies.
Text: lists of golf and country clubs and realtors (both for metropolitan area).
Insets: 1927 proposed state highway system for Bergen County. Index: Metropolitan area.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B40/030/1930AA

McClave, Roscoe Parke.
Map of Bergen County, New Jersey.
{Hackensack, NJ?}; Bergen County Board of Chosen Freeholders; 1930, shows 1930.
1 map; 122x92 cm.; {c1:36 000}, {c1"=3 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/B40/030/1938AA

McClave, Roscoe Parke.
Map of Bergen County, New Jersey.
{Hackensack, NJ?}; Bergen County Board of Chosen Freeholders; 1938, shows 1938.
1 map; col.; 122x92 cm.; {c1:36 000}, {c1"=3 000 ft.}.
c1 in color.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/030/1949AA

McClave, Roscoe Parke.
Map of Bergen County, New Jersey.
{Hackensack, NJ?}; Bergen County Board of Chosen Freeholders; 1949, shows 1949.
1 map; 122x92 cm.; {c1:36 000}, {c1"=3 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/B40/031/0000AA

Map of Bergen County, New Jersey.
{S.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1960-1970.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; {c1:180 000}, {c1"=15 000 ft.}.
Marked in pencil "1963."
RRMC; pres. 4.

Road Maps

3813/B40/081/0000AA

Bergen County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Bergen County, New Jersey, street and road map with county highway system.
1 map; 115x89 cm.; {c1:39 000}, {c1"=3 250 ft.}.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Bergen County and vicinity; Highway system. Index: Bergen County.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/B40/081/0000AB

Hagstrom's street and road map of Bergen County, New Jersey, including cities of Paterson and Passaic.
1 map; col.; 111x84 cm.; {c1:41 000}, {c1"=3 750 ft.}.
Insets: Main through routes. Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/081/1896AA

Colton's road map of Bergen County, New Jersey.
1 map on 2 sheets; col.; 63x46 cm.; {c1:95 040}, 1"=1 1/2 mi.
advertisement.
Tissue encapsulation. Roads for bicyclists outlined.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/081/1918AA

North Jersey Title Insurance Company.
Map of Bergen County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; C.S. Hammond and Co.; 1918, shows 1918.
1 map on 4 sheets; col.; 93x69 cm.; {c1:95 040}, {c1"=1 1/2 mi.}.
table of county roads.
Tissue encapsulation. Pieces missing. Current and proposed county roads marked in crayon.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/081/1965AA

General highway map, Bergen County, New Jersey.
1 map on 11 sheets; 49x108 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
State highways as of 1965. Culture as of 1953.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/081/1975AA

Bergen County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Bergen County, New Jersey, with county highway system.
1 map; col.; 112x83 cm.; {c1:41 000}, {c1"=3 750 ft.}.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Bergen County and vicinity; Main through routes. Index: Bergen County.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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Regions

3813/B40/115/0000AA

Map of northwest Bergen area, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 88x74 cm.; (c1:24 000), (c1"=2 000 ft.).
illustrations; text; street directory; bus routes.
Insets: Approaches to northwest Bergen.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/B40/120/1939AA

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of Hackensack (and surrounding communities), New Jersey.
Belleville, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1939, shows 1939.
1 map; col.; 64x48 cm.; (c1:21 120), (c1"=1/3 mi.).
illustrations; text; street directory; bus routes.
Insets: Bergen County area.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B40/124/1926AA

Stagg, Joseph W.
Map of property of Englewood Heights Estates, Inc., City of Englewood and Township of Teaneck, Bergen County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1926, shows 1926.
1 map; col.; 44x56 cm.; (1:720), 1"=60 ft.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/125/1943AA

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of central Bergen County and vicinity, New Jersey (showing Ridgewood and surrounding communities).
Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1943, shows 1943.
1 map; col.; 64x48 cm.; (c1:35 000), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; bus routes; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B40/125/1948AA

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of central Bergen County and vicinity, New Jersey (showing Ridgewood and surrounding communities).
Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; (1948?), shows 1948.
1 map; col.; 64x48 cm.; (c1:35 000), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; bus routes; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B40/125/1959AA

(Map of the 11th Annual Pilgrimage Tour, 1959, of sites in Ridgewood, Wyckoff and Midland Park, New Jersey.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1959, shows 1959.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; scale not given.
text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/140/1942AA

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of eastern Bergen County, New Jersey.
Belleville, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; col.; 64x48 cm.; (c1:35 000), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; bus routes; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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East Rutherford

3813/B40/211/1972AA
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1972, shows 1972.
1 map; 61x84 cm.; (1:1 200), (1"=100 ft).
Base map 1931.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Englewood

3813/B40/215/1913AA
Fuller, George W.
City of Englewood, N.J., First Ward, proposed sewerage system.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; 53x42 cm.; (1:5 800), (1"=500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/215/1913AB
Fuller, George W.
City of Englewood, N.J., Second Ward, proposed sewerage system.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; 53x42 cm.; (1:5 800), (1"=500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/215/1913AC
Fuller, George W.
City of Englewood, N.J., Third Ward, proposed sewerage system.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; 53x42 cm.; (1:5 800), (1"=500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/215/1913AD
Fuller, George W.
City of Englewood, N.J., Fourth Ward, proposed sewerage system.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; 53x42 cm.; (1:5 800), (1"=500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/215/1913AE
Fuller, George W.
City of Englewood, N.J., First Ward, proposed sewerage system and proposed extensions.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; 53x42 cm.; (1:5 800), (1"=500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/215/1913AF
Fuller, George W.
City of Englewood, N.J., Second Ward, proposed sewerage system and proposed extensions.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; 53x42 cm.; (1:5 800), (1"=500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/B40/215/1913AG

Fuller, George W.,
City of Englewood, N.J., Third Ward, proposed sewerage system and proposed extensions.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; 53x42 cm.; (c1:5 800), (c1"=500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B40/215/1913AH

Fuller, George W.,
City of Englewood, N.J., Fourth Ward, proposed sewerage system and proposed extensions.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; 53x42 cm.; (c1:5 800), (c1"=500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

Fair View

3813/B40/218/1891AA

Beyer and McCann.
Map of Grandview property of the North Hudson Land Co., Ridgefield Township (now Fair View), Bergen County, N.J.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1891, shows 1891.
1 map; 49x62 cm.; (1:1 080), 1"=90 ft.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Fort Lee

3813/B40/219/0000AA

Fort Lee Chamber of Commerce.
The Borough of Fort Lee (N.J.), past and present.
(s.l.); O. Rourke; (197-), shows 1970-1980.
1 map; col.; 76x61 cm.; (c1:6 000), c1"=500 ft.
text; advertisements; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Franklin Lakes

3813/B40/220/1953AA

Harley, F. E.,
Zoning map of the Borough of Franklin Lakes, Bergen County, N.J. (Wyckoff, NJ); Wyckoff News; 1953, shows 1953.
1 map; 43x25 cm.; scale not given.
Base map dated 1937. Copy of legal notice.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Glen Rock

3813/B40/222/1974AA

Boswell, Howard L.,
Map of the Borough of Glen Rock, Bergen County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); League of Women Voters (Glen Rock, N.J.); 1974, shows 1974.
1 map; 40x35 cm.; (c1:8 000), (c1"=700 ft.).
street directory.
Base map dated 1960. Stamped "Paul Shack Historical Collection."
RRMC; pres. 4.
Hackensack

3813/B40/223/0000AA

Hagstrom's Map of Hackensack, Bergen County, New Jersey. New York, NY; Hagstrom Company, Inc.; (between 1957 and 1964), shows 1957-1964. 1 map; 76x49 cm.; (c1:8 500), (c1"=700 ft.). street directory. Insets: Main through routes to Hackensack. Attached to cover. RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/B40/223/1938AA

DeYoe, Willard L.. Town of Hackensack in the Township of New Barbadoes in the County of Bergen, New Jersey, in Revolutionary War Days. (s.1.); (s.n.); 1938, shows 1776-1783. 1 map; 32x23 cm.; (c1:14 000), (c1"=100 ft.). RRMC; pres. 5.

Leonia

3813/B40/229/1955AA

Four election districts, Borough of Leonia, N.J. (s.1.); (s.n.); 1955, shows 1955. 1 map; 31x23 cm.; scale not given. RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/B40/229/1966AA


New Milford

3813/B40/238/0000AA

{Map of New Milford, Bergen County, N.J., showing streets and fire calls.}. (s.1.); New Milford Fire Department (?); (1960?), shows 1960?. 1 map; 46x31 cm.; scale not given. street directory. RRMC; pres. 3.

Oradell

3813/B40/244/1969AA

{Map of Oradell, Bergen County, N.J., showing route of May Walk, May 24, 1969, in commemoration of the borough's 75th anniversary.}. (s.1.); (s.n.); 1969, shows 1969. 1 map; col.; 44x28 cm.; scale not given. text. RRMC; pres. 4.

Palisades Park

3813/B40/245/0000AA

{Map of Palisades Park, Bergen County, N.J., showing properties for sale at public auction by the State of New York Banking Department.}. New York, NY; National Process Co., Inc.; (n.d.), shows 1930-1950?. 1 map; 44x70 cm.; scale not given. Insets: Ridgefield; Teaneck. RRMC; pres. 2.
Bergen Community College, Paramus, New Jersey. (Paramus, NJ); (Bergen Community College); (n.d.), shows 1978?.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 6.

Ramsey

Diachishin, Alex N.
Election district map; borough of Ramsey, Bergen County, New Jersey.
(Ramsey, NJ?); (s.n.); 1960, shows 1960.
1 map; 36x57 cm.; (c1:1,000), (c1="100 ft.").
text; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Rutherford

Map of property for sale by the Rutherford Home Association at Rutherford Park (now Rutherford, Bergen County), N.J.
New York, NY; Charles Hart; 1873, shows 1873.
1 map; 48x61 cm.; (c1:1 200), (c1="100 ft.").
text; street directory.
Inset: Northern New Jersey; Rutherford Park.
Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Tenafly

Mosley, Virginia T.
Map of Tenafly, Bergen County, N.J., showing points of historic interest. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1958, shows 1600-1958.
1 map; 28x37 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Mosley, Virginia T.
Tour the town; Tenafly, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1972, shows 1972.
1 map; 28x37 cm.; scale not given.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

BURLINGTON COUNTY

Atkinson, H. Dorothy.
Historical map, Burlington County, New Jersey (with parts of Ocean and Mercer Counties).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1941, shows 1676-1900.
1 map; col.; 47x38 cm.; (c1:190 080), (c1="3 mi.").
RRMC; pres. 3.

Burlington County Cultural and Heritage Commission.
Burlington County, New Jersey; Bicentennial loop tours.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1976?), shows 1775-1783.
1 map; col.; 57x45 cm.; scale not given.
illustration; text.
RRMC; pres. 4.
Otley, J. W.
Map of Burlington County (New Jersey) from original surveys. Philadelphia, PA; Smith and Wistar; 1849, shows 1849.
1 map; col.; 90x172 cm.; (c1:52 000), (c1"=7/8 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Mount Holly; Burlington City.
Sectioned and mounted on linen; some separating. Various markings in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 2.

1 map on 10 sheets; 49x107 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 21 insets of major road junctions.
State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of 1940.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Farm Journal.
1 map; col.; 59x56 cm.; (c1:150 000), (c1"=2 1/3 mi.).
The roads in each township are numbered on this map to correspond with the Farm Journal Farm Directory of the County.
RRMC; pres. 2.

1 map on 2 sheets; col.; 102x122 cm.; 1:50 000, (c1"=.8 mi.).
Table of acreage.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Branin, F. L.
Road map of Burlington County, New Jersey. New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; (between 1940 and 1950), shows 1940-1950.
1 map; col.; 61x48 cm.; (c1:126 270), (c1"=2 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
Marked in pencil "1948," "1947?" 1940 census figures.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Branin, F. L.
1 map; col.; 61x49 cm.; (c1:126 720), (c1"=2 mi.).
Illustrations; text; table of population.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/BBO/O81/1930AA

Smith, H.B.
Road map of Burlington County, New Jersey {with 1930 road map of New Jersey}.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1930, shows 1930.
2 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 76x41 cm.; scale varies.
Illustration; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/BBO/O81/1934AA

Smith, H.B.
Road map of Burlington County, New Jersey {with Road map of New Jersey}.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; {1934?}, shows 1934.
2 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 76x41 cm.; scale varies.
Illustration; text.
1930 census figures. c1, c2 marked in ink.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/BBO/O81/1960AA

1960 AADT {annual average daily traffic} base map, Burlington County, New Jersey.
1 map on 10 sheets; 49x107 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1'1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 21 insets of major road junctions.
Annual average daily traffic statistics added to base map similar to
MP/3813/BBO/O31/1967AA. Base map dated 1939. Data obtained from statewide highway
planning survey. Much detail illegible.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/BBO/O81/1971AA

Road map of Burlington County, New Jersey {with Area served by Burlington County
bridges}.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1971, shows 1971.
2 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 64x48 cm.; scale varies.
Illustrations; text; table of population.
Index: Communities; Points of interest.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/BBO/O81/1977AA

Road map of Burlington County, New Jersey {with area served by Burlington County
Bridges}.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1977, shows 1977.
2 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 67x48 cm.; scale varies.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Burlington-Bristol Bridge; Tacony-Palmyra Bridge; New Jersey. Index:
Communities; Points of interest.
1976 population figures.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/BBO/110/1917AA

Markham, E.H.
Vicinity of Camp Dix {now Fort Dix, in New Hanover and adjacent townships, Burlington
County, New Jersey}, key map.
New York, NY; Charles Hart; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 52x66 cm.; 1:10 000, {c1"=250 ft.}.
Series: Vicinity of Camp Dix (1917) series.
Contour interval=10 feet.
Grametbau, #1644. Series is incomplete; complete series consists of 15 sheets plus
key map. Based on U.S. Geological Survey map.
RRMC; pres. 2.
3813/B80/110/1917AB

Markham, E.H.
Vicinity of Camp Dix {now Fort Dix, in New Hanover and adjacent townships, Burlington County, New Jersey}, sheet no. 2.
New York, NY; Charles Hart; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 62x52 cm.; 1:10 000, (c1"=250 ft.).
Series: Vicinity of Camp Dix (1917) series.
contour interval=10 feet.
MP/3813/B80/110/1917AA is key map. Series is incomplete; complete series consists of 15 sheets plus key map. Based on U.S. Geological Survey map.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B80/110/1917AC

Markham, E.H.
Vicinity of Camp Dix {now Fort Dix, in New Hanover and adjacent townships, Burlington County, New Jersey}, sheet no. 3.
New York, NY; Charles Hart; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 66x52 cm.; 1:10 000, (c1"=250 ft.).
Series: Vicinity of Camp Dix (1917) series.
contour interval=10 feet.
MP/3813/B80/110/1917AA is key map. Series is incomplete; complete series consists of 15 sheets plus key map. Based on U.S. Geological Survey map.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B80/110/1917AD

Markham, E.H.
Vicinity of Camp Dix {now Fort Dix, in New Hanover and adjacent townships, Burlington County, New Jersey}, sheet no. 7.
New York, NY; Charles Hart; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 66x52 cm.; 1:10 000, (c1"=250 ft.).
Series: Vicinity of Camp Dix (1917) series.
contour interval=10 feet.
MP/3813/B80/110/1917AA is key map. Series is incomplete; complete series consists of 15 sheets plus key map. Based on U.S. Geological Survey map.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B80/110/1917AE

Markham, E.H.
Vicinity of Camp Dix {now Fort Dix, in New Hanover and adjacent townships, Burlington County, New Jersey}, sheet no. 8.
New York, NY; Charles Hart; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 66x52 cm.; 1:10 000, (c1"=250 ft.).
Series: Vicinity of Camp Dix (1917) series.
contour interval=10 feet.
MP/3813/B80/110/1917AA is key map. Series is incomplete; complete series consists of 15 sheets plus key map. Based on U.S. Geological Survey map.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B80/110/1917AF

Markham, E.H.
Vicinity of Camp Dix {now Fort Dix, in New Hanover and adjacent townships, Burlington County, New Jersey}, sheet no. 9.
New York, NY; Charles Hart; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 66x52 cm.; 1:10 000, (c1"=250 ft.).
Series: Vicinity of Camp Dix (1917) series.
contour interval=10 feet.
MP/3813/B80/110/1917AA is key map. Series is incomplete; complete series consists of 15 sheets plus key map. Based on U.S. Geological Survey map.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/B80/110/1917AG

Markham, E.H.
Vicinity of Camp Dix (now Fort Dix, in New Hanover and adjacent townships, Burlington County, New Jersey), sheet no. 12.
New York, NY; Charles Hart; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 66x52 cm.; 1:10 000, (c1"=250 ft.).
Series: Vicinity of Camp Dix (1917) series.
contour interval=10 feet.
MP/3813/B80/110/1917AG is key map. Series is incomplete; complete series consists of 15 sheets plus key map. Based on U.S. Geological Survey map.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B80/120/0000AA

Atkinson, Frank.
Landmarks of Medford (Medford Lakes Borough and Medford Township, Burlington County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1683-1923.
1 map; 30x46 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/B80/140/0000AA

Batona Hiking Club of Philadelphia.
Map of the Batona Trail (in eastern Burlington County) of New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (after 1961), shows 1961-1966.
1 map; col.; 43x21 cm.; (c1:90 000), (c1"=1 3/8 mi.).
text; mileage chart.
Stamped "Historical Society of Princeton."
RRMC; pres. 3.

Beverly

3813/B80/202/0000AA

Plan of Beverly, (New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (18--), shows 1840-1860?.
1 map; 24x30 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B80/202/1854AA

Stokes, Milton W..
Plan of town lots in Beverly, N.J., the property of Henry Seybert and the Beverly Land and Savings Association.
Philadelphia, PA; M.H. Traubel and Co.; 1854, shows 1854.
1 map; 40x28 cm.; (c1:2 520), (c1"=210 ft.).
Various markings in ink and pencil.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Burlington City

3813/B80/205/1797AA

Birch, William Russell.
A plan of the Island of Burlington and a view of the city from the River Delaware (now Burlington City, New Jersey).
Philadelphia, PA; (s.n.); 1797, shows 1797.
1 map; 28x36 cm.; scale not given.
Kerr, p.204. Photographic reproductions of original. c2 measures 41x51 cm.; soft focus. c1 presented by Oliver K. Westling. c2 marked "Early map ... in possession of Misses Caroline and Margaret Harris, Burlington, N.J."
RRMC; pres. 5.
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3813/B80/205/1850AA

Howarth, Leona.
City of Burlington, past and present, places of interest.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1950, shows 1677-1950.
1 map; 44x57 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/B80/205/1970AA

Birch, William Russel.
A plan of the Island of Burlington and a view of the city from the River Delaware
(now Burlington City, New Jersey).
Ithaca, NY; Historic Urban Plans; 1970, shows 1797.
1 map; 53x63 cm.; scale not given.
Kerr, p.204. Reproduction.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Chesterfield Township

3813/B80/207/1876AA

Chesterfield (Burlington County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; 50x36 cm.; (1:31 680), 1"=1/2 mi.
From "Burlington County Atlas, 1876." Negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Medford Lakes

3813/B80/221/1926AA

Lippincott, Henry S..
Plan A, Medford Lakes in the Pines summer colony (now Medford Lakes Borough),
Burlington County, New Jersey.
Marlton, NJ; (s.n.); 1926, shows 1926.
1 map; 43x56 cm.; (c1:1 200), 1"=100 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Mooresstown Township

3813/B80/222/1921AA

Village of Mooresstown, Chester Township (now Mooresstown Township), Burlington County,
New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Engineering Department. Schedule Rating Office; 1921, shows 1921.
1 map; col.; 22x28 cm.; (c1:16 800), (c1"=1400 ft.).
Series: Municipal Water Supply and Fire Department Sheet series.
text.
Plate 147.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B80/222/1934AA

Map of Mooresstown, Burlington County, New Jersey.
(Mooresstown, NJ); Mooresstown Chronicle; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; 41x56 cm.; scale not given.
Illustration; text.
Appeared in issue of Nov. 22, 1934.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/B80/222/1938AA

Mooresstown, (Burlington County), New Jersey circa 1879, the time of the founding of
the Mooresstown Chronicle.
(Mooresstown, NJ); Mooresstown Chronicle; 1938, shows 1879.
1 map; 32x38 cm.; (1:7 200), 1"=600 ft.
Appeared in issue of Dec. 15, 1938.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/B80/222/1971AA

Remington and Boyd, engineers.
Mooresetown Township, Burlington County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1971, shows 1971.
1 map; 37x55 cm.; {c1:21 000}, {c1''=1 750 ft.}.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Mount Holly

3813/B80/223/0000AA

Mount Holly, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 51x60 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; advertisements; street directory.
Insets: Burlington County.
Marked in pencil "c1967."
RRMC; pres. 3.

New Hanover Township

3813/B80/225/1918AA

Map of Camp Dix, Wrightstown, {now Fort Dix, New Hanover Township}, New Jersey.
Rochester, NY; {s.n.}; 1918, shows 1918.
1 map; 17x23 cm.; scale not given.
"With the best wishes of friends in Rochester, N.Y."
RRMC; pres. 3.

Washington Township

3813/B80/236/0000AA

Batsto area of the Wharton Tract {Wharton State Forest, Washington Township,
Burlington County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1766-1954.
1 map; col.; 24x42 cm.; scale not given.
text.
Insets: Road map of Wharton State Forest area.
Slight variations in printing between copies. Describes historic importance of sites.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/B80/236/1962AA

Penn State Forest {Washington Township}, Burlington County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1962.
1 map; 22x41 cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1''=3/8 mi.}.
illustrations; text; table of state forests and parks.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/B80/236/1965AA

Otley, J.W.
Part of Washington Township {Burlington County, New Jersey} mostly from original
surveys... restored by R. Edgar, Jr.
Philadelphia, PA; Smith and Wistar; 1965, shows 1849.
1 map; 59x68 cm.; {c1:52 000}, {c1''=7/8 mi.}.
illustrations.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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Westampton Township

3813/B80/237/1887AA
Stokes, Charles.  
Riverdale (now Westampton Township, Burlington County, New Jersey).  
Rancocas, NJ; (s.n.); 1887, shows 1887.  
1 map; 46x59 cm.; scale not given.  
illustrations; advertisements.  
c1 positive photocopy. c2 negative photocopy.  
RRMC; pres. 3.

Willingboro

3813/B80/238/0000AA
League of Women Voters of Levittown, New Jersey.  
Voting districts, Levittown Township (now Willingboro), Burlington County, New  
Jersey.  
(Willingboro, NJ?); Levitt and Sons, Inc.; (between 1960 and 1965?), shows  
1 map; 45x65 cm.; {c1:9 400}, {c1"=1/4 mi.}.  
RRMC; pres. 5.

CAMDEN COUNTY

3813/C20/030/1846AA
Clement, John.  
A map of Camden County, State of New Jersey, compiled from the records and other  
authorities.  
Haddonfield, NJ; T. Sinclair; 1846, shows 1846.  
1 map; col.; 78x46 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.  
text.  
Mounted on linen.  
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/C20/031/1977AA
Camden County Planning Department.  
Photo base map, Camden County, N.J. (photo mosaic March 1975).  
Pennsauken, NJ; (s.n.); 1977, shows 1975.  
1 map; col.; 85x56 cm.; {1:60 000}, 1"=5 000 ft.  
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/C20/071/0000AA
Important farmlands, Camden County, New Jersey.  
1 map; col.; 107x81 cm.; 1:50 000, (c1"=.8 mi.).  
table of acreage.  
Insets: New Jersey.  
RRMC; pres. 5.
3813/C20/081/0000AA

Palladino, William J..
Road map of Camden County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 114x89 cm.; {c1: 41 500}, {c1"=7/10 mi.}.
Illustrations; text.
Index: Cities, streets; County roads; Industrial parks.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/C20/081/1934AA

Schmucker, Beale M..
Road map of Camden County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; {c1: 63 360}, {c1"=1 mi.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Camden and Philadelphia.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C20/081/1951AA

Taylor, S. Herbert.
Road map of Camden County, New Jersey (with Historical map of Camden County).
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; both sides; col.; 71x56 cm.; {c1: 63 360}, {c1"=1 mi.}.
Illustrations; text; table of contents.
Insets: Camden County and vicinity.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C20/081/1965AA

General highway map, Camden County, New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}; New Jersey. State Highway Department. Division of Planning; 1965,
shows 1953-1965.
1 map on 7 sheets; 49x107 cm.; {c1: 31 680}, {c1"=1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 10 insets of major road junctions and urban areas.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/C20/115/1921AA

Camden Safe Deposit and Trust Company.
Map of the City of Camden and vicinity {New Jersey}.
New York, NY; C.S. Hammond and Co.; 1921, shows 1921.
1 map; col.; 64x49 cm.; {1:15 000}, 1"=1 250 ft.
Text; street directory; advertisement.
Trolley lines shown in red.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C20/115/1922AA

Camden Safe Deposit and Trust Company.
Map of the City of Camden and vicinity {New Jersey}.
New York, NY; C.S. Hammond and Co.; 1922, shows 1922.
1 map; col.; 64x49 cm.; {1:15 000}, 1"=1 250 ft.
Illustration; text; street directory; advertisement.
Trolley lines shown in red. Includes plan and elevation of proposed Delaware River
bridge (Benjamin Franklin Bridge).
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/C20/115/1926AA

Camden Safe Deposit and Trust Company.
Map of the City of Camden and vicinity (New Jersey).
New York, NY; C. S. Hammond and Co.; 1926, shows 1926.
1 map; col.; 64x49 cm.; (1:15 000), 1"=1 250 ft.
illustrations; text; street directory; advertisement.
Trolley and bus lines shown in red. Includes plan and elevation of proposed Delaware River bridge (Benjamin Franklin Bridge). Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C20/115/1944AA

Opdyke, Ray S..
Map of Camden Metropolitan area, including Philadelphia business district, southern New Jersey and Atlantic City.
Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1944, shows 1944.
1 map; col.; 64x48 cm.; scale varies.
street directory; bus routes.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C20/207/1920AA

Engineering Department, Schedule Rating Office.
Noreg Village (now Brooklawn Borough), Camden County, N.J.
Newark, NJ; {s.n.}; 1920, shows 1920.
1 map; col.; 28x22 cm.; (c1:6 000), (c1"=500 ft.).
Series: Municipal Water Supply and Fire Department Sheet series.
text.
Text on verso identifies municipality incorrectly as "Noreg Village, Center Township, Gloucester Co., N.J." Plate 108.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Camden City

3813/C20/208/1865AA

Saunders, Edward H.
Map of the river front of the City of Camden, N. J., from Coopers Point to Kaignhs Point, to accompany report of the commissioners to the Legislature of the State of New Jersey.
New York, NY; J.O. Seymour and Co.; 1865, shows 1865.
1 map; 41x78 cm.; (c1:5 100), (c1"=400 ft.).
Shows low water lines for 1832, 1865. Shows Windmill Islands in Delaware River.
"Presented by Hon. R.M. Acton of Salem to the New Jersey State Agricultural Society."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/C20/208/1973AA

Korybski, M.J.
College of South Jersey, Camden Campus, Rutgers, The State University.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; 1973, shows 1973.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; (c1:2 880), (c1"=240 ft.).
directory of buildings.
RRMC; pres. 6.

Cherry Hill

3813/C20/209/1964AA

Palladino, William J.
Township of Cherry Hill (New Jersey).
(Cherry Hill, NJ); Chapel Company, Inc.; 1964, shows 1964.
1 map; col.; 55x74 cm.; (c1:21 000), (c1"=1 750 ft.).
illustrations; street directory; advertisement; tables of neighborhoods, schools, churches.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/C20/214/1920AA

Engineering Department. Schedule Rating Office. Gloucester City, Camden County, N.J.; Newark, N.J.; (s.n.); 1920, shows 1920.
1 map; col.; 22x28 cm.; (c1:12 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.). Series: Municipal Water Supply and Fire Department Sheet series. Plate 3.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C20/214/1923AA

Schedule Rating Office of New Jersey. Gloucester City, Camden County, N.J.; Newark, N.J.; (s.n.); 1923, shows 1923.
1 map; col.; 28x22 cm.; (c1:12 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.). Series: Municipal Water Supply and Fire Department Sheet series. Plate 3.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C20/214/1923AB

Schedule Rating Office of New Jersey. Highland Park section of Center Township (now Gloucester City), Camden County, N.J.; Newark, N.J.; (s.n.); 1923, shows 1923.
1 map; col.; 22x28 cm.; (c1:6 000), (c1"=500 ft.). Series: Municipal Water Supply and Fire Department Sheet series. Plate 3.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C20/218/0000AA

MacNamara, Walter H., Borough of Haddonfield, Camden County, New Jersey (showing election districts and polling places). (s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.); shows 1955-1965.
1 map; 64x48 cm.; (c1:9 500), (c1"=800 ft.). Marked in pencil "c1960."
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/C20/218/1923AA

Schedule Rating Office of New Jersey. Borough of Haddonfield, Camden County, N.J.; Newark, N.J.; (s.n.); 1923, shows 1923.
1 map; col.; 28x22 cm.; (c1:13 250), (c1"=1 100 ft.). Series: Municipal Water Supply and Fire Department Sheet series. Plate 3.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C20/237/1919AA

Engineering Department. Schedule Rating Office. Wood Lynne, Camden County, N.J.; Newark, N.J.; (s.n.); 1919, shows 1919.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; (c1:6 000), (c1"=500 ft.). Series: Municipal Water Supply and Fire Department Sheet series. Plate 3.
RRMC; pres. 3.
Cape May County Planning Board.
Proposed official county map, Cape May County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 66x51 cm.; {c1:63 360}, {c1"=1 m1.}
RRMC; pres. 5.

Topographical map of Cape May County, New Jersey {with map of Philadelphia on verso}.
{New York, NY}; {F.W Beers}; {1872}, shows 1872.
1 map; col.; 40x31 cm.; {c1:126 720}. 1"=2 m.
Plate 121. Marked in pencil "{1890}"
RRMC; pres. 2.

Hand, Morgan.
Map of Cape May County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; 82x79 cm.; {c1:63 360}, {c1"=1 m1.}
See also MP/3813/C30/030/1960AA.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Hand, Morgan.
Map of Cape May County, New Jersey.
Ocean City, NJ; {s.n.}; 1960, shows 1912.
1 map; 38x28 cm.; {c1:180 000}, {c1"=2 3/4 m1.}
See also MP/3813/C30/030/1912AA. Replica of 1912 map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Base map, Cape May County, New Jersey.
1 map on 4 sheets; 49x107 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=1/2 m1.}
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 8 insets of major road junctions.
State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of 1940.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Stone Harbor Grange No. 199 P. of H..
Stone Harbor, NJ; {s.n.}; {between 1930 and 1950}, shows 1930-1950.
1 map; col.; 64x62 cm.; {c1:95 000}, {c1"=1/2 m1.}
Tissue encapsulation. Marked in pencil "c.1950."
RRMC; pres. 3.

Smith, R. Fendall.
Map of Cape May County showing improved highway system.
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1924, shows 1924.
1 map; col.; 94x68 cm.; {c1:63 360}, 1"=1 m1.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3813/C30/081/1937AA

Sharp, Rolland A.
Map of Cape May County showing improved highway system.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; 92x71 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
Blueprint copy.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C30/081/1940AA

Sharp, Rolland A.
Map of Cape May County showing improved highway system.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1940, shows 1940.
1 map; 92x71 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
Blueprint copy.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C30/081/1951AA

Keppler, Walter A.
Map of Cape May County, New Jersey, showing general features and improved highway system, 1948, revised to 1951.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; 79x63 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/C30/081/1955AA

Keppler, Walter A.
Map of Cape May County, New Jersey, showing general features and improved highway system, 1948, revised to 1955.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1955, shows 1955.
1 map; 79x63 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/C30/081/1976AA

Clarke, Neil O.
Map of Cape May County, New Jersey, showing general features and improved highway system.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1976, shows 1976.
1 map; 72x58 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
table of county roads.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/C30/081/1977AA

Clarke, Neil O.
Map of Cape May County, New Jersey, showing general features and improved highway system.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1977, shows 1977.
1 map; 72x58 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
table of county roads.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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3813/C30/130/0000AA

Treasure map of Cape May, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; (between 1960 and 1975), shows 1960-1975.
1 map; col.; 31x46 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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3813/C30/130/1931AA
Miller, L.E.
Cape May City and vicinity, Cape May to Delaware Bay, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; 23x61 cm.; {c1:19 000}, {c1"=1 600 ft.}.
Insets: Cool Cape May and vicinity.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/C30/134/0000AA
Wildwood-by-the-Sea Department of Public Relations.
City map and visitors’ guide to the Wildwoods-by-the-Sea, N.J.
Cape May, N.J.; Laws Color Lithographers; (between 1965 and 1975?), shows 1965-1975?.
1 map; col.; 32x46 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text.
Varies in detail slightly from MP/3813/C30/134/0000AB.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/C30/134/0000AB
Wildwood-by-the-Sea Department of Public Relations.
City map and visitors’ guide to the Wildwoods-by-the-Sea, N.J.
Cape May, N.J.; Laws Color Lithographers; (between 1965 and 1975?), shows 1965-1975?.
1 map; col.; 32x46 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text.
Varies in detail slightly from MP/3813/C30/134/0000AA.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/C30/134/0000AC
{Map of the Wildwoods, New Jersey, showing location of and routes to Zaberer’s Anglesea Inn, North Wildwood.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; (between 1965 and 1975?), shows 1965-1975?.
1 map; col.; 24x31 cm.; scale not given.
Text; advertisement; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Avalon

3813/C30/201/0000AA
Avalon City, Seven Mile Beach, Cape May County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; (between 1887 and 1907), shows 1887-1907.
1 map; 66x113 cm.; {c1:2 450}, {c1"=250 ft.}.
Insets: Southern New Jersey railroads.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Cape May City

3813/C30/202/0000AA
The historic district of Cape May, N.J., Victorian village, showing some of the historically important and architecturally significant structures.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; (after 1960), shows 1842-1955.
1 map; 23x41 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/C30/202/1964AA
Cape May County Vocational Technical Institute.
Cape May, New Jersey (showing extent of the *Victorian Village* Urban Renewal Project).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1964, shows 1964.
1 map; col.; 28x46 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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Cape May Point

3813/C30/203/0000AA

Sea Grove (now Cape May Point), Cape May, N.J. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1875?}, shows 1875. 1 map; col.; 53x46 cm.; scale not given. Photocopy from unidentified atlas. RRMC; pres. 3.

Lower Township

3813/C30/205/0000AA

Township of Lower, Cape May County, New Jersey. Cape May, N.J.; Laws; {after 1965}, shows 1965-1975. 1 map; 48x64 cm.; 1:24 000, {c1"=1/2 mi.}. Illustrations; advertisements. Insets: North Cape May; Villas. Marked in pencil "c.1965." RRMC; pres. 4.

North Wildwood

3813/C30/207/1915AA

Rice, L.M. Map of North Wildwood, New Jersey. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1915, shows 1915. 1 map; 62x97 cm.; {1:4 800}, {c1"=400 ft.}. RRMC; pres. 3.

Ocean City

3813/C30/208/0000AA

Ocean City Public Relations Department. Ocean City, New Jersey. Ocean City, N.J.; {s.n.}; {between 1940 and 1960?}, shows 1940-1960. 1 map: both sides; 21x43 cm.; {1:13 608}, {c1"=1 134 ft.} text. RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/C30/208/1873AA

Townsend, Thomas. Peck's Beach, Somer's Survey (now Ocean City, New Jersey). {s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1873, shows 1873. 1 map; 26x46 cm.; scale not given. Negative photocopy from "Book C Records, Surrogate's Office, page 97 and 98." Difficult to read. RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/C30/208/1912AA

Hand and Steven. Map of Ocean City, New Jersey. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1912, shows 1912. 1 map; 25x36 cm.; scale not given. Negative photocopy. From unidentified newspaper. RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/C30/208/1952AA

Hill, E.W. Ocean City, New Jersey. Linwood, N.J.; {s.n.}; 1952, shows 1952. 1 map; 31x87 cm.; {c1:14 500}, {c1"=1 200 ft.}. Illustration; text; advertisement; street directory. RRMC; pres. 4.
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Stone Harbor

3813/C30/210/1910AA

Goff, Ralph L..
Plan of Stone Harbor, Seven Mile Beach, N.J. {with Stone Harbor and environs}.
(s.l.): (s.n.): 1910, shows 1910.
1 map: both sides; col.: 61x97 cm.; scale varies.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Direct automobile route, Philadelphia to Stone Harbor.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Upper Township

3813/C30/211/1975AA

Van Vorst, Joyce.
Early days in Upper Township {Cape May County, New Jersey}.
(s.l.): (s.n.): 1975, shows 1675-1875.
1 map: 29x39 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY

3813/C80/031/1967AA

Base map, Cumberland County, New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}; New Jersey.
1 map on 7 sheets; 49x107 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 10 insets of major road junctions.
State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of 1940.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/C80/071/0000AA

Important farmlands. Cumberland County, New Jersey.
1 map: col.; 102x122 cm.; 1:50 000, (c1"=.8 mi.).
Table of acreage.
Inset: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/C80/081/1936AA

Sharp, Milton M..
Map of Cumberland County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1936, shows 1936.
1 map; 43x56 cm.; (c1:105 000), (c1"=1 3/4 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/C80/081/1954AA

King, George M..
Road map, County of Cumberland, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1954, shows 1954.
1 map; 85x84 cm.; (c1:63 360), (c1"=1 mi.).
Insets: Bridgeton.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/C80/081/1971AA
Schock, George A.
Road map, County of Cumberland, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1971, shows 1971.
1 map; 42x42 cm.; (c1:130 000), (c1"=2 mi.).
Insets: Bridgeton.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Bridgeton

3813/C80/201/1873AA
Trenchard, Joseph.
Map of the Cohansey River, in the City of Bridgeton, Cumberland County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1873, shows 1873.
1 map; 21x49 cm.; (c1:3 600); 1"=300 ft.
Plate 4. "Showing the exterior lines for solid filling established thereon by the Riparian Commissioners of the State of New Jersey."
RRMC; pres. 2.

Vineland

3813/C80/214/1975AA
Wrotnowski, A.F.
Map of the settled parts of the Vineland Tract, compiled from the most authentic sources.
(Vineland, NJ); (s.n.); 1875, shows 1867.
1 map; 59x69 cm.; (c1:38 000), 1"= 1/3 mi.
Illustrations; text; advertisements.
Insets: City of Vineland; South Vineland; Siloam Cemetery.
Reprint.
RRMC; pres. 4.

ESSEX COUNTY

3813/E70/020/1918AA
Rankin, Edward S.
Historical map of Newark, New Jersey, 1666-1916 {including most of Essex County and parts of Hudson and Union Counties}.
Newark, NJ; Interstate Map Company; 1918, shows 1666-1916.
1 map; col.; 77x59 cm.; (c1:24 000); (c1"=2 000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/030/0000AA
State Republican League of New Jersey.
The infamous gerrymander, Essex County by the Democratic Legislature (showing redrawn Congressional district lines in northern New Jersey, mainly in Essex County).
Philadelphia, PA; Century Lith. Co.; (between 1890 and 1900), shows 1890-1900.
1 map; col.; 97x62 cm.; scale not given.
Text; population figures.
Tissue encapsulated in four parts. Population for Newark is 1890 census figure.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/030/1889AA
Scarlett and Scarlett, surveyors and civil engineers.
Map of Essex County, New Jersey, compiled expressly for F.N. Moffat.
Newark, NJ; (s.n.); 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 54x71 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/E70/030/1889AB

Baldwin's map of Essex County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hart and von Arx; 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 81x71 cm.; (1:31 660); (1"=1/2 mi.).
Gift of the Montagu Hankin Estate. Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/031/1967AA

Base map, Essex County, New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ}; New Jersey. State Highway Department. Division of Planning; 1967,
shows 1940-1967.
1 map on 2 sheets; 49x107 cm.; (1:31 660); (1"=1/2 mi.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 10 insets of major road junctions.
State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of
1940.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/062/1898AA

Essex County Park Commission.
Map and views of the Essex County park system; map of a portion of Essex County,
N.J., design for general system of parks and parkways.
Orange, NJ; The Orange Chronicle; 1898, shows 1898.
1 map; 66x102 cm.; (1:45 000); (1"=3 400 ft.).
illustrations; text; tables.
Appears as part of "Park Supplement," The Orange Chronicle, April 9, 1898.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/080/0000AA

Public transportation map of Essex County, featuring bus and rail lines (with map of
Newark).
New York, NY; Columbia Marketing Corp.; {1975?}, shows 1975?.
1 map; col.; 112x79 cm.; (1:30 000); (1"=2 500 ft.).
text; advertisements; table of bus routes.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Road Maps

3813/E70/081/0000AA

Hagstrom's street and house number map of Essex County, New Jersey, including sections of Passaic, Bergen, Hudson, Morris and Union Counties.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company, Inc.; {1936?}, shows 1936.
1 map; 84x76 cm.; (1:33 600); (1"=2 600 ft.).
Insets: Main automobile routes through Essex County and the new metropolitan area.
Undated black-and-white edition. Similar to MP/3813/E70/081/1936AA.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/081/0000AB

Hagstrom's street and house number map of Essex County, New Jersey, including sections of Passaic, Bergen, Hudson, Morris and Union Counties.
1 map; col.; 98x87 cm.; (1:26 400); (1"=2 200 ft.).
Insets: Essex County and vicinity. Index: Essex County.
Attached to cover with separate index.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/E70/081/0000AC

Latest street map of Newark, the Oranges, Montclair, Maplewood, Nutley, Bloomfield, Harrison and vicinity (in Essex and Hudson Counties, New Jersey).
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company, Inc.; {between 1934 and 1942?}, shows 1934-1942?
1 map; col.; 52x74 cm.; {c1:35 000}; {c1"=2 750 ft.}.
Illustrations; text; advertisements; street directory.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/081/1869AA

Map showing proposed boulevards in Essex County, N.J.:
New York, NY; The World (newspaper); 1869, shows 1869.
1 map; 59x41 cm.; scale not given.
text.
Map accompanies article about proposed county road system which appeared in the World newspaper, New York, January 31, 1869.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/081/1927AA

Stickel, William A..
Road map of Essex County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1927, shows 1927.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; {c1:39 600}; {c1"=5/8 mi.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey Motor Roads; New Jersey State Highways.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/081/1928AA

Stickel, William A..
Road map of Essex County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; {c1:39 600}; {c1"=5/8 mi.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey Motor Roads; New Jersey State Highways.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/081/1929AA

Stickel, William A..
Road map of Essex County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1929, shows 1929.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; {c1:39 600}; {c1"=5/8 mi.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Metropolitan New Jersey Motor Roads; New Jersey State Highways.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/081/1931AA

Essex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Essex County, New Jersey, with county highway system.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company, Inc.; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 76x66 cm.; {c1:36 000}; {c1"=3 000 ft.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey; Essex County and vicinity. Index: Essex County.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/E70/081/1936AA

Hagstrom's street and house number map of Essex County, New Jersey, including sections of Passaic, Bergen, Hudson, Morris and Union Counties.
New York; Hagstrom Company, Inc.; (1936), shows 1936.
1 map; col.; 84x76 cm.; (c1: 33 600); (c1"=2 800 ft.).
Insets: Essex County and vicinity. Index: Essex County.
Attached to cover with separate index.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/081/1950AA

Hagstrom's street and house number map of Essex County, New Jersey, including sections of Passaic, Bergen, Hudson, Morris, and Union Counties.
1 map; col.; 84x76 cm.; (c1: 33 600); (c1"=2 800 ft.).
Insets: Essex County and vicinity. Index: Essex County.
Attached to back cover. Index attached to detached front cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/081/1951AA

Essex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Essex County, New Jersey, with county highway system.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company, Inc.; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; col.; 85x76 cm.; (c1: 31 200); (c1"=2 600 ft.).
Insets: New Jersey; Essex County and Vicinity. Index: Essex County.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/081/1956AA

Essex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Essex County, New Jersey, with county highway system.
1 map; col.; 85x76 cm.; (c1: 31 200); (c1"=2 600 ft.).
Illustrations: text.
Insets: New Jersey; Essex County and vicinity; New Jersey Metropolitan Area; Location of County Property. Index: Essex County.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/081/1973AA

Essex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Essex County, New Jersey, with county highway system.
1 map; col.; 83x73 cm.; (c1: 31 200); (c1"=2 600 ft.).
Text.
Insets: New Jersey; Essex County and vicinity; New Jersey Metropolitan Area; Location of County Property. Index: Essex County.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/081/1975AA

Essex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Essex County, New Jersey, with county highway system.
1 map; col.; 83x73 cm.; (c1: 31 200); (c1"=2 600 ft.).
Text.
Insets: New Jersey; Essex County and vicinity; New Jersey Metropolitan Area; Location of County Property. Index: Essex County.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/E70/081/1978AA

Essex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Essex County, New Jersey, with county highway system.
1 map; col.; 83x73 cm.; (c1:21 200); (c1"=1 200 ft.).
text.
Insets: New Jersey; Essex County and vicinity; New Jersey Metropolitan Area; Location
of County Property. Index: Essex County.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/114/1889AA

Scarlett and Scarlett.
Map of Bloomfield and Montclair, N.J., compiled expressly for F.N. Moffat.
Newark, NJ; (s.n.); 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 54x71 cm.; {c1:12 500}, (c1"=1 075 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/114/1935AA

Opdyke, Ray S...
Montclair, Glen Ridge, Bloomfield {in Essex County, New Jersey}.
(Newark, NJ); (Opdyke Map Company); 1935, shows 1935.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; (c1:22 000), (c1"=1 500 ft.).
street directory.
Both copies marked in color pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/115/1912AA

Millidge, Thomas.
Map of the Caldwell district before the Revolutionary War {northwestern Essex County, New Jersey}.
Caldwell, NJ; (s.n.); 1912, shows 1666-1776.
1 map; 56x43 cm.; scale not given.
text.
Published in unidentified newspaper "Caldwell, N.J., Friday, December 20, 1912,
second year, no. fifty one."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/120/1878AA

Sunday school map of Orange and East Orange, New Jersey.
New York, NY; E.C. Bridgman; 1878, shows 1878.
1 map; 44x48 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/120/1889AA

Scarlett and Scarlett, surveyors and civil engineers.
Map of the Oranges, Essex County, N.J. {including parts of Newark and Irvington},
made expressly for F.N. Moffat.
Newark, NJ; Conlin; 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 77x91 cm.; {c1:14 600}; (c1"=1 200 ft.).
advertisement.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/120/1902AA

Essex County Park Commission.
South Mountain Reservation guide map.
Boston, MA; Geo. H. Walker and Co.; 1902, shows 1902.
1 map; 36x59 cm.; {c1:14 500}; (c1"=1 200 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/E70/120/1912AA

Fisk, E. F.
Map of the Oranges and Irvington, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 49x60 cm.; {c1:19 500}; {c1"=1 600 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/120/1914AA

Fisk, E. F.
Map of the Oranges and Irvington, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1914, shows 1914.
1 map; col.; 49x60 cm.; {c1:19 500}; {c1"=1 600 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/120/1940AA

Kentz, John J.
Map of the Oranges and Maplewood (including Millburn), New Jersey.
Belleville, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1940, shows 1940.
1 map; col.; 64x49 cm.; {c1:30 000}; {c1"=2 100 ft.}.
text; street directory; bus lines; business directory.
Insets: Essex-Hudson-Manhattan area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/130/1874AA

Earle, Frank H.
Map of Spring Grange, property of Henry Fenner, situated at South Orange (now South Orange and Maplewood), Essex County, N.J.
New York, NY; Graphic Co.; 1874, shows 1874.
1 map; 46x61 cm.; {c1:2 160}; {c1"=180 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/134/0000AA

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of Newark and vicinity, New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; {between 1945 and 1950}, shows 1945-1950.
1 map; col.; 49x64 cm.; {c1:25 000}; {c1"=2 100 ft.}.
illustrations; text; street directory; bus lines; business directory.
Insets: Essex-Hudson-Manhattan area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/134/0000AB

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of Newark and vicinity, New Jersey.
Belleville, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; {between 1935 and 1945}, shows 1935-1945.
1 map; col.; 49x64 cm.; {c1:25 000}; {c1"=2 100 ft.}.
illustrations; text; street directory; bus lines; business directory.
Insets: Essex-Hudson-Manhattan area.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/134/1923AA

Finley, Howard J.
Map of the city of Newark, N.J., including Irvington (with) map of the Oranges and Irvington.
New Haven, CT; Price and Lee Company; 1923, 1924, shows 1924.
1 map; both sides; 61x62 cm.; scale varies.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3813/E70/134/1929AA

Finley, Howard J.

Map of the city of Newark, N.J., including Irvington, Harrison, Kearny, East Newark and North Arlington (with) new map of the Oranges and Maplewood.

New Haven, CT; Price and Lee Company; 1929, shows 1929.

1 map: both sides; 62x71 cm.; scale varies.

directory.

Attached to cover.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/134/1938AA

Map of the city of Newark and vicinity, Essex County, State of New Jersey (including Belleville, Bloomfield, East Orange and Irvington).

(s.l.); Cities Map and Guide Company; 1938, shows 1938.

1 map: 48x64 cm.; (c1:24 000); (c1"=2 200 ft.).

table of bus lines (incomplete).

Index: Newark.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/134/1939AA

Opdyke, Ray S.

Map of Newark and vicinity, New Jersey. Belleville, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1939, shows 1939.

1 map: col.; 48x63 cm.; (c1:26 000); (c1"=2 200 ft.).

illustrations; text; street directory; business directory; bus lines.

Insets: Essex-Hudson-Manhattan area.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/134/1947AA

Opdyke, Ray S.

Map of Newark and vicinity (including Harrison, Kearny and Arlington), New Jersey. Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1947, shows 1947.

1 map; col.; 64x49 cm.; (c1:28 000); (c1"=2 400 ft.).

illustrations; text; street directory; business directory; bus lines. c2 has advertisement for Public Service Transportation.

RRMC; pres. 3.

Regions-Southwest

3813/E70/135/1935AA

Kentz, John J.

Map of the Oranges and Maplewood (with) map of Livingston, Millburn, Short Hills and vicinity (New Jersey).

Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1935, shows 1935.

1 map: both sides; col.; 56x44 cm.; scale varies.

text; street directory; bus lines.

Insets: Essex-Hudson-Manhattan area.

Tissue encapsulation.

RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/135/1943AA

Kentz, John J.

Map of the Oranges and Maplewood (with) map of Millburn, Short Hills, Summit, Chatham, New Providence and Murray Hill and vicinity, New Jersey.

Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1943, shows 1943.

1 map: both sides; col.; 64x49 cm.; scale varies.

text; street directory; bus lines.

Insets: Essex-Hudson-Manhattan area.

RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/E70/135/1947AA

Kentz, John J.

Map of the Oranges and Maplewood (with) map of Millburn, Short Hills, Summit, Chatham, New Providence and Murray Hill and vicinity, New Jersey.

Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1947, shows 1947.
1 map: both sides; col.; 64x49 cm.; scale varies.
text; street directory; bus lines.
Insets: Essex-Hudson-Manhattan area.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/150/1940AA

Opdyke, Ray S.

Montclair, Bloomfield and vicinity, New Jersey.

Belleville, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1940, shows 1940.
1 map; col.; 64x49 cm.; (1:26,000); (1"=2 200 ft.).
illustrations; text; street directory; bus lines; business directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/150/1948AA

Opdyke, Ray S.

Map of West Essex, including the Caldwells, Essex Fells, Verona, Cedar Grove, Glen Ridge, Montclair, Bloomfield and vicinity, New Jersey.

Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1948?, shows 1948?
1 map; col.; 64x49 cm.; (1:26,000); (1"=2 200 ft.).
illustrations; text; street directory; bus lines; business directory.
Marked in ink "1948."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/202/1908AA

Baechlin, Ernest.

Map of Dodd Tract property of New Jersey Dwelling Construction Co. situated in the town of Bloomfield, N.J.

{Newark, NJ?}; {s.n.}; 1908, shows 1908.
1 map; 44x56 cm.; (1:600), (1"=50 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/210/0000AA

Essex County Board of Elections.

Map of Livingston Township (Essex County, New Jersey, showing election districts).

Newark, NJ; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1930-1950?
1 map; 56x44 cm.; (1:7,200), 1"=600 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/212/0000AA

Earle, Frank H.

Map of Wyoming (now Millburn), Essex Co., N.J.

Jersey City, NJ; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1890?}, shows 1870-1890?.
1 map; 58x69 cm.; (1:1,800), 1"=150 ft.
Insets: Train connections to New York.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/E70/212/0000AB

Earle, Frank H.

Map of property owned by the Monroe Land Association adjoining Wyoming (now Millburn), Essex Co., N.J.
New York, NY: Graphic Co.; {between 1870 and 1890?}, shows 1870-1890?
1 map; 53x71 cm.; (1:1 800), 1"=150 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/212/0000AC

Price, Lewis (?).

Millburn Township, Essex County, N.J.
1 map; 44x57 cm.; (c1:15 000); (c1"=1 250 ft.).
Illustrations; text; advertisement; street directory.
Insets: Essex-Hudson-Manhattan area.
Marked in pencil "1966."
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/212/1927AA

Halsey, E.R.

Glenwood, Short Hills (now Millburn), New Jersey (property of the) Tuscan Company, Maplewood, New Jersey.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; 1927, shows 1927.
1 map; 31x26 cm.; (1:1 200), 1"=100 ft.
Gift of the Montagu Hinkin estate.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/212/1962AA

Price, Lewis (?).

Zoning map of Millburn Township, Essex County, N.J.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; 56x73 cm.; (c1:12 500); (c1"=1 000 ft.).
Extensive text on verso and on three attachments.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/E70/212/1975AA

Issac, Anthony J.

Township of Millburn in the County of Essex, New Jersey.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; 1975, shows 1975.
1 map; 43x64 cm.; (c1:16 500); (c1"=1 400 ft.).
Street directory; population chart.
Base map dated 1968.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Montclair

3813/E70/213/1897AA

Wright, A.J.

Map of the Town of Montclair, Essex Co., N.J.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; 1897, shows 1897.
1 map; 25x57 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/213/1903AA

Draper, R.B.

Map of Montclair, {New Jersey}; advantages, street and business directory.
Montclair, NJ; R.B. Draper; 1903, shows 1903.
1 map; 21x49 cm.; (1:21 120), 1"=1/3 mi.
Text; street directory; business directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/E70/213/1904AA

Map of Montclair and Glen Ridge, New Jersey.
Newark, N.J.; Interstate Map Co.; 1904, shows 1904-1906.
1 map; col.; 28x60 cm.; (1:18 000), 1"=1 500 ft.
street directory.
Fire limits as of 1906 marked in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/213/1908AA

Crane, F.W..
Map of the town of Montclair, Essex County, New Jersey.
Newark, N.J.; Interstate Map Company; 1909, shows 1908.
1 map; col.; 21x51 cm.; (c1:8 400), (c1"=700 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/213/1914AA

Leffingwell, Frank D..
Montclair, N.J.; Montclair, N.J.; 1914, shows 1914.
1 map; 39x75 cm.; (c1:13 000), (c1"=1 050 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/213/1921AA

Building zone map, Montclair, New Jersey.
Montclair, N.J.; Montclair Times; 1921, shows 1921.
1 map; 57x87 cm.; scale not given.
text.
Appeared in Montclair Times issue of May 21, 1921. Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/213/1922AA

Leffingwell, Frank D..
Map of Montclair, New Jersey.
Montclair, N.J.; Montclair, N.J.; 1922, shows 1922.
1 map; 23x56 cm.; (c1:16 500), (c1"=1 400 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/213/1927AA

Street map of Montclair, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1927, shows 1927.
1 map; 73x168 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/213/1940AA

Montclair, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1940, shows 1940.
1 map; 28x65 cm.; (1:12 000), 1"=1 000 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/213/1942AA

Town Planning Board (Montclair, N.J).
Map of Montclair, New Jersey.
Montclair, N.J.; (s.n.); 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; 71x172 cm.; (c1:4 800), c1"=400 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/E70/213/1958AA

Montclair, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1958, shows 1958.
1 map: 28x65 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/213/1972AA

(Map of Montclair, New Jersey).
Maplewood, N.J; Hammond Incorporated; (1972), shows 1972.
1 map: 45x30 cm.; {c1: 19 500}, {c1"=1/4 mi.}.street directory; bus lines.
"Insert in Know Your Town: Montclair, N.J. 1972."
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/E70/214/0000AA

Newark Public Information Office.
The City of Newark, New Jersey (including parts of Harrison, Kearny, Bloomfield,
Belleville, East Orange, Orange, Irvington and Hillside).
(Newark, N.J.); Albert Jeffries; (after 1974), c1944, shows 1975.
1 map; col.; 56x43 cm.; {c1:28 000}, {c1"=2 200 ft.}.illustrations; text.
Insets: Newark wards.
See also MP/3813/E70/214/1979AA and MP/3813/E70/214/1980AA. Pencil markings.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/214/0000AB

Office of City Clerk, Newark, N.J..
Newark map (including parts of Harrison, Kearny, Irvington, Hillside, East Orange and
Orange, New Jersey).
1 map; 87x57 cm.; {c1:22 000}, {c1"=1 800 ft.}.street directory.
Insets: Main through routes, Newark and vicinity.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/214/0000AC

Hagstrom's street and house number map of Newark, New Jersey (including parts of
Harrison, Kearny, East Orange, Irvington, Orange and Hillside).
1 map; col.; 87x63 cm.; {c1:22 000}, {c1"=1 800 ft.}.street directory.
Insets: New York Metropolitan Area.
Marked in pencil "c1960." Map no. 2225A. Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/214/0000AD

Gross, Alexander.
The premier map of Newark and vicinity (including parts of Harrison, Kearny, North
Arlington, Belleville, Bloomfield, East Orange, Irvington, Hillside, Union and
Elizabeth, New Jersey).
New York, NY; Geographia Map Co.; (between 1939 and 1950), shows 1939-1950.
1 map; col.; 69x104 cm.; {c1:22 000}, {c1"=1 800 ft.}.street directory.
Marked in pencil "c.1940." Missing piece of directory. Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3813/E70/214/0000AE

Congar, S.H.

Home lots of first settlers of Newark, N.J.; Newerke or Pesayak Towne, 1666-1680.

New York, NY; T. Bonar, lith.; (n.d.), shows 1666-1680.

1 map; 22x38 cm.; scale not given.

Illustrations.

RRMC; pres. 2.

Newark-1800 to 1899

3813/E70/214/1806AA

A map of the Town of Newark in the State of New-Jersey published 1806; ‘Newark sixty years ago’.

{Newark, DE?}; A. Anderson; (1864 or 1884), shows 1806.

1 map; 32x41 cm.; (c1:12 000). {c1″=3/16 mi.}.

Illustrations; text; directory.

Grametbaur, #1931 or #1932. c2, c3, c4 at scale of 1:18 000. c2, c3 measures 28x29 cm. c4 measures 22x29 cm.

RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/214/1806AB

Basham, Charles.

A map of the town of Newark in the State of New-Jersey published in 1806.

{Newark, NJ}; A.M. Holbrook; 1891, shows 1806.

1 map; 36x43 cm.; (c1:12 000). {c1″=3/16 mi.}.

Illustrations; text; directory.

Grametbaur, #1933.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1806AC

A map of the Town of Newark on the State of New-Jersey published in 1806.

{Newark, NJ}; A.M. Holbrook; 1891, shows 1806.

1 map; 36x43 cm.; (c1:12 000). {c1″=3/16 mi.}.

Illustrations; text; directory.

Grametbaur, #1933.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1806AD

A map of the Town of Newark in the State of New-Jersey published in 1806 {showing original site of National Newark and Essex Banking Company, 1804}.

{Newark, NJ}; A.M. Holbrook; 1891, shows 1806.

1 map; 22x27 cm.; (c1:19 500). {c1″=5/16 mi.}.

Illustrations; text; directory.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/214/1851AA

Dun and Thompson, surveyors.

Map of building lots belonging to the Smith and Alling Land Co. situated in the 5th ward of the City of Newark. {New Jersey}.

New York, NY; Edward P. Waites; 1851, shows 1851.

1 map; 95x60 cm.; scale not given.

RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/214/1853AA

Map of the City of Newark. {New Jersey}.

New York, NY; Charles Magnus; (1853?), shows 1853.

1 map; col.; 27x22 cm.; scale not given.

Grametbaur, #1936. See also MP/3813/E70/214/1853AB.

RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/E70/214/1853AB

Map of the City of Newark, (New Jersey).
New York, NY; Charles Magnus; {1853?}, shows 1853.
1 map; col.; 24x30 cm.; scale not given.
illustration.
Grametbaur, #1936. See also MP/3813E70/214/1853AA. Printed on cardboard with
gold-leaf border.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1872AA

City of Newark, Essex Co., N.J. (including Irvington, Harrison and East Newark).
{New York, NY?}; {F.W. Beers?}; (1872?), shows 1872.
1 map; col.; 39x62 cm.; {1:21 600}, 1"=1 800 ft.
Marked in pencil "1872 F.W. Beers State atlas of New Jersey." Gift of the Montagu
Hankin estate. Plates 62 and 63. Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1873AA

Rowe, John E.. Guide chart with key of the City of Newark, New Jersey (including East Newark and
Harrison).
{s.l.}; Van Arsdale and Co.; 1873, shows 1873.
1 map; col.; 43x55 cm.; scale not given.
street directory; carriage routes.
Missing piece of carriage route table.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/214/1873AB

City of Newark, Essex Co., N.J. (including Harrison and East Newark).
{New York, NY?}; {F.W. Beers?}; 1873, shows 1873.
1 map; col.; 42x51 cm.; {1:21 600}, 1"=1 800 ft.
illustrations; advertisements.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/214/1881AA

Holbrook, A.M.. Holbrook's map of the City of Newark, New Jersey (including Harrison and East
Newark).
Newark, NJ; Holbrook's Printing Office; 1881, shows 1881.
1 map; col.; 49x68 cm.; {c1:17 800}, {c1"=2/7 mi.}.
illustrations; advertisements; street directory.
Mounted on linen. Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/214/1885AA

Holbrook, A.M.. Holbrook's map of the City of Newark, New Jersey (including Harrison and East
Newark).
{Newark, NJ}; {Holbrook's Printing Office}; 1885, shows 1885.
1 map; col.; 49x68 cm.; {c1:17 800}, {c1"=2/7 mi.}.
illustrations; advertisements.
Insets: Newark-New York.
Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/E70/214/1889AA
Scarlett and Scarlett, surveyors and civil engineers.
Outline map of Newark, New Jersey (including Harrison and East Newark).
Newark, NJ; (s.n.); 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 54x77 cm.; (1:18 000), 1"=1 500 ft.
text; advertisement.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1890AA
Scarlett and Scarlett, surveyors and civil engineers.
Indexed commercial map of Newark, Harrison and Kearny, New Jersey from latest
official and special surveys.
New York, NY; American Publishing Co.; 1890, shows 1890.
1 map; col.; 66x99 cm.; (c1:13 500), (c1"=1 100 ft.).
street directory.
Mounted on linen. Separating from mounting.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/214/1892AA
Van Duyne, Harrison.
{Map of Newark, New Jersey, showing property holdings adjacent to the old burying
ground at Halsey, Market and Broad Streets.}.
Newark, NJ; Ward and Tichenor (?); 1892, shows 1892.
1 map; 35x50 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/E70/214/1893AA
Holbrook Newark Directory Co..
Map of the City of Newark, New Jersey (including Harrison, East Newark and Kearny).
New York, NY; N.Y. Engraving and Printing Co.; 1893, shows 1893.
1 map; col.; 72x87 cm.; scale not given.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Newark—1900 to 1949

3813/E70/214/1904AA
Map of Newark, Essex County, New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Interstate Map Company; 1904, shows 1904.
1 map; col.; 37x43 cm.; (1:16 800), 1"=2 400 ft.
street directory.
Mounted on linen and shellaced.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1909AA
Gardner, George H..
Map of Weequahic Park tract, situated in the 9th ward, City of Newark, N.J.
Newark, NJ; Frank J. Bock; 1909, shows 1909.
1 map; 107x120 cm.; (1:1 200), 1"=100 ft.
text.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1912AA
Official map of the City of Newark, State of New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Interstate Map Company; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 97x97 cm.; (1:12 000), 1"=1 000 ft.
RRMC; pres. 4.
3813/E70/214/1915AA

New map of Newark, Harrison, Kearny, Irvington and East Newark, {New Jersey}. Newark, NJ; Interstate Map Company; 1915. shows 1915. 1 map; col.; 41x56 cm.; {1:24 000}, 1"=2 000 ft. RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1921AA

New map of Newark, Harrison, Kearny and East Newark, {New Jersey}. Newark, NJ; Interstate Map Company; 1921. shows 1921. 1 map; col.; 47x64 cm.; {1:19 200}, 1"=1 6 000 ft. street directory. Tissue encapsulated in two parts. RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/214/1930AA

City of Newark, N.J. Bureau of Docks. Port of Newark, Newark Bay and Passaic River, showing channels and facilities within limits of the City of Newark, N.J. New York, NY; Rand McNally and Co.; {1930?}, shows 1930. 1 map; col.; 67x102 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft. Insets: Proximity of the Port of Newark to New York Harbor. Stamped "Division of Maps, Library of Congress, Nov. 22, 1930." RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1936AA

Broad Street Association. {Map of the City of Newark, N.J., in 1836 by Alexander Martin, with text and diagram relating to proposed bridge at Bridge Street.}. {Newark, NJ}; (s.n.); 1936. shows 1836-1936. 1 map; 36x24 cm.; scale not given. illustration; text; diagram. RRMC; pres. 3.

Newark-1950 to present

3813/E70/214/1951AA

Bureau of Municipal Research, Inc.. Central business district, streets and parking facilities. Newark, New Jersey. Newark, NJ; (s.n.); 1951. shows 1951. 1 map; 28x37 cm.; {c1:7 500}, {c1"=620 ft.}. text. RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/214/1957AA

Edwards, J.H.. Official wards and districts of the City of Newark, N.J., 1958. Newark, NJ; Office of the City Clerk, City of Newark; 1957. shows 1957. 1 map; col.; 112x87 cm.; {1:14 400}, 1"=1 200 ft. RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/E70/214/1959AA

Newark Central Planning Board. Map of existing zoning districts, Newark, New Jersey. Newark, NJ; (s.n.); 1959. c1944, shows 1959. 1 map; col.; 56x43 cm.; {c1:30 000}, {c1"=2 500 ft.}. "Map revised to include amendments through July 1958." RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/E70/214/1962AA

Housing Authority of the City of Newark, New Jersey.
Illustrative site plans of Urban Renewal projects (Newark, New Jersey).
{Newark, NJ}; {s.n.}; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; col.; 36x55 cm.; {c1:13 000}, {c1"=1 100 ft.}.
directory of projects.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/E70/214/1964AA

Map of the greater Newark area {including Harrison and Kearny, and parts of Irvington and East Orange, New Jersey}.
Maplewood, NJ; C.S. Hammond and Company; {1964?}, shows 1964.
1 map; col.; 71x86 cm.; {c1:14 500}, {c1"=1 200 ft.}.
illustrations; text; advertisements; street directory; bus lines.
Insets: Newark business center; Port Newark area.
Markings in crayon.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/E70/214/1966AA

Public Service Electric and Gas Company.
Newark business center (visitor's guide to Newark) {New Jersey}.
Maplewood, NJ; Hammond Incorporated; {1966?}, shows 1966.
1 map; col.; 46x27 cm.; {c1:7 800}, {c1"=600 ft.}.
illustrations; text.
Insets: the Newark area and approaches.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/214/1971AA

Newark Model Cities Program.
Bus map, Newark {New Jersey}.
Washington, DC; Skidmore, Owings and Merrill; 1971, shows 1971.
1 map; 61x61 cm.; scale not given.
bus lines.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/214/1973AA

Korybski, M.J.
Rutgers in Newark campus.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; {c1:3 600}, {c1"=300 ft.}.
building directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/E70/214/1978AA

Site plan, Essex County College, Newark, NJ.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1978?}, shows 1978.
1 map; col.; 36x45 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: building diagrams.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/E70/214/1978AB

Newark Economic Development Corporation.
Map of the greater Newark area {including parts of Harrison, East Newark, Kearny, East Orange and Irvington, New Jersey}.
1 map; col.; 86x66 cm.; {c1:17 200}, {c1"=1 425 ft.}.
text; street directory.
Insets: approaches to Newark; Newark business center; Newark airport/seaport.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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3813/E70/214/1979AA

Newark Public Information Office.
The City of Newark, New Jersey (including parts of Harrison, Kearny, Bloomfield, Belleville, East Orange, Orange, Irvington and Hillside).
{Newark, Nu}; Albert Jeffries; 1979, c1944, shows 1979.
1 map; col.; 56x43 cm.; {c1:28 000}, {c1"=2 200 ft.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Newark wards.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/214/1980AA

Newark Public Information Office.
The City of Newark, New Jersey (including parts of Harrison, Kearny, Bloomfield, Belleville, East Orange, Orange, Irvington and Hillside).
{Newark, Nu}; Albert Jeffries; 1980, c1944, shows 1980.
1 map; col.; 56x43 cm.; {c1:28 000}, {c1"=2 200 ft.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Newark wards.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/217/0000AA

Map of property in the Town of Orange (New Jersey) to be sold on the premises.
New York, NY; P. Desobry; {n.d.}, shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; 75x56 cm.; scale not given.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/E70/217/1881AA

{Pidgeon, Roger?}.
Part of Orange, (New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1881?}, shows 1881?.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; {1:6 000}, 1"=300 ft.
Marked in pencil "from 1881 Essex Co. atlas by Roger Pidgeon." Plate 86. Photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/E70/217/1881AB

{Pidgeon, Roger?}.
City of Orange, (New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1881?}, shows 1881?.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; {1:6 000}, 1"=300 ft.
Marked in pencil "from 1881 Essex Co. atlas by Roger Pidgeon." Photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/E70/217/1881AC

{Pidgeon, Roger?}.
City of Orange (New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1881?}, shows 1881?.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; {1:6 000}, 1"=300 ft.
Marked in pencil "from 1881 Essex Co. atlas by Roger Pidgeon." Plate 86. Photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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GLoucester County

3813/G50/020/1976AA
Gloucester County Bicentennial Committee.
{Map of historical sites in Gloucester County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1976, shows 1678-1976.
1 map; 64x97 cm.; {c1:75 000}, {c1"=1 1/4 mi.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Woodbury and vicinity.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/G50/030/0000AA
Franklin's map of Gloucester County, New Jersey, compiled from official records, private plans and actual field research.
Philadelphia, PA; Franklin Survey Company; {after 1964}, shows 1964-1974?.
1 map: both sides; col.; 75x109 cm.; {c1:39 000}, {c1"=3 000 ft.}.
Street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/G50/030/1935AA
Gloucester County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Gloucester County, New Jersey.
Woodbury, NJ; Constitution Print; 1935, shows 1935.
1 map; col.; 49x57 cm.; {c1:95 000}, {c1"=1 1/2 mi.}.
Illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/G50/030/1937AA
Map of Gloucester County, New Jersey.
{Woodbury, NJ}; {Gloucester County Engineer's Office}; {1937?}, shows 1937.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; {c1:240 000}, {c1"=5 5/8 mi.}.
Similar to MP/3813/G50/030/1935AA.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/G50/030/1976AA
Gloucester County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Gloucester County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1976, shows 1976.
1 map; col.; 97x109 cm.; {c1:488 000}, {c1"= 3/4 mi.}.
Street directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/G50/031/1967AA
Base map, Gloucester County, New Jersey.
1 map on 5 sheets; 48x107 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"= 1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of 1940. One supplemental sheet with insets missing.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/G50/053/1877AA
Pancoast, R.M.
Shore front of the Delaware River in the County of Gloucester, showing the exterior wharf lines...State of New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1877, shows 1877.
1 map; 31x71 cm.; 1:40 000, {c1"=3 000 ft.}.
Missing piece at northeast corner.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3813/G50/071/1978AA

Important farmlands, Gloucester County, New Jersey.
(Washington, DC); (U.S. Government Printing Office); 1978, shows 1978.
1 map; col.; 102x122 cm.; (c1:50 000), (c1"=.8 mi.).
table of acreage.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/G50/081/1955AA

Gloucester County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Gloucester County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1955, shows 1955.
1 map; col.; 75x87 cm.; (c1:63 360), (c1"=1 mi.).
table of county roads.
Insets: Clayton; Wenonah; Mantua; Woodbury Heights; Williamstown; Newfield; Gibbstown; National Park; Glassboro; Sewell; Bridgeport; Paulsboro; Swedesboro; Pitman; Westville; Woodbury and vicinity.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/G50/081/1960AA

1960 AADT (annual average daily traffic) base map, Gloucester County, New Jersey.
(Trenton, NJ); New Jersey. State Highway Department; 1960, shows 1960.
1 map on 5 sheets; 49x107 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Annual average daily traffic statistics added to base map similar to
MP/3813/G50/031/1967AA. Base map dated 1939. Data obtained from statewide highway
planning survey. Much detail illegible.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/G50/081/1961AA

Gloucester County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Official county map, Gloucester County, New Jersey.
(Woodbury, NJ?); (s.n.); 1961, shows 1961.
1 map; col.; 59x74 cm.; (c1:77 000), (c1"=1 1/4 mi.).
table of county roads.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Mantua Township

3813/G50/210/0000AA

Carter, William M..
Map of Sewell, Mantua Township, Gloucester County, New Jersey, showing property owned
(Philadelphia, PA?); J.L. Smith; (n.d.), shows 1900-1920?
1 map; col.; 61x84 cm.; (c1:2 400), (c1"=200 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 1.

Westville

3813/G50/221/1920AA

Borough of Westville, Gloucester County, N.J.
Newark, NJ; Schedule Rating Office. Engineering Department; 1920, shows 1920.
1 map; col.; 22x28 cm.; (c1:11 000), (c1"=900 ft.).
Series: Municipal Water Supply and Fire Department Sheet series.
text.
Plate 104.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/H70/022/1957AA

Hammond, D. Stanton.
Bergen Town and Township, Nov. 1660-Sept. 22, 1668, Hudson County, N.J., compiled and drawn from Winfield's "History of land titles of Hudson Co., N.J. (1609-1871)" and other sources (maps showing property holdings on eastern peninsula of Hudson County).
1 map on 6 sheets; 44x66 cm.; (c1:7 920), 1"=660 ft.
Series: Genealogical Society of New Jersey Map series.
Text: genealogical charts.
Index: 1764 land titles.
Bound. Copy 2 signed by author.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/H70/030/1976AA

Fay, Patrick J..
Hudson County map, New Jersey. {s.l.}; Hudson County Board of Planning; 1976, shows 1976.
1 map; 122x76 cm.; (c1:20 000), (c1"=1 600 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/H70/040/1881AA

National Board of Health.
Sanitary and topographical map of Hudson County, N.J.
Hoboken, NJ; Spielmann and Brush; 1881, shows 1881.
1 map; 67x92 cm.; (1:28 500), 1"=2 375 ft.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/080/0000AA

Hagstrom's street and house-number map of Hudson County, New Jersey, including sections of Manhattan, Brooklyn, Richmond, Bergen, Essex and Union Counties.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company, Incorporated; {between 1933 and 1936}, shows 1933-1936.
1 map; col.; 106x65 cm.; (c1:23 000), (c1"=1 900 ft.).
Street directory.
Insets: Hudson County and vicinity.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/080/0000AB

Hagstrom's street and house number map of Hudson County, New Jersey, including sections of Manhattan, Brooklyn, Richmond, Bergen, Essex and Union Counties.
1 map; col.; 86x65 cm.; (c1:25 000), (c1"=2 100 ft.).
Street directory.
Insets: Main through routes, Hudson County and vicinity. Attached to cover. Street directory separate; attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/080/1949AA

Hagstrom's street and house number map of Hudson County, New Jersey, including sections of Manhattan, Brooklyn, Richmond, Bergen, Essex and Union Counties.
1 map; col.; 85x64 cm.; (c1:23 000), (c1"=1 900 ft.).
Street directory.
Insets: Hudson County and vicinity. Attached to cover. Street directory separate; attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/H70/080/1974AA

Board of Chosen Freeholders of Hudson County.
Hagstrom map, Hudson County, New Jersey; house number and transit guide.
1 map; col.; 86x64 cm.; (c1:25 000), (c1"=2 100 ft.).
Illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: New Jersey Metropolitan area; Main through routes. Index: Hudson County and vicinity.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/H70/081/1868AA

Culver, D.E.
Map showing the location of the proposed roads in the County of Hudson, N.J., as determined by the Commissioners.
New York, NY; American Photo-Lithographic Co.; 1868, shows 1868.
1 map; col.; 53x105 cm.; (c1:28 000), (c1"=2 200 ft.).
Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/081/1965AA

General highway map, Hudson County, New Jersey.
(Trenton, NJ?); New Jersey. State Highway Department. Division of Planning; 1965, shows 1964.
1 map on 6 sheets; 49x107 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
State highways as of Dec., 1964.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Regions

Byerly, C.H.
Map of northern Hudson County, New Jersey.
Brooklyn, NY; C.H. Byerly; 1932, shows 1932.
1 map; 55x43 cm.; (c1:18 000), (c1"=1 500 ft.).
Illustrations; text; advertisement; street directory.
Insets: Hudson County area.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/114/0000AA

Map showing the City of Hoboken, the Township of North Bergen and the proposed new Township of Weehawken.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {187-?}, shows 1870-1880?.
1 map; col.; 52x66 cm.; scale not given.
Pencil markings.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/H70/120/0000AA

Hagstrom’s map of Jersey City, Hoboken, Weehawken, Union City; house number and transit guide.
1 map; col.; 78x56 cm.; (c1:14 500), (c1"=1 250 ft.).
Street directory.
Insets: Main through routes, Jersey City, N.J..
Attached to cover; covers of c1 and c2 vary slightly.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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3813/H70/120/1766AA

Ratzer, B.
(Part of map "Plan of the City of New York and its environs" showing area of Jersey City and Hoboken, New Jersey).
(s.l.); Thomas Hotchin; (1766?), shows 1766.
1 map; 36x28 cm.; scale not given.
Photocopy. Gift of Montagu Hankin estate.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/H70/130/1876AA

Bacot, R.C.
Showing the exterior lines established by the Riparian Commissioners of New Jersey (in Hudson County).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1876, shows 1876.
1 map; 33x49 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/130/1881AA

Gillespie, G.L.
Chart of an examination of New Jersey flats from docks of Central Railroad of New Jersey to Constables Point (southern Hudson County).
New York, NY; United States. Army Corps of Engineers; 1881, shows 1881.
1 map; 49x62 cm.; 1:20 000. (c1\"=1 700 ft.).
text; geologic crossections.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/H70/140/0000AA

Cities of Hoboken and Jersey City, Townships of West Hoboken and Weehawken and Town of Union (now includes Union City, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1870 and 1890?), shows 1870-1890?.
1 map; col.; 40x61 cm.; (1:18 200), 1\"=1 600 ft.
Missing piece. Attached to back cover.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/H70/140/1942AA

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of eastern Hudson County, New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; col.; 64x48 cm.; (c1:30 000). (c1\"=1/2 mi.).
illustration; street directory; business directory; bus lines.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/140/1949AA

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of eastern Hudson County, New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; (1949), shows 1949.
1 map; col.; 64x48 cm.; (c1:30 000), (c1\"=1/2 mi.).
illustrations; street directory; business directory; bus lines.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Bayonne

3813/H70/201/0000AA

Smith and Eddy.
Map of a portion of the estate of James Currie, situated in the third ward, City of Bayonne, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1890 and 1910?), shows 1890-1910?.
1 map; 23x43 cm.; (1:2 400), 1\"=200 ft.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/H70/201/0000AB

Smith and Eddy.
Map of a portion of the estate of James Currie, situated in the third ward, City of Bayonne, N.J.
{8.1.}; {s.n.}; {between 1890 and 1910?}, shows 1890-1910?
1 map; 23x43 cm.; {1:2 400}, 1"=200 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/203/0000AA

Guttenberg

McCann, Thomas H.
Map of the Town of Guttenberg, Hudson Co., N.J., for Herman Walker... choice lots.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; {between 1899 and 1910}, shows 1899-1910.
1 map; 36x82 cm.; scale not given.
advertisement.
c1 tissue encapsulated in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/203/1898AA

McCann, Thomas H.
Map of the Town of Guttenberg, Hudson Co., N.J., showing lot and street numbers.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1898, shows 1898.
1 map; 28x87 cm.; {c1:2 400}, c1"=200 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/203/1911AA

McCann, Thomas H.
Map of the Town of Guttenberg, Hudson Co., N.J., 1900, made for the Commissioners of Adjustment, Revised 1911.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1911, shows 1911.
1 map; 56x169 cm.; {1:1 200}, 1"=100 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/206/0000AA

Jersey City- Undated

Earle and Harrison, civil engineers.
Map of Jersey City and environs, Hudson County, N.J.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; {between 1880 and 1900?}, shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; 61x87 cm.; {c1:14 000}, {c1"=1 200 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/206/0000AB

Hub of Hudson County, N.J.; Journal Square (Summit Avenue) tube station - Penn. Railroad, Jersey City.
{8.1.}; {s.n.}; {between 1910 and 1930?}, shows 1910-1930?.
1 map; col.; 21x46 cm.; scale not given.
ilustrations; text.
Marked in pencil "c1925."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/206/0000AC

Fouquet, J.M.
Map of Chelsea, Hudson City {now Jersey City}, Hudson Co., N.J.
New York, NY; Miller's Lith.; {between 1850 and 1870?}, shows 1850-1870.
1 map; 80x61 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Jersey City area.
RRMC; pres. 2.
Guide to New Jersey Maps

Jersey City—1800 to 1900

3813/H70/206/1804AA

Mangin, Joseph F.
A map of that part of the Town of Jersey, commonly called Powles Hook (now Jersey City, New Jersey).
New York, NY; P. Desobry; 1804, shows 1804.
1 map; 46x59 cm.; scale not given.
text; table of rents.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/206/1813AA

Denfer, Stephen.
A map of that part of the Town of Jersey, commonly called Powles Hook (now Jersey City, New Jersey).
Newark, NJ; (s.n.); 1813, shows 1804-1813.
1 map; col.; 38x48 cm.; scale not given.
Mounted on linen. See also MP/3813/H70/20G/1804AA.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/206/1848AA

Clerk, A.
Map of Jersey City, Hudson County, N.J.
(s.1.); (s.n.); 1848, shows 1848.
1 map; 71x97 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/206/1879AA

Map of Jersey City and Hoboken, Hudson County, N.J.
New York, NY; M. Dripps; (1879), shows 1879.
1 map; col.; 98x62 cm.; (c1:13 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.).
Grametbaur. #1803. Tissue encapsulated.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/206/1887AA

Rippey, Joseph.
Rippey’s index business map of Jersey City, N.J.
New York, NY; (s.n.); 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 97x62 cm.; scale not given.
street directory; directory of fire companies and alarm boxes.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/206/1894AA

Harrison, J.W.
Harrison’s map of Jersey City and Hoboken, Hudson County, N.J.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welch; 1894, shows 1894.
1 map; col.; 97x61 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/206/1911AA

Jersey City—1900 to present

Jersey City Board of Trade Publicity Committee.
Map of Jersey City, (New Jersey), showing the city’s splendid location, its accessibility and its shipping facilities.
(s.1.); (s.n.); 1911, shows 1911.
1 map; col.; 43x44 cm.; (c1:64 000), (c1"=1 mi.).
text; advertisements.
RRMC; pres. 2.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/H70/206/1842AA

Jersey City Department of Parks and Public Properties.
Map of Jersey City showing wards and districts.
(Jersey City, NJ?); {s.n.}; 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; 140x280 cm.; {1:4 800}, 1"=400 ft.
RRMC; pres. 1.

North Bergen

3813/H70/208/1894AA

1 map; 36x50 cm.; scale not given.
c1 positive photocopy. c2, c3 negative photocopies.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/H70/208/1899AA

Bond, George W.. Map "A" of the property belonging to S.E. Renner, Township of North Bergen, Hudson County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1899, shows 1899.
1 map; col.; 38x46 cm.; {1:6 200}, 1"=100 ft.
Markings vary on copies showing prices and status of lots.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/208/1899AB

Bond, George W.. Map "A" of the property belonging to S.E. Renner, Township of North Bergen, Hudson County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1899, shows 1899.
1 map; col.; 38x46 cm.; {1:600}, 1"=50 ft.
text.
Variations in coloring.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/208/1907AA

Smith, Eugene.
Map of property no. 1 (1906); map of property no. 2 (1907); property belonging to the Clinton Realty Company, situate near Hudson County Public Park, Township of North Bergen, Hudson County, N.J. Hoboken, NJ; {s.n.}; 1907, shows 1906-1907.
3 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; col.; 61x48 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/208/1907AB

McCann, Thomas H.. Map of Park View property of Mary A. Marks at Hudson Heights in the Township of North Bergen, Hudson Co., N.J.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1907, shows 1907.
1 map; 48x61 cm.; {1:480}, 1"=40 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/208/1907AC

McCann, Thomas H.. Map of property of the County Park Realty Company in North Bergen, Hudson Co., N.J.
Hoboken, NJ; {s.n.}; 1907, shows 1889-1915.
1 map; col.; 46x76 cm.; {1:960}, 1"=80 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/H70/208/1912AA

Gaw, Robert.
Map no. 1 of a portion of the property belonging to the Colonial Land Improvement Company, Township of North Bergen, Hudson County, N.J.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1912, shows 1912.
1 map; col.; 61x49 cm.; (1:800), 1"=75 ft.
Tissue encapsulation. Piece missing.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/H70/208/1917AA

Harrison, Thomas S.
Map of Colburn Terrace, situate at North Bergen, Hudson County, N.J.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 44x36 cm.; scale not given.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/H70/208/1921AA

Beyer, Richard.
Map of property of Winfield S. Danielson, North Bergen, Hudson County, N.J.
Hoboken, NJ; (s.n.); 1921, shows 1921.
1 map; 57x63 cm.; (1:600), 1"=50 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/208/1942AA

Oliver, Robert V.
Township of North Bergen, Hudson County, New Jersey, 1940, corrected to May 13, 1942.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; 38x69 cm.; (c1:12 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.).
Tissue encapsulation in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/210/1853AA

Slator, Thomas.
Map of Belle Vue (now Union City), Hudson Co., N.J.
Jersey City, NJ; Bevan and Boell; 1853, shows 1853.
1 map; 92x79 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations.
Insets: Map connecting Belle Vue with Hoboken.
Missing pieces.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/H70/210/1895AA

Brush, Charles B.
Map of property belonging to Charles A. Dards, located in the Town of Union (now Union City), Hudson Co., N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1895, shows 1895.
1 map; 49x72 cm.; (1:600), 1"=50 ft.
Extensive markings in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/H70/210/1929AA

Thourot, Harry J.
Map of property of the Carl Schoen Silk Corp., Union City, Hudson County, N.J.
Union City, NJ; (s.n.); 1929, shows 1929.
1 map; 32x36 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/H70/211/1909AA

McCann, Thomas H.,
Map of Highwood Bluffs property of S.E. Renner and Thomas Henry, in the Township of
Weehawken, Hudson Co., N.J.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1909, shows 1909.
1 map; 38x61 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Location map of Highwood Bluffs.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H70/211/1935AA

Port of New York Authority.
Midtown Hudson tunnel, New Jersey approach, real property.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1935, shows 1935.
1 map; 92x144 cm.; 1:600, 1"=50 ft.
text.
Exhibit D-2 in The Port of New York Authority, et. al. vs. Township of Weehawken, et.
al., Docket No. A-72-53. See also MP/3813/H70/211/1950AA; 1951AA; 1954AA; 1954AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/211/1950AA

Port of New York Authority.
Lincoln Tunnel; proposed third tube, general plan and profiles.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1950, shows 1950.
1 map; 55x93 cm.; scale varies.
profiles; under river section.
Exhibit D-4 in The Port of New York Authority, et. al. vs. Township of Weehawken, et.
al., Docket No. A-72-53. See also MP/3813/H70/211/1955AA; 1951AA; 1954AA; 1954AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/211/1951AA

Port of New York Authority.
Lincoln Tunnel, New Jersey approach.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; 66x52 cm.; 1:2 400, {c1:"=200 ft."}.
Exhibit D-1 and D-3 in The Port of New York Authority, et. al. vs. Township of
Weehawken, et. al., Docket No. A-72-53. See also MP/3813/H70/211/1955AA; 1950AA; 1954AA; 1954AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/211/1954AA

Port of New York Authority.
Lincoln Tunnel, third tube, Weehawken approach.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1954, shows 1954.
1 map; 36x66 cm.; 1:600, {c1:"=100 ft."}.
Exhibit P-1 in The Port of New York Authority, et. al. vs. Township of Weehawken, et.
al., Docket No. A-72-53. See also MP/3813/H70/211/1955AA; 1950AA; 1951AA; 1954AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/211/1954AB

Port of New York Authority.
Lincoln Tunnel, third tube study, general plan of New York approaches.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1954, shows 1954.
1 map; 106x108 cm.; {c1:1 200}, 1"=100 ft.
Exhibit P-1 in The Port of New York Authority, et. al. vs. Township of Weehawken, et.
al., Docket No. A-72-53. See also MP/3813/H70/211/1955AA; 1950AA; 1951AA; 1954AA.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/H70/212/1904AA

McCann, Thomas H.
Map of property of Henry J. Gordon and Frederick Walker in the Town of Union and the Town of West New York, Hudson County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1904, shows 1904.
1 map; 54x76 cm.; (1:600), 1"=50 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/212/1905AA

McCann, Thomas H.
Map of property belonging to the Clifton Park Realty Company, lying in the Towns of Union and West New York, Hudson County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1905, shows 1905.
1 map; 61x97 cm.; (1:600), 1"=50 ft.
Tissue encapsulated in 4 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/212/1906AA

Darling, Ord J.
Map F, property belonging to the West New York Improvement Co., situated in West New York, Hudson County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1906, shows 1906.
1 map; 33x36 cm.; (1:1500), (1"=120 ft.).
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/212/1908AA

Bond, George W.
Map "C" of the property belonging to Steffen Dieckmann, Town of West New York, Hudson County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1908, shows 1908.
1 map; 36x38 cm.; (1:1440), 1"=120 ft.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/212/1911AA

Darling, Ord J.
Monitor Park property belonging to the West New York Improvement Co., situate in West New York, Hudson County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1911, shows 1911.
1 map; 30x41 cm.; (1:920), 1"=80 ft.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H70/212/1937AA

Political zoning map, Town of West New York, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; 61x70 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/H70/212/1940AA

West New York Board of Commissioners.
Map of the Town of West New York, County of Hudson, State of New Jersey, showing official street names and house numbers as of June 1, 1940.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1940, shows 1940.
1 map; 45x31 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.
3813/H80/020/1975AA

Roberts, W.E.
Hunterdon County, New Jersey in the year 1739 (and) Hunterdon County, New Jersey in the year 1776.
Flemington, NJ; {s.n.}; {1975}, shows 1739-1776.
2 maps on 1 sheet; 22x29 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/H80/022/1978AA

Hammond, D. Stanton.
Hunterdon County, N.J., 1668-1765, compiled and drawn from official land records {maps showing property holdings}.
{s.l.}; Genealogical Society of New Jersey; 1963-1978, shows 1668-1765.
1 map on 8 sheets; 74x59 cm.; scale varies.
Series: Genealogical Society of New Jersey Maps series.
genealogical tables.
Unbound. Index map, 4 copies; sheet A, 2 copies; sheet B, 2 copies; sheet C, 1 copy; sheet D, 2 copies; sheet E, 3 copies; sheet F, 3 copies; sheet G, 3 copies. c2, c3, c4 incomplete.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/030/1905AA

Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Survey Map Co.; {1905}, shows 1905.
1 map; 51x46 cm.; {c1:105 000}, {c1"=.1 1/2 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H80/062/0000AA

Andres Miceli Weed, landscape architects.
Hunterdon County open space plan.
East Rutherford, NJ; {s.n.}; {between 1965 and 1975}, shows 1965-1975.
1 map; 124x90 cm.; {c1:48 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H80/062/0000AB

Andres Miceli Weed, landscape architects.
Hunterdon County park plan.
East Rutherford, NJ; {s.n.}; {between 1965 and 1975}, shows 1965-1975.
1 map; 124x90 cm.; {c1:48 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
Draft edition.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H80/071/1980AA

Important farmlands, Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 98x114 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=.8 mi.}.
table of acreage.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/H80/081/0000AA

Hunterdon County Democrat.
Hunterdon County roads and connections.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1933?), shows 1933.
1 map; 31x23 cm.; (c1:250 000), (c1"=4 mi.).
text; advertisement.
Issued by the Hunterdon County Democrat and the Delaware Valley News newspapers.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1931AA

Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 5/8 mi.).
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey State highways.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1937AA

Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 5/8 mi.).
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey State highways.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1940AA

Road map of Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
Flemington, NJ; Hunterdon County Democrat; (1940), shows 1940.
1 map; col.; 36x28 cm.; (c1:170 000), (c1"=2 5/8 mi.).
text; advertisement.
Issued by the Hunterdon County Democrat and the Delaware Valley News newspapers.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1943AA

Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1943, shows 1943.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 5/8 mi.).
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey State highways.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1947AA

Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1947, shows 1947.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 5/8 mi.).
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey State highways.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1953AA

Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1953, shows 1953.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 5/8 mi.).
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey State highways.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/H80/081/1956AA

Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1956, shows 1956.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 5/8 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey State highways.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1959AA

Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1959, shows 1959.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 5/8 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey State highways.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1962AA

General highway map, Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
1 map on 6 sheets; 48x107 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 32 insets of major road junctions.
State highways as of July 1961.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1970AA

Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; col.; 64x56 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 5/8 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey State highways.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/081/1976AA

Hunterdon County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1976, shows 1976.
1 map; col.; 74x61 cm.; (c1:74 000), (c1"=1.2 mi.).
Illustrations; text; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Regions

3813/H80/110/1957AA

Voorhees State Park, Hunterdon County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1957, shows 1957.
1 map; 22x31 cm.; (c1:18 000), (c1"=1 500 ft.).
Illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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Bethlehem Township

3813/H80/202/1852AA

Cornell, Samuel C.,
{Map of Bethlehem Township, Hunterdon County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; S.C. Cornell; 1852, shows 1852.
1 map; 30x45 cm.; {c1:42 240}, {c1"=2/3 mi.}.
Grametbaur, #1779. Partial reproduction. c1, c2 positive photocopies. c3 negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

East Amwell Township

3813/H80/208/1976AA

East Amwell Bicentennial Committee.
Ringers (East Amwell Township, Hunterdon County, N.J.), 1700 to 1803.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1976, shows 1700-1803.
1 map; 51x42 cm.; {c1:4 900}, {1"=254 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Flemington

3813/H80/209/0000AA

Krause, W.F.,
A map of the Borough of Flemington ... for the convenience of the stranger who may find it helpful in finding his way about the county seat of Hunterdon.
Flemington, NJ; Democrat Press; {between 1950 and 1960?}, shows 1950-1960?.
1 map; 33x26 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/H80/209/0000AB

Flemington Tourist Association.
{Visitors' guide to charming Flemington, New Jersey.}.
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; col.; 28x44 cm.; scale not given.
text; business directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/H80/209/1975AA

Bradford, Wayne.
{Map of Main Street, Flemington, New Jersey}.
Flemington, NJ; Village Wordsmith; 1975, shows 1975.
1 map; 45x59 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; business directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Glen Gardner

3813/H80/212/1909AA

Glen Gardner, Hunterdon Co., New Jersey.
New York, NY; Sanborn Map Company; 1909, shows 1909.
1 map on 2 sheets; col.; 65x54 cm.; {1:600}, 1"=50 ft.
Sheets are bound in cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/212/1964AA

Hammond, D. Stanton.
Borough of Glen Gardner, {Hunterdon County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1964, shows 1748-1817.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; {c1:13 500}, {c1"=1 100 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.
Lambertville

3813/H80/217/0000AA

Map of Lambertville, New Jersey...showing landmarks leading to Highfields Farm. New York, NY; Hagstrom Company; (1956?), shows 1956. 1 map; 28x22 cm.; scale not given. Illustrations; text; advertisement. RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/H80/217/1869AA


Tewksbury Township

3813/H80/224/1960AA

Jones, Robert C.. Road map, Tewksbury Township, Hunterdon County, New Jersey. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1960, shows 1960. 1 map; 44x28 cm.; (c1:48 000), (c1"= 3/4 mi.). RRMC; pres. 3.

MERCER COUNTY

3813/M40/020/1963AA

Skinner, N.. Historama map of Mercer County; Know your state capitol and vicinity. Trenton, NJ; New Jersey. Department of Conservation and Economic Development; 1963, shows 1679-1838. 1 map: both sides; 22x28 cm.; scale not given. Illustrations; text. Insets: Mercer County roads. RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/020/1976AA

Mercer County, 200 years of history; Heritage trails of Mercer County, N.J.. Trenton, NJ; Mercer County Cultural and Heritage Commission; (1976), shows 1700-1975. 1 map; col.; 62x46 cm.; scale not given. Illustrations; text. Includes three tours of points of interest. RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M40/080/1918AA

Mueller, A.H.. Mueller's automobile driving and trolley map of Mercer County, New Jersey, including Morrisville, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, PA; A.H. Mueller; 1918, shows 1918. 1 map; col.; 73x57 cm.; (c1:56 000), (c1"=7/8 mi.). Mounted on linen. RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/081/1932AA

Mercer County Board of Chosen Freeholders. Road map of Mercer County, New Jersey. New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1932, shows 1932. 1 map; col.; 61x49 cm.; (c1:63 360), (c1"=1 mi.). Illustration; text. Insets: New Jersey; Historical map of Mercer County. RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/M40/081/1938AA

Harris, Harry F.
Highway map of Mercer County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1938, shows 1938.
1 map; col.; 64x97 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
c2 not in color.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/081/1956AA

Mounty, Edward L.
Highway map of Mercer County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1956, shows 1956.
1 map; 64x92 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M40/081/1962AA

General Highway map of Mercer County, New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ}; New Jersey. State Highway Department. Division of Planning; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map on 7 sheets; 49x107 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 13 insets of major road junctions.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/081/1976AA

Mercer County Planning Department.
Highway and facilities map, Mercer County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1976, shows 1976.
1 map; 61x92 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
c2 measures 34x54 cm.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M40/081/1978AA

Mercer County Planning Department.
Highway and facilities map, Mercer County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1978, shows 1978.
1 map; 61x92 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M40/081/1980AA

Mercer County Planning Department.
Highway and facilities map, Mercer County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1980, shows 1980.
1 map; 61x92 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M40/110/0000AA

Battles of Trenton and Princeton, (Mercer County, New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {18-?}, shows 1776-1777.
1 map; 25x16 cm.; {c1:180 000}, {c1"=3 mi.}.
Removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 2.
Greater Princeton Chamber of Commerce and Civic Council.
1 map; col.; 47x40 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Battle of Princeton; Battle of Trenton.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Map of historic Princeton and vicinity: Borough of Princeton and Princeton Township (and) West Windsor Township, New Jersey.
1 map; 43x56 cm.; scale varies.
Illustration; text; advertisement; street directory; building directory.
Insets: Princeton University campus.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Sincerbeaux, Moore and Shinn, civil engineers.
Map of Princeton, N.J., and vicinity (including Princeton Borough and portions of Princeton and West Windsor Townships).
(s.l.); William L. Ulyat; 1926, shows 1926.
1 map; 60x81 cm.; (c1:10 000), (c1"=800 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

Snedeker, Richard Stockton.
A map of Princeton: Borough of Princeton and nearby residential areas (and) Princeton Township (New Jersey).
(Princeton, Nj); Princeton University Press; 1952, shows 1952.
2 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 56x44 cm.; scale varies.
Illustrations; text; street directory; building directory.
Insets: campus of Princeton University; Forrestal Research Center.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Regions-Trenton and vicinity

Wilkinson, James.
Sketch of Trenton as it was ... 1776.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1776.
1 map; 23x36 cm.; (1:36 000), (1"=3 000 ft.).
Reprint of map printed by Abraham Small, Philadelphia, 1816. "Diagrams and plans illustrative of the principal battles and military affairs treated of in memoirs of my own times."
RRMC; pres. 5.

Greater Trenton Chamber of Commerce.
(Map of Trenton, New Jersey, and surrounding area showing landmarks and sites of historic interest).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1964?), shows 1679-1960.
1 map; 22x36 cm.; scale not given.
Copies vary in color. c1 has New Jersey Tercentenary symbol (1964).
RRMC; pres. 4.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M40/125/1836AA

Gordon, Thomas.

Map of the City of Trenton and its vicinity (including Morrisville, Pennsylvania).
Philadelphia, PA; J.F. an C.A. Watson; 1836, shows 1836.
1 map; 62x45 cm.; {1:7 920}, {1"=660 ft.}.
Business directory.
Mounted on linen. Pieces missing.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M40/125/1874AA

Potts, C.A..

Map of the city of Trenton, N. Jersey and surroundings.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1874, shows 1874.
1 map; col.; 56x62 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft.
Tissue encapsulated in 2 pieces. See also MP/3813/M40/125/1874AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/125/1874AB

Potts, C.A..

Map of the City of Trenton, N. Jersey and surroundings.
Philadelphia, PA; H.J. Toudy and Co.; 1874, shows 1874.
1 map; col.; 57x65 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft.
Business directory.
c1 tissue encapsulated in 2 pieces. c2 tissue encapsulated with large piece missing.
See also MP/3813/M40/125/1874AA.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M40/125/1884AA

Robinson, E..

Guide map of Trenton and suburbs (Mercer County, New Jersey).
New York, NY; (s.n.); 1884, shows 1884.
1 map; col.; 51x66 cm.; {1:9 600}, 1"=800 ft.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M40/125/1908AA

Fitzgerald, Thomas F..

Map of Trenton, N.J., and suburbs.
Philadelphia, PA; A.H. Mueller, lith.; 1908, c.1907, shows 1908.
1 map; col.; 58x80 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft.
Tissue encapsulated in two pieces.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/125/1910AA

Fitzgerald, Thomas F..

Map of Trenton, N.J., and suburbs.
1 map; col.; 58x80 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft.
Tissue encapsulated in two parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/125/1921AA

Fitzgerald, Thomas F..

Map of Trenton, N.J., and suburbs.
1 map; col.; 58x80 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M40/125/1923AA

Strobel, Albert C.
Map of Trenton, New Jersey (including parts of Ewing, Lawrence and Hamilton Townships).
Philadelphia, PA; Brownell Photo-Lithograph Company; 1923, shows 1923.
1 map; col.; 72x87 cm.; (c1:12 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M40/125/1929AA

Trenton Chamber of Commerce.
Historic Trenton and environs (Mercer County, N.J.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1929, shows 1680-1910.
1 map; 23x31 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
Attached to descriptive pamphlet.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Ewing Township

3813/M40/202/1973AA

Breou, Forsey.
Map of Ewing Township, Mercer County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); Ewing Township Historic Preservation Society; 1973, shows 1882.
1 map; 59x74 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Hamilton Township

3813/M40/203/1966AA

Gaum, Rudolph F.
Public buildings and schools, Township of Hamilton, Mercer County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1966, shows 1966.
1 map; 45x62 cm.; (c1:30 000), (c1"=2 400 ft.).
Markings in ink.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M40/203/1978AA

DiMemmo, John.
Township of Hamilton, Mercer County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1978, shows 1978.
1 map; 61x92 cm.; (c1:21 000), (c1"=1 800 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M40/203/1979AA

Township of Hamilton, Mercer County, N.J..
(Map of Hamilton Township, Mercer County, New Jersey, showing points of interest.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1979, shows 1979.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Hopewell Township

3813/M40/206/0000AA

Leavitt, Charles Wellford.
Washington's Crossing Memorial Park (Hopewell Township, Mercer County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1920-1940?.
1 map; 21x27 cm.; scale not given.
Shows proposed bridge across Delaware River.
RRMC; pres. 3.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M40/206/1962AA

Pictoral map, Washington Crossing State Park, {Hopewell Township, Mercer County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1962}, shows 1962.
1 map; 22x31 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/206/1963AA

Combination Atlas Map of Mercer County.
Map of Hopewell Township {including Hopewell Borough and Pennington, Mercer County, New Jersey}.
Hopewell, NJ; Hopewell Museum; 1963, shows 1875.
1 map; 44x72 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Lawrence Township

3813/M40/207/1976AA

Hammond, D. Stanton.
Historic land map of Lawrence (Maidenhead) Township, Mercer County, N.J., circa 1776.
1 map; col.; 89x59 cm.; {c1:14 500}, {c1"=1 200 ft.}.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M40/207/1978AA

Lawrence Historic and Aesthetic Commission.
{Maps of Lawrence Township, Mercer County, New Jersey: D. Stanton Hammond’s Historic land map circa 1776; Everts and Stewart’s 1875 map; 1978 Township map.}.
3 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 59x89 cm.; {c1:30 000}, {c1"=2 500 ft.}.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Princeton Borough

3813/M40/209/1883AA

Osler, William P. .
Map of the land of William H. Potter at Princeton {now Princeton Borough}, N.J.
Camden, NJ; {s.n.}; 1883, shows 1883.
1 map; 47x62 cm.; {c1:365}, {c1"=25 ft.}.
Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/209/1909AA

Sincerbeaux, C.S. .
Map of the Borough of Princeton, Mercer Co., N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1909, shows 1909.
1 map; 42x68 cm.; {c1:5 525}, {c1"=475 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M40/209/1920AA

Sincerbeaux, C.S. .
Map of the Borough of Princeton, Mercer County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; William L. Ulyat; 1920, shows 1920.
1 map; 42x61 cm.; {c1:6 500}, {c1"=540 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M40/209/1926AA

Sincerbeaux, C.S.
Map of the Borough of Princeton, Mercer County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); William L. Ulyat; 1926, shows 1926.
1 map; 39x62 cm.; (c1:6 500), (c1"=540 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M40/209/1959AA

Pictorial map of Princeton (Borough), New Jersey.
1 map; 38x55 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; advertisement.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M40/209/1970AA

Princeton, N.J. (Borough and adjacent areas of Township).
1 map; 22x28 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M40/210/0000AA

(s.l.); {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1777.
1 map; 43x39 cm.; (c1:5 250), (c1"=425 ft.).
Taken from pamphlet "The Battle of Princeton," by A.A. Woodhull.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M40/210/0000AB

A map of the affair at Princeton, N.J. on the morning of January 3, 1777.
Glenside, PA; Premium; {n.d.}, shows 1777.
1 map; col.; 25x35 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M40/210/0000AC

Princeton Country Day School.
(Map of Princeton Township, New Jersey, showing location of Princeton Country Day School).
(s.l.); {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1840-1960?.
1 map; 24x32 cm.; scale not given.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M40/210/1969AA

Shansey, C.W.
Map of the Battle of Princeton (Princeton Township, New Jersey), January 3, 1777, showing relation of battle movements to Princeton Battlefield State Park.
1 map; 28x36 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M40/210/1969AB
Shanley, C.W.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M40/211/0000AA
Map of Hamilton Terrace, Trenton, N.J. (s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1900-1920.
1 map; col.; 26x40 cm.; (1:1 200). 1"=100 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M40/211/0000AB
Greater Trenton Chamber of Commerce.
Historic Trenton and the Delaware Valley guide yourself tour. Trenton, NJ; (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1683-1938.
1 map; 28x43 cm.; scale not given. illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M40/211/1841AA
Gordon, Thomas.
A plan of lots near the canal and railroad depot in the City of Trenton, N.J. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1841, shows 1841.
1 map; 32x45 cm.; scale not given. Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/211/1849AA
Sidney, J.C.
Map of the City of Trenton, New Jersey. Philadelphia, PA; M. Dripps; 1849, shows 1849.
1 map; col.; 71x98 cm.; (c1:3 100), (c1"=250 ft.). illustrations. Gramebaum, #2450. Tissue encapsulated in 4 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/211/1907AA
Olmstead Brothers, landscape architects.
Preliminary plan for parkway, Assanpink Creek, Trenton, N.J. Boston, MA; George H. Walker and Co.; 1907, shows 1907.
1 map; col.; 33x105 cm.; (c1:4 000), (c1"=330 ft.). Tissue encapsulated in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M40/211/1907AB
Swan, Abram, Jr.
Map of the City of Trenton, N.J. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1907, shows 1907.
1 map; 44x36 cm.; (c1:19 000), (c1"=1 500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M40/211/1911AA

Harris, Harry F.,
Map of the City of Trenton, N.J.
{S.l.}; {s.n.}; 1911, shows 1911.
1 map; 57x87 cm.; {c1:6 000}, {c1"=500 ft.}
RRMC; pres. 2.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY

3813/M50/000/0000AA

Map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
{S.l.}; Spokesman Printing; {between 1960 and 1975?}, shows 1960-1975?.
1 map; 50x45 cm.; {c1:80 000}, {c1"=7 000 ft.}
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/000/1850AA

Otley, J.W.,
Map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, entirely from original surveys.
Camden, NJ; Lloyd Van Derveer; 1850, shows 1850.
1 map; 107x93 cm.; {c1:46 000}, {c1"=3/4 mi.}
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Brunswick; Perth Amboy.
c1 gift of Ann Alvarez. c1 is blueprint photocopy of entire map. c2-8 are partial negative photocopies. c9-11 are partial positive photocopies.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/020/1976AA

Brush, John E.,
County of Middlesex in the Province of New Jersey during the American Revolution.
Edison, NJ; Jennings-Kitchen-Grygo; 1976, shows 1765-1789.
1 map; col.; 82x64 cm.; {c1:73 500}, {c1"=1 1/4 mi.}
Illustrations; text; table of areas, populations and tax ratables in 1784.
Insets: New Brunswick.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/020/1977AA

Babcock, M.J.,
Places of cultural and historic interest in Middlesex County, {N.J.}.
Edison, NJ; JK&G Printers; 1977, shows 1600-1925.
1 map; col.; 74x59 cm.; {c1:68 000}, {c1"=6 000 ft.}
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Brunswick; Jamesburg; South River; Piscatawaytown (Edison); Cranbury; Old Bridge; Sayreville; Perth Amboy.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/030/0000AA

Topographical map of Middlesex Co., New Jersey.
{S.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880?}, shows 1870-1880?.
1 map; col.; 40x62 cm.; {c1:125 000}, {c1"=1/2 mi.}
Insets: Perth Amboy; Matawan; Keyport.
Removed from unidentified atlas, plates 86-7.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/030/0000AB

Middlesex Co., New Jersey.
New York, NY; Survey Map Co.; {between 1900 and 1905}, shows 1900-1905.
1 map; col.; 52x47 cm.; {c1:94 000}, {c1"=1 1/2 mi.}
Insets: New Jersey.
Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/030/1876AA

Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(Philadelphia, PA); (Everts and Stewart); (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 44x35 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
Removed from Everts and Stewart's Combinaton atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plate 22.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/060/1875AA

Barton, J.K...
Map of the clay district of Middlesex Co., (N.J.) showing location of stoneware clay, kaolin and fire clay.
New York, NY; J. Bien; 1875, shows 1875.
1 map; col.; 97x71 cm.; (c1:21 400), (c1"=1/3 mi.).
geologic crossections.
Missing pieces.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M50/060/1877AA

Barton, J.K...
Map of the clay district of Middlesex Co., (N.J.) showing location of stoneware clay, kaolin and fire clay.
New York, NY; J. Bien; 1877, shows 1877.
1 map; col.; 97x71 cm.; (c1:21 400), (c1"=1/3 mi.).
geologic crossections.
Missing pieces.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M50/072/1953AA

Joint Highway Research Project.
Engineering map; Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(Trenton, N.J?); New Jersey. State Highway Department; 1953, shows 1939-1953.
1 map on 3 sheets; 49x107 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Base map dated 1939.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/080/0000AA

Middlesex Title Guarantee and Trust Company.
Map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, showing railroads, trolley lines and highways.
New York, NY; Veribest Litho. Co.; (between 1910 and 1930?), shows 1910-1930?.
1 map; col.; 43x38 cm.; (c1:110 000), (c1"=1 3/4 mi.).
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/081/0000AA

Road maps

Hagstrom's street and road map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 96x86 cm.; (c1:50 000), (c1"=3 800 ft.).
street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes through Middlesex County.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/081/0000AB

Hagstrom's street and road map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 96x86 cm.; (c1:50 000), (c1"=3 800 ft.).
street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes through Middlesex County.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/081/0000AC

Hagstrom's street and road map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 96x86 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=3 800 ft.}.
street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes through Middlesex County.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/081/0000AD

Hagstrom's street and road map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company Inc.; {between 1928 and 1930}, shows 1928-1930.
1 map; col.; 82x89 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M50/081/1931AA

Middlesex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Chester, VT; National Survey Company; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 73x69 cm.; {c1:60 000}, {c1"=5 000 ft.}.
illustrations; text; table of County roads.
Insets: New Brunswick; Metuchen; Woodbridge; Carteret; Perth Amboy; Middlesex Borough; Dunellen; New Market; South Amboy; Milltown; South Plainfield; South River; New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/081/1938AA

Middlesex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Perth Amboy, NJ; Acme Photo and Blueprint Co., Inc.; 1938, shows 1938.
1 map; col.; 73x69 cm.; {c1:60 000}, {c1"=5 000 ft.}.
illustrations; text; table of County roads.
Insets: New Brunswick; Metuchen; Woodbridge; Carteret; Perth Amboy; Middlesex Borough; Dunellen; New Market; South Amboy; Milltown; South Plainfield; South River; New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/081/1947AA

Middlesex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Perth Amboy; Acme Photo and Blueprint Co., Inc.; 1947, shows 1947.
1 map; col.; 73x69 cm.; {c1:60 000}, {c1"=5 000 ft.}.
illustrations; text; table of County roads.
Insets: New Brunswick; Metuchen; Woodbridge; Carteret; Perth Amboy; Middlesex Borough; Dunellen; New Market; South Amboy; Milltown; South Plainfield; South River; New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/081/1952AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 96x86 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=3 800 ft.}.
street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes through Middlesex County.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/081/1953AA

Middlesex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Perth Amboy, NJ; Bert Richards; 1953, shows 1953.
1 map; col.; 73x69 cm.; {c1:60 000}, {c1"=5 000 ft.}.
Illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Brunswick; Metuchen; Woodbridge; Carteret; Perth Amboy; Middlesex Borough; Dunellen; New Market; South Amboy; Milltown; South Plainfield; South River; New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/081/1956AA

Fleming, Herbert R.
Map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1956, shows 1956.
1 map; 74x69 cm.; {c1:75 000}, {c1"=5 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/081/1959AA

Middlesex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; Aero Service Corporation; 1959, shows 1959.
1 map; col.; 73x69 cm.; {c1:60 000}, {c1"=5 000 ft.}.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/081/1962AA

General highway map, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(Trenton, NJ); New Jersey. State Highway Department. Division of Planning; 1962, shows 1960-1962.
1 map on 8 sheets; 49x107 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 13 insets of major road junctions.
State highways as of 1960.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Regions-North

3813/M50/110/1973AA

Korybski, M.J.
Kilmer area and Livingston College, Rutgers University {in Edison and Piscataway Townships, Middlesex County, N.J.}.
1 map; 44x28 cm.; {c1:8 400}, {c1"=700 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/114/1876AA

Map of Woodbridge Township, (now including Carteret, Middlesex County, New Jersey).
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; {1876}, shows 1876.
1 map; 36x45 cm.; scale not given.
Negative photocopy of part of plate 44. Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876.
RRMC; pres. 5.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS
Regions-Piscataway and vicinity

3813/M50/115/1861AA

{Walling, H.F.}.
{Map of New Brunswick and Piscataway Township, now including Middlesex Borough, Dunellen, South Plainfield, Highland Park and adjacent Edison Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey.}
{New York, NY}; {Smith, Gallup and Company}; 1861, shows 1861.
1 map; col.; 64x46 cm.; scale not given.
Reproduced from H.F. Walling's Map of the County of Middlesex, New Jersey, 1861.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/115/1872AA

Piscataway, Middlesex Co., N.J. (now includes Middlesex Borough, Dunellen, South Plainfield and parts of adjacent Edison Township and Metuchen).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; (1872?), shows 1872?.
1 map; 30x44 cm.; scale undetermined.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/115/1876AA

Map of Piscataway Township, (now including Dunellen, South Plainfield and Middlesex Borough, Middlesex County, N.J.).
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; 36x42 cm.; scale not given.
c1 positive photocopy. c2, c3 negative photocopies. From Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plates 36 and 37.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/115/1876AB

(Maps of Dunellen and the New Market area of Piscataway Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey).
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; (1876), shows 1876.
2 maps on 1 sheet; 33x43 cm.; scale not given.
Positive photocopy. Reproduced from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plate 62.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/115/1937AA

Map of northern Middlesex County (showing Middlesex Borough, South Plainfield and Piscataway Township, New Jersey).
Dunellen, NJ; County Press, Inc.; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; 58x92 cm.; (c1:20 000), (c1":=1 750 ft.).
street directory; advertisements.
Tissue encapsulation in 2 parts. Published in the Weekly Call, January 21, 1937.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/115/1946AA

Opdyke, Ray S..
Map of Western Middlesex County, and vicinity, New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1946, shows 1946.
1 map; col.; 48x64 cm.; (c1:30 000). (c1":=1/2 mi.).
illustrations; business directory; bus routes.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/115/1964AA

Brush, John E..
Old Piscataway Township about 1850 (including adjacent areas of Middlesex County, N.J.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1964, shows 1836-1861.
1 map; col.; 72x57 cm.; (c1:25 000), (c1":=1 mi.).
text.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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Regions-New Brunswick/Highland Park and vicinity-Undated

3813/M50/120/0000AA

{Middlesex County Cultural and Heritage Commission).  
Raritan Landing that was 1675-1875 {now New Brunswick-Highland Park-Piscataway area  
of Middlesex County and adjacent Somerset County, N.J.}.  
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1980?). shows 1675-1875  
1 map; 28x44 cm.; {c1:15 000}, {c1"=1 330 ft.}.  
illustrations.  
Insets: New Brunswick-Highland Park area.  
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/120/0000AB

New Brunswick Chamber of Commerce.  
{Map of Middlesex County, N.J., showing the New Brunswick and Highland Park area}.  
{New Brunswick, NJ}; (s.n.); (between 1920 and 1940?), shows 1920-1940?.  
1 map; 24x31 cm.; {c1:25 000}, {c1"=2 000 ft.}.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/120/0000AC

{Map of Middlesex County, N.J., showing New Brunswick and adjacent areas of Middlesex  
and Somerset Counties}.  
1 map; 28x38 cm.; scale not given.  
Insets: Heart of New Brunswick.  
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/0000AD

{Map of New Brunswick and Highland Park, Middlesex County, N.J., showing wards}.  
(s.l.); Chas. A. Meyers and Co.; (between 1935 and 1955?), shows 1935-1955?.  
1 map; 38x48 cm.; scale not given.  
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/0000AE

Hagstrom's street and road map of New Brunswick, New Jersey and vicinity.  
1 map; col.: 57x87 cm.; {c1:16 000}, {c1"=1 400 ft.}.  
street directory; list of business and industrial plants.  
Insets: Main through routes for New Brunswick.  
Attached to cover.  
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/0000AF

Hagstrom's street and road map of New Brunswick, New Jersey and vicinity.  
1 map; col.: 57x87 cm.; {c1:16 000}, {c1"=1 400 ft.}.  
street directory; list of business and industrial plants.  
Insets: Main through routes for New Brunswick.  
Attached to cover.  
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/0000AG

Hagstrom's map of New Brunswick and Highland Park, Middlesex County, N.J., (with  
adjacent areas of Middlesex and Somerset Counties}.  
1 map; 56x71 cm.; {c1:16 000}, {c1"=1 400 ft.}.  
street directory.  
c1 attached to cover. c2 tissue encapsulated in 2 parts.  
RRMC; pres. 3.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/120/0000AH

(Map of central Middlesex County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (after 1951), shows 1952-1962.
1 map; 34x45 cm.; scale not given.
Negative photocopy. Marked in ink "photostated..1950" but detail of map after 1951.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/120/0000AJ

Map of the City of New Brunswick and the Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex Co., New Jersey.
Stelton, NJ; F.G. Derrickson; (between 1930 and 1950), shows 1930-1950.
1 map; 44x49 cm.; (c1:16 200), (c1"=1 350 ft.).
advertisement; street directory.
Marked in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/120/0000AK

(Map of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, N.J. vicinity showing locations of several Rutgers University facilities).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1960 and 1969), shows 1960-1969.
1 map; 15x20 cm.; scale not given
(c1). c2 negative photocopies. c2 slightly larger.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/120/0000AL

New Brunswick as fortified in 1776-1777 (shows vicinity, Middlesex County, N.J.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1930 and 1935?), shows 1776-1777.
1 map; col.; 21x26 cm.; scale not given
text.
c1, c2 positive prints. c3 film negative.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/120/0000AM

Atkinson, Asher.
City limits of New Brunswick (and adjacent Middlesex County), N.J., as defined by its various charters.
(New Brunswick, N.J.); (s.n.); (between 1920 and 1940), shows 1730-1861.
1 map; 29x18 cm.; (c1:240 000), (c1"=3 1/2 mi.).
text.
c2 is incomplete enlargement. c3 is reproduction cut in irregular shape.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/0000AN

New Brunswick Spokesman (newspaper).
Map of the City of New Brunswick and the Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
New Brunswick, N.J; Christie Press; (between 1920 and 1940), shows 1920-1940.
1 map; 59x92 cm.; scale not given.
street directory; business directory.
Insets: Middlesex County; South River; Milltown.
c1 tissue encapsulated. c3 marked in pencil "December 1936".
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/0000AP

Rutgers University.
(Maps of Middlesex County, N.J., showing campuses of Rutgers University in the New Brunswick area and the location of the Medical School on the Busch campus in Piscataway Township.).
New Brunswick, N.J; Rutgers University; (between 1965 and 1975), shows 1965-1975.
2 maps in 1 sheet: both sides; col.; 28x22 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 4.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/120/0000AR

Defense Council zones and sectors of New Brunswick and Highland Park, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(s.l); (s.n); (between 1935 and 1945). shows 1935-1945.
1 map; 91x126 cm.; (c1:6 100), (c1"=500 ft.).
Several edge pieces missing.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Regions-New Brunswick/Highland Park and vicinity-1900 to 1949

3813/M50/120/1923AA

Atkinson, Asher.
Location and elevation of the proposed highway bridge spanning the Raritan River between the City of New Brunswick and the Borough of Highland Park, New Jersey. New Brunswick, NJ; Sunday Times (newspaper); 1923, shows 1923.
1 map; 32x44 cm.; (c1:9 000), (c1"=800 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/120/1925AA

Fleming, Eric.
Map of the City of New Brunswick and environs and the Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n); (1925?), shows 1925.
1 map; 43x65 cm.; (c1:15 500), (c1"=1 300 ft.).
text; street directory.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 7.

3813/M50/120/1926AA

Boylan, William H..
Map of the City of New Brunswick and Highland Park, New Jersey.
New Brunswick, NJ; J. Heldingsfeld; 1926, shows 1926.
1 map; 56x44 cm.; (c1:9 600), (c1"=800 ft.).
text.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M50/120/1927AA

{Map of Piscatawaytown and Nixon areas of Edison Township and adjacent Highland Park, Middlesex County, N.J.).
(s.1); (s.n); 1927, shows 1927.
1 map; col.; 57x80 cm.; scale not given
Blueprint photocopy. Labeled "Nixon 3001."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/1928AA

Atkinson, Asher.
Map of the City of New Brunswick and the Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
New Brunswick, NJ; Thatcher-Anderson Co; 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; 49x62 cm.; (1:6 000), 1"=500 ft.
illustrations; advertisements; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/1928AB

Atkinson, Asher.
Map of the City of New Brunswick and the Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Plainfield, NJ; William W. Purcell; 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; 49x62 cm.; scale not given
illustrations; advertisements; business directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/M50/120/1929AA
Wilson, Raymond P.
Map of the City of New Brunswick and the Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex County, New Jersey. New Brunswick, NJ; Thatcher-Anderson Co.; 1929, shows 1929.
1 map; 49x62 cm.; (c1:16 000), (c1"=1 400 ft.).
illustrations; advertisements; street directory.
RRMC: pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/1933AA
Atkinson, Asher.
Map of City of New Brunswick, N.J., Borough of Highland Park, N.J. and portions of North Brunswick, Raritan and Franklin Townships, Middlesex County, New Jersey. New Brunswick, NJ; Empire Photo Engraving Corp.; 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; 49x62 cm.; (c1:20 000), (c1"=1 600 ft.).
illustrations; advertisements; street directory.
RRMC: pres. 2.

3813/M50/120/1940AA
Taylor, M.W.
Map of the City of New Brunswick, N.J.; Borough of Highland Park, N.J., and portions of North Brunswick, Raritan and Franklin Townships, Middlesex County, New Jersey. s.l.; s.n.; 1940, shows 1940.
1 map; 49x62 cm.; (c1:20 000), (c1"=1 600 ft.).
illustrations; advertisements; street directory.
RRMC: pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/1943AA
Stover, Charles C.
Map showing location of USO Clubs in the vicinity of New Brunswick, New Jersey.
s.l.; s.n.; 1943, shows 1943.
1 map; 22x18 cm.; (c1:44 000), (c1"=3/4 mi.).
Insets: New Brunswick.
RRMC: pres. 3.

3813/M50/120/1948AA
Taylor, M.W.
City of New Brunswick, N.J.; Borough of Highland Park, N.J. s.l.; s.n.; 1948, shows 1948.
1 map; 45x57 cm.; (c1:20 000), (c1"=1 600 ft.).
RRMC: pres. 4.

Regions-New Brunswick/Highland Park and vicinity-1950 to present

3813/M50/120/1950AA
Taylor, M.W.
1 map; 36x45 cm.; scale undetermined.
Positive photocopy with markings in ink.
RRMC: pres. 5.

3813/M50/120/1958AA
1 photograph; 46x46 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC: pres. 4.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/120/1973AC

Korybski, M.J.,
College of Agriculture and Environmental Science, Rutgers University, New Brunswick (and North Brunswick and East Brunswick Townships, Middlesex County), New Jersey.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; (c1:15 000), (c1"=620 ft.).
building directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/120/1977AA

Cook College, Rutgers, the State University, (in New Brunswick and North Brunswick and East Brunswick Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey).
New Brunswick, NJ; Rutgers University. Physical Plant Division; 1977, shows 1977.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; (c1:15 000), (c1"=620 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

Regions-East Central

3813/M50/124/1867AA

Fulton, C.L.,
Map of South Amboy Township, (now South Amboy and Sayreville), Middlesex County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1867, shows 1867.
1 map; col.; 35x44 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=1/2 mi.}.
Reproduction.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Regions-South

3813/M50/130/1850AA

(Fmap of Monroe Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey, including Jamesburg and parts of adjacent Cranbury Township and Spotswood and Helmetta.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1850, shows 1850.
1 map; 50x36 cm.; scale not given.
c1 positive photocopy. c2, c3 reproductions published in 1965 by the Jamesburg Journeyman. c2, c3 measure 28x22 cm. c1 marked in pencil "From original GA439.5 .M627 1850."
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/130/1876AA

Fulton, C.L.,
Map of East Brunswick Township (now including South River, Helmetta, Spotswood and part of Milltown Borough, Middlesex County, N.J.).
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; {1876}, shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 69x44 cm.; {1:31 680}, {1"=1/2 mi.}.
illustrations; list of references (South River only).
Insets: Washington (now South River).
c2, c3 partial negative photocopies.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/134/0000AA

(Map of Middlesex County, N.J., showing property holdings in Sayreville and Old Bridge Township.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1650-17007.
1 map; 36x23 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 5.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/135/0000AA

Map of watershed of Lawrence Brook, (Southwestern Middlesex County, New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1940-1960.
1 map; 30x45 cm.; {c1:121}, 1"=1/3 mi.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/135/0000AB

(Map of southwestern Middlesex County, New Jersey showing topography, with possible markings of drainage area of Lawrence Brook-Farrington Lake system.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1870-1920.
1 map; 93x109 cm.; scale not given.
Sectioned and mounted on linen. Marked in pencil "Vermuele file."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/135/1876AA

Map of Cranbury Township (and part of adjacent Plainsboro, Middlesex County, New Jersey).
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; {1876}, shows 1876.
1 map; 33x43 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Plainsboro.
Negative photocopy. Reproduced from Everts and Stewart’s Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plate 30.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Regions-West

3813/M50/150/1876AA

Map of Piscataway Township (and) map of North Brunswick Township, (now including Dunellen, Middlesex, and Milltown Boroughs and South Plainfield, Middlesex County, N.J.).
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; {1876}, shows 1876.
2 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 44x70 cm.; {1:31 680}, {1"= 1/2 mi.}.
Removed from Everts and Stewart’s Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plates 36 and 37.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Carteret

3813/M50/201/1976AA

Boswell, Howard L..

Map of the Borough of Carteret, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1976, shows 1976.
1 map; 68x48 cm.; {c1:9 500}, {c1"=800 ft.}.
street directory.
Insets: Central New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/201/1977AA

Boswell, Howard L..

Zoning map, Borough of Carteret, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1977, shows 1977.
1 map; 74x59 cm.; {c1:7 500}, {c1"=600 ft.}.
Insets: Central New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.
Dunellen

3813/M50/203/1868AA

Map of Dunellen, (Middlesex County), situated on the line of the Central Railroad of New Jersey.
New York, NY; Geo. F. Nesbitt and Co.; 1868, shows 1868.
1 map; 56x72 cm.; (c1:2 400), 1"=200 ft.
RRMC; pres. 1.

East Brunswick

3813/M50/204/1960AA

East Brunswick, (Middlesex County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); {s.n.}; 1960, shows 1960.
1 map; 28x21 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/204/1962AA

Wheeler, Carl F..
Map of East Brunswick Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); {s.n.}; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; 55x58 cm.; (c1:24 000), (c1"= 2 000 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Edison Township

3813/M50/205/0000AA

Map of Edison Township, (Middlesex County, New Jersey).
1 map; col.; 71x54 cm.; (c1:24 000), (c1"=2 000 ft.).
Insets: Central New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/205/1954AA

League of Women Voters of Raritan Township.
Map of Raritan Township, (now Edison Township), Middlesex County, New Jersey: street
guide and election districts.
(s.l.); {s.n.}; 1954, shows 1954.
1 map; 56x43 cm.; (c1:27 000 ), (c1"=2 250 ft.).
street directory.
Removed from League of Women Voters' "Know Your Township," 1954.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/205/1963AA

Zimmerman, John J..
Zoning map, Edison Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
1 map; 43x28 cm.; (c1:44 000), (c1"=3 500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/205/1966AA

Edison Township Planning Board.
Master plan, Edison Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
West Trenton, NJ; {s.n.}; 1966, shows 1966.
1 map; col.; 71x51 cm.; (c1:21 500), (c1"=1 800 ft.).
text.
RRMC; pres. 3.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/205/1966AB

Zimmerman, John J.
Zoning map, Edison Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(s.n.); (s.n.); 1966, shows 1966.
1 map; 68x49 cm.; (c1:25 500), (c1"=2000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/206/1946AA

Thom, H.L.
Plan of property, buildings, etc. of the George W. Helme Co., at Helmetta, Middlesex County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1946, shows 1946.
1 map; 78x69 cm.; (c1:600), (c1"=50 ft.).
Adjoining sheets missing.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Helmetta

Highland Park-undated to 1899

3813/M50/207/0000AA

Schneider, Fred C.
Map of the Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex County, N.J.
(New Brunswick, NJ); Home News (newspaper); (ca. 1910), shows 1910.
1 map; 27x34 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/207/0000AB

Atkinson, Asher.
Map of 1090 building lots owned by Watson Whittlesey, located at Highland Park in the Township of Raritan (now Highland Park Borough), County of Middlesex...New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1895 and 1905), shows 1895-1905.
1 map; 22x36 cm.; (c1:1 200), (c1"=100 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/207/0000AC

Schneider Brothers.
Schneider Brothers map of Highland Park, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1900 and 1920?), shows 1900-1920.
1 map; 36x43 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/207/0000AD

Merchant, Alexander.
Highland Park, Middlesex County, N.J.); September, 1888.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1888.
1 map; 51x63 cm.; scale not given.
Blueprint photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/207/1876AA

Highland Park, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(Philadelphia, PA); (Everts and Stewart); (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; 36x42 cm.; scale not given.
Index: Everts and Stewart.
Positive photocopy. Reproduced from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plate 58.
RRMC; pres. 5.
3813/M50/207/1907AA
Whitlock, August N.
   Map of lands of Livingston Manor Corporation, Highland Park, (Middlesex County), N.J.
   New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n.); 1907, shows 1907.
   1 map; 22x36 cm.; (c1:3 800), (c1"=320 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/207/1910AA
Schneider, Fred C.
   Map of the Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex County, N.J.
   (s.l.); (s.n.); (1910?), shows 1910?.
   1 map; 37x28 cm.; scale not given.
   text.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/207/1913AA
Conovor, George W.
   (Map of Highland Park, Middlesex County, New Jersey, showing Riverview Terrace neighborhood.).
   (New Brunswick, NJ); (Home News, newspaper); 1913, shows 1913.
   1 map; 27x35 cm.; scale not given.
   Markings in pencil. Presented by Mr. William H. Benedict.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/207/1918AA
Hopkins, John T.
   Map showing block numbers of Highland Park, (Middlesex County), N.J.
   (s.l.); (s.n.); 1918, shows 1918.
   1 map; 37x38 cm.; (c1:7 200), (c1"=600 ft.).
   Blueprint photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/207/1922AA
   Highland Park, NJ; Highland Park Press; 1922, shows 1922.
   1 map; 29x35 cm.; (c1:12 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/207/1935AA
Wilson, Raymond P.
   Borough of Highland Park, (Middlesex County), N.J.
   New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n.); 1935, shows 1935.
   1 map; 54x64 cm.; (c1:6 000), 1"=500 ft.
   Blueprint photocopy. Marked in pencil "Zone 7." Various other markings in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/207/1959AA
Rimmey, William M.
   Map of Highland Park, (Middlesex County), N.J.
   New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n.); 1959, shows 1959.
   1 map; 57x45 cm.; (c1:6 700), (c1"=600 ft.).
   text; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/207/1963AA

Rimmey, William M.
Zoning map, Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex Co., New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1963, shows 1963.
1 map; 30x24 cm.; {c1:12 000}, {c1"=1 100 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/207/1964AA

Rimmey, William M.
Zoning map, Borough of Highland Park, Middlesex Co., New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1964, shows 1964.
1 map; 30x24 cm.; {c1:13 000}, {c1"=1 100 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/209/0000AA

Metuchen Village {now Metuchen, Middlesex County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1850 and 1870?}, shows 1850-1870?.
1 map; 23x33 cm.; {c1:10 000}, {c1"=825 ft.}.
Positive photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/209/1876AA

Fulton, C.L.
Plan of Metuchen, {Middlesex County, New Jersey}.
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; 1876, shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 43x34 cm.; {c1:7 200}, 1"=600 ft.
Illustrations.
Removed from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plate 27.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/209/1897AA

Pierson, John Noble.
Map of Metuchen, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey.
{Metuchen, NJ}; Metuchen Recorder {newspaper}; 1897, shows 1897.
1 map; 31x37 cm.; {c1:11 050}, {c1"=3/16 mi.}.
Illustrations; texts; topographic crosssections.
Laminated and mounted on linen. From the Sharpe collection.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/209/1948AA

Buchanan, W.F.
Metuchen, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey.
Metuchen, NJ; {s.n.}; 1948, shows 1948.
1 map; 24x30 cm.; {c1:16 600}, {c1"=1 200 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/209/1956AA

Buchanan, W.F.
Election districts. Boro of Metuchen, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1956, shows 1956.
1 map; 28x36 cm.; {c1:6 000}, 1"=500 ft.
RRMC; pres. 4.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/209/1971AA

Buchanan, W. F.
Election districts, Boror Metuchen, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1971, shows 1971.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; (c1:13 000), (c1"=1 100 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/209/1978AA

Metuchen Democratic Committee.
(Map of Metuchen, Middlesex County, New Jersey.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1978, shows 1978.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; street directory.
Appears as part of political brochure for O'Leary and Lagay.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Middlesex Borough

3813/M50/210/0000AA

Map of Lincoln (now Middlesex Borough, Middlesex County), New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Grover Bros.; (between 1880 and 1900?), shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; 44x82 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Monroe Township

3813/M50/212/1968AA

Rimmey, William M.
Map of Monroe Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Somerset, NJ; (s.n.); 1968, shows 1968.
1 map; 22x36 cm.; (c1:60 000), (c1"=5 000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/212/1970AA

Rimmey, William.
Zoning map, Monroe Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Somerset, NJ; (s.n.); 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; 52x85 cm.; (c1:24 000), (c1"=2 000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

New Brunswick-undated

3813/M50/213/0000AA

Boylan, William H.
Map of the City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey.
New Brunswick, NJ; J. Heldingsfeld; (between 1930 and 1950), shows 1930-1950.
1 map; 44x56 cm.; (c1:8 400), (c1"=700 ft.).
c3, c4, c5 negative photocopies.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/213/0000AB

Elmwood Cemetery, diagram of graves, (New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1880 and 1900?), shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; 22x18 cm.; scale not given.
Marked in pencil "Ms. Ac. 1677."
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/M50/213/0000AC

Map of 99 building lots in the City of New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, N.J., usually called the Point Lots.
New York, NY; P. Desobry; (18--), shows 1840-1860?.
1 map; 50x72 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/0000AD

Early map of New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {before 1947}, shows 1800-1820?.
1 map; 36x51 cm.; scale not given.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AE

Parsell, George K.

Map of the City of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, N.J.
New Brunswick, NJ; J. Heidingsfeld; {between 1880 and 1900?}, shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; col.; 42x47 cm.; {c1:7 200}, 1"=600 ft.
Markings in pencil and crayon.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AF

Parsell, George K.

Map of the City of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, N.J.
New Brunswick, NJ; J. Heidingsfeld; {between 1880 and 1900?}, shows 1880-1900?.
Copies appear to be from same engraving, but differ in coloring, width of borders and type of paper. Similar to MP/3813/M50/213/0000AE. c6 stamped "Compliments of the publisher."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AG

Map of New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey showing location of Rutgers College, schools, churches and public holdings.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1870-1920?.
1 map; 47x61 cm.; {c1:7 100}, {c1"=700 ft.}
Base map of New Brunswick with all textual details in pencil. See map MP/3813/M50/213/0000AS for finished map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AH

Scheider Brothers.

Scheider Brothers map of the City of New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1900 and 1920}, shows 1900-1920.
1 map; 44x56 cm.; {c1:8 400}, {c1"=700 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AJ

{Map of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, N.J., showing proposed recreational facilities in area bounded by Easton, Huntington and College Avenues and George Street}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1870-1920?.
1 map; 63x85 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 4.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/213/0000AK

Map of Park View Estates, {New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey}. New York, NY; Redler, Inc.; {between 1927 and 1937}, shows 1927-1937.
1 map; col.; 56x59 cm.; {1:1 200}, 1"=100 ft.
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Brunswick area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AL

(Map of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, N.J., showing buildings on Rutgers College campuses.). {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1880 and 1900?}, shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; col.; 14x20 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AM

Rutgers College, New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey. New York, NY; L.L. Poates Engraving Co.; {after 1883}, shows 1890-1910?.
1 map; 21x27 cm.; {c1:2 600}, {c1"=200 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AN

Ag. College farm, New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, N.J. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1890 and 1910?}, shows 1890-1910?.
1 map; col.; 22x49 cm.; {c1:3 168}, {c1"=269 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AP

Parsell, George K.. Map of the City of New Brunswick, Middlesex Co., N.J. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {18--}, shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; 21x26 cm.; {c1:14 400}, 1"=1 200 ft.
c2 completely mounted. c3-7 on tissue paper with oil stains.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/0000AR

(Map of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey, showing political wards.). {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1880 and 1900?}, shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; 21x26 cm.; scale not given.
Tissue encapsulation. Similar to MP/3813/M50/213/0000AP.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/0000AS

Map of New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, N.J., showing location of Rutgers College, schools, churches, and public buildings. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1890 and 1910?}, shows 1890-1910?.
1 map; 21x30 cm.; {c1:18 000}, {c1"=1 400 ft.}.
See MP/3813/M50/213/0000AG for working draft of map. c7 positive photocopy; slightly smaller.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/M50/213/1763AA

Morgan, Benjamin.
(Map of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey, showing property holdings along Burnet Street.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1769, shows 1769.
1 map; 50x36 cm.; (c1:3 168), (c1"=269 ft.).
Negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1829AA

Roberts, J.M..
Plan of the City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County, New Jersey), from actual survey.
New Brunswick, NJ; A.A. Marcelus and Terhune and Letson; 1829, shows 1829.
1 map; col.; 59x48 cm.; (c1:3 187), (c1"=270 ft.).
Illustrations; text; resident directory.
c1, c2, c3 mounted on linen and shellacked. c4 black and white reproduction. c5, c6 negative photocopies; measure 45x36 cm. c7 photograph; measures 22x17 cm.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M50/213/1837AA

Ewen, D..
Map of the City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey.
New York, NY; C.B. Graham; 1837, shows 1837.
1 map; col.; 62x80 cm.; (c1:4 800), (c1"=400 ft.).
c1 sectioned, mounted on linen. Was stored folded in cardboard case. c2 mounted on linen; missing pieces. c2 has additional markings in ink. Coloration differs.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1838AA

Ewen, Daniel.
Map of certain real estate in the fifth ward of the City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County, N.J.), north of Somerset Street, formerly of Abraham Suydam and... conveyed to James Lorimer Graham.
New York, NY; (s.n.); 1838, shows 1838.
1 map; 48x59 cm.; (c1:1 920), (c1"=160 ft.).
c1 tissue encapsulated. c2 mounted on linen; partially colored; notes in pencil. c3 negative photocopy; slightly smaller. See also MP/3813/M50/213/1869AA.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1838AB

Ewen, Daniel.
Map of certain real estate in the fourth ward of the City of New Brunswick and the County of Middlesex, (N.J.), between Trenton Avenue and the Old Trenton Road, formerly of Abraham Suydam and... conveyed to James Lorimer Graham.
New York, NY; (s.n.); 1838, shows 1838.
1 map; 21x25 cm.; scale undetermined.
Photographic reproductions. c1, c2 mounted on cardboard.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1838AC

Ewen, Daniel.
Map of certain real estate in the first ward of the City of New Brunswick in the County of Middlesex, (N.J.), on the south easterly side of Trenton Avenue, formerly of Abraham Suydam and conveyed... to James Lorimer Graham.
New York, NY; (s.n.); 1838, shows 1838.
1 map; 21x25 cm.; scale not given.
Photographic reproductions. c1, c2 mounted on cardboard.
RRMC; pres. 4.
3813/M50/213/1847AA

Newell, James K.
Map of part of the City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), N.J., with adjacent lands.
New York, NY; G. and W. Endicott; 1847, shows 1847.
1 map; 55x82 cm.; (c1:3 168), (c1"=264 ft.).
c1 mounted on linen. c2, c3, c4 in poor condition, missing pieces.
RRMC; pres. 2.

New Brunswick-1850 to 1899

3813/M50/213/1850AA

Sidney, J.C.
Map of the City of New-Brunswick, (Middlesex County), N.J., from actual surveys.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1850, shows 1850.
1 map; 60x93 cm.; (c1:2 950), (c1"=250 ft.).
illustrations; text.
Blueprint photocopies. See also MP/3813/M50/213/1850AB.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1850AB

Sidney, J.C.
Map of the City of New-Brunswick, (Middlesex County), N.J., from actual surveys.
Philadelphia, PA; Richard Clark; 1850, shows 1850.
1 map; 60x93 cm.; (c1:2 950), (c1"=250 ft.).
illustrations; text.
c1 blueprint photocopy. c2 negative photocopy. See also MP/3813/M50/213/1850AA.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1868AA

Map of property belonging to A.D. Newell {in New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1868, shows 1868.
1 map; col.; 50x61 cm.; scale not given.
"In Deshler papers" marked in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M50/213/1869AA

Disbrow, A.J.
Map of certain real estate in the fifth ward of the City of New Brunswick and County of Middlesex, (N.J.), north of Somerset Street, formerly of Abraham Suydam and...conveyed...to James Lorimer Graham.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1869, shows 1838.
1 map; 19x23 cm.; scale undetermined.
Photographic reproductions. c1 mounted on cardboard. See also MP/3813/M50/213/1838AA.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1870AA

(Map of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey, showing lots for sale at auction, formerly the Van Nuise farm).
New York, NY; John Medole, printer; 1870, shows 1870.
1 map; 56x72 cm.; scale not given.
With accompanying text in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1876AA

New Brunswick City, first ward, (Middlesex County, New Jersey).
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 44x76 cm.; (c1:4 800), (c1"=400 ft.).
c1 removed from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plates 56 and 57.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/M50/213/1876AB

New Brunswick City, second ward, {Middlesex County, New Jersey}.
(Philadelphia, PA); {Everts and Stewart}; (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 44x70 cm.; {c1:4 800}, {c1"=400 ft.}.
c1 removed from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plates 60 and 61. c2, c3 color reproductions.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1876AC

New Brunswick City, third and fourth wards, {Middlesex County, New Jersey}.
(Philadelphia, PA); {Everts and Stewart}; (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 44x53 cm.; {c1:3 000}, {c1"=250 ft.}.
Reproduced from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plate 59.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1876AD

New Brunswick City, fifth ward, {Middlesex County, New Jersey}.
(Philadelphia, PA); {Everts and Stewart}; (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 41x61 cm.; scale undetermined.
Insets: Jamesburg; Spotswood; Stelton.
Reproduced from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plates 64 and 65.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1876AE

New Brunswick City, sixth ward, {Middlesex County, New Jersey}.
(Philadelphia, PA); {Everts and Stewart}; (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 44x67 cm.; {c1:4 800}, {c1"=400 ft.}.
c1 removed from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plates 68 and 69. c2, c3 color reproductions.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1877AA

Weir, S.E., Jr.
Map of the City of New Brunswick, Middlesex Co., N.J....from maps on file and personal surveys.
New York, NY; W.C. Dripps; 1877, shows 1877.
1 map; col.; 116x153 cm.; {c1:2 400}, 1"=200 ft.
Sectioned and mounted on linen. Index of earlier maps used in preparation of this map.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1886AA

New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Sanborn Map and Publishing Co.; 1886, shows 1886.
1 map on 17 sheets; col.; 65x54 cm.; {c1:615}, 1"=50 ft.
street directory.
Index: Points of interest.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1887AA

Parsell, George K.
Elmwood Cemetery {sic}, New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; 39x56 cm.; {c1:1 440}, 1"=120 ft.
Notations on c2.
RRMC; pres. 2.
3813/M50/213/1902AA

Johnson and Johnson.
New York, NY; C.B. Graham; 1902. shows 1860-1880.
2 maps on 1 sheet; 51x64 cm.; scale varies.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1911AA

Advisory Sewage Disposal Commission.
Map showing the sewer systems of the City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey.
New Brunswick, NJ; {s.n.}; 1911, shows 1911.
1 map; 35x44 cm.; {c1:9 500}, {c1"=800 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1913AA

Sice, Josiah.
Map of Buccleuch Park, Property of the City of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
New Brunswick, NJ; {s.n.}; 1913, shows 1913.
1 map; 79x100 cm.; {c1:1 200}, 1"=100 ft.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1917AA

Bowen, Paul M.
Map of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County, N.J.), lands. 1681-1800: farms, fields and plots; original roads and lanes. (s.l.); {s.n.}; 1917, shows 1681-1800.
1 map; 26x36 cm.; scale undetermined.
"From Wm. H. Benedict 'History of New Brunswick.'" c1, c2, c5 negative photocopies. c3, c4 positive photocopies (soft focus).
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/213/1917AB

Map of the City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey (showing proposed new boulevard along Mile Run Brook which would complete driveway around city).
New Brunswick, NJ; New Brunswick Times (newspaper); 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 56x46 cm.; {c1:10 800}, {c1"=900 ft.}.
text.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1928AA

Map of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey. (s.l.); {s.n.}; 1928?, shows 1928.
1 map; col.; 42x61 cm.; {c1:14 000}, {c1"=1 150 ft.}.
text; industrial directory.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1930AA

Atkinson, Asher.
Map of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey. (s.l.); {s.n.}; 1930?, shows 1930.
1 map; col.; 42x61 cm.; {c1:16 000}, {c1"=1 300 ft.}.
text; industrial directory.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 2.
3813/M50/213/1930AB

Historic New Brunswick, {Middlesex County, New Jersey}. New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n.); 1930, shows 1680-1850. 1 map; 46x31 cm.; scale not given. text. RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1937AA

Traffic relief plan by A. Harry Freedman, New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey. New Brunswick, NJ; Sunday Times {newspaper}; 1937, shows 1937. 1 map; 26x21 cm.; (c1:10 500), (c1"=900 ft.). RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/213/1938AA

Heinz, Thomas F.. A map of lands in New Brunswick, {Middlesex County, N.J.}, belonging to Aaron Hassertz{?} and David Abel. {s.l.}; {Works Progress Administration}; 1938, shows 1814. 1 map; 53x80 cm.; scale not given. Blueprint photocopies. RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1938AB

Silver, R.W.. New Brunswick, New Jersey, city of industrial and educational opportunity. New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n.); 1938, shows 1938. 1 map; 42x48 cm.; (c1:24 000), 1"=2 000 ft. illustrations; text. Insets: New Jersey and vicinity. RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1940AA

Taylor, M.W.. City of New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey. (New Brunswick, NJ); New Brunswick Office of City Engineer; 1940, shows 1940. 1 map; 39x46 cm.; (c1:6 000), 1"=500 ft. RRMC; pres. 4.

New Brunswick-1950 to present

3813/M50/213/1955AA

Cassera, Vincent I.. Shopper parking guide, New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey. (New Brunswick, NJ); Daily Home News {newspaper}; {1955?}, shows 1955?. 1 map; 21x29 cm.; scale not given. Insets: Memorial Parkway area. RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1958AA

City Planning Commission (New Brunswick, NJ). City of New Brunswick, {Middlesex County}, New Jersey. {s.l.}; (s.n.); 1958, shows 1958. 1 map; 56x87 cm.; (c1:11 000), (c1"=900 ft.). street directory. c2 is positive blueprint photocopy; measures 108x221 cm. with scale of (c1:4 800), (c1"=400 ft.). RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/M50/213/1959AA
City Planning Commission, (New Brunswick, NJ).
City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1959, shows 1959.
1 map; 56x87 cm.; (c1:1 000), (c1"=900 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1962AA
City Planning Commission, (New Brunswick, NJ).
City of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; 44x76 cm.; (c1:12 500), (c1"=1 050 ft.).
street directory.
Insets: Regional map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1962AB
Westling, Kip.
Buccleuch Park plane table survey, (New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; 34x47 cm.; (c1:2 400), 1"=200 ft.
c1, c2 positive photocopies. c3 negative photocopies.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/213/1967AA
Kane, Robert C.
City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1967, shows 1967.
1 map; 44x56 cm.; (c1:6 000), 1"=500 ft.
street directory; table of latitudes and longitudes.
c2 negative photocopy; measures 28x44 cm.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1973AA
Korybski, M.J.
College Avenue campus, university buildings, Rutgers-The State University, New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; (c1:3 200), (c1"=260 ft.).
building directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/213/1973AB
Korybski, M.J.
Douglass College, university buildings, Rutgers-The State University, New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; (c1:4 300), (c1"=350 ft.).
building directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/213/1978AA
Historic Hiram Market Preservation Association.
(Map of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, N.J., showing walking tour of historic Hiram Market area).
New Brunswick, NJ; (s.n.); (1978?), shows 1829.
1 map; 28x42 cm.; scale not given.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/M50/213/1978AB

(Map of New Brunswick, Middlesex County, N.J., showing the first phase of construction on Route 18.).
(New Brunswick, N.J.); Rutgers University, Office of Physical and Capital Planning; 1978, shows 1978.
1 map; 22x36 cm.; {c1: 2 600}, {c1"=220 ft.}.
text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/213/1978AC

Douglass and Cook Campuses (Rutgers University in New Brunswick, Middlesex County, New Jersey).
{S.l.}; {s.n.}; {1978}, shows 1978.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1979AA

City of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County), New Jersey.
{S.l.}; {s.n.}; 1979, shows 1979.
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; 44x71 cm.; scale varies.
street directory.
Insets: Rutgers campuses; location of New Brunswick.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/213/1980AA

New Brunswick Chamber of Commerce.
Map of New Brunswick, (Middlesex County, New Jersey).
1 map; col.; 61x91 cm.; {c1:13 000}, {c1"=1 000 ft.}.
illustrations; text; street directory; advertisements.
Insets: Area map; Rutgers University campus map.
RRMC; pres. 4.

North Brunswick

3813/M50/214/1876AA

Map of North Brunswick Township (including part of adjoining Milltown Borough, Middlesex County, N.J.).
(Philadelphia, PA); (Everts and Stewart); {1876}, shows 1876.
1 map; 41x23 cm.; scale undetermined.
Negative photocopy from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plate 37.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/214/1968AA

Patton, Howard R.,
Map showing election districts situate in North Brunswick Township, Middlesex County, N.J.
{S.l.}; {s.n.}; 1968, shows 1968.
1 map; 46x60 cm.; {c1:12 000}, {c1"=1 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/214/1982AA

North Brunswick Democratic Campaign Committee.
Map of North Brunswick Township, Middlesex Co., New Jersey.
North Brunswick, N.J.; {s.n.}; {1982}, shows 1982.
1 map; col.; 31x49 cm.; scale not given.
Election brochure for Frank G. Paul.
RRMC; pres. 5.
3813/M50/215/0000AA

1 map; col.; 22x33 cm.; {c1:15 500}, {c1"=1 300 ft.}.
Insets: Camping area.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/215/0000AB

Map of a section of lands of "The Bennet Improvement Co." at Herbert, {now probably the Pinewood area of Old Bridge Township}, Middlesex Co., N.J. New York, NY; Graphic Co.; {between 1870 and 1890?}, shows 1870-1890?.
1 map; col.; 37x36 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Middlesex County area; central New Jersey. c1 tissue encapsulated. c2 positive photocopy. c3 negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/215/1962AA

1 map; 22x31 cm.; {c1:23 000}, {c1"=1 900 ft.}.
Illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Perth Amboy-undated

3813/M50/216/0000AA

Booz, Louis P.
A map of old Perth Amboy, including some historic landmarks, {Middlesex County, New Jersey}. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {198-?}, shows 1684-1802.
1 map; col.; 46x72 cm.; {c1:12 672}, {c1"=1 056 ft.}.
Illustrations; text.
C9, c10, c11, c12 measure 28x44 cm.
RRMC; pres. 6.

3813/M50/216/0000AB

Water front property in Perth Amboy, N.J., for sale by William T. Meredith. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1910 and 1920}, shows 1910-1920.
1 map; 22x48 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/216/0000AC

Brinley, F.W.
Map of the City of Perth Amboy, {Middlesex County, N.J.}, as it was in 1823. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; {19--}, shows 1823.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; {c1:9 600}, {c1"=792 ft.}.
1st of references.
Reproduction.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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3813/M50/216/0000AD

Whitehead, William A.
Map of Perth Amboy, {Middlesex County, N.J.}, showing the manner in which it was originally laid out and located.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1856}, shows 1680-1700.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; {c1:11 880}, {c1"=990 ft.}.
text; list of references.
Reproduction. See also MP/3813/M50/216/1856AA and MP/3813/M50/216/1856AB.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/216/0000AE

Homesteads for mechanics {notice of property sale in Perth Amboy, Middlesex County, N.J.}. 
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {18--}, shows 1850-1900?.
1 map; 36x25 cm.; scale not given.
Negative blueprint photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/216/0000AF

Larson and Fox.
Map of Pardee Tract situated in Perth Amboy, Middlesex County, New Jersey. 
Perth Amboy, NJ; {s.n.}; {between 1925 and 1935}, shows 1925-1935.
1 map; col.; 57x71 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; view; advertisement.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Perth Amboy-1850 to present

3813/M50/216/1856AA

Whitehead, William A.
Map of Perth Amboy, {Middlesex County, N.J.}, showing the manner in which it was originally laid out and located.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1856, shows 1680-1700.
1 map; col.; 36x45 cm.; {c1:7 920}, {c1"=660 ft.}.
text; list of references.
Removed from "Contributions to the early history of Perth Amboy ..." Wm. A. Whitehead. See also MP/3813/M50/216/0000AD; 1856AB.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/216/1856AB

Whitehead, William A.
Map of Perth Amboy, {Middlesex County, N.J.}, showing the manner in which it was originally laid out and located.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1856, shows 1680-1700.
1 map; col.; 36x45 cm.; {c1:7 920}, {c1"=660 ft.}.
text; list of references.
Reproduction. See also MP/3813/M50/216/0000AD; 1856AA.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/216/1876AA

Brion, A. Forsey.
Perth Amboy, {Middlesex County, N.J., showing proposed streets}. 
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; {1876}, shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 43x69 cm.; {1:9 000}, {1"=750 ft.
text.
Removed from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plates 76 and 77.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/M50/216/1876AB
Brion, A. Forsy.
Perth Amboy, (Middlesex County, N.J., showing actual streets and property holdings).
Philadelphia, PA; Everts and Stewart; (1876), shows 1876.
1 map; col.; 43x69 cm.; (1:3 600), 1"=300 ft.
Removed from Everts and Stewart's Combination atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plates 72 and 73.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/216/1884AA
VanDuyne and Young.
Map of property of J. Lawrence Kearny, Esq., at Perth Amboy, New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Ward and Tichenor; 1884, shows 1884.
1 map; 49x61 cm.; (1:720), 1"=60 ft.
c1 tissue encapsulated.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/216/1914AA
Mason and Smith.
Ward map. City of Perth Amboy, (Middlesex County, New Jersey).
Perth Amboy, NJ; s.n.; 1914, shows 1914.
1 map; col.; 107x76 cm.; (c1:4 800), (c1"=400 ft.).
Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/216/1916AA
Map of the City of Perth Amboy, Middlesex County, N.J., (showing properties of W.T. Meredith).
New York, NY; Charles Hart; 1916, shows 1916.
1 map; 62x48 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/216/1928AA
Larson and Fox.
City of Perth Amboy, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Stelton, NJ; F.G. Derrickson; 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; 39x42 cm.; (1:6 000), 1"=500 ft.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Piscataway Township

3813/M50/217/1954AA
Kopper, C.J.
Township of Piscataway, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
s.l.; s.n.; 1954, shows 1954.
1 map; 58x52 cm.; (c1:19 800), (c1"=1 700 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/217/1963AA
Kupper, C.J.
Township of Piscataway, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
s.n.; s.n.; 1963, shows 1963.
1 map; 64x49 cm.; (c1:19 800), (c1"=1 700 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/M50/217/1970AA
Shippee, Edgar D.,  
Township of Piscataway, Middlesex County, New Jersey.  
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1970}, shows 1970.  
1 map; 61x51 cm.; (c1:19 800), (c1"=1 700 ft.).  
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/217/1973AA
Korybski, M. J.,  
Busch Campus university buildings, Rutgers-The State University {in Piscataway Township, Middlesex County, N.J.}.  
1 map; 44x28 cm.; (c1:8 000), (c1"=660 ft.).  
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M50/217/1980AA
Schunk, H. A.,  
Township of Piscataway, Middlesex County, New Jersey.  
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1980, shows 1980.  
1 map; 61x51 cm.; (c1:19 800), (c1"=1 700 ft.).  
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M50/219/0000AA
Wiber, Karl H., Jr.,  
Street map, Borough of Sayreville. {Middlesex County, New Jersey}.  
1 map; 44x56 cm.; scale not given.  
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M50/220/1876AA
Brion, A. Forsey.  
Map of South Amboy. {Middlesex County, New Jersey}.  
{Philadelphia, PA}; {Everts and Stewart}; {1876}, shows 1876.  
1 map; col.; 61x49 cm.; scale not given.  
Text.  
Insets: Old Bridge (East Brunswick Township); Dayton (South Brunswick Township).  
Removed from Everts and Stewart’s Combination Atlas map of Middlesex County, New Jersey, 1876, plates 80 and 81.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/221/1963AA
Veghte, George S.,  
Zoning map, South Brunswick Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey.  
1 map; 27x33 cm.; (1:24 000), 1"=2 000 ft.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M50/221/1964AA
Veghte, George S.,  
Proposed revision, zoning map, South Brunswick Township, Middlesex County, New Jersey.  
New Brunswick, NJ; Daily Home News {newspaper}; 1964, shows 1964.  
1 map; col.; 27x33 cm.; (1:24 000), 1"=2 000 ft.  
RRMC; pres. 2.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M50/221/1974AA

Van Cleef Engineering Associates.
South Brunswick Township, (Middlesex County, New Jersey).
Belle Mead, NJ; (s.n.); 1974, shows 1974.
1 map; 55x81 cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1*=2 000 ft.}.
street directory.
Insets: Kendall Park; Brunswick Acres; Kingston; High Ridge; Monmouth Junction.
RRMC; pres. 2.

South Plainfield

3813/M50/222/1967AA

Zanetti, Henry A.
Zoning map, Borough of South Plainfield, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1967, shows 1967.
1 map; 70x54 cm.; {c1:9 550}, {c1*=750 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Spotswood

3813/M50/224/0000AA

Loss, Adolphus.
Map of the Village of Spottswood {sic} situated in Middlesex County, State of New Jersey.
New York, NY; J. Price's Lithy; {18--}, shows 1860-1880?.
1 map; 56x71 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Relative positions of New York, Spottswood, etc.
c1 missing pieces. c2 mounted on cardboard; badly stained. c3 positive photocopy; measures 28x44 cm.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Woodbridge

3813/M50/225/1919AA

Walsh, J.G.
U.S. Army General Hospital No.3, Colonia, (in Woodbridge Township), Middlesex County, N.J.
(s.l.); United States. Army; 1919, shows 1919.
1 map; 39x54 cm.; {c1:22 000}, {c1*=180 ft.}.
Insets: Woodbridge area.
RRMC; pres. 2.

MONMOUTH COUNTY

3813/M60/020/0000AA

{Monmouth County Historical Society}.
Buildings of Monmouth County Historical Society.
1 map; 38x51 cm.; {c1:130 000}, {c1*=2 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/020/1976AA

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
{Monmouth County, N.J., Bicentennial historical guide map.}.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1976?), shows 1670-1970.
1 map; col.; 44x56 cm.; scale not given.
illustration; text.
RRMC; pres. 4.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M60/030/1851AA

Lightfoot, Jesse.
Map of Monmouth County, New Jersey, from original surveys.
(s. l. ?); J.B. Shields; 1851, shows 1851.
1 map; 21x26 cm.; scale undetermined.
illustrations.
Insets: Freehold; Keyport; Red Bank; Middletown.
Positive photocopy. Most detail illegible due to reduction ratio. Marked "N.J. GA439.5 .M747 1851." Original probably in BB roll map collection. See also MP/3813/M60/110/1851AA.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/030/1885AA

Outline map of Monmouth Co., State of New Jersey.
(Philadelphia, PA); (R.T. Peck and Co.); (1885), shows 1885.
1 map; 30x35 cm.; scale not given.
Negative photocopies from Franklin Ellis' "History of Monmouth County." c2, c3 slightly smaller.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/030/1967AA

Map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 44x56 cm.; (c1:125 000), 1"=10 000 ft.
text; table of municipalities.
Includes zoning information.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M60/030/1967AB

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 87x112 cm.; (c1:60 000), 1"=5 000 ft.
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey; Freehold Borough.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/030/1971AA

Monmouth County Planning Board.
Map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 54x69 cm.; (c1:100 000), (c1:8 000 ft).
text; table of municipalities.
Includes zoning information.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/030/1974AA

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 72x93 cm.; (c1:70 000), 1"=6 000 ft.
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey; Freehold Borough.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/030/1978AA

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 72x93 cm.; (c1:70 000), 1"=6 000 ft.
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey; Freehold Borough.
RRMC; pres. 3.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M60/032/1970AA

Monmouth County Planning Board.
Monmouth County 1970 census tracts.
(s.l.): (s.n.): (1970?), shows 1970.
1 map; 108x136 cm.; (c1:50 000), (c1"=4 000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

Road Maps

3813/M60/081/0000AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 106x86 cm.; (c1:45 000), (c1"=3 500 ft.).
illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Monmouth County and vicinity; New Jersey.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M60/081/1889AA

Driving road chart of Monmouth County, compiled expressly for the Atlas of Monmouth County, N.J.
New York, NY; Chester Wolverton; 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 73x93 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
directory of hotels.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/081/1929AA

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
{New York, NY}; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1929, shows 1929.
1 map; col.; 49x61 cm.; (c1:100 000), (c1"=1 1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey.
Marked with crayon.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/081/1930AA

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
{New York, NY}; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1930, shows 1930.
1 map; col.; 49x61 cm.; (c1:100 000), (c1"=1 1/2 mi.).
illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/081/1934AA

Hagstrom's street, road and property ownership map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company, Inc.; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 107x87 cm.; (c1:47 000), (c1"=4 000 ft.).
street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes through Monmouth County.
Attached to cover. Most of separate street directory is detached from cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/081/1936AA

Road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
(s.l.): F.G. Adams Co., Inc.; 1936, shows 1936.
1 map; col.; 80x105 cm.; (c1:63 360), (c1"=1 mi.).
Pencil markings.
RRMC; pres. 2.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/M60/081/1937AA

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.l.}; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; col.; 43x55 cm.; {c1:120 000}, {c1"=2 mi.}.
c2 has extensive markings in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/081/1946AA

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; S.M. Tilton; 1946, shows 1946.
1 map; col.; 40x51 cm.; {c1:120 000}, {c1"=2 mi.}.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/081/1956AA

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; S.M. Tilton; 1956, shows 1956.
1 map; col.; 40x51 cm.; {c1:120 000}, {c1"=2 mi.}.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/081/1962AA

General highway map, Monmouth County, New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}; New Jersey. State Highway Department. Division of Planning; 1962,
shows 1958.
1 map; 197x49 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 14 insets of major road junctions.
State highways as of Jan. 1, 1958.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/081/1963AA

Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 40x51 cm.; {c1:120 000}, {c1"=2 mi.}.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/091/1971AA

Monmouth County Planning Board.
Monmouth County (N.J.) sanitary sewerage facilities.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1971, shows 1971.
1 map; col.; 105x135 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/092/1951AA

Rundle, Henry McD..
{A new map of old Monmouth County, New Jersey.}.
{New York, NY}; {Old Print Shop, Inc.}; 1951, shows 1683-1854.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; {scale not given}.
Illustrations; text.
Sales brochure.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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Regions-North

3813/M60/110/1851AA

Lightfoot, Jesse.
(Incomplete map of Monmouth County, New Jersey, showing Marlboro Township and parts of adjacent Colts Neck and Manalapan Townships, with incomplete inset of Freehold Borough).

{s.1.}; J.B. Shields; 1851, shows 1851.
1 map; 50x36 cm.; scale undetermined.
Insets: Freehold Borough. c1 positive photocopy. c2, c3 negative photocopies. "Plan of Freehold" partial inset most legible on c2. See also MP/3813/M60/030/1851AA. Marked "GA 439.5 M747 1851L."
c9 slightly smaller.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/110/1976AA

Borough of Monmouth Beach Bicentennial Committee.
Revolutionary War spy maps: Colonel Elisha Lawrence spy map of Monmouth County (and) Anonymous spy map of Monmouth County (showing northern Monmouth County, N.J., in 1776-1777).

{c1: 31680 ft.}; {c1=1 mi.}
1 map; col.; 46x64 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=2 640 ft.}.
Colored positive photocopy. Photocopied from atlas, possibly 1873 Monmouth County. Plates 56 and 57. See also MP/3813/M60/124/0000AA.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M60/114/0000AC

{Map of Sandy Hook, New Jersey, showing U.S. Government Railroad.}.

{c1=1 mi.}
1 map; col.; 20x8 cm.; {c1:63 360}, {c1"=1 mi.}.
Removed from unidentified publication.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/114/0000AD

{Maps of Shrewsbury Borough and Middletown Township, Monmouth County, N.J.}.

{c1=1 mi.}
1 map; col.; 28x34 cm.; scale not given.
Removed from unidentified atlas, plate 149. Marked in pencil "c.1880".
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/M60/114/0000AE

Maps of Oceanic, now Rumson; Fair Haven; Navesink, Middletown Township; and Parkerville, now Shrewsbury Borough, Monmouth County, N.J.).

(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1870 and 1880), shows 1870-1880.

4 maps on 1 sheet; col.; 32x39 cm.; scale varies.

Removed from unidentified atlas. Plate 35. Marked in pencil "1873."

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/114/1778AA

A chart of Sandy Hook bar, the entrance of Hudson's River, showing the position of the British fleet...and the works erected...for the defense of the light house....

(s.l.); (s.n.); (1778?), shows 1778.

1 map; 45x40 cm.; (c1:51 000), (c1"=3/4 mi.).

Positive photocopy. Various markings on original.

RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/114/1868AA

Schenck, J.H.,

Map of Long Branch and surroundings, from Red Bank to Deal.

New York, NY; Ferd Mayer and Co.; 1868, shows 1868.

1 map; 51x74 cm.; (c1:=19 800), (c1"=1/4 mi.).

Missing pieces along center fold. c1 tissue encapsulated in 2 parts, slightly smaller. c2 positive photocopy in 2 parts.

RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M60/114/1945AA

Opdyke, Ray S.,

Map of north eastern Monmouth County, New Jersey.

Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1945, shows 1945.

1 map; col.; 48x64 cm.; (c1:30 000), (c1"=1/2 mi.).

Illustrations; business directory; bus routes.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/114/1967AA

United States. Army. Engineer Intelligence Division.

Site plan of Fort Hancock (Sandy Hook), Highlands, New Jersey.

New York, NY; (s.n.); 1967, shows 1967.

1 map; 38x52 cm.; (c1:5 100), (c1"=420 ft.).

Insets: Lower New York Bay.

RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/114/1978AA

Boro Busses Company.

{Map of northeastern Monmouth County, N.J., showing bus routes}.

(s.l.); (s.n.); 1978, shows 1978.

1 map; 43x56 cm.; scale not given.

text; bus routes.

Insets: Red Bank.

RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/114/1978AB


Gateway National Recreation Area, New York/New Jersey {showing Jamaica Bay, Breezy Point and Staten Island units in New York and Sandy Hook unit in Monmouth County, N.J.).


1 map; col.; 60x43 cm.; (c1:70 000), (c1"=1 mi.).

Illustrations; text.

RRMC; pres. 5.
A collection of old maps of Middletown (Township, and adjacent portions of Monmouth County, N.J.).
13 maps on 6 sheets; each 43x56 cm.; scale varies.

Includes reproductions from 1851 Map of Monmouth County by Jesse Lightfoot; 1889 Atlas by Chester Woolverton; 1873 Atlas of Monmouth County by Beers, Comstock and Cline; 1844 chart by U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey; 1879 Atlas of New Jersey Coast by Woolman and Rose; 1678 map by James Steen.

RRMC; pres. 5.

Regions-Central

Antique row and historical points...on Adelphia Road (in Howell and Freehold Townships and Farmingdale and Freehold Boroughs) in Monmouth County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1970 and 1980?), shows 1970-1980.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; scale not given.

RRMC; pres. 5.

Barrett, W.A.
{Map of Monmouth County, N.J., showing Shrewsbury, Colts Neck and Middletown Townships area as it appeared in 1676 with present-day roads superimposed.}.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1963, shows 1676.
1 map; col.; 36x43 cm.; (c1:30 000), ("=1/2 mi.).

RRMC; pres. 5.

Regions-East central

Portions of Shrewsbury and Ocean Townships (now Ocean and Neptune Townships and adjacent shoreline municipalities, central eastern Monmouth County, N.J.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1873?), shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 46x64 cm.; (c1:31 660), ("=2 640 ft.).
Colored positive photocopy. Photocopied from atlas, possibly 1873 Monmouth County. Plates 60 and 61. c2 slightly smaller. See also MP/3813/M60/114/0000AB.

RRMC; pres. 4.

Rogers, Niart.
North-west Asbury Park (now Asbury Park and adjacent Neptune Township, Monmouth County, N.J.).
Asbury Park, NJ; N.W. Penfield; (between 1890 and 1910), shows 1890-1910.
1 map; 38x25 cm.; (c1:7 750), ("=650 ft.).

RRMC; pres. 3.

Deal Beach (now Allenhurst, Deal Borough, Loch Arbour and Ocean Township, Monmouth County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1889?), shows 1880-1890.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; (c1:6 000), ("=450 ft.

RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/M60/124/1974AA

Greater Eatontown Chamber of Commerce.
Greater Eatontown (street and highway map, showing Eatontown, Oceanport, West Long Branch and adjacent areas, Monmouth County, N.J.).
1 map; col.; 56x87 cm.; (c1: 18 500), (c1"=1 500 ft.).
Illustrations; text; business directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Regions-West central

3813/M60/125/0000AA

Horner, W.E.V.,

Plan of the Battle of Monmouth...1778, compiled from the reports of Gen. Washington and Sir Henry Clinton.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1940 and 1960?}, shows 1778.
1 map; 32x54 cm.; (1:31 680), 1"=1/2 mi.
c7 is negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M60/125/0000AB

Monmouth Battlefield Association.

Battle of Monmouth...1778, compiled from the reports of Gen. Washington and Sir Henry Clinton.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1955 and 1966}, shows 1778.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; (1:13 680), 1"=1/2 mi.
text; advertisement.
Map is on verso of promotional letter. Letters differ on c1, c2. Letter on c2 dated 1966. See also MP/3813/M60/125/0000AA.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/125/1782AA

Hilliard d'Auberteuil, Michel Rene.

Brussels, Belgium; Gravures et Cartes; {1782}, shows 1778.
1 map; 30x42 cm.; (c1:31 000), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
text.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/125/1904AA

Symmes, Frank R.,

Approximate map of the Monmouth Battlefield, showing public roads, houses, churches, etc., at time of battle...1778.
{Freehold, NJ?}; {s.n.}; 1904, shows 1778.
1 map; 13x18 cm.; scale not given.
Film negative in envelope.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Regions-Southeast

3813/M60/134/0000AA

Anspach, F.J.,

Sea Girt (and) Spring Lake Beach (now Spring Lake), Monmouth County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1880 and 1890?}, shows 1880-1890.
1 map; 39x62 cm.; scale not given.
Tissue encapsulation. Piece missing.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/M60/134/0000AB

Self guided walking tour, Deserted Village of Allaire (Allaire State Park, Monmouth County, N.J.).
1 map; 23x31 cm.; scale not given.
text; directory of buildings.
Insets: Monmouth County area.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M60/134/0000AC

Allaire State Park {Monmouth County, New Jersey}.
1 map; col.; 22x41 cm.; {c1:4 800}, {c1"=450 ft.}.
Insets: Monmouth County area.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/134/0000AD

Wall {Township and adjoining municipalities of Belmar, South Belmar, Spring Lake Heights, Sea Girt, Manasquan and Brielle, Monmouth County, N.J.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880}, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 60x43 cm.; {c1:4 000}, {c1"=3 300 ft.}.
business directory.
Insets: New Bedford; Squan Village.
Photocopied from unidentified atlas. Plates 96 and 97. c1 marked in pencil "1873." c1, c2 color positive photocopies. c3 negative photocopy in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M60/134/1889AA

Sea Girt and Spring Lake, Monmouth County, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 42x86 cm.; scale not given.
Tissue encapsulated in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/134/1890AA

Spring Lake {and part of Sea Girt}, Monmouth County, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1890, shows 1890.
1 map; col.; 43x56 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/134/1899AA

Map of Belmar {including Spring Lake Borough and South Belmar}, Monmouth County, N.J.
Philadelphia, PA; Clarence Kennedy; 1899, shows 1899.
1 map; col.; 42x93 cm.; {1:4 800}, 1"=400 ft.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Regions-East

3813/M60/140/0000AA

{Incomplete map of Monmouth County, showing county east of Englishtown, including roads, elevations and houses.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1925 and 1945?}, shows 1925-1945?.
1 map; 41x45 cm.; scale not given.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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Allenhurst

3813/M60/202/1896AA

Rogers, Niart.
A souvenir of Allen Estate, Deal Beach (now Allenhurst and Loch Arbour, Monmouth County), N.J.
New York, NY; A.H. Kellogg; 1896, shows 1896.
1 map; col.; 63x85 cm.; {c1:3 700}, {c1"=300 ft.}.
illustrations.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/202/1896AB

Rogers, Niart.
Map of Allenhurst, New Jersey, owned by Coast Land Company.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; 1896, shows 1896.
1 map; 76x84 cm.; {c1:2 380}, {c1"=200 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Asbury Park

3813/M60/204/0000AA

Asbury Park Bureau of Publicity.
Map of Asbury Park, New Jersey.
{Asbury Park, NJ?}; {s.n.}; {ca. 1916}, shows 1906-1916.
1 map; 24x21 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/204/0000AB

Map of Asbury Park, New Jersey.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880?}, shows 1870-1880?.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/204/1877AA

F.H. Kennedy and Son.
Map of Asbury Park, Monmouth County, New Jersey.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; 1877, shows 1877.
1 map; 47x61 cm.; {1:3 600}, 1"=300 ft.
text.
c1 laminated and mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/204/1886AA

DeNyse, W.H..
Map of West Asbury Park (now Asbury Park and part of adjacent Neptune Township), Monmouth Co., N.J.
Long Branch, NJ; {s.n.}; 1886, shows 1886.
1 map; 84x85 cm.; {1:2 400}, 1"=200 ft.
c2 mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/204/1887AA

DeNyse, W.H..
Map of West Asbury Park (now Asbury Park), Monmouth Co., N.J.
New York, NY; John Medole and Son; 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; 64x48 cm.; {1:2 400}, 1"=200 ft.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.
Building lots at West Asbury Park (now Asbury Park, Monmouth County), N.J., belonging to W.H. DeNyse.
1 map; col.; 31x77 cm.; scale not given.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Avon-by-the-Sea

E.G. Harrison and Son.
Avon-by-the-Sea (formerly Key-East Beach), Monmouth Co., N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1883, shows 1883.
1 map; col.; 38x43 cm.; scale not given.
c1, c2, c3 differ in coloring and details regarding trolley and sale of lots. Text on c2 dated 1898. c3 mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Belmar

Yard, H.H.
Map of Ocean Beach (now Belmar), Monmouth Co., N.J.
Philadelphia, PA; Longacre and Co.; 1873, shows 1873.
1 map; 69x97 cm.; {1:2 400}, 1"=200 ft.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Rail connections.
Attached to back cover.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Ocean Beach (now Belmar, Monmouth County, New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1877, shows 1877.
1 map; col.; 57x36 cm.; {1:5 040}, 1"=420 ft.
Removed from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Yard, H.H.
Map of Ocean Beach (now Belmar, Monmouth County), New Jersey. 1879 (with handwritten additions in 1881).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1881, shows 1881.
1 map; 26x20 cm.; scale not given.
text.
Positive photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Whittaker, J.H.
Map of Ocean Beach (now Belmar), Monmouth County, N.J.
Philadelphia, PA; F. Bourquin; 1883, shows 1883.
1 map; col.; 56x71 cm.; {1:4 800}, 1"=400 ft.
c2 mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/M60/207/1889AA

Map of Ocean Beach (now Belmar, Monmouth County, N.J.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1889), shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52 x 77 cm.; (c1: 2,950), 1" = 250 ft.
Marked in pencil "Wolverton-1889." Plate 17. Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/207/1890AA

Yard, H.H.
Map of Belmar, Monmouth County, N.J.
Philadelphia, PA; Burk and McFetridge; 1890, shows 1890.
1 map; col.; 41 x 46 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M60/207/1898AA

Map of Belmar, Monmouth County, N.J.
Belmar, NJ; Neil H. Miller; 1898, shows 1898.
1 map; col.; 41 x 46 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/207/1908AA

Osborn, Frank.
Map of Belmar Park Tract (Belmar), Monmouth Co., N.J., owned by the Ocean Grove Park Association.
Middletown, NJ; (s.n.); 1908, shows 1908.
1 map; 25 x 36 cm.; (c1: 3,000), (c1" = 250 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

Brielle

3813/M60/209/0000AA

Map of Brielle (Monmouth County, N.J.).
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; (between 1875 and 1895), shows 1875-1895.
1 map; col.; 55 x 49 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/209/0000AB

Brielle, Monmouth Co., N.J.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; (between 1875 and 1895), shows 1875-1895.
1 map; col.; 93 x 64 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations.
Insets: Railroad connections.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Colts Neck

3813/M60/210/1975AA

Birdsall, Thomas W.
Map of Colts Neck Township, Monmouth County, New Jersey.
s.l.); (s.n.); 1975, shows 1975.
1 map; 45 x 44 cm.; (c1: 28,500), (c1" = 1/2 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 5.
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Deal

3813/M60/211/1893AA

Lehnbach Bros.,

Map of property belonging to the Deal Beach Land Co. situated at Deal Beach, Ocean Township (now Deal Borough), Monmouth Co., New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Heinz Litho and Printing Co.; 1893, shows 1893.
1 map; 57x44 cm.; (1:2 400), 1"=200 ft.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/211/1897AA

DeNyse, W. H.,

Property of the Atlantic Coast Realty Co., Deal, Monmouth Co., N.J.
{s.l.; {s.n.; 1897, shows 1897.
1 map; col.; 77x49 cm.; (1:1 200), 1"=100 ft.
C2 mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Englishtown

3813/M60/213/1979AA

Perrine, H. Lansing,

{s.l.; Battleground Historical Society; 1979, shows 1857-1868.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 6.

Farmingdale

3813/M60/215/0000AA

Farmingdale, {Monmouth County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.; {s.n.; {between 1875 and 1895?}, shows 1875-1895?.
1 map; col.; 36x29 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plate 243.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Freehold Borough

3813/M60/216/1933AA

Smith, Raymond S.,

Map of plots, Freehold Union Cemetery, located in the Borough of Freehold, Monmouth County, New Jersey.
Freehold, NJ; {s.n.}; 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; 46x61 cm.; (1:240), 1"=20 ft.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Freehold Township

3813/M60/217/1889AA

Freehold Township {Monmouth County, N.J.}.
{s.l.; {s.n.; (1889), shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; (1:21 120), 1"=1/3 mi.}.
Marked in pencil "1889-Wolverton." Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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Holmdel

3813/M60/220/1968AA

Schulz, Richard M.
Street map of Holmdel Township, Monmouth County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1968, shows 1968.
1 map; 44x28 cm.; (c1:28 800), (c1"=2 400 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M60/220/1977AA

Schulz, Richard M.
Street map of Holmdel Township, Monmouth County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1977, shows 1977.
1 map; 45x29 cm.; (c1:28 800), (c1"=2 400 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

Howell Township

3813/M60/221/1889AA

Howell Township (including Farmingdale, Monmouth County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; (1:25 344), (1"=2/5 mi.).
Marked in pencil "1889-Wolverton." Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/221/1976AA

Howell Chamber of Commerce.
(Map of Howell Township area, Monmouth County, N.J., including Farmingdale, Freehold Borough and adjacent Freehold Township.).
1 map; col.; 78x56 cm.; (c1:45 000), (c1"=3 500 ft.).
business directory; street directory; advertisements.
Insets: Central New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Interlaken

3813/M60/222/1889AA

DeNyse, W.H.
Map of Interlaken, Monmouth Co., N.J.
Philadelphia, PA; A.H. Mueller; 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; 71x93 cm.; (c1:1 800), (c1"=150 ft.).
Mounted on cardboard and linen. c2 stained.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Keyport

3813/M60/224/0000AA

Walling, Alfred.
Map of Green Grove Cemetery, Keyport, Monmouth County, New Jersey.
(New York, NY); Perkins Son Lith.; 1860-1880?
1 map; 49x33 cm.; scale not given.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/224/0000AB

(Map of Keyport, Monmouth County, N.J., showing property of the Florence and Keyport Company.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1840 and 1850), shows 1840-1850.
1 map on 6 sheets; each 34x60 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Raritan Bay area.
Gift of Hankin estate.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3813/M60/224/1954AA

Sketch map of proposed location of zone districts (Keyport, Monmouth County, N.J.).
1 map; 32x44 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Loch Arbour

3813/M60/226/1882AA

Lehlbach, Herman.

Loch Arbour, Ocean Township (now Loch Arbour Village), Monmouth County, N.J.,
belonging to R. Tenbroeck Stout and Samuel Johnson.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1882, shows 1882.
1 map; 24x16 cm.; scale undetermined.
Insets: New Jersey rail connections.
Positive photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/226/1883AA

Lehlbach, Herman.

Loch Arbour, Ocean Township (now Loch Arbour Village), Monmouth County, N.J.,
belonging to R. Tenbroeck Stout and Samuel Johnson.
New York, NY; H. Seibert and Bro.; 1883, shows 1883.
1 map; 62x40 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: New Jersey rail connections.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/226/1898AA

Lehlbach Brothers.

Loch Arbour, Ocean Township (now Loch Arbour Village), Monmouth County, N.J.,
belonging to Samuel Johnson.
Newark, NJ; {s.n.}; 1898, shows 1898.
1 map; 71x46 cm.; scale not given.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Long Branch

3813/M60/227/0000AA

Portion of Long Branch (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880}, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 40x58 cm.; {1:3 600}, 1"=300 ft.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plates 92 and 93. Marked in pencil "{c1875}".
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/227/0000AB

Portion of Long Branch (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880}, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 40x58 cm.; {1:3 600}, 1"=300 ft.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plates 76 and 77. Marked in pencil "{c1875}".
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/227/0000AC

Portion of Long Branch (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880}, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 40x58 cm.; {1:3 600}, 1"=300 ft.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plates 84 and 85. Marked in pencil "{c1875}".
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/M60/227/0000AD

Portion of Long Branch (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1870 and 1880), shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 40x58 cm.; (1:3 600), 1"=300 ft.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plates 66 and 67. Marked in pencil "(c1875)."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/227/0000AE

Hubard, W.J.
Map of Long Branch, N.J.
East Long Branch, NJ; (s.n.); (between 1880 and 1900), shows 1880-1900.
1 map; col.; 52x95 cm.; (1:7 200), 1"=600 ft.
Tissue encapsulated in 2 parts. c2 missing pieces.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/227/0000AF

Hubard, W.J.
Map of the property of N.W. Troutman, at Long Branch, N.J.
Long Branch, NJ; (s.n.); (between 1890 and 1910), shows 1890-1910.
1 map; 72x107 cm.; (1:1 200), 1"=100 ft.
text.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M60/227/1889AA

Part of Long Branch, (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1889), shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; (1:3 600), 1"=300 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/227/1889AB

Part of Long Branch, (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1889), shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; (1:3 000), 1"=250 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/227/1889AC

Part of Long Branch, (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1889), shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; (1:3 000), 1"=250 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/227/1889AD

Part of Long Branch, (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1889), shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; (1:3 600), 1"=300 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/227/1977AA

Widdis, Charles C.
Map of the City of Long Branch, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1977, shows 1977.
1 map; col.; 51x73 cm.; (1:12 000), (1"=1 000 ft.).
Illustrations; text; street directory; business directory.
Insets: Monmouth County, east-central portion.
RRMC; pres. 4.
Manalapan Township

3813/M60/228/0000AA

Manalapan {Township, including Englishtown, Monmouth County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880}, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 31x39 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=2 640 ft.}.

Business directory.

Removed from unidentified atlas. Plate 113. Marked in pencil "1873."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/228/1889AA

Manalapan {Township, including Englishtown, Monmouth County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1889}, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; {1:21 120}, {1"= 1/3 mi.}.

Marked in pencil "{1889)-Wolverton." Plate 41. Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Manasquan

3813/M60/229/0000AA

Woolman, H.C..

Squan {now Manasquan, Monmouth County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880}, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 54x47 cm.; {1:2 400}, {1"=200 ft.}
c1 is color positive photocopy. c2 is uncolored original in tissue encapsulation in 2 parts with considerable damage due to tape. c1 marked in pencil "1878." c2 measures 63x55 cm. c2 removed from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/229/1934AA

Disbrow, Edward S..

Borough of Manasquan, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; {c1:15 500}, {c1"=1 300 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Marlborough Township

3813/M60/230/0000AA

Marlboro {Township, Monmouth County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880}, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 38x30 cm.; {c1:40 000}, {c1"=3 300 ft.}.

Business directory.

Removed from unidentified atlas. Plate 25. Marked in pencil "1873."
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/230/1889AA

Marlboro Township {Monmouth County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1889}, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; {1:21 120}, {1"=1/3 mi.}.

RRMC; pres. 2.

Middletown Township

3813/M60/232/1875AA

Osborn, Ezra A..

Map of an estate in the Highlands of Navesink lying upon the Navesink River
overlooking the ocean {now Middletown Township, Monmouth County, N.J.}.
New York, NY; Mayer, Merkel and Ottmann; 1875, shows 1875.
1 map; 74x86 cm.; {c1:1 600}, {1"=192 ft.}

Insets: Raritan Bay area.

Tissue encapsulated in 4 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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Millstone Township

3813/M60/233/0000AA

Millstone (Township, including Roosevelt Borough, Monmouth County, N.J.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880}, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 32x38 cm.; {c1:40 000}, {c1"=3 300 ft.}.
Business directory.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plate 117. c2 positive photocopy; missing small
detail. c2 slightly larger.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/233/1889AA

Millstone Township (including Roosevelt Borough, Monmouth County, N.J.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1889}, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; {c1:3000}, 1"=250 ft.
Insets: Navesink; Middletown Township.
Marked in pencil "{1889}-Wolverton." Plate 42. Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Monmouth Beach

3813/M60/234/1889AA

Monmouth Beach (and part of adjacent Sea Bright, Monmouth County, N.J.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1889}, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; {c1:3 000}, 1"=250 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Neptune Township

3813/M60/236/0000AA

Historical Society of Ocean Grove.
(Walking tour of Ocean Grove, Neptune Township, Monmouth County, N.J.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {after 1974} , shows 1975-1980.
1 map; col.; 28x43 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
"Publication #3."
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/236/0000AB

Ocean Grove Hotel Association, Inc.
Map of Ocean Grove (now Neptune Township, Monmouth County, N.J.).
Ocean Grove, NJ; {s.n.}; {between 1940 and 1955}, shows 1940-1955.
1 map; col.; 29x22 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/236/0000AC

Griffith, A.
Map of Ocean Grove (now Neptune Township, Monmouth County), N.J.
Ocean Grove, NJ; Ocean Grove Publicity Department; {between 1935 and 1950}, shows
1 map; 24x22 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
"Ac. 2661."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/236/0000AD

Historical Society of Ocean Grove.
Map of Ocean Grove (now Neptune Township, Monmouth County), N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {after 1955}, shows 1960-1980.
1 map; col.; 29x16 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
"Publication No. 5."
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/M60/236/0000AE
Ocean Grove Camp Meeting Association.
Plan of Ocean Grove (now Neptune Township), Monmouth Co., N.J.
New York, NY; Fisk and Co.; {between 1870 and 1890}, shows 1870-1890.
1 map; 42x49 cm.; scale not given.
Mounted on cardboard and linen c2 measures 21x24 cm.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/236/1889AA
Map of Ocean Grove (now Neptune Township, Monmouth County, N.J.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; (1889), shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; (1:2 400), 1"=200 ft.
Marked in pencil "1889-Wolverton." Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/236/1897AA
Rogers, Niart.
Map of Bradley Park (now Neptune Township), Monmouth Co., N.J.
Asbury Park, NJ; {s.n.}; 1897, shows 1897.
1 map; col.; 44x43 cm.; (1:2 400), (c1"=200 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/236/1897AB
Rogers, Niart.
Map of Bradley Park (now Neptune Township), Monmouth County, N.J.
Asbury Park, NJ; {s.n.}; 1897, shows 1897.
1 map; col.; 49x49 cm.; (1:2 400), (c1"=200 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/M60/236/1928AA
{Street map of Ocean Grove, Neptune Township, Monmouth County, N.J.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; 57x50 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text.
From unidentified newspaper dated April 6, 1928.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/236/1974AA
Historical Society of Ocean Grove.
Map of Ocean Grove (now Neptune Township), N.J., sixth annual House Tour.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1974, shows 1974.
1 map; col.; 26x31 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Ocean Township

3813/M60/237/1891AA
Cooke, C.L.
Edgemere at Deal Beach (now Ocean Township), Monmouth County, N.J.
New York, NY; Struthers and Co.; 1891, shows 1891.
1 map; 51x75 cm.; (1:1 250), (c1"=100 ft.).
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/M60/238/1878AA

Hubard, W.J.
Oceanport, (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1878?), shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 29x36 cm.; scale not given.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plate 133.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/238/1945AA

Goff, William A.
Catonment Camp and Replacement Center, Fort Monmouth, (Oceanport) N.J.
(s.l.); United States. Army. Office of the Chief of Engineers; 1945, shows 1945.
1 map; 21x26 cm.; (c1:15 600), (c1"=1 300 ft.).
Film negative in envelope.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M60/238/1970AA

Schulz, Richard M.
Street map, Borough of Oceanport, Monmouth County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; 26x42 cm.; (c1:13 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

Red Bank

3813/M60/239/0000AA

Red Bank, (Monmouth County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); ca. 1878), shows 1870-1880.
1 map; col.; 47x67 cm.; (c1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/239/1835AA

Map of property situated in Shrewsbury near Red Bank (probably now Red Bank Borough), to be sold by Franklin and Jenkins...
New York, NY; Graham's Lith.; 1835, shows 1835.
1 map; 36x59 cm.; (c1:1 600), 1"=132 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/239/1873AA

Bacot, R.C.
Navesink or North Shrewbury River, Red Bank (and part of adjacent Fair Haven), Monmouth County, N.J.; section no. 2.
Trenton, NJ; Murphy and Bechtel; 1873, shows 1873.
1 map; 27x35 cm.; (1:3 600), 1"=300 ft.
See MP/3813/M60/241/1873AA for section 1.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Rumson

3813/M60/241/0000AA

Map of the property of Charles H. Ward at Black Point, South Shrewsbury River near Sea Bright, known as Cedar Bluff (now probably Rumson, Monmouth County, N.J.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); between 1870 and 1890?, shows 1870-1890?
1 map; 16x20 cm.; scale not given.
Shows proposed bridge.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/M60/241/0000AB
Oceanic (now Rumson) and Fair Haven, (Monmouth County, N.J.);
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1875 and 1895?), shows 1875-1895?.
1 map; col.; 29x36 cm.; scale not given.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plate 129.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/241/1873AA
Bacot, R.C.
Navesink or North Shrewsbury River, Oceanic (now Rumson), Monmouth County, N.J.;
section no. 1.
Trenton, NJ; Murphy and Bechtel; 1873, shows 1873.
1 map; 19x49 cm.; (1:7 200), 1"=600 ft.
See MP/3813/M60/239/1873AA for section 2.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/241/1883AA
Cooper, George.
Map of the estate of Seabury Tredwell near Seabright (in Rumson, Monmouth County),
N.J.
New York, NY; Hart and von Arx; 1883, shows 1883.
1 map; col.; 56x133 cm.; (1:2 400), 1"=200 ft.
Tissue encapsulated.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Sea Girt

3813/M60/243/0000AA
Sea Girt, (Monmouth County, N.J.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (after 1884), shows 1885-1895.
1 map; col.; 52x77 cm.; (1:3 000), 1"=250 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M60/243/1884AA
Map of Sea Girt, situated in Monmouth County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1884, shows 1884.
1 map; 42x53 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Shrewsbury Borough

3813/M60/244/1966AA
Jerseyana Club.
Shrewsbury (Borough, Monmouth County, N.J.).
Red Bank, NJ; Riverview Press; 1966, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 23x36 cm.; (1:3 600), 1"=300 ft.
"Reproduction-Plate 29, 1889 Chester Wolverton Atlas."
RRMC; pres. 6.

Spring Lake Borough

3813/M60/247/0000AA
Brighton Land Association situated in Wall Township (now Spring Lake), Monmouth
County, (N.J.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1880 and 1900?), shows 1880-1900?.
1 map; col.; 57x36 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Southern New Jersey rail connections.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plates 212 and 213.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3813/M60/247/1876AA

Anspach, Frederick J.
Ground plan of Spring Lake Beach (now Spring Lake, with part of adjoining Spring Lake Heights), Monmouth County, N.J.
Philadelphia, PA; Thomas Hunter; 1876, shows 1876.
1 map; 43x56 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
Insets: New Jersey rail connections.
c1 tissue encapsulated. c2 measures 22x28 cm. with scale 1"=800 ft. c2 does not include inset.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/247/1890AA

Map of Como and other property (now Spring Lake and adjacent areas), Monmouth County, N.J.
Philadelphia, PA; H.H. Yard; 1890, shows 1890.
1 map; col.; 40x57 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/248/0000AA

Reid's Villa Park adjoining Sea Girt near Squan Village (now Spring Lake and Spring Lake Heights), Monmouth County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1870 and 1890?), shows 1870-1890.
1 map; col.; 36x56 cm.; scale not given.
Text.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plates 246 and 247. See also MP/3813/M60/248/0000AB.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/248/0000AB

Map of Villa Park, adjoining Sea Girt and Spring Lake Beach (now Spring Lake and Spring Lake Heights), Monmouth Co., N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1870 and 1890?), shows 1870-1890.
1 map; col.; 39x57 cm.; (c1:2 880), (c1"=240 ft.).
Text.
Mounted on cardboard and linen. See also MP/3813/M60/248/0000AA. Stained.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M60/248/0000AC

Shafto, William H.
Rodger's Park adjoining Spring Lake (now Spring Lake Heights), Monmouth Co., N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1870 and 1890?), shows 1870-1890.
1 map; col.; 36x56 cm.; scale not given.
Removed from unidentified atlas. Plates 236 and 237.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Wall Township

3813/M60/252/1853AA

Map of the Howell Works (now Wall Township), Monmouth County, N.J.
New York, NY; Endicott and Co.; 1853, shows 1853.
1 map; 38x45 cm.; (c1:1 200), (c1"=100 ft.).
Illustrations.
c1 mounted on linen. c2 negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/M70/020/1932AA

Anderson, Wilho Harold.
A map of Morris County, N.J., its history and progress since 1695; "old forges". Morristown, NJ; (s.n.); 1932, shows 1695-1895.
1 map; 64x67 cm.; (c1:100 000), (c1"=1 1/2 mi.). Illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M70/022/0000AA

Lightfoot, J.
Map of Morris County, New Jersey. (s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1853.
1 map; 47x62 cm.; (c1:95 000), (c1"=1 1/2 mi.). Illustrations; text.
Insets: Morristown; Dover.
Undated reprint.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M70/022/0000AB

A sketch of Morris County showing the encroachments of the West Jersey Proprietors east of the Quintipartite Line. (s.1.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1690-1730.
1 map; 108x140 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"=1/2 mi.).
c2 is photograph of map, measuring 19x24 cm.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/030/0000AA

Dolph-Stewart street, road and property ownership map of Morris County, New Jersey. New York, NY; Dolph and Stewart; (between 1930 and 1950?), shows 1930-1950?
1 map; col.; 158x120 cm.; (c1:34 500), (c1"=1/2 mi.). Insets: Morristown. Mounted on linen in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/030/1956AA

Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Morris County, New Jersey. Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1956, shows 1956.
1 map; col.; 97x108 cm.; 1:53 700, c1"=.86 m1. Illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey. Index: Towns; points of interest.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M70/030/1961AA

Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
1 map; col.; 97x108 cm.; 1:53 400, c1"=.85 mi. Illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey. Index: Towns; points of interest.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M70/030/1969AA

Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Morris County, New Jersey. Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1969, shows 1969.
1 map; col.; 97x108 cm.; 1:53 600, c1"=.85 mi. Illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey. Index: Towns; points of interest.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/M70/030/1976AA

Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Morris County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1976, shows 1976.
1 map: col.; 97x108 cm.; 1:53 600, c1"=.85 mi.
Illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey. Index: Towns; points of interest.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M70/031/1882AA

(Halsey, E.D.).
Outline map of Morris County, New Jersey.
s.l.; s.n.; 1882, shows 1882.
1 map; 30x21 cm.; scale undetermined.
"Removed from (E.D. Halsey) History of Morris County, N.J. (1882)." Scale stated is incorrect. c1 tissue encapsulated.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M70/031/1967AA

Base map, Morris County, New Jersey.
1 map on 6 sheets; 40x107 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 35 insets of major road junctions.
State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of 1940.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/071/1981AA

Important farmlands, Morris County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 102x122 cm.; 1:50 000, {c1"=.8 mi.}.
Table of acreage.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M70/080/1977AA

Morris County Planning Board.
Public transportation serving Morris County.
Morristown, NJ; {s.n.}; 1977, shows 1977.
1 map; col.; 51x61 cm.; scale not given.
Text.
Insets: Butler; Morristown; Boonton; Dover; Parsippany-Troy Hills; interstate bus service.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M70/081/0000AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Morris County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 112x87 cm.; {c1:50 000}, {c1"=3/4 mi.}.
Insets: New York Metropolitan area; Morristown; Wharton-Dover; Lincoln Park-Two Bridges; Pequannock; Madison-Chatham. Index: Towns; points of interest.
Attached to back cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/M70/081/0000AB

Morris County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 112x87 cm.; (c1:50 000), (c1"=3/4 mi.).
street directory.
Insets: New York Metropolitan area; Morristown; Wharton-Dover; Lincoln Park; Pequannock; Madison-Chatham.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M70/081/1936AA

Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
1935-1936 Road map of Morris County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1936, shows 1936.
1 map; col.; 77x87 cm.; (c1:63 360), (c1"=1 mi.).
illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey.
Grametbaur, #1916.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M70/081/1945AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Morris County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company, Inc.; 1945, shows 1945.
1 map; col.; 109x83 cm.; (c1:50 000), (c1"=3/4 mi.).
Insets: New York Metropolitan area; Morristown; Dover.
Attached to cover. Shows property holdings.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M70/081/1949AA

Morris County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Morris County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 77x87 cm.; (c1:63 360), (c1"=1 mi.).
illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Grametbaur, #1919.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/081/1950AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Morris County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 109x83 cm.; (c1:50 000), (c1"=3/4 mi.).
Insets: New York Metropolitan area; Morristown; Dover.
Attached to cover. Shows property holdings.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/110/1887AA

Robinson, F..
Rockaway Township {including Rockaway Borough and parts of adjacent Denville and Boonton Townships, Morris County, N.J.}. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1887.
1 map; 42x71 cm.; (1:31 680), 1"=1/2 mi.
Insets: Hibernia P.O.; Denville P.O.;
Photocopies in two parts from F. Robinson's Atlas of Morris County, N.J., 1887.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/M70/110/1894AA

Wolff, J.E.

Map of the vicinity of Hibernia (now Rockaway Township and part of adjacent Denville Township, Morris County, N.J.) [Trenton, N.J.]; Geological Survey of New Jersey; (1894), shows 1894.

1 map; col.; 37x39 cm.; (1:31 680); 1"=1/2 mi. contour interval=20 feet.


RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/120/0000AA

North Jersey Conservation Foundation.

Patriot’s path {in Morristown, Morris Township and Harding Township, Morris County, N.J.}.

{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {after 1965}, shows 1970-1975.

1 map; col.; 22x35 cm.; scale not given.

illustrations; text.

Marked in pencil "1973."

RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M70/120/1886AA

Robinson, F.

Randolph Township {including Dover, Wharton, Mine Hill and adjacent Roxbury Township, Morris County, N.J.}.

{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1886, shows 1886.

1 map; 36x48 cm.; (1:21 120), 1"=1/3 mi.

c1 positive photocopy. c2 negative photocopy. Probably from F. Robinson's Atlas of Morris County, N.J., 1887.

RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/M70/130/1979AA

Keith, J.

Patriot’s path {in East Hanover, Hanover, Morris, Harding and Mendham Townships and Morristown and Mendham Borough, Morris County, N.J.}.

{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1979, shows 1979.

1 map on 2 sheets; col.; 21x82 cm.; (c1:44 000), (c1":=3/4 mi.);

illustrations; text.

Insets: Speedwell Village.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/134/1929AA

Washington Association of New Jersey.

Morristown in 1777 and 1779 showing campsites of Continental Army {and now including adjacent Morris, Harding, Chatham and Hanover Townships and Madison, Morris County, N.J.}.


1 map; 24x28 cm.; (1:24 000), 1"=2 000 ft.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M70/134/1932AA

Town of Morristown.

A plan of the town spot of Morristown in Morris County, N.J. {now including adjacent Morris, Harding, Chatham and Hanover Townships and Madison} for a distance of three miles from the Court House, 1776-1781.

{Morristown, N.J.}; {s.n.}; 1932, shows 1776-1781.

1 map; 67x51 cm.; (c1:23 760), (c1":=1 980 ft.);

illustrations; text.

RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/M70/134/1942AA

Opdyke, Ray S.,
Map of Chatham, Madison, Morristown and vicinity, New Jersey.
Belleville, NJ: Opdyke Map Company; 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; col.; 49x64 cm.; {c1:25 500}. {c1"=2/5 mi.}.
illustrations; text; street directory; business directory; bus routes.
Insets: Mendham Borough; Chester.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M70/134/1969AA

Morris County Historical Society.
Morris area historical map {including Morristown and adjacent Morris Township, Morris Plains, Harding and Mendham Townships, Morris County, N.J.}.
Morristown, NJ; {s.n.}; 1969, shows 1969.
1 map; col.; 45x57 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Morristown.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M70/135/1933AA

Lloyd, H.C.,
Hacklebarney State Park, {Washington and Chester Townships}, Morris County, New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}; New Jersey. Department of Conservation and Development; 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; 22x31 cm.; {c1:9 600}. {c1"=800 ft.}.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Forest map of New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/150/1867AA

Hopkins, G.M.,
Map of a group of iron mines in Morris County {including Rockaway, Roxbury and Randolph Townships and adjacent areas}.
New York, NY; Julius Bien; 1867, shows 1867.
1 map; col.; 62x123 cm.; {c1:22 000}. {c1"=3/8 mi.}.
c1 mounted on linen. c2 in pieces.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Boonton Town

3813/M70/201/1951AA

Boonton Area Chamber of Commerce.
Town of Boonton, {Morris County}. New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; 29x36 cm.; {c1:11 500}. {c1"=1 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/201/1967AA

Boonton Historical Society.
Plan of {Town of} Boonton, Morris Co., N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1967, shows 1868.
1 map; col.; 57x44 cm.; scale undetermined.
business directory.
Reprint from 1868 Beers Atlas of Morris County, N.J.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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Boonton Township

3813/M70/202/1980AA

Nelson, Allen G.,
Boonton Township, (Morris County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1980, shows 1980.
1 map; 45x56 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Chatham Borough

3813/M70/204/1887AA

Robinson, F.,
Plan of Chatham (now Chatham Borough, Morris County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 52x78 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M70/204/1958AA

League of Women Voters (Chatham).
(Zoning map of Chatham Borough with election district map of Chatham Township, Morris County, N.J.).
(s.l.); Morris County Planning Board; 1958, shows 1958.
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; 36x51 cm.; scale varies.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/204/1963AA

Collins, Earl L.,
Street map of Borough of Chatham, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1963, shows 1963.
1 map; 26x38 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/204/1966AA

League of Women Voters (Chatham).
(Zoning map of Chatham Borough with 1887 property map of Chatham Borough, Morris County, N.J.).
(s.l.); Morris County Planning Board; 1966, shows 1887-1966.
1 map; 39x51 cm.; scale varies.
Property map taken from F. Robinson's Atlas of Morris County, N.J.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Chatham Township

3813/M70/205/1967AA

Road name map of Township of Chatham (Morris County, N.J.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1967, shows 1967.
1 map; 30x42 cm.; (c1:24 000), (c1"=2 000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

Chester Township

3813/M70/207/0000AA

Town of Chester (including Chester Borough), Morris Co., N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1876?, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; scale undetermined.
business directory.
Insets; Chester Village.
Positive photocopy. Marked in pencil "c1876." Photocopied from unidentified atlas.
Plate 6.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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Harding Township

3813/M70/213/0000AA

Morristown National Historical Park.

Morristown National Historical Park, Jockey Hollow area (Harding Township, Morris County, N.J.).

(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1970 and 1980); shows 1970-1980.

1 map; 21x27 cm.; scale undetermined.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Madison

3813/M70/217/1887AA

Robinson, F.

Part of Madison. (Morris County, New Jersey).

(s.l.); (s.n.); 1887, shows 1887.

1 map; col.; 52x78 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/M70/217/1953AA

Hausser, Charles A.

Election districts of the Borough of Madison, Morris County, N.J.

(s.l.); (s.n.); 1953, shows 1953.

1 map; 28x41 cm.; (c1:15 000), (c1"=1 200 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/217/1954AA

Hausser, Charles A.

Borough of Madison, Morris County, N.J.

(s.l.); (s.n.); 1954, shows 1954.

1 map; 22x28 cm.; (c1:21 500), (c1"=1 800 ft.).
Pencil markings.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/217/1966AA

Slawa, John P.


(s.l.); (s.n.); 1966, shows 1966.

1 map; 29x44 cm.; (c1:15 000), (c1"=1 200 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/M70/217/1972AA

Fiorletti, Armand.

Borough of Madison, Morris County, N.J.

(s.l.); (s.n.); 1972, shows 1972.

1 map; 44x56 cm.; (c1:10 400), (c1"=900 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Morristown

3813/M70/224/0000AA

Hagstrom's map of Morristown, (Morris County), New Jersey.


1 map; 56x78 cm.; (c1:6 200), (c1"=500 ft.).

Insets: Main through routes, Morristown.
Attached to back cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.
Map of villa plots and building sites in Morristown, (Morris County), N.J., property of Budd and Canfield.
New York, NY; Snyder, Black and Sturrn; (between 1880 and 1900?), shows 1880-1900.  
1 map; 56x81 cm.; (1:960), 1"=80 ft. 
text.  
c5, c6 in very poor condition.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

Plan of Morristown, Morris Co., N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1868.  
1 map; 68x59 cm.; (c1:15 840), (c1"=1 320 ft.).  
business directory; directory of owners and occupants.  
Grametbaur, #1923. Reprint from 1869 Beers atlas of Morris County, plate 10.  
RRMC; pres. 4.

Howell, George W..  
Map of Morristown, Morris County, N.J.  
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1895, shows 1895.  
1 map; 28x22 cm.; scale not given.  
Some markings in ink and crayon.  
RRMC; pres. 2.

Planning Board of the Town of Morristown.  
Official zoning map, Town of Morristown, Morris County, New Jersey.  
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1954, shows 1954.  
1 map; col.; 56x71 cm.; (c1:6 400), (c1"=550 ft.).  
RRMC; pres. 3.

Harvey, Merrill.  
Historic buildings and sites in Morristown, (Morris County), N.J., showing its historic district.  
1 map; col.; 47x69 cm.; (c1:7 150), (c1"=300 ft.).  
illustrations; text.  
Insets: Speedwell Village; Jockey Hollow.  
RRMC; pres. 4.

Mount Arlington

Culver, W.C..  
Map of Mount Arlington on Lake Hopatcong, Morris Co., N.J.  
Jersey City, NJ; (s.n.); 1885, shows 1885.  
1 map; 53x81 cm.; (1:1 200), 1"=100 ft.  
Piece missing.  
RRMC; pres. 1.

Culver, W.C..  
Map of Mount Arlington on Lake Hopatcong, Morris Co., N.J.  
New York, NY; (s.n.); 1886, shows 1886.  
1 map; 61x82 cm.; (1:24 000), 1"=200 ft.  
Mounted on linen.  
RRMC; pres. 2.
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Mountain Lakes

3813/M70/227/1954AA

Borough of Mountain Lakes, Morris County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1954, shows 1954.
1 map; 50x42 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Mountain Lakes League of Women Voters.

3813/M70/227/1967AA

Borough of Mountain Lakes, Morris County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1967, shows 1967.
1 map; 51x44 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Parsippany-Troy Hills Township

3813/M70/229/1956AA

Parsippany-Troy Hills Twp., Morris County, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1956, shows 1956.
1 map; 21x44 cm.; {c1:43 000}, {c1"=3 500 ft.}. Marked in pencil "1956 Know Your Town."
RRMC; pres. 4.

Parsippany-Troy Hills Township

3813/M70/229/1965AA

Ahlers, Henry J..

Parsippany-Troy Hills Twp., Morris County, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1965, shows 1965.
1 map; 21x44 cm.; {c1:43 000}, {c1"=3 500 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Parsippany-Troy Hills Township

3813/M70/229/1973AA

Biondo, D.P..

Parsippany-Troy Hills Twp., Morris County, N.J.
1 map; 40x91 cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1"=2 000 ft.}. Street directory.
Insets: Mount Tabor.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Pequannock Township

3813/M70/231/1968AA

Zwart, A.J. Jr..

Township of Pequannock, Morris County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1968, shows 1968.
1 map; 46x28 cm.; {c1:16 000}, {c1"=1 300 ft.}
RRMC; pres. 4.

Randolph Township

3813/M70/232/0000AA

{Map of Randolph Township, Morris County, N.J., showing proposed streets at Ironia.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1880}, shows 1870-1880.
1 map; 42x48 cm.; scale not given.
c5 is negative photocopy. Incorrectly marked in pencil "Chester."
RRMC; pres. 3.
Rockaway Township

3813/M70/235/1855AA

Hibernia mine tract with profile and section showing workings, Sept. 1855 (now Rockaway Township, Morris County, N.J.).
New York, NY; F. Heppenheimer and Co.; 1855, shows 1855.
1 map; 47x75 cm.; 1:3 000, {c1"=250 ft.}.
Tissue encapsulated in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/235/1970AA

Christy, Harold J., Township of Rockaway, Morris County, New Jersey. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; 56x87 cm.; (c1:28 000), {c1"=2 100 ft.}.
street directory.
Removed from "Know Your Town," League of Women Voters of Rockaway Township.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Roxbury Township

3813/M70/236/1975AA

Lyman, Melville H., Jr., Street map, Township of Roxbury, Morris County, N.J. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1975, shows 1975.
1 map; 46x43 cm.; (c1:25 000), {c1"=2 000 ft.}.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Washington Township

3813/M70/238/0000AA

Washington {Township with part of adjacent Mount Olive Township}, Morris Co., N.J. (s.l.); (s.n.); (1868 or 1876?), shows 1860-1880.
1 map; 56x77 cm.; (1:42 240), 1"=2/3 mi.
Business directory.
Blueprint photocopy from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/M70/238/0000AB

Chambers, T.F., Map of Washington Township {and part of adjacent Mount Olive Township}, Morris County, N.J. (s.l.); (s.n.); (1880?), shows 1890.
1 map; 44x56 cm.; scale not given.
Marked in ink "Reproduced from fold out map in 'Early Germans of N.J.'-Chambers, printed 1890." Blueprint photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

OCEAN COUNTY

3813/N20/030/1872AA

Topographical map of Ocean Co., New Jersey. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1872, shows 1872.
1 map; col.; 59.41 cm.; (1:126 000), 1"=2 mi.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/N20/030/1938AA

Ocean County Board of Chosen Freeholders. Road, municipal and navigation map of Ocean County, New Jersey. (s.l.); (s.n.); 1938, shows 1938.
1 map; col.; 87x57 cm.; (c1:105 000), {c1"=1.7 mi.}.
Illustrations.
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 2.
Lamping, Jack.
Master sites map, Ocean County, New Jersey (showing sites for development).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1959}, shows 1959.
1 map on 8 sheets; col.; 28x71 cm.; {c1:31 000}, {c1"=2 600 ft.}.
text; aerial photographs.
Bound together as book. Does not include northeast coastal area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Lamping, Jack.
Master sites map, Ocean County, New Jersey (showing sites for development).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1959}, shows 1959.
1 map on 8 sheets; col.; 28x71 cm.; {c1:31 000}, {c1"=2 600 ft.}.
text; aerial photographs.
Bound together as book. Does not include northeast coastal area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Base map, Ocean County, New Jersey.
{Trenton, NJ?}, New Jersey. State Highway Department. Division of Planning; 1967,
shows 1940-1967.
1 map on 9 sheets; 107x49 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"= 1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of
1940. Inset supplemental sheet missing.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Ocean County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
1 map: both sides; 87x112 cm.; {c1:48 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Hagstrom map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
1 map: both sides; col.; 87x112 cm.; {c1:48 000}, {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
street directory.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Shinn, Harry C.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; 65x40 cm.; {c1:125 000}, {c1"=2 mi.}.
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Shinn, Harry Clinton.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1941, shows 1941.
1 map; 97x59 cm.; {c1:85 000}, {c1"=1.3 mi.}.
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Remington, John C., Jr.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1950, shows 1950.
1 map; 97x59 cm.; {c1:85 000}, {c1"=1.3 mi.}.
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/N20/081/1951AA
Remington, John C., Jr.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; 97x59 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1.3 mi.).
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/081/1953AA
Wagner, Lawrence F.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1953, shows 1953.
1 map; 97x59 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1.3 mi.).
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
Pencil markings.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/N20/081/1954AA
Wagner, Lawrence F.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1954, shows 1954.
1 map; 97x59 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1.3 mi.).
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/N20/081/1955AA
Wagner, Lawrence F.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1955, shows 1955.
1 map; 65x40 cm.; (c1:125 000), (c1"=2 mi.).
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/N20/081/1957AA
Wagner, Lawrence F.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1957, shows 1957.
1 map; 65x40 cm.; (c1:125 000), (c1"=2 mi.).
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/N20/081/1965AA
Wagner, Lawrence F.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1965, shows 1965.
1 map; 97x59 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1.3 mi.).
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/N20/081/1973AA
Ocean County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
1 map; 97x59 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1.3 mi.).
Insets: 20 insets of major settlements.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/N20/081/1976AA

Ocean County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
1 map: both sides; 87x112 cm.; (c1:48 000), {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
street directory; directory of retirement communities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/N20/081/1977AA

Ocean County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Ocean County, New Jersey.
1 map: both sides; 87x112 cm.; (c1:48 000), {c1"=4 000 ft.}.
street directory; directory of retirement communities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/N20/114/0000AA

Point Pleasant Land Co.
Plan of Point Pleasant City (now Point Pleasant Borough and Point Pleasant Beach), Ocean County, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1890}, shows 1870-1890.
1 map; col.; 86x66 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations.
c1 mounted on linen. c2 mounted on cardboard and linen. c3, c4 positive blueprint photocopies.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/114/1858AA

Osborn, Ezra A.
Map of sea side retreat... near the Atlantic Ocean at... Point Pleasant,(now Bay Head, Point Pleasant Beach and Point Pleasant Borough), Ocean County, N.J.
New York, NY; Benjamin F. Corlies; 1858, shows 1858.
2 maps on 1 sheet; 73x57 cm.; scale varies.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/114/1947AA

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of north eastern Ocean County and a portion of Monmouth County, New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1947, shows 1947.
1 map; col.; 48x64 cm.; (c1:31 500), {c1"= 1/2 mi.}.
illustrations; text; business directory; bus lines.
Insets: Toms River area.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/120/1878AA

Woolman, H.C.
(Maps showing property holdings in Cedar Creek and Good Luck, now Lacey Township and Bayville, now Berkeley Township, Ocean County, N.J.).
(Philadelphia, PA); (Woolman and Rose); {1878}, shows 1878.
2 maps on 1 sheet; 36x29 cm.; scale varies.
Removed from Woolman and Rose's Atlas of the New Jersey Coast, 1878, plate 293.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/N20/124/1879AA

Map of St. Elmo on Sea, Squan Beach (now Lavallette and adjacent Ocean Beach area of Dover Township, Ocean County, N.J.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1879, shows 1879.
1 map; 61x34 cm.; {1:2 400}, 1"=200 ft.
illustrations.
Insets: Southern New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 2.
Island Beach State Park, (Ocean County, New Jersey).  
(Trenton, NJ?); New Jersey, Department of Conservation and Economic Development;  
(1964?), shows 1964.  
1 map; 22x82 cm.; scale not given.  
illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Island Beach State Park, (Ocean County, New Jersey).  
(Trenton, NJ?); New Jersey, Department of Conservation and Economic Development;  
1 map; col.; 22x71 cm.; scale not given.  
illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Barnegat Lighthouse State Park, (Ocean County, New Jersey).  
(Trenton, NJ?); New Jersey, Department of Conservation and Economic Development;   
1 map; col.; 22x61 cm.; (c1:1 900), (c1"=150 ft.).  
illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Map of Ocean County, N.J., showing greater Toms River area (Dover Township) and  
adjacent municipalities.).  
(s.l.); Hansen and Young Enterprises, Inc.; 1978, shows 1978.  
1 map; col.; 59x90 cm.; (c1:38 000), (c1"= 2/3 mi.).  
illustrations; text; advertisements.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Map showing contents between Keith's and Lawrence's line as run ex parte recently by   
East Jersey Proprietors (at southern part of Long Beach Island and Little Egg Harbor  
Bay, Ocean County, N.J.).  
(s.l.); (s.n.); (after 1887), shows 1887-1899.  
1 map; 24x15 cm.; (1:79 200), (1"=6 600 ft.).  
Removed from unidentified book. Marked in pencil "1888."
RRMC; pres. 2.

Map showing contents between Keith's and Lawrence's line as run ex parte recently by   
East Jersey Proprietors (at southern part of Long Beach Island and Little Egg Harbor  
Bay, Ocean County, N.J.).  
(s.l.); (s.n.); (after 1887), shows 1888-1899.  
1 map; 24x15 cm.; (1:46 520), (1"=3 960 ft.).  
table of acreage.  
Removed from unidentified book. Marked in pencil "1887."
RRMC; pres. 2.

Woolman, H.C..  
West Creek (now Eagleswood and Little Egg Harbor Townships, Ocean County, New  
Jersey).  
(Philadelphia, PA); (Woolman and Rose); (1878), shows 1878.  
1 map; col.; 36x29 cm.; (1:4 800), (1"=400 ft.  
Removed from Woolman and Rose's Atlas of the New Jersey Coast, 1878, plate 303.   
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/N20/134/1940AA

Nash, Charles Edgar.
Map of the romantic island of Long Beach, {Ocean County}, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1940, shows 1940.
1 map; 58x84 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text; table of shipwrecks.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Bay Head

3813/N20/203/0000AA

Bay Head, Ocean Co., N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1880 and 1900), shows 1880-1900.
1 map; col.; 31x48 cm.; (1:2 400), 1"=200 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/203/1882AA

Lehbach, Herman.
Map of Bay Head Junction at Point Pleasant, {now Bay Head}, Ocean County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Henry Seibert and Bro.; 1882, shows 1882.
1 map; col.; 72x53 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Southern New Jersey.
c1 mounted on cardboard and linen. c2 various markings in pencil.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/203/1883AA

Whittaker, J.H..
Map of Bay Head, Ocean County, N.J.
Philadelphia, PA; F. Bourquin; 1883, shows 1883.
1 map; 93x64 cm.; (1:2 400), 1"=200 ft.
c1, c3 mounted on cardboard and linen. c2 tissue encapsulated in 4 parts. c3 in color. c4, c5 positive photocopies. c6 negative reverse photocopy. c3, c4, c6 measure 45x28 cm.; scale statement has been removed.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Berkeley Township

3813/N20/206/0000AA

Dennis, Anthony.
(Reproduction of manuscript map surveyed for David Knott in 1763, showing land bounded by Barnegat Bay and Cedar Creek, now Berkeley Township, Ocean County, N.J.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1762-1764.
1 map; 51x61 cm.; (1:7 920), (1"=660 ft.).
table of acreage.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Brick Township

3813/N20/207/0000AA

A road map of Brick Township, Ocean County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 57x73 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text; advertisements; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/207/1967AA

Township of Brick, Ocean County, New Jersey.
1 map; both sides; 37x57 cm.; scale not given.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 1.
Dover Township

3813/N20/208/0000AA

(Map of Ortley Beach area of Dover Township, Ocean County, N.J., showing building lots for sale.).
Philadelphia, PA; F. Bourquin; (between 1870 and 1890?), shows 1870-1890?.
1 map; col.; 55x61 cm.; (1:2 400), 1"=200 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/208/0000AB

Sherman and Sleeper.
Ortley Beach north tract {now Dover Township}, Ocean County, New Jersey.
Camden, NJ; (s.n.); (between 1900 and 1920?), shows 1900-1920.
1 map; col.; 54x77 cm.; (c1:1 650), (c1"=135 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/N20/208/1869AA

Trusdell and Crane.
Map of property of the Building and Improvement Association of Hudson County, located at Toms River {now Dover Township}, Ocean County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1869, shows 1869.
1 map; 81x105 cm.; (1:1 200), 1"=100 ft.
Tissue encapsulated in 4 parts.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/N20/208/1878AA

Irons, A.P.
Toms River {now Dover Township and adjacent South Toms River Borough, Ocean County, New Jersey}.
Philadelphia, PA; (Woolman and Rose); (1878), shows 1878.
1 map; col.; 56x36 cm.; (1:6 000), 1"=500 ft.
Removed from Woolman and Rose’s Atlas of the New Jersey Shore, 1878, plates 280 and 281.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Jackson Township

3813/N20/212/0000AA

Jackson Chamber of Commerce.
A road map of Jackson Township, Ocean County, New Jersey.
Forked River, NJ; Photolith Advertising Co.; (between 1965 and 1975), shows 1965-1975.
1 map; col.; 57x73 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; advertisements; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/N20/212/1957AA

Austin, M. Paul.
Road map, Township of Jackson, County of Ocean, State of New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1957, shows 1957.
1 map; 43x36 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1/3 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/N20/212/1961AA

Fellows and Read.
Map of Brookwood, Jackson Township, Ocean County, New Jersey.
Toms River, NJ; (s.n.); 1961, shows 1961.
1 map; 28x44 cm.; (1:3 600), 1"=300 ft.
text.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/N20/212/1962AA

Jackson Township Planning Board.
Map of Brookwood, Section 3A, Jackson Township, Ocean County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; 22x32 cm.; (1:1 200), 1"=100 ft.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/N20/212/1962AB

Fellows and Read.
Final Map of Brookwood, Section 4A, Jackson Township, Ocean County, New Jersey.
Toms River, NJ; (s.n.); 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; 28x38 cm.; (1:1 200), 1"=100 ft.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/N20/213/1878AA

Woolman, H.C.
Forked River (now Lacey Township, Ocean County, New Jersey).
Philadelphia, PA; (Woolman and Rose); (1878), shows 1878.
1 map; col.; 36x29 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
Removed from Woolman and Rose's Atlas of the New Jersey Coast, 1878, plate 295.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/213/1976AA

Ocean County Heritage Commission.
Reproduction of "A true map of the several tracts of land belonging to the Ferrago forge situate in the Township of Dover in the county of Monmouth and State of New Jersey," now probably Lacey and Berkeley Townships, Ocean County, N.J."
Toms River, NJ; (Micromedia Corporation); (1976), shows 1794-1810.
1 map; 48x68 cm.; scale undetermined.
text.
Explanatory text by Elizabeth M. Morgan attached.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/N20/215/0000AA

Lakewood Township

A road map of Lakewood (Township, Ocean County), New Jersey.
Forked River, NJ; Photolith Advertising Co.; (between 1960 and 1970?), shows 1960-1970?
1 map; col.; 73x57 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; advertisements; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/215/1878AA

Woolman, H.C.
Bricksburg (now Lakewood Township, Ocean County, New Jersey).
(Philadelphia, PA); (Woolman and Rose); (1878), shows 1878.
1 map; col.; 36x29 cm.; (1:6 000), 1"=500 ft.
Removed from Woolman and Rose's Atlas of the New Jersey Coast, 1878, plate 249.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/215/1942AA

Bedell, John Edward.
A pictorial guide to the Township of Lakewood, (Ocean County, New Jersey).
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1942, shows 1942.
1 map; 31x54 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/N20/215/1951AA
Remington, J.C., Jr.
Lakewood Township, Ocean County, New Jersey, zoning map.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; 87x67 cm.; (c1:15 000), (c1"=1 200 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/215/1958AA
Larrabee, Bruce M.
Lakewood Township, Ocean County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1958, shows 1958.
1 map; 56x44 cm.; (c1:25 500), (c1"=2 100 ft.).
Street directory. Piece missing.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Lavallette

3813/N20/216/0000AA
Irons, A.P.
Lavallette City by the sea, Squan Beach (now Lavallette Borough), Ocean Co., N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (before 1878), shows 1868-1878.
1 map; col.; 43x51 cm.; (c1:4 800), (c1"=400 ft.).
Appeared as loose map in Woolman and Rose's Atlas of the New Jersey Coast, 1878.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Mantoloking

3813/N20/220/0000AA
Map of the Borough of Mantoloking, Ocean County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1890 and 1910?), shows 1890-1910?.
1 map; 70x111 cm.; (1:2 200), (1"=100 ft.).
Sheet 1 (south end) missing.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/N20/220/1882AA
Bacot, R.C.
Map of Mantoloking on the Atlantic Ocean and Barnegat Bay ... Ocean County, N.J.
1 map; 64x50 cm.; (c1:1 200), (c1"=100 ft.).
Insets: Railroad connections. Mounted on cardboard and linen.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Ocean Township

3813/N20/222/1877AA
Woolman, H.C.
Waretown (now Ocean Township, Ocean County, New Jersey).
(Philadelphia, PA); (Woolman and Rose); 1877, shows 1877.
1 map; col.; 36x29 cm.; (1:4 800), (1"=400 ft.).
Removed from Woolman and Rose's Atlas of the New Jersey Shore, 1878, plate 297.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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Point Pleasant Borough

3813/N20/226/1962AA

(Map of Point Pleasant Borough, Ocean County, N.J., with historical text.).
Asbury Park, N.J.; Asbury Park Press; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; 36x18 cm.; (c1:35 000), (c1"=1/2 m.).
text.
Reprint from "Know the Shore" series, appeared in Asbury Park Press, April 9, 1962.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Seaside Park

3813/N20/228/0000AA

Plan of Sea Side Park, Island Beach, Ocean Co., N.J.
Philadelphia, PA; Thomas Hunter; (between 1850 and 1870?), shows 1850-1870?.
1 map; 31x77 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Southern New Jersey.
Marked in pencil "c.1860." Fire damage along creases. Laminated on gauze.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/N20/228/1908AA

Haines and Sherman.
Sea Side Park, Ocean County, N.J.
Camden, N.J.; (s.n.); 1908, shows 1908.
1 map; 31x77 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Southern New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Stafford Township

3813/N20/231/1878AA

Woolman, H.C.
Manahawkin (now Stafford Township, Ocean County, New Jersey).
(Philadelphia, PA); (Woolman and Rose); (1878), shows 1878.
1 map; col.; 36x29 cm.; (1:4 800), 1"=400 ft.
Removed from Woolman and Rose's Atlas of the New Jersey Shore, 1878, plate 301.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/N20/231/1961AA

(Map of Stafford Township, Ocean County, N.J., with historical text.).
1 map; 28x22 cm.; (c1:111 000), (c1"=1 2/3 m.).
text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

PASSAIC COUNTY

3813/P30/081/0000AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Passaic County, New Jersey, including sections of
Bergen, Morris and Essex County.
1 map; col.; 110x86 cm.; (c1:44 000), (c1"=3 300 ft.).
Street directory.
Insets: Main through routes; New Jersey.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/P30/081/0000AB
Passaic County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Passaic County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Co., Inc.; (1952 or 1953), shows 1952-1953.
1 map; col.; 88x70 cm.; (c1:52 000), (c1"=4 200 ft.).
Illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes; Paterson-Clifton-Passaic.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/P30/081/0000AC
Passaic County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Passaic County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Co., Inc.; (1956 or 1957), shows 1956-1957.
1 map; col.; 88x70 cm.; (c1:52 000), (c1"=4 200 ft.).
Illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes; Paterson-Clifton-Passaic.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/P30/081/1936AA
Hewitt, George.
Map of Passaic County, N.J., showing highway system.
(s.l.); (s.n.): 1936, shows 1936.
1 map; 74x44 cm.; (1:31 680), 1"=1/2 mi.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/P30/081/1950AA
Hagstrom's street and road map of Passaic County, New Jersey, including sections of Bergen, Morris and Essex County.
1 map; col.; 90x71 cm.; (c1:50 000), (c1"=4 000 ft.).
Street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes; Paterson-Clifton-Passaic.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/P30/081/1964AA
General highway map, Passaic County, New Jersey.
(Trenton, NJ); New Jersey, State Highway Department Division of Planning; 1964, shows 1964.
1 map on 7 sheets; 49x107 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"= 1/2 mi.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/P30/081/1975AA
Passaic County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Passaic County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 88x70 cm.; (c1:52 000), (c1"=4 200 ft.).
Illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes; Paterson-Clifton-Passaic.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/P30/081/1977AA
Passaic County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Street and road map of Passaic County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 88x70 cm.; (c1:52 000), (c1"=4 200 ft.).
Illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Main automobile routes; Paterson-Clifton-Passaic.
RRMC; pres. 4.
Lathrop, J.M.
   Map of Totowa and the Boght before the founding of Paterson in 1791 (now Paterson, Haledon and Totowa Borough, Passaic County, N.J.).
   1 map; 31x39 cm.; {c1:18 000}, {c1^=1 500 ft.}.
   RRMC; pres. 3.

Hagstrom's map of Paterson, Clifton, Passaic, Passaic County, N.J. (and adjacent municipalities).
   1 map; col.; 87x56 cm.; {c1:20 000}, {c1^=1 500 ft.}, street directory.
   Attached to back cover.
   RRMC; pres. 4.

Price and Lee Co.
   New map of the City of Paterson, Haledon and Borough of Prospect Park (Passaic County, New Jersey).
   New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1919, shows 1919.
   1 map; 64x74 cm.; {c1:12 000}, {c1^=1 000 ft.}, street directory.
   RRMC; pres. 2.

Opdyke, Ray S.
   Map of eastern Passaic County and vicinity, New Jersey.
   Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; 1943, shows 1943.
   1 map; col.; 64x48 cm.; {c1:32 000}, {c1^=1/2 mi.}, illustrations; text; business directory; street directory; bus lines.
   RRMC; pres. 2.

Part of Acquackanonk Twp. (now Clifton), Passaic Co., N.J.
   (s.l.); (s.n.); 1901, shows 1901.
   1 map; 57x83 cm.; {c1:3 600}, {c1^=300 ft.}, Removed from unidentified atlas; plate 17. Mounted on linen. Separating from mounting. Pieces missing.
   RRMC; pres. 1.

Wise and Watson.
   Map of property of Lake View Heights Association, Lake View, Acquackanonk Twp. (now Clifton), Passaic County, N.J.
   New York, NY; E.G. Soltman; 1908, shows 1905.
   1 map; col.; 73x113 cm.; {c1:1 200}, {c1^=100 ft.}, Markings in ink.
   RRMC; pres. 3.

Revised zoning map, City of Clifton, New Jersey.
   (s.l.); (s.n.); 1949, shows 1949.
   1 map; 45x58 cm.; {c1:22 000}, {c1^=1 800 ft.}.
   RRMC; pres. 3.
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Passaic City

3813/P30/207/0000AA

Wise and Watson.
Map of the City of Passaic, N.J.
New York, N.Y.; Robert A. Welcke; {between 1885 and 1905?}, shows 1885-1905.
1 map; col.; 77x115 cm.; {c1:4 300}, {c1"=350 ft.}.
c4, c5 black-and-white. c5 has extensive markings.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/P30/207/0000AB

Wise and Watson.
Map of Passaic {City, Passaic County}, New Jersey {for Charles Rowland, real estate}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1885 and 1905?}, shows 1885-1905.
1 map; 44x56 cm.; {1:9 600}, 1"=800 ft.
text.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/P30/207/0000AC

Wise and Watson.
Map of Passaic {City, Passaic County}, New Jersey {for Rowland and Shafto, Inc., real estate}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1885 and 1905?}, shows 1885-1900.
1 map; 44x56 cm.; {1:9 600}, 1"=800 ft.
text.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/P30/207/1854AA

Batchelder, George F..
Map of Passaic, N.J., in the Township of Acquackanok {now Passaic City and adjacent Bergen County}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1854, shows 1854.
1 map; 28x40 cm.; scale undetermined.
Positive photocopy of original from office of the Passaic Herald News.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/P30/207/1900AA

Bolton, Edward D..
Property of the Park Heigts {sic} Land and Water Co., Passaic {City}, N.J.
New York, N.Y.; {s.n.}; 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; 44x47 cm.; {c1:1 950}, {c1"=160 ft.}.
Tissue encapsulation.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/P30/207/1908AA

Wise, Russell S..
Map of the City of Passaic, N.J., showing property...for sale by Frank Hughes (incorporated) {including parts of adjacent Clifton and Bergen County}.
New York, N.Y.; Von Hardenberg Co.; 1908, shows 1908.
1 map; col.; 62x102 cm.; {c1:9 000}, {c1"=750 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/P30/207/1976AA

Passaic Area Chamber of Commerce.
City of Passaic, N.J.
1 map; 44x57 cm.; scale not given.
text; advertisements; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.
3813/P30/208/1875AA

Fonda, A.A.

{Map of Paterson, Passaic County, New Jersey.}

{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1875, shows 1875.

1 map; col.; 41x47 cm.; scale not given.

Insets: Totowa.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/P30/208/1954AA

Hammond, D. Stanton.

Land title-history map of the Eastside Park, Paterson, N.J.

{s.l.}; Passaic County Historical Society; 1954, shows 1700-1899.

1 map; 42x34 cm.; scale not given.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/P30/208/1964AA

Hammond, D. Stanton.

A map of living history from 1791 to 1964, Paterson, Passaic County, N.J.

{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1964, shows 1684-1964.

1 map; 22x28 cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1"=2 000 ft.}.

RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/P30/208/1969AA

Hammond, D. Stanton.


{s.l.}; Passaic County Heritage Commission; 1969, shows 1850.

1 map; 32x49 cm.; {c1:11 600}, {c1"=133 ft.}.

RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/P30/211/1864AA

Geological Survey of New Jersey.

Map of the Ringwood iron mines, Passaic County, {New Jersey}.

New York, NY; J. Bien; 1864. shows 1864.

1 map; col.; 42x36 cm.; {c1:8 000}, 1"=660 ft.

c2 negative photocopy.

RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/P30/211/1962AA

Eckhart, F.A.

Ringwood Manor State Park, {Ringwood, Passaic County, New Jersey}.


1 map; 22x41 cm.; scale not given.

illustrations; text; table of facilities.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/P30/211/1965AA

Shepard Lake, Ringwood State Park, {Ringwood, Passaic County, New Jersey}.


1 map; col.; 43x51 cm.; {c1:8 400}, {c1"=700 ft.}.

illustrations; text; table of facilities.

Insets: Ringwood Manor area; Ringwood State Park area.

RRMC; pres. 3.
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Wayne Township

3813/P30/214/1960AA

Wayne Township Engineering Department.
Wayne Township, Passaic County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1960, shows 1960.
1 map; 87x56 cm.; (c1:19 500), (c1"=1 600 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/P30/214/1864AA

Cipolletti, George.
A Plan of the area of Wayne {Township, Passaic County, N.J.}, showing the 1780
campments of the Continental Army.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1964, shows 1780.
1 map; 56x45 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/P30/214/1966AA

New Jersey Historical Conference.
Route map, tour of Wayne Twp. {Passaic County, N.J.} historic houses.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1966, shows 1966.
1 map; col.; 22x28 cm.; (c1:125 000), c1"=2 mi.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/P30/214/1975AA

Wayne Township, Passaic County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1975, shows 1975.
1 map; 43x55 cm.; (c1:34 000), (c1"=2 800 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

West Milford Township

3813/P30/215/1949AA

West Milford Township Committee.
Township of West Milford, Passaic County, New Jersey.
Pompton Lakes, NJ; Campbell and Rude; 1948, shows 1948.
1 map; col.; 32x45 cm.; (c1:60 000), (c1"=1 mi.).
text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

SALEM COUNTY

3813/S20/030/1951AA

Salem County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Salem County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Co., Inc.; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; col.; 80x86 cm.; (c1:63 360), (c1"=1 mi.).
illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: Salem; Elmer; Penns Grove; Woodstown.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S20/030/1974AA

Salem County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Salem County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 60x86 cm.; (c1:63 360), (c1"=1 mi.).
illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: Salem; Elmer; Penns Grove; Woodstown; Pennsville.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/S20/031/1967AA


1 map; 49x107 cm.; 1:31,680. (1"=1/2 mi.).

Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.

Insets: 3 insets of major road junctions.

State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of 1940.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S20/071/1980AA


Important farmlands, Salem County, New Jersey. (Washington, DC); (U.S. Government Printing Office); 1980, shows 1980.

1 map; col.; 102x122 cm.; 1:50,000. (1"=0.8 mi.).


Table of acreage.

Insets: New Jersey.

With accompanying text. Base map not cited; soil survey not cited.

RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S20/081/1935AA

Summerill, W.W.

Road map, County of Salem, New Jersey. Salem, NJ; (s.n.); 1935, shows 1935.

1 map; 84x92 cm.; (1:63,360), 1"=1 mi.

Street directory.

Insets: Elmer; Woodstown; Salem; Penns Grove.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S20/081/1937AA

Summerill, W.W.

Road map, County of Salem, New Jersey. Salem, NJ; (s.n.); 1937, shows 1937.

1 map; 84x92 cm.; (1:63,360), 1"=1 mi.

Street directory.

Insets: Elmer; Woodstown; Salem; Penns Grove.

c2, c3 measure 41x44 cm.

RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S20/204/1787AA

Simcoe, Lt. Col.

Surprise (sic) of rebels at Hancocks House (now Lower Alloways Creek Township, Salem County, N.J.). (Exeter, Eng.?); Endicott; (1787?), shows 1778.

1 map; 18x20 cm.; scale not given.

Text.

From Sharpe Collection. "Proof impression... from a sketch by Lt. Col. Simcoe taken on the spot (Exeter, 1787)."

RRMC; pres. 2.

Pennsville Township

3813/S20/208/1958AA


1 map; 22x42 cm.; (1:5,750), (1"=480 ft.).

Illustrations; text; table of facilities.

Insets: Pennsville area.


RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/S20/208/1962AA

1 map; 22x31 cm.; (c1:5 750), (c1"=480 ft.).
Illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Pittsgrove Township

3813/S20/210/1962AA

1 map; 22x41 cm.; (c1:24 000), (c1"=2 000 ft.).
Illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Quinton Township

3813/S20/211/1787AA

Simcoe, Lt..
Affair at Quintin's Bridge {now Quinton Township, Salem County, New Jersey}. (Exeter, Eng.); Endicott; {1787?}, shows 1778.
1 map; 17x20 cm.; (c1:12 250), (c1"= 3/16 mi.).
From Sharpe Collection. See MP/3813/S20/204/1787AA.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Salem City

3813/S20/212/1875AA

Bacot, R.C..
Map of Salem and Fenwick Creeks {in Salem City}, Salem Co., N.J., showing the exterior wharf lines.
New York, NY; Miller's Lith.; 1875, shows 1875.
1 map; 48x71 cm.; (1:1 2 400), 1"=200 ft.
Tissue encapsulated in 2 parts. Pieces missing.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Upper Penns Neck Township

3813/S20/213/1967AA

Map of Upper Penns Neck Township {including parts of adjacent Penns Grove and Lower Penns Neck}, Salem County, New Jersey. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1967, shows 1967.
"Issued in commemoration of the 250th anniversary of Upper Penns Neck Township."
RRMC; pres. 5.

SOMERSET COUNTY

3813/S60/000/1850AA

Van Derveer, Lloyd.
Map of Somerset County, New Jersey, entirely from original surveys.
Camden, NJ; Otley, Van Derveer and Kelly; 1850, shows 1850.
1 map; 22x17 cm.; scale undetermined.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Somerville.
Photographic reduction. Most detail illegible.
RRMC; pres. 4.
3813/S60/020/0000AA

Somerset County Historical Society.

Historical site markers (and) Middlebrook Encampment, 1778-1779 (Somerset County, N.J.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1978?}, shows 1600-1900.
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; 28x22 cm.; scale varies.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/020/1938AA

Marder, Richard C.

Somerset County: a map depicting various stages in its growth. Somerville, N.J.; C.P. Hoagland Company; 1938, shows 1685-1882.
1 map; col.; 56x44 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/020/1938AB

Cortelyou, Robert Simon.

Historical map of Somerset County. Somerville, N.J.; 1938, shows 1750-1850.
1 map; 49x36 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; table of county library stations.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/S60/020/1951AA

Angelakos, Peter J.

Middlebrook encampment, 1778-1779 (Somerset County, New Jersey).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1951}, shows 1778-1779.
1 map; 31x41 cm.; {c1: 80 000}. {c1"=1 1/4 mi.}.
c1 positive photocopy. c2 negative photocopy; slightly larger.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/020/1964AA

Somerset County Tercentenary Committee.

Historical map of Somerset County (N.J.).
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1964}, shows 1600-1960.
1 map; col.; 45x57 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/030/1932AA

County of Somerset Board of Chosen Freeholders.

Map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1932, shows 1932.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
Illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey; Somerset County picture map.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/S60/030/1940AA

County of Somerset Board of Chosen Freeholders.

Map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company, Inc.; 1940, shows 1940.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; {1:63 360}, 1"=1 mi.
Illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey; Somerset County picture map.
RRMC; pres. 1.
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3813/S60/030/1955AA

County of Somerset Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
Illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey; Somerset County picture map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/030/1958AA

County of Somerset Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
Illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: New Jersey; Somerset County picture map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/030/1961AA

County of Somerset Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 71x56 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Main through routes.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/030/1969AA

County of Somerset Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
Boston, MA; (s.n.); 1969, shows 1969.
1 map; col.; 115x90 cm.; (1:44 500), (1"=2/3 mi.).
Illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/030/1974AA

County of Somerset Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
Boston, MA; (s.n.); 1974, shows 1974.
1 map; col.; 115x90 cm.; (1:44 500), (1"=2/3 mi.).
Illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/062/1969AA

Somerset County Planning Board.
Somerset County, (N.J.), existing land use.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1969, shows 1968.
1 map; col.; 57x45 cm.; (1:84 000), (1"=1.3 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/062/1970AA

Somerset County Planning Board.
Somerset County, (N.J.), master plan of land use.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; col.; 58x37 cm.; (1:99 000), (1"=1 1/2 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/S60/081/0000AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 110x87 cm.; (c1:41 000), (c1"=3 500 ft.).
Insets: Somerville-Raritan; Manville; New Brunswick area; Bound Brook; New York-New Jersey.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/S60/081/0000AB

Hagstrom's street and road map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 110x87 cm.; (c1:41 000), (c1"=3 500 ft.).
Insets: Main automobile routes through Somerset County.
Marked in pencil "1951."
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/081/1945AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 110x87 cm.; (c1:41 000), (c1"=3 500 ft.).
Insets: Main automobile routes through Somerset County.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/081/1962AA

General highway map, Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map on 6 sheets; 107x49 cm.; (c1:31 680), (c1"= 1/2 mi.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 12 insets of major road junctions.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/081/1979AA

Map of Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map: both sides; 72x107 cm.; (1:31 680), 1"= 1/2 mi.
text; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Regions-North

3813/S60/110/0000AA

Van Derveer, Lloyd.
{Map of northern Somerset County, N.J., showing old Bedminster and Bernards Townships, now Bedminster and Bernards Townships and Bernardsville, Far Hills and Peapack-Gladstone Boroughs.}.
{s.1.}; {s.n.}; {1968?}, shows 1850.
1 map; col.; 29x40 cm.; scale not given.
Reproduction.
RRMC; pres. 6.

3813/S60/114/0000AA

{Map of northeastern Somerset County, N.J., showing old Bernard Township, now Bernards Township and Bernardsville and Far Hills Boroughs.}.
{s.1.}; {Beers, Comstock and Cline}; {1968?}, shows 1873.
1 map; col.; 40x29 cm.; scale undetermined.
Reproduction.
RRMC; pres. 6.
3813/S60/114/1850AA

(Van Derveer, Lloyd).
(Map of northeastern Somerset County, N.J., showing old Bernards Township, now Bernards Township and Bernardsville and Far Hills Boroughs, and parts of adjacent Bridgewater and Warren Townships.).
(Camden, N.J.); (Otley, Van Derveer and Kelly); (1850), shows 1850.
1 map; 37x26 cm.; scale not given.
Negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/114/1900AA

Schumacher, Antony.
(Map of northeastern Somerset County, N.J., showing Bernards Township, Bernardsville, Far Hills and Peapack-Gladstone Boroughs and adjacent areas.).
(Bernardsville, N.J.); (s.n.); 1900, shows 1900.
1 map; col.; 62x48 cm.; (c1: 31 680), (c1" = 1/2 mi.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/S60/114/1931AA

Committee on Borough for Basking Ridge.
Bernards Township, (now Bernards Township, Bernardsville, Far Hills and Peapack-Gladstone Boroughs), Somerset Co., N.J.
(Bernardsville, N.J.); News Printery; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; 44x28 cm.; (c1: 49 000), (c1" = 3/4 mi.).
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/115/0000AA

Beers, Comstock and Cline.
(Map of northwestern Somerset County, N.J., showing Bedminster Township and Peapack-Gladstone Boroughs). (s.l.); (s.n.); (1968?), shows 1873.
1 map; col.; 40x29 cm.; scale undetermined.
RRMC; pres. 6.

Regions-Central

3813/S60/120/0000AA

Somerville Area Chamber of Commerce.
Map of Somerville and Raritan {and} Somerville-Raritan area, {Somerset County, N.J.}.
(Maplewood, N.J.); C.S. Hammond and Company; (1967-?), shows 1960-1970?.
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; col.; 52x73 cm.; scale varies.
text; street directory; business directory; advertisements.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/120/0000AB

Loomis, G.L.
Map of the towns of Somerville and Raritan, Somerset County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1890 and 1910?), shows 1890-1910?.
1 map; 22x32 cm.; scale not given.
Removed from unidentified book. Inscription.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/S60/120/0000AC

Beers, Comstock and Cline.
(Map of east central Somerset County, N.J., showing Bridgewater Township and parts of adjacent Raritan, Somerville and Bound Brook Boroughs.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1968?), shows 1873.
1 map; col.; 29x40 cm.; scale undetermined.
Reproduced from Atlas of Somerset County, 1873.
RRMC; pres. 6.
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3813/S60/120/1850AA

(Map of central Somerset County, N.J., showing Bridgewater Township, Raritan, Somerville, Bound Brook, South Bound Brook and adjacent areas.).
Camden, N.J.; Otley, Van Derveer and Kelly; 1850, shows 1850.
1 map; 36x46 cm.; scale not given.
c1, c2 positive photocopies. c3, c4, c5 negative photocopies.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/S60/120/1850AB

(Map of Bridgewater Township, Somerset County, N.J., with adjacent areas.).
Camden, N.J.; Otley, Van Derveer and Kelly; 1850, shows 1850.
1 map; 36x46 cm.; scale not given.
c1 positive photocopy. c2, c3, c4 negative photocopies.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/S60/120/1860AA

Lake, D.J.
(Map of Bridgewater Township, Somerset County, N.J., with adjacent Raritan, Somerville and Bound Brook.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1860), shows 1860.
1 map; col.; 33x28 cm.; scale not given.
business directory (Raritan only).
Insets: Raritan.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/120/1873AA

(Map of east central Somerset County, N.J., showing Bridgewater Township and parts of adjacent Raritan, Somerville and Bound Brook Boroughs.).
(s.l.); Beers, Comstock and Cline; (1873), shows 1873.
1 map; 36x44 cm.; (c1: 40 000). (c1"= 3 300 ft.).
Positive photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/S60/124/0000AA

(Map of Bound Brook and South Bound Brook, Somerset County, New Jersey.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1870 and 1890?), shows 1870-1890?.
1 map; 17x22 cm.; scale not given.
business directory.
Reproduced from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/124/1850AA

(Map of east central Somerset County, N.J., showing Bound Brook and South Bound Brook Boroughs and part of adjacent Bridgewater, Green Brook and Warren Townships.).
Camden, N.J.; Otley, Van Derveer and Kelly; 1850, shows 1850.
1 map; 36x46 cm.; scale not given.
c1 positive photocopy. c2 negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.
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Regions-South

3813/S60/130/0000AA

Corwin, E.T.
Early purchasers of Hillsborough, Montgomery and Franklin Townships, Somerset Co., N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1683-1838.
1 map; 29x20 cm.; scale not given.
List of residents in 1766.
Tissue encapsulated.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/S60/130/0000AB

Early purchasers of Hillsborough and Franklin Townships, Somerset Cy., N.J.
New York, NY; Endicott and Co.; (n.d.), shows 1683-1707.
1 map; 29x38 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/130/1873AA

(Beers, Comstock and Cline).
Maps of Millstone Borough and East Millstone, now Franklin Township and Clover Hill, now Hillsborough Township, Somerset County, and part of East Amwell Township, Hunterdon County, N.J.)
New Haven, CT; Whitlock's; (1873), shows 1873.
2 maps on 1 sheet; 42x64 cm.; scale varies.
Business directory.
Reproduced from Beers' Somerset County Atlas, 1873, plate 54. C1 color. C2 black-and-white, measures 36x38 cm. C3 negative photocopy, measures 36x45 cm.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/130/1873AB

(Beers, Comstock and Cline).
Maps of Rocky Hill with adjacent Franklin Township and Blawenburg and Harlington in Montgomery Township, Somerset County, N.J.)
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1873?), shows 1873.
3 maps on 1 sheet; 39x32 cm.; scale varies.
Reproduced from Beers' Somerset County Atlas, 1873, plate 62. Negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/135/1976AA

Hughes, Matthew.
Farm map of Hillsboro' (now Hillsborough Township, and including Manville and Millstone Boroughs), Somerset Co., N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1976, shows 1860.
1 map; col.; 61x89 cm.; (c1:25 000), (c1"=2 100 ft.).
Illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Bernards Township

3813/S60/202/1967AA

Stires, L. Stanley.
Road map of the Township of Bernards, Somerset County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1967, shows 1967.
1 map; 61x43 cm.; (c1:27 000), (c1"=2 300 ft.).
Insets: Liberty Corner; Basking Ridge.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/S60/202/1974AA

Somerset County Park Commission.
Lord Stirling Park in Bernards Township, Somerset County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1974, shows 1974.
1 map; 29x43 cm.; (c1:12 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.).
Insets: Key map.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Branchburg Township

3813/S60/205/1961AA

Fisk, C.K..
Road map. Township of Branchburg, Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map; 64x42 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Bridgewater Township

3813/S60/206/0000AA

May, Philip S..
Road map, Township of Branchburg, Somerset County, New Jersey.
1 map; 57x37 cm.; (c1:31 000), (c1"=2 500 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/206/1965AA

Decker, Thomas E..
Map of Township of Bridgewater, Somerset County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1965, shows 1965.
1 map; 43x53 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/206/1972AA

Clark, Howard.
Map of Township of Bridgewater, Somerset County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1972, shows 1972.
1 map; 41x52 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/206/1972AB

Buschhorn, Alfred H..
Map of Bridgewater (Township, Somerset County, New Jersey).
Somerville, NJ; (s.n.); 1972, shows 1972.
1 map; col.; 63x95 cm.; (1:24 000), (1"=2 000 ft.
street directory; advertisements.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/S60/206/1976AA

Boom, A.A.
Middlebrook Heights, key to the Revolution {in Bridgewater Township, Somerset County, N.J.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1976, shows 1777-1840.
1 map; 22x28 cm.; scale not given.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Franklin Township

3813/S60/208/0000AA

Map Franklin Township, Somerset Co., New Jersey {with street map of Somerset}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1955 and 1975}, shows 1955-1975.
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; 72x42 cm.; scale varies.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/S60/208/0000AB

Franklin Township ward and district lines {and} proposed Six Mile Run Reservoir,
Franklin Township, {Somerset County, N.J.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {19627}, shows 19627.
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; 36x22 cm.; scale varies.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/208/1850AA

(Van Derveer, Lloyd).
(Map of Franklin Township, Somerset County, N.J., including adjacent parts of
Somerset County and South Bound Brook.).
{Camden, NJ}; {Otley, Van Derveer and Kelly}; {1850}, shows 1850.
1 map; 47x30 cm.; scale not given.
Negative photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/208/1873AA

(Beers, Constock and Cline).
Franklin {Township, Somerset County, New Jersey, including South Bound Brook}.
New Haven, CT; Whitlock’s; {n.d.}, shows 1873.
1 map; col.; 42x64 cm.; scale undetermined.
Insets: Griggstown; Middlebush.
Reproductions form Beers’ Somerset County Atlas, 1873, plates 57 and 58. c1 color. c2 black-and-white, measures 31x22 cm. c3 negative photocopy, measures 28x46 cm.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S60/208/1876AA

Voorhees, Ralph.
Map of the Amwell Road in 1776, showing the route of Lieut. Col. Simcoe in his raid
upon Millstone ... {now Franklin Township, Somerset County, N.J.}.
{Somerset, NJ}; Somerset Gazette; 1876, shows 1776.
1 map; 22x17 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/208/1945AA

Stults, Charles W..
No. 2 map of the Kingston Presbyterian Church Cemetery, Kingston, {now Franklin
Township, Somerset County}, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1945, shows 1945.
1 map; 27x30 cm.; {c1:600}, {c1":=50 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/S60/208/1949AA

Heins, H.H.,
Blackwell's Mills, NJ; Society of Sons of the Revolution in the State of New Jersey; 1949, shows 1777.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; scale not given.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/208/1968AA

Rimmey, William M..
Map of Franklin Township, Somerset Co., New Jersey.
New Brunswick, N.J.; {s.n.}; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; 61x41 cm.; (c1:40 000), (c1"=3 200 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S60/208/1972AA

Chamber of Commerce of Franklin Township.
Map of Franklin Township, Somerset Co., New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 74x59 cm.; (c1:40 000), (c1"=3 200 ft.).
street directory; advertisements.
Insets: Somerset.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Montgomery Township

3813/S60/213/1850AA

{Van Derveer, Lloyd}.
{Map of Montgomery Township, Somerset County, N.J., including Rocky Hill and parts of adjacent Hillsborough and Franklin Townships.}
{Camden, N.J.}; {Otley, Van Derveer and Kelly}; 1850, shows 1850.
1 map; 36x45 cm.; scale not given.
(c1 positive photocopy. c2, c3 negative photocopies.
RRMC; pres. 5.

North Plainfield

3813/S60/213/1966AA

Kachorsky, Michael S..
Road system, Township of Montgomery, Somerset County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1966, shows 1966.
1 map; 32x42 cm.; (c1:38 000), (c1"=3 000 ft.).
List of points of interest attached.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/S60/214/1965AA

Map of Borough of North Plainfield, Somerset County, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1965, shows 1965.
1 map; 45x61 cm.; (c1:11 700), (c1"=975 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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Raritan Borough

3813/S60/216/0000AA

Map of the Somerville Water-power (now Raritan Borough, Somerset County, New Jersey).
New York, NY; Narine and Co.; (185-?), shows 1850-1870.
1 map; 34x43 cm.; scale undetermined.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Warren Township

3813/S60/220/1970AA

Kachorsky, Michael S.
Official road map, Warren Township, Somerset County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; 43x56 cm.; (1:9 600), 1"=800 ft.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Watchung Borough

3813/S60/221/1971AA

League of Women Voters (Watchung Borough, Somerset County, N.J.).
Borough of Watchung, Somerset County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1971, shows 1971.
1 map; 45x66 cm.; (c1:12 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Sussex County

3813/S90/030/0000AA

(Map of Sussex County, New Jersey, showing early boundaries and towns.).
(s.l.); (s.n.); (18--), shows 1830-18507.
1 map; 50x38 cm.; scale not given.
Negative photocopy from unidentified map.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/S90/030/1959AA

Sussex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Sussex County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1959, shows 1959.
1 map; col.; 64x61 cm.; (c1:87 000), (c1"=1.3 mi.).
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/030/1962AA

Sussex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Sussex County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; col.; 64x61 cm.; (c1:87 000), (c1"=1.3 mi.).
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/030/1974AA

Sussex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Sussex County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1974, shows 1974.
1 map; col.; 64x61 cm.; (c1:87 000), (c1"=1.3 mi.).
illustrations; text.
RRMC; pres. 3.
3813/S90/031/1967AA

Base map, Sussex County, New Jersey. (Trenton, N.J.); New Jersey. State Highway Department. Division of Planning; 1967, shows 1940-1967.
1 map on 6 sheets; 49x107 cm.; (c1: 31.680), (c1"= 1/2 m.i.).
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 5 insets of major road junctions.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/071/1980AA

1 map; col.; 122x107 cm.; 1:50 000, (c1"=.8 m.i.).
table of acreage.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/S90/081/0000AA

Map of Sussex County, "on the top of New Jersey" (including adjacent northern New Jersey, not to scale).
Newark, N.J.; Essex Press, Inc.; (between 1928 and 1930), shows 1928-1930.
1 map; col.; 46x59 cm.; scale not given.
Removed from unidentified book.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/S90/081/1927AA

Snook, Harvey.
Road map of Sussex County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1927, shows 1927.
1 map; col.; 87x87 cm.; (1:63 360), (1"=1 m.i.
illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/S90/081/1935AA

Sussex County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Sussex County, New Jersey. (s.l.); Dolph and Stewart; 1935, shows 1935.
1 map; col.; 87x87 cm.; (1:63 360), (1"=1 m.i.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Northern New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/081/1939AA

Snook, Harvey.
Road map of Sussex County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1939, shows 1939.
1 map; 39x39 cm.; (c1:145 000), (c1"=2 1/4 m.i.).
illustrations.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/S90/081/1948AA

Losee, Paul G.
Road map of Sussex County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 87x87 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/110/1962AA

High Point State Park {in Sussex County, New Jersey}.
1 map; 22x51 cm.; scale not given.
Illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/115/1939AA

Stokes State Forest: maps of Lake Ocquittunk and Tillman Ravine {in Sussex County, N.J.}.
{Trenton, NJ?}; New Jersey. Department of Conservation; (1938 and 1939), shows 1938-1939.
2 maps on 1 sheet; 22x41 cm.; scale varies.
Illustrations; text; table of facilities.
Insets: Central section; Western section.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/115/1948AA

Stokes State Forest {in Sussex County, New Jersey}.
1 map; 22x41 cm.; (c1:47 000), (c1"= 3/4 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Kittle Field.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/115/1962AA

Stokes State Forest {in Sussex County, New Jersey}.
1 map; 22x51 cm.; (c1:47 000), (c1"= 3/4 mi.).
Illustrations; text; table of facilities.
Insets: Kittle Field.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/115/1962AB

Stokes State Forest: maps of Lake Ocquittunk and Tillman Ravine {in Sussex County, N.J.}.
2 maps on 1 sheet; 22x41 cm.; scale varies.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Central section; Western section.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/S90/120/1867AA

Hopkins, G.M.
Map of zinc mines {in present Franklin Borough and Ogdensburg}, Sussex County, {N.J.}.
{s.l.}; Geological Survey of New Jersey; 1867, shows 1867.
1 map; col.; 75x56 cm.; {c1:8 000}, {c1"=660 ft.}.
geologic crosssections.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/S90/125/1962AA

Swartswood State Park {in Sussex County, New Jersey}.
{Trenton, NJ?}; New Jersey. Department of Conservation and Economic Development;
{1962}, shows 1962.
1 map; 22x31 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/S90/130/1902AA

New Jersey. State Geologist.
Surface geology south of Newton, {Sussex County, New Jersey}.
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1902, shows 1902.
1 map; col.; 49x56 cm.; {c1:9 800}, {c1"=800 ft.}.
Missing pieces.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/S90/130/1902AB

New Jersey. State Geologist.
Topography south of Newton, {Sussex County, New Jersey}.
Baltimore, MD; A. Hoen and Co.; 1902, shows 1902.
1 map; col.; 49x56 cm.; {c1:9 800}, {c1"=800 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Byram Township

3813/S90/204/1965AA

Byram Township, County of Sussex {N.J., in 1860}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1965, shows 1860.
1 map; 24x46 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Newton

3813/S90/215/0000AA

A map of Newton (Newtown) before 1812 {Sussex County, N.J.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1800-1812.
1 map; 21x26 cm.; scale not given.
Ac. 3021. Photograph.
RRMC; pres. 3.

UNION COUNTY

3813/U50/000/0000AA

Map of southern portion of Essex County {now Union County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {n.d.}, shows 1850.
1 map; 79x102 cm.; {c1:31 000}, {c1"= 1/2 mi.}.
"Traced from..."Map of Essex County New Jersey...by by J.C. Sidney, published by
Hiram A. Belding, Newark, 1850."
RRMC; pres. 1.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS

3813/U50/000/1862AA

Union County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1862, shows 1862.
1 map; col.; 64x46 cm.; scale not given.
illustration.
Reproduced from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/U50/020/0000AA

White, Robert Field.
Historical map of Union County, {New Jersey}.
1 map; col.; 56x77 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
Autographed.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/020/0000AB

Map of Elizabethtown, Essex County, 1750 {shows entire present day Union County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {19--}, shows 1750.
1 map; 23x39 cm.; scale not given.
c5 is positive photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/020/1980AA

Union County Cultural and Heritage Programs Advisory Board.
Last muster: Battle of Connecticut Farms; Battle of Elizabethtown; Battle of Springfield. June 1780, {in Union County, N.J.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1980, shows 1780.
1 map; 51x79 cm.; {c1:36 000}, {c1*= 1/2 mi.}.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/U50/030/1918AA

Bauer, Jacob L..
Map of Union County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1918, shows 1918.
1 map; col.; 56x86 cm.; {c1:42 000}, {c1*=3 500 ft.}.
Insets: Union County key map.
"Indian trails in Union Co., Chas. A. Philhower, 1932," added in crayon.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/U50/030/1923AA

Map of Union County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1923, shows 1923.
1 map; col.; 56x86 cm.; {c1:42 000}, {c1*=3 500 ft.}.
Insets: Union County key map.
c1 laminated on linen. c2, c3 in poor condition.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/030/1936AA

Collins, Roi C..
Map of Union County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1936, shows 1936.
1 map; col.; 56x86 cm.; {c1:42 000}, {c1*=3 500 ft.}.
Insets: Union County key map.
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/U50/030/1951AA
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Union County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; col.; 50x79 cm.; {c1:42 000}, {c1"=3 500 ft.}.
illustrations; text; table of county roads.
Insets: Union County key map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/030/1956AA
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Map of Union County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 50x79 cm.; {c1:42 000}, {c1"=3 500 ft.}.
illustrations; text.
Insets: Union County key map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/030/1959AA
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Union County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 78x115 cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1"=2 000 ft.}.
illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Union County key map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/030/1961AA
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Union County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 78x115 cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1"=2 000 ft.}.
illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Union County key map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/030/1975AA
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
1 map; col.; 78x115cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1"=2 000 ft.}.
illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Union County key map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/030/1978AA
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Union County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 78x115cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1"=2 000 ft.}.
illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Union County key map.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/030/1979AA
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Union County, New Jersey.
Maplewood, NJ; Hammond Incorporated; 1979, shows 1979.
1 map; col.; 78x115cm.; {c1:24 000}, {c1"=2 000 ft.}.
illustrations; text; street directory.
Insets: Union County key map.
RRMC; pres. 2.
Guide to New Jersey Maps

3813/US50/031/0000AA

Collins, Roi C.,
Map of Union County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1938?), shows 1938?.
1 map; 28x22 cm.; scale not given.
tables of population, area, tax rate, Assembly votes per municipality.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/US50/062/1926AA

Union County Park Commission.
Map of park system as acquired and planned, {Union County, New Jersey}.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1926, shows 1926.
1 map; col.; 27x22 cm.; {c1:100 000}, {c1"=1.6 mi.}.
text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/US50/062/1928AA

Union County Park Commission.
Map of park system as acquired and planned, {Union County, New Jersey}.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1928, shows 1928.
1 map; col.; 29x29 cm.; {c1:100 000}, {c1"=1.6 mi.}.
text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/US50/062/1936AA

Union County Park Commission.
Map of park system as acquired and planned, {Union County, New Jersey}.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1936, shows 1936.
1 map; col.; 32x29 cm.; {c1:100 000}, {c1"=1.6 mi.}.
text; table of facilities.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/US50/062/1951AA

Union County Park Commission.
Map of park system as acquired and planned, {Union County, New Jersey}.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; 45x68 cm.; {c1:42 000}, {c1"=.6 mi.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Road Maps

3813/US50/081/0000AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Union County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company; (between 1929 and 1934), shows 1929-1934.
1 map; col.; 65x101cm.; {c1:26 000}, {c1"=2 200 ft.}.
Insets: Union County and vicinity; New York Metropolitan area.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/US50/081/0000AB

Hagstrom's street and road map of Union County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Company; (between 1945 and 1950), shows 1945-1950.
1 map; col.; 65x101cm.; {c1:26 000}, {c1"=2 200 ft.}.
Insets: Union County and vicinity; New York Metropolitan area.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/U50/081/0000AC

Hagstrom's street and road map of Union County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 65x101cm.; {c1:26 000}, {c1"=2 200 ft.}.
Insets: Union County and vicinity; New York Metropolitan area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/081/1929AA

Bauer, Jacob L..
Map of Union County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Map Company; 1929, shows 1929.
1 map; col.; 51x82 cm.; {c1:34 000}, {c1"=2 800 ft.}.
Insets: Elizabeth-Newark-New York; Northern New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/081/1930AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Union County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Map Company; 1930, shows 1930.
1 map; col.; 51x82 cm.; {c1:34 000}, {c1"=2 800 ft.}.
Insets: Elizabeth-Newark-New York; Northern New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/081/1931AA

Collins, Roi C..
Map of Union County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Map Company; 1931, shows 1931.
1 map; col.; 72x82 cm.; {c1:34 000}, {c1"=2 800 ft.}.
street directory.
Insets: Elizabeth-Newark-New York; Northern New Jersey.
Part of street directory missing on c2.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/081/1932AA

Hagstrom's street and road map of Union County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Hagstrom Map Company; 1932, shows 1932.
1 map; col.; 51x82 cm.; {c1:34 000}, {c1"=2 800 ft.}.
Insets: Elizabeth-Newark-New York; Northern New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/U50/081/1967AA

General highway map, Union County, New Jersey.
1 map; 49x107 cm.; {c1:31 680}, {c1"=1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Regions

3813/U50/114/0000AA

Union, {now Union Township, Kentilworth, Hillside, Roselle Park and part of Elizabeth), Union County, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1890?}, shows 1870-1890?.
1 map; col.; 42x49 cm.; {c1:20 000}, {c1"=1 650 ft.}.
 Insets: Union Township.
Removed from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/U50/114/1925AA

Van Beuren, C.A.
Map of Elizabeth Town, N.J., (including parts of Hillside and Union Townships and adjacent Union County), at the time of the Revolutionary War.
New York, NY; Robert A. Welcke; 1925, shows 1775-1783.
1 map; 72x44 cm.; {c1:14 000}, {c1"=1 200 ft.}.
Tissue encapsulated in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/115/0000AA

Murray Hill property of Bell Telephone Laboratories {and} Location of Murray Hill with respect to Metropolitan Area, {in Berkeley Heights and New Providence, Union County, N.J.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1935 and 1950}, shows 1935-1950.
1 map; 33x21 cm.; scale varies.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/115/0000AB

Summit area {and} the Summit area and vicinity, {northwestern Union County and adjacent Morris and Essex Counties, N.J.}.
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides; col.; 53x74 cm.; scale varies.
illustrations; text; street directory; business directory; advertisements.
Insets: Where to park in Summit; School districts in Summit; Election districts in Summit.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/U50/115/0000AC

Opdyke, Ray S.
Map of Summit and vicinity, {Union County, including adjacent Morris and Essex Counties}, New Jersey.
Newark, NJ; Opdyke Map Company; {between 1945 and 1950?}, shows 1945-1950?.
1 map; col.; 64x48 cm.; {c1:20 400}, {c1"=1/3 mi.}.
illustrations; text; street directory; business directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/115/1930AA

Union County Park Commission.
Road and trail map of Watchung Reservation, {Union County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1930, shows 1930.
1 map; 33x56 cm.; {c1:14 500}, {c1"=1 200 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/124/0000AA

Roselle, {now Roselle and Roselle Park, Union County, New Jersey}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1870 and 1890?}, shows 1870-1890?
1 map; col.; 59x39 cm.; {1:4 800}, 1"=400 ft.
Removed from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/125/1941AA

Town of Westfield, the Boroughs of Mountainside, Fanwood, Garwood and the Township of Scotch Plains, {Union County, N.J.}.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1941, shows 1941.
1 map; col.; 64x58 cm.; {c1:14 400}, {c1"=1 200 ft.}.
illustrations; text; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/U50/125/1952AA

Town of Westfield, the Boroughs of Mountainside, Fanwood and Garwood and the Township of Scotch Plains, Union County, N.J.
(New York, NY?; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1952, shows 1952.
1 map; 57x56 cm.; {c1:16 500}, {c1"=1 400 ft.}.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/U50/134/0000AA

Linden, (now Linden and Roselle), Union County, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; (between 1870 and 1890?), shows 1870-1890?
1 map; col.; 43x44 cm.; {1:20 000}, {1"=650 ft.}.
Removed from unidentified atlas.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/140/0000AA

Hagstrom's map of Elizabeth-Linden, Roselle and Roselle Park, Union County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 57x80 cm.; {c1:18 500}, {c1"=1 500 ft.}.
Insets: Main through routes.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/140/0000AB

{Turner, James}.
{Map of eastern Union County, New Jersey.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {19--}, shows 1745.
1 map; 10x12 cm.; scale not given.
Photograph. Marked in pencil "Enlarged copy of part of Map No. 2 in Elizabethtown Bill in chancery, 1745."
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/U50/150/1962AA

Map of western Union County and parts of Somerset and Middlesex Counties; Western Union County and approaches; New Jersey.
3 maps on 1 sheet; both sides; col.; 108x74 cm.; scale varies.
illustrations; text; street directory; advertisements.
Index: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Berkeley Heights

3813/U50/201/1962AA

Andreano, M.,
Township of Berkeley Heights, Union County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1962, shows 1962.
1 map; 43x59 cm.; {c1:13 650}, {c1"=1/4 mi.}.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Cranford

3813/U50/203/1911AA

Mosher, Edward,
Map of the Township of Cranford, Union County, New Jersey.
Cranford, NJ; {s.n.}; 1911, shows 1911.
1 map; 80x54 cm.; {1:7 200}, {1"=600 ft}.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/U50/203/1966AA

League of Women Voters of Cranford.

Township of Cranford, Union Township, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1966, shows 1966.
1 map; 44x30 cm.; {1:14 400}; 1"=1 200 ft.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Elizabeth

3813/U50/204/0000AA

Meyer and Wonneberg, surveyors.

Map of building lots in the City of Elizabeth, N.J., belonging to the estate of Noah Crane, deceased.
New York, NY; Henry Seibert and Bros.; {between 1870 and 1890?}, shows 1870-1890?.
1 map; 34x51 cm.; {1:2 400}, 1"=200 ft.
RRMC; pres. 7.

3813/U50/204/0000AB

City of Elizabeth, county seat of Union Co., {N.J.}.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1850 and 1870}, shows 1850-1870.
1 map; col.; 28x21 cm.; scale not given.
business directory.
Mounted on cardboard.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/204/0000AC

Bevan, John.

Map of Elizabethtown, Essex County, {now Elizabeth, Union County}, N.J.
New York, NY; Sarony and Major; {between 1840 and 1853}, shows 1840-1853.
1 map; 78x56 cm.; scale undetermined.
c1 positive photocopy in 4 parts. c2 negative photocopy in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/U50/204/1784AA

Hills, John.

Sketch of the position of the British forces at Elizabeth Town Point {now Elizabeth, Union County, N.J.}, after their return from Connecticut Farm, in the Province of East Jersey, under the command of ... Knyphausen, on the 8th June, 1780.
London, Eng.; William Faden; 1784, shows 1780.
1 map; col.; 77x55 cm.; scale undetermined.
text.
Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/204/1856AA

Meyer, Ernest L.

Map of the City of Elizabeth, {Union County}, New Jersey.
New York, NY; Dumcke and Keil; 1856, shows 1856.
1 map; 94x73 cm.; {c1:6 000}, {c1"=500 ft.}.
list of property owners.
c1 is positive photocopy in 11 parts. c2 is negative photocopy in 6 parts, with greater reduction.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/U50/204/1872AA

Map of the City of Elizabeth, {Union County}, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1872?}, shows 1872?.
1 map; col.; 43x34 cm.; {1:19 200}, 1"=1 600 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/U50/204/1874AA

Meyer, Ernest L..
Guide map of the City of Elizabeth, {Union County}, N.J., with the new house numbers. New York, NY; Henry Seibert and Bros.; 1874, shows 1874. 1 map; col.; 57x47 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft. Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/204/1875AA

Meyer, Ernest L..
Guide map of the City of Elizabeth, {Union County}, N.J., with the new house numbers. New York, NY; Henry Seibert and Bros.; 1875, c1874, shows 1875. 1 map; col.; 57x47 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft. Tissue encapsulated.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/204/1877AA

Meyer, Ernest L..
Guide map of the City of Elizabeth, {Union County}, N.J., with the new house numbers. New York, NY; Henry Seibert and Bros.; 1877, c1874, shows 1877. 1 map; col.; 57x47 cm.; {1:12 000}, 1"=1 000 ft. Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/204/1880AA

Meyer, Ernest L..
Plan of the position of the British forces at Elizabethtown Point, {now Elizabeth, Union County, N.J.}, June 8-23, 1780. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1880, shows 1780. 1 map; 31x43 cm.; {c1:10 500}, {c1"=900 ft.}. Text. Photograph.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/204/1896AA

Meyer, Oswald L.P..
Map of the City of Elizabeth, {Union County}, N.J., with principal heights. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1896, shows 1896. 1 map; col.; 67x54 cm.; {c1:12 000}, {c1"=1 000 ft.}. Laminated and mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/204/1916AA

Grassmann and Kreh.
Map of the city of Elizabeth, {Union County}, New Jersey. {s.l.}; Elizabeth Novelty Co.; 1916, shows 1916. 1 map; col.; 48x61 cm.; {c1:15 000}, {c1"=1 250 ft.}. Attached to back cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/204/1933AA

Map of the city of Elizabeth, {Union County}, New Jersey. {s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1933, shows 1933. 1 map; 56x87 cm.; {c1:12 500}, {c1"=1 050 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.
Hillside Township

3813/U50/207/0000AA

West Newark, {now Hillside Township}, Union County, N.J., map no. 1.
New York, NY; Von Hardenberg and Co.; {between 1880 and 1900?}, shows 1880-1900?
1 map; 66x55 cm.; {1:600}, 1"=50 ft.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/U50/207/0000AB

West Newark, {now Hillside Township}, Union County, N.J., map no. 2.
New York, NY; Von Hardenberg and Co.; {between 1880 and 1900?}, shows 1880-1900?
1 map; 70x56 cm.; {1:600}, 1"=50 ft.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/207/1892AA

Woodruff, A.M..
Map of Saybrook, {now Hillside Township}, Union County, N.J. (first platting).
Roselle, NJ; {s.n.}; 1892, shows 1892.
1 map; 54x34 cm.; {1:1 200}, 1"=100 ft.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/207/1970AA

Fiorletti, Armand A..
Township of Hillside, Union County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; 89x59 cm.; {c1:6 250}, {c1"=500 ft.}.
text.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Kenilworth

3813/U50/208/0000AA

Woodruff, A.M..
Map of New Orange, {now Kenilworth, Union County) owned by the New Orange Industrial Association, Newark, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {between 1890 and 1910}, shows 1890-1910.
1 map; 85x84 cm.; {c1:4 800}, {c1"=400 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/208/0000AB

Woodruff, A.M..
Map of New Orange, {now Kenilworth, Union County) owned by the New Orange Industrial Association, Newark, New Jersey.
Roselle, NJ; {s.n.}; {between 1890 and 1910}, shows 1890-1910.
1 map; col.; 100x86 cm.; {c1:4 800}, {c1"=400 ft.}.
Incorrectly marked in pencil "Orange, Essex Co."
RRMC; pres. 1.

Mountainside

3813/U50/210/1963AA

Cady, M.C..
Zoning map of the Borough of Mountainside, Union County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1963, shows 1963.
1 map; 45x58 cm.; {c1:9 500}, {c1"=800 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.
Zoning map of the Borough of Mountainside, Union County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1966, shows 1966.
1 map; 45x58 cm.; (c1:9 500), (c1"=800 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

Hagstrom's map of Plainfield, (Union County); North Plainfield, (Somerset County); South Plainfield, Dunellen, (Middlesex County), New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 87x56 cm.; (c1:17 000), (c1"=400 ft.).
street directory.
Insets: Main through routes.
Attached to back cover.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Map of Plainfield, Essex County {now Union County}, New Jersey.
Jersey City, NJ; Bevan and Boe11; 1852, shows 1852.
1 map; 43x71 cm.; scale undetermined.
illustration; business directory.
Positive photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Map of the desirable building lots, the property of Watson Whittlesey, situated at Netherwood, City of Plainfield, New Jersey.
Brooklyn, NY; Charles M. Kozlary; 1891, shows 1891.
1 map; 36x65 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations; text.
Mounted on linen.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Map of the City of Plainfield, Union County, and Borough of North Plainfield, Somerset County, New Jersey.
Plainfield, NJ; {s.n.}; 1894, shows 1894.
1 map; 46x77 cm.; (c1:12 000), (c1"=1 000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 2.

Copy of the oldest known map of Plainfield, (Union County, N.J.).
Plainfield, NJ; {s.n.}; 1901, shows 1832.
1 map; 47x105 cm.; scale not given.
illustrations.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Map of the City of Plainfield, Union County, and Borough of North Plainfield, Somerset County, New Jersey.
Plainfield, NJ; {s.n.}; 1929, shows 1929.
1 map; 36x44 cm.; (c1:19 500), (c1"=1 600 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.
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3813/U50/212/1932AA

Dunham, F.A.

Map of the City of Plainfield, Union County, and Borough of North Plainfield, Somerset County, New Jersey.
Plainfield, NJ; F.A. Dunham, Inc.; 1932, shows 1932.
1 map; 40x45 cm.; (c1:1:21 000), (c1:1:700 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/212/1934AA

Map of the City of Plainfield, Union County, and Borough of North Plainfield, Somerset County, New Jersey.
Plainfield, NJ; Crandall and Jeffrey, Inc.; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; 48x62 cm.; (c1:1:19 500), (c1:1:600 ft.).
text; advertisements.
Insets: Plainfield shopping area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/212/1937AA

F.A. Dunham, Inc.

Map of the City of Plainfield, Union County, and Borough of North Plainfield, Somerset County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; C.S. Hammond and Co.; 1937, shows 1937.
1 map; 49x61 cm.; (c1:1:14 000), (c1:1:200 ft.).
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/212/1945AA

Bush, H.E.

Building zone map of the City of Plainfield, Union County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1945?), shows 1945.
1 map; 46x64 cm.; (c1:1:19 500), (c1:1:100 ft.).
text.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/212/1961AA

Map of the City of Plainfield, Union County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1961, shows 1961.
1 map; 37x61 cm.; (c1:1:12 000), (c1:1:1000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/213/1872AA

Map of the City of Rahway, Union County, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (1872), shows 1872.
1 map; col.; 40x35 cm.; (1:14 400), 1"=1 200 ft.
Attached to cover.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/213/1882AA

E.B. Hyde and Co.

Map of the City of Rahway, Union County, New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; F. Bourquin; 1882, shows 1882.
1 map; col.; 113x113 cm.; (1:3 600), 1"=300 ft.
Sectioned and mounted on linen. Several sections now unattached.
RRMC; pres. 1.
Scotch Plains

Scotch Plains Planning Board.
Zoning map, Township of Scotch Plains, Union County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); (between 1950 and 1970?), shows 1950-1970?
1 map; 55x38 cm.; (c1:17 500), (c1*=1 500 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.

Moeller, B..
Map of Hillside Cemetery, Plainfield, (now Scotch Plains, Union County), N.J.
New York, NY; E.C. Bridgman; (between 1900 and 1920), shows 1900-1920.
1 map; col.; 44x63 cm.; scale not given.
Attached to cover. Added information in crayon.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Springfield Township

Voting district map of the Township of Scotch Plains, Union County, New Jersey.
(Convent Station, NJ); General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1971, shows 1971.
1 map; 53x44 cm.; scale not given.
street directory.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Summit

G.W. Bromley and Co.
Township of Summit, Union County, N.J., from actual surveys and official records.
New York, NY; Geo. W. Bromley and E. Robinson; 1879, shows 1879.
1 map; col.; 126x158 cm.; (1:3 600), 1"=300 ft.
Sectioned and mounted on linen. Some sections now unattached.
RRMC; pres. 1.

Negus, J. Henry.
City of Summit, (Union County), N.J., building zone map.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1933, shows 1933.
1 map; 66x84 cm.; (c1:7 300), (c1*=600 ft.).
illustrations.
Mounted on linen. Gift of Montagu Hankin estate. Part of key has been removed.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Negus, J. Henry.
City of Summit, (Union County), N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1960, shows 1960.
1 map; 44x56 cm.; (c1:11 100), (c1*=1 000 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 4.
3813/U50/220/0000AA

Map of the Town of Westfield, Union County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {1960?}, shows 1960?
1 map; 75x61 cm.; {c1:8 500}, {c1"=800 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/U50/220/0000AB

Map of section "A," Indian Forest, Westfield, (Union County), New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; {19--}, shows 1920-1940?
1 map; 87x70 cm.; {c1:960}, {c1"=80 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/220/0000AC

Map of the Town of Westfield, Union County, New Jersey.
{Westfield, NJ}; The Standard {newspaper}; {between 1920 and 1940?}, shows 1920-1940?.
1 map; col.; 62x97 cm.; scale not given.
text; street directory; business directory.
Insets: Union County.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/220/1895AA

Revised map of Fairview Cemetery, Westfield, {Union County}, N.J.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1895, shows 1895.
1 map; 71x52 cm.; {c1:480}, {c1"=40 ft.}.
text.
Mounted on linen. Separating from mounting.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/220/1913AA

Map of the Town of Westfield, Union County, New Jersey.
1 map; 132x93 cm.; {c1:4 700}, {c1"=400 ft.}
In pieces; not complete.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/U50/220/1917AA

Map of the Town of Westfield, Union County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1917, shows 1917.
1 map; 60x49 cm.; {c1:12 000}, {c1"=1 000 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 2.

3813/U50/220/1934AA

Map of the Town of Westfield, Union County, New Jersey.
{s.l.}; {s.n.}; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; 72x60 cm.; {c1:9 700}, {c1"=800 ft.}.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/220/1938AA

Map of the Town of Westfield, Union County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; C.S. Hammond and Co.; {1938}, shows 1938.
1 map; col.; 46x40 cm.; {c1:17 500}, {c1"= 1 400 ft.}.
illustration; text; street directory.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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3813/U50/220/1940AA

Meyer, Ernest L.
Title map of lands, now and formerly of the Presbyterian Church, Westfield, N.J.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1940, shows 1698-1868.
1 map; 71x48 cm.; {1:1 200}, 1"=100 ft.
Insets: Early property holdings.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/220/1943AA

Map of the south side, Town of Westfield, Union County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1943, shows 1943.
1 map; 26x36 cm.; {1:4 800}, 1"=400 ft.
Shows distribution of elementary students by grade. Photograph.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/U50/220/1976AA

Graves, Pearson.
Olde Towne, 1740-1800, {Westfield, Union County, New Jersey}.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1976, shows 1740-1800.
1 map; 64x46 cm.; scale not given.
Insets: Olde Westfield Township.
RRMC; pres. 5.

WARREN COUNTY

3813/W30/030/1825AA

Gordon, Thomas.
Map of Warren {County, New Jersey}.
Philadelphia, PA; J. Yeager; 1825, shows 1825.
1 map; 35x22 cm.; {1:200 000}, {1"= 3 mi.}.
Mounted on linen. Stained.
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/W30/030/1853AA

VanDerveer, Lloyd.
Revised and improved map of Warren County, New Jersey.
Philadelphia, PA; Friend and Aub; 1853, shows 1853.
1 map; 76x57 cm.; {1:71 280}, {1"=5 940 ft.}.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: Belvidere; Phillipsburg-Lopatcong; Hackettstown; Hope.
Positive photocopy in 2 parts. Soft focus.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/W30/031/1967AA

Base map, Warren County, New Jersey.
1 map on 4 sheets; 49x107 cm.; {1:31 680}, {1"=1/2 mi.}.
Series: New Jersey County Base Map series.
Insets: 17 insets of major road junctions.
State highways as of Dec. 31, 1967. Culture, county roads and municipal streets as of 1940.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/W30/071/1980AA

Important farmlands, Warren County, New Jersey.
1 map; col.; 132x102 cm.; 1:50 000, {1"=8 mi.}.
Table of acreage.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.
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3813/W30/081/0000AA
Warren County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Warren County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; (1951 or 1953), shows 1951-1953.
1 map; col.; 71x47 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 1/3 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/W30/081/1934AA
Warren County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Warren County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1934, shows 1934.
1 map; col.; 71x47 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 1/3 mi.).
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/W30/081/1935AA
Warren County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Warren County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1935, shows 1935.
1 map; col.; 71x47 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 1/3 mi.).
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/W30/081/1938AA
Warren County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Warren County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1938, shows 1938.
1 map; col.; 71x47 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 1/3 mi.).
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/W30/081/1939AA
Warren County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Warren County, New Jersey.
New York, NY; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1939, shows 1939.
1 map; col.; 71x47 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 1/3 mi.).
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 3.

3813/W30/081/1955AA
Warren County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Road map of Warren County, New Jersey.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1955, shows 1955.
1 map; col.; 71x47 cm.; (c1:85 000), (c1"=1 1/3 mi.).
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 4.

3813/W30/081/1970AA
Warren County Board of Chosen Freeholders.
Warren County, New Jersey, road map.
Convent Station, NJ; General Drafting Co., Inc.; 1970, shows 1970.
1 map; col.; 80x49 cm.; (c1:85 000), c1"=1.34 mi.
Illustrations; text.
Insets: New Jersey.
RRMC; pres. 5.
(Trenton, NJ); New Jersey. Department of Conservation and Economic Development:
1959, shows 1959.
1 map; 22x41 cm.; (1:43 000), (1"=3/4 mi.).
Illustrations: text.
Insets: Headquarters area.
RRMC; pres. 3.

Plan of the Town of Belvidere, (Warren County, N.J.), belonging to and laid out by
Garret D. Wall.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1825, shows 1825.
1 map; 46x31 cm.; (1:3 168), (1"=264 ft.).
Blueprint photocopy.
RRMC; pres. 4.

Valentine, Caleb H..
Plan of the county town of Belvidere, in the county of Warren, N. Jersey.
New York, NY; Jones and Newman; 1847, shows 1847.
1 map; 56x81 cm.; (1:3 168), (1"=264 ft.).
c2 is negative photocopy, measures 33x46 cm.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Howell, William C..
Plan of town lots at Belvidere, N.J., the county town of Warren, showing the property
belonging to James W. Wall and Peter D. Vroom.
Philadelphia, PA; P.S. Duval and Co.; 1854, shows 1854.
1 map; 104x101 cm.; (1:1 200), (1"=100 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 1.

Greenwich Township

Greenwich Township (and adjacent areas, Warren County), N.J.
s.l.); (s.n.); (n.d.), shows 1780.
1 map; col.; 29x23 cm.; scale not given.
RRMC; pres. 2.

Oxford Township

Geological Survey of New Jersey.
Map of Oxford Furnace iron-ore veins, (now Oxford Township), Warren County, (New
Jersey).
New York, NY; J. Bien; 1867, shows 1867.
1 map; col.; 49x44 cm.; (1:7 900), (1"=1/8 mi.).
c1 sectioned and mounted on linen. c2 slightly different in coloring; missing pieces.
c3 positive photocopy of incomplete map. c4 negative photocopy of incomplete map.
RRMC; pres. 2.
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Phillipsburg

3813/W30/219/1867AA

Addison, Thomas.

Map of the Town of Phillipsburg, Warren County, New Jersey.
1 map; 45x77 cm.; scale undetermined.
Positive photocopy in 2 parts.
RRMC; pres. 5.

3813/W30/219/1951AA

Map of the Town of Phillipsburg, Warren County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1951, shows 1951.
1 map; 71x101 cm.; (c1:4 800), (c1"=400 ft.).
RRMC; pres. 1.

3813/W30/219/1963AA

League of Women Voters of Phillipsburg.

Map of Phillipsburg, Warren County, New Jersey.
(s.l.); (s.n.); 1963, shows 1963.
1 map; 34x23 cm.; (c1:24 000), (c1"=2 000 ft.).
street directory.
Removed from "Know your town," 1963.
RRMC; pres. 5.

Washington Township

3813/W30/221/1863AA

Shrope, Joseph A.

Plan of the Village of Washington (now Washington Township), in the County of Warren, State of New Jersey.
New York, NY; Lang and Cooper; 1863, shows 1856-1863.
1 map; 73x55 cm.; (c1:4 752), (c1"=396 ft.).
illustrations; advertisements.
Insets: Washington in the year 1856.
c1 positive photocopy in 2 parts. c2 positive photocopy measures 61x44 cm.
RRMC; pres. 5.
Pages [262]–[702], containing a subject index, have been omitted from this version of the document.
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<td>3813/B80/238/1969AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barker, W.</td>
<td>3810/000/000/1755AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes, R.L.</td>
<td>3811/000/030/1854AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrett, W.A.</td>
<td>3813/M60/120/1963AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barton, J.K.</td>
<td>3813/M50/060/1875AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basham, Charles</td>
<td>3813/E70/214/1806AB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BATCHELDER, GEORGE F.
3813/P30/207/1854AA
BATCHELOR, EDWARD
3813/M60/206/1883AB
BATONNA HIKING CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA
3813/E80/140/0000AA
BATSTO CITIZENS COMMITTEE
3812/L68/093/0000AA
BAUER, JACOB L.
3813/U50/030/1918AA
3813/U50/081/1929AA
BAUM, WILLIAM H.
3813/G50/081/1955AA
BEDELL, JOHN EDWARD
3813/N20/215/1942AA
BEERS, COMSTOCK AND CLINE
3811/000/030/1872AC
3811/000/030/1872AD
3811/000/030/1874AA
3813/M50/115/1872AA
3813/M60/114/1978AC
3813/S60/115/0000AA
3813/S60/120/0000AC
BEERS, F.W.
3813/C30/030/1872AA
3813/E70/214/1872AA
3813/E70/214/1873AB
3813/M70/201/1967AA
3813/M70/224/1868AA
3813/N20/030/1872AA
BEERS, S.N.
3813/S60/120/1860AA
BELDING, HIRAM A.
3813/U50/000/0000AA
BENEDICT, WILLIAM H.
3813/M50/213/1917AA
BENNER, F. W.
3813/A70/124/1864AA
BERGEN COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/B40/030/1961AA
3813/B40/030/1930AA
3813/B40/030/1938AA
3813/B40/030/1949AA
3813/B40/081/0000AA
3813/B40/081/1975AA
BERGEN COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
3813/B40/000/1961AA
BETTS, J. BROGNARD
3811/000/082/1887AB
3811/000/082/1892AA
BEVAN, JOHN
3813/U50/204/0000AC
3813/U50/212/1852AA
BEYER AND MCCANN
3813/B40/218/1891AA
BEYER, RICHARD
3813/H70/203/0000AA
3813/H70/203/1911AA
3813/H70/208/1907AB
3813/H70/208/1907AC
3813/H70/208/1921AA
3813/H70/211/1909AA
3813/H70/212/1904AA
3813/H70/212/1905AA
BIEN, JULIUS
3810/000/000/1888AA
3810/000/000/1894AA
3811/000/030/1777AC
3811/000/030/1888AA
3811/000/031/0000AA
3811/000/032/1877AA
3811/000/040/1880AA
3811/000/040/1888AA
3811/000/050/1861AA
3811/000/052/1878AA
3811/000/052/1889AA
3811/000/060/1880AA
3811/000/073/1900AA
3812/C65/050/1867AA
3812/P16/050/1893AA
3812/P28/053/1880AA
3812/P61/050/1867AA
3812/110/060/1874AA
3812/110/061/1890AA
3812/114/040/1882AA
3813/M50/060/1875AA
3813/M50/060/1877AA
3813/N20/220/1882AA
3813/P30/211/1864AA
3813/W30/217/1867AA
BIONDO, D.P.
3813/M70/229/1973AA
BIRCH, WILLIAM RUSSEL
3813/B80/205/1797AA
3813/B80/205/1970AA
BIRDSSALL, THOMAS W.
3813/M60/210/1975AA
BLANCHARD, R.G.
3811/NTA/026/1955AA
BLANCHARD, R.G.
3811/NTA/028/1949AA
3811/NTA/030/1951AA
BLODGET, LORIN
3811/000/070/1866AA
BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS OF ATLANTIC COUNTY, N.J
3813/A70/030/0000AA
BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS OF HUDSON COUNTY
3813/H70/080/1974AA
BOARD OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION OF MORRIS COUNTY
3813/M70/080/1977AA
BOARD OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
3811/000/082/1908AA
3811/000/082/1909AA
3811/000/082/1910AA
BOARD OF REALTORS OF THE ORANGES AND MAPLEWOOD
3813/E70/134/1935AA
3813/E70/135/1943AA
3813/E70/135/1947AA
BOCK, FRANK J.
3813/E70/214/1909AA
BODFISH, S.H., TOPOGRAPHER
3811/U30/P16/1900AA
BOELL LITHOGRAPHERS
3813/H70/206/1879AA
BOHN, CARL ERNST
3810/000/000/1932AA
BOHREN, FRANK W.
3813/H80/081/1937AA
BOLAND, SAFFIN AND COMPANY
3811/000/031/1953AA
BOLTON, EDWARD D.
3813/P30/207/1900AA
BONAR, T.
3813/E70/214/0000AE
BOND, GEORGE W.
3813/H70/208/1899AA
3813/H70/208/1899AB
3813/H70/212/1808AA
BOND, H.G.
3811/000/030/1861AA
BOOM, A.A.
3813/S60/206/1976AA
BOOMER, P.E.
3812/H79/034/1912AA
BOONTON AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3813/M70/201/1951AA
BOONTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
3813/M70/201/1967AA
BOOZ, LOUIS P.
3813/M50/216/0000AA
3813/M50/216/0000AC
3813/M50/216/0000AD
BORG, RUSCH, AND BOYD, INC.
3813/B40/030/1928AA
BDRO BUSSES COMPANY
3813/M60/114/1978AA
BOROUGH OF MONMOUTH BEACH BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE
3813/M60/110/1976AA
BOSWELL, HOWARD L.
3813/B40/222/1974AA
3813/M50/201/1976AA
3813/M50/201/1977AA
BOURQUIN, F.
3811/000/030/1872AB
3813/A70/207/0000AB
3813/A70/207/0000AD
3813/N20/203/1883AA
3813/N20/208/0000AA
3813/U50/213/1882AA
BOWEN, PAUL M.
3813/M50/213/1917AA
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA. TERCENTENARY MEMORIAL MARCH
3811/000/021/1964AA
BOYLAN, WILLIAM H.
3813/M50/120/1926AA
3813/M50/213/0000AA
BOYNTON, G.W.
3810/000/000/1838AA
3810/000/000/1846AA
BRADFORD, WAYNE
3813/H80/209/1975AA
BRADLEY, WILLIAM M.
3810/000/000/1886AB
BRANIN, F. L.
3813/B80/081/0000AA
3813/B80/081/0000AB
BRENNFLECK, WALTER E.
3811/000/031/1953AA
3811/000/060/1951AA
BREQU, FORSEY
3813/M40/202/1973AA
BRIDGMAN, E.C.
3812/P28/053/1897AA
3813/E70/120/1878AA
3813/U50/216/0000AB
BRIGANTINE IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
3813/A70/203/0000AA
BRINLEY, F.W.
3813/M50/216/0000AC
BRION, A. FORSEY
3813/M50/216/1876AA
3813/M50/216/1876AB
3813/M50/220/1876AA
BROAD STREET ASSOCIATION
3813/E70/214/1936AA
BROBERG, EDWARD G.
3813/M60/220/1977AA
BROMLEY, GEORGE W.
3813/U50/218/1879AA
BROOKS, T.B.
3813/P30/211/1864AA
BROWN, EDWARD S., III
3813/M40/125/1923AA
BROWNELL, E.E.
3813/M40/125/1923AA
BRUEGEL, CHARLES
3813/H70/206/1887AA
BRUSH, CHARLES B.
3813/H70/210/1895AA
BRUSH, JOHN E.
3813/M50/020/1976AA
3813/M50/115/1964AA
BUCHANAN, W.F.
3813/M50/209/1948AA
3813/M50/209/1956AA
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3813/M50/209/1971AA
BUREAU OF MUNICIPAL RESEARCH, INC.
3813/E70/214/1951AA

BURLINGTON COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/BBO/020/1976AA
3813/BBO/081/0000AA
3813/BBO/081/0000AB
3813/BBO/081/1930AA
3813/BBO/081/1934AA
3813/BBO/081/1971AA
3813/BBO/081/1977AA

BURLINGTON COUNTY CULTURAL AND HERITAGE COMMISSION
3813/BBO/020/1976AA
BURTIS, JAMES T.
3813/M60/125/1904AA

BURTON, GEORGE L.
3811/000/081/1921AA
3811/000/081/1922AA

BUSCH, EDWARD
3811/000/030/1972AB

BUSCHHORN, ALFRED H.
3813/S60/206/1972AB

BUSH, H.E.
3813/U50/212/1945AA

BUSH, JEREMY
3813/M70/134/1969AA

BYERLY, C.H.
3813/H70/110/1932AA

C.S. HAMMOND AND CO.
3813/BBO/071/1913AA

CASY, M.C.
3813/U50/210/1963AA
3813/U50/210/1966AA

CAMDEN COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/C20/081/1934AA
3813/C20/081/1951AA

CAMDEN COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
3813/C20/081/1951AA

CAMDEN COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
3813/C20/081/1977AA

CAMDEN SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST COMPANY
3813/C20/115/1926AA

CAMP'S LITHOGRAPHIC PRESS
3813/M40/211/1849AA

CANFIELD, BILL
3811/000/090/1974AA
3811/000/092/1975AA

CAPE MAY COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/C30/000/0000AA
3813/C30/081/1937AA
3813/C30/081/1840AA
3813/C30/081/1951AA
3813/C30/081/1955AA
3813/C30/081/1976AA
3813/C30/081/1977AA

CAPE MAY COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
3813/C30/030/1960AA

CAPE MAY COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
3813/C30/000/0000AA

CAPE MAY COUNTY VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
3813/C30/202/1964AA

CAREY, M.
3813/BBO/205/1797AA
3813/BBO/205/1970AA

CAREY, MATTHEW
3810/000/000/1795AC
3810/000/000/1796AB
3810/000/000/1801AA
3810/000/000/1814AA
3810/000/000/1816AA

CARTER, WILLIAM M.
3813/G50/210/0000AA

CASSERA, VINCENT I.
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3811/000/030/1890AA
3812/124/040/1887AA
3813/B40/061/1896AA

COLTON, J.H.
3811/000/030/1854AA
3811/000/030/1854AB
3811/000/030/1855AA
3811/000/030/1855AB
3811/000/030/1855AC
3811/000/030/1859AA
3811/000/030/1864AA
3811/000/030/1866AA

COLUMBIA MARKETING CORP.
3813/M60/221/1976AA

COLWELL, CURTIS C.
3813/E70/081/1951AA
3813/E70/081/1956AA

COMBINATION ATLAS MAP OF MERCER COUNTY
3813/M40/206/1963AA

COMMISSION ON BUILDING DISTRICTS AND RESTRICTIONS TECHNICAL ADVISORY CORPORATION
3813/M50/207/1922AA

COMMITTEE ON BOROUGH FOR BASKING RIDGE
3813/S60/114/1931AA

CONGAR, S.H.
3813/E70/214/0000AE

CONOCO
3811/000/081/1934AC

CONOVOR, GEORGE W.
3813/M50/207/1913AA

COOK, GEORGE H.
3811/000/040/1880AA
3811/000/050/1874AA
3811/000/052/1878AA
3811/000/052/1899AA
3812/P28/053/1877AA
3812/P28/053/1880AA
3813/M70/150/1867AA

COOKE, C.L.
3813/M60/237/1891AA

COOPER, GEORGE
3813/M60/241/1883AA

CORNES, BENJAMIN F.
3813/N20/114/1858AA

CORNER, SAMUEL C.
3813/H80/202/1858AA

CORTLEYOU, ROBERT SIMON
3813/S60/020/1938AB

CORWIN, E.T.
3813/S60/130/0000AA

COUNCIL OF PROPRIETORS OF THE WESTERN DIVISION OF NEW JERSEY
3811/000/030/1784AA
3811/000/030/1784AB

COUNTY OF SOMERSET BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/S60/020/1964AA
3813/S60/030/1932AA
3813/S60/030/1940AA
3813/S60/030/1955AA
3813/S60/030/1958AA
3813/S60/030/1961AA
3813/S60/030/1969AA
3813/S60/030/1974AA

CRAM, GEORGE F.
3810/000/000/0000AJ
3811/000/082/1882AA
3811/000/082/1887AA

CRANDALL, G.R.
3813/U50/212/1929AA

CRANE, F.W.
3813/E70/213/1909AA

CREATIVE CONCEPTS COMPANY
3813/M60/124/1974AA

CROCKER, L.V.
3811/000/030/0000AF

CULVER, D.E.
3813/H70/081/1868AA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CULVER, W.C.</td>
<td>3813/A70/212/1891AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M70/225/1885AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/H70/225/1886AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUMMINS, R.D., TOPographer</td>
<td>3811/U30/C12/1901AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3811/U30/P16/1900AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUNNINGHAM, JOHN T.</td>
<td>3811/U00/O90/1974AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3811/U00/O92/1963AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3811/U00/O92/1975AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARLING, ORD J.</td>
<td>3813/H70/212/1906AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/H70/212/1911AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, MOORESTOWN CHAPTER</td>
<td>3813/B80/020/1941AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVIS, W. H.</td>
<td>3813/A70/124/1864AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAY, JOSEPH P.</td>
<td>3813/M50/216/0000AF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECKER, THOMAS E.</td>
<td>3813/S60/206/1965AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELAWARE RIVER PORT AUTHORITY</td>
<td>3812/D35/O83/1952AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELAWARE VALLEY NEWS</td>
<td>3813/H80/O81/0000AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/H80/O81/1940AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENEFER, STEPHEN</td>
<td>3813/H70/206/1813AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENNIS, ANTHONY</td>
<td>3813/N20/206/0000AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENYSE, W. H.</td>
<td>3813/M60/204/1886AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/204/1887AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/211/1897AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/222/1899AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DERRICKSON, F. G.</td>
<td>3813/M50/120/0000AJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/120/1928AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/120/1929AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/120/1932AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/216/1928AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DERRICKSON, FRANK G.</td>
<td>3813/M50/120/1940AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/120/1950AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESERTED VILLAGE OF ALLAIRE BOARD OF TRUSTEES</td>
<td>3813/M60/134/0000AB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESHLER, CHARLES</td>
<td>3813/M50/213/1930AB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESILVER, CHARLES</td>
<td>3811/U00/C30/1956AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3811/U00/C30/1959AB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESOBRY, P.</td>
<td>3813/E70/217/0000AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/H70/206/1804AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/213/0000AC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEYDE, WILLARD L.</td>
<td>3813/B40/223/1938AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIACHISHIN, ALEX N.</td>
<td>3813/B40/248/1960AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIMEMMO, JOHN</td>
<td>3813/M40/203/1978AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISBROW, A. J.</td>
<td>3813/M50/213/1869AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISBROW, EDWARD S.</td>
<td>3813/H80/O81/1943AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/H80/O81/1947AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/H80/O81/1953AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/H80/O81/1956AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/H80/O81/1959AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/229/1934AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONNELLEY, R.</td>
<td>3811/U00/O81/1966AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3811/U00/O81/1967AB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3811/U00/O81/1968AB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3811/000/081/1969AC
3811/000/081/1969AD

DOOLITTLE, A.
3810/000/000/1796AB
3810/000/000/1801AA
3810/000/000/1814AA

DOUGHTY, J.
3813/S60/120/0000AB

DRAPER, R.B.
3813/E70/213/1903AA

DRIPPS, M.
3813/H70/206/1879AA
3813/M40/211/1849AA

DRIPPS, W.C.
3813/M50/213/1877AA

DUNHAM, F.A.
3813/U50/212/1891AA
3813/U50/212/1894AA
3813/U50/212/1932AA
3813/U50/212/1937AA

DUNN AND THOMPSON, SURVEYORS
3813/E70/214/1851AA

DURSTINE, L.W.
3813/E70/213/1922AA

DUVAL AND HUNTER
3811/000/031/1872AA

DUVAL, P.S.
3811/000/050/1839AA
3813/W30/203/1854AA

E.B. HYDE AND CO.
3813/U50/213/1882AA

E.E. BROWNELL ENGINEERING CO.
3813/M40/125/1923AA

E.G. HARRISON AND SON
3813/M60/206/1883AA
3813/M60/206/1893AB

EARLE AND HARRISON, CIVIL ENGINEERS
3813/H70/206/0000AA

EARLE, F.H.
3813/M60/239/1873AA
3813/M60/241/1873AA

EARLE, FRANK H.
3813/E70/130/1874AA
3813/E70/212/0000AA
3813/E70/212/0000AB

EAST AMWELL BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE
3813/H80/208/1976AA

ECKHART, F.A.
3813/P30/211/1962AA

EDELMAN, J.
3813/A70/207/0000AD

EDGAR, R., JR.
3813/B80/236/1965AA

EDISON TOWNSHIP PLANNING BOARD
3813/M50/205/1966AA

EDWARDS, J.H.
3813/E70/214/1957AA

EIMERMANN, GEORGE
3812/C65/050/1866AA

ELLET, CHARLES, JR.
3812/D35/041/1884AA

ELLIS, FRANKLIN
3813/M60/030/1885AA

ENDICOTT, G.
3813/M50/213/1847AA

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT, SCHEDULE RATING OFFICE
3813/C20/207/1920AA
3813/C20/214/1920AA
3813/C20/237/1919AA

ENGLISH NEIGHBORHOOD HISTORICAL SOCIETY
3811/000/021/1964AA

ESSEX COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/E70/081/1869AA
3813/E70/081/1927AA
3813/E70/081/1928AA
3813/E70/081/1929AA
3813/E70/081/1931AA
3813/E70/081/1951AA
3813/E70/081/1956AA
3813/E70/081/1973AA
3813/E70/081/1975AA
3813/E70/081/1978AA

ESSEX COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS
3813/E70/210/0000AA

ESSEX COUNTY PARK COMMISSION
3813/E70/062/1898AA
3813/E70/120/1902AA

ESSO
3811/000/081/1930AC
3811/000/081/1931AD
3811/000/081/1933AD
3811/000/081/1934AG
3811/000/081/1935AA
3811/000/081/1938AB
3811/000/081/1939AC
3811/000/081/1940AA
3811/000/081/1941AD
3811/000/081/1942AD
3811/000/081/1946AB
3811/000/081/1948AD
3811/000/081/1949AB
3811/000/081/1961AC
3811/000/081/1964AB
3811/000/081/1965AB
3811/000/081/1967AA
3811/000/081/1968AA
3811/000/081/1969AB
3811/000/081/1970AC
3811/000/081/1971AA

ESSO
3811/000/081/1972AB

ESSO STANDARD OIL CO.
3811/000/081/1950AC
3811/000/081/1951AB
3811/000/081/1953AA
3811/000/081/1954AA
3811/000/081/1955AB
3811/000/081/1956AA
3811/000/081/1957AA
3811/000/081/1958AB
3811/000/081/1959AA
3811/000/081/1960AA

ESTRIN, HERMAN A.
3811/000/090/1974AA

EVANS, LEWIS
3810/000/000/1749AA

EVERTS AND STEWART
3813/M40/207/1978AA
3813/M50/030/1876AA
3813/M50/114/1876AA
3813/M50/115/1876AA
3813/M50/115/1876AB
3813/M50/130/1876AA
3813/M50/135/1876AA
3813/M50/150/1876AA
3813/M50/209/1876AA
3813/M50/213/1876AA
3813/M50/213/1876AB
3813/M50/213/1876AC
3813/M50/213/1876AD
3813/M50/213/1876AE
3813/M50/214/1876AA
3813/M50/215/1876AA
3813/M50/216/1876AA
3813/M50/216/1876AB
3813/M50/220/1876AA

EWEN, D.
3813/M50/213/1837AA

EWEN, DANIEL
3813/M50/213/1838AA
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3813/M50/213/1838AB
3813/M50/213/1838AC
3813/M50/213/1869AA

EXXON
3811/000/081/1972AC
EXXON COMPANY, USA
3811/000/081/1973AA
3811/000/081/1974AA
3811/000/081/1975AB
3811/000/081/1975AC
3811/000/081/1976AB
3811/000/081/1977AA
3811/000/081/1978AA
EXXON COMPANY, USA
3811/000/081/1979AA
F.A. DUNHAM, INC.
3813/U50/212/1937AA
F.H. KENNEDY AND SDN
3813/M60/204/1877AA
FADEN, WILLIAM
3811/000/030/1777AA
3811/000/030/1777AB
3811/000/030/1777AC
3811/000/030/1777AD
3811/000/030/1777AE
3811/000/030/1778AA
3811/000/030/1778AB
3811/000/030/1778AC
3812/D35/021/1779AA
3813/U50/204/1784AA
FARLEY, JOHN, TRIANGULATOR
3813/A70/124/1864AA
FARM JOURNAL
3812/120/071/1913AA
3812/125/071/1914AA
3812/135/071/1913AA
3813/B80/071/1913AA
FARNHAM, L.E., SURVEYOR
3813/E70/030/0000AA
FAY, PATRICK J.
3813/H70/030/1976AA
FELLOWS AND READ
3813/N20/212/1961AA
3813/N20/212/1962AB
FINLEY, A.
3810/000/000/0000AF
3810/000/000/0000AG
3810/000/000/0000AH
3810/000/000/1834AA
FINLEY, HOWARD J.
3813/E70/134/1923AA
3813/E70/134/1929AA
FIORLETTI, ARMAND
3813/M70/217/1972AA
FIORLETTI, ARMAND A.
3913/U50/207/1970AA
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF PRINCETON
3813/M40/114/1952AA
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SAYREVILLE
3813/M50/219/0000AA
FISHER, WILLIAM
3810/000/000/1677AA
3810/000/000/1677AB
FISK AND RUSSELL
3811/000/094/1888AA
FISK, C.K.
3813/S60/205/1961AA
FISK, E.F.
3813/E70/120/1912AA
3813/E70/120/1914AA
FITZGERALD DIRECTORY CO.
3813/M40/125/1921AA
FITZGERALD, THOMAS F.
3813/M40/125/1908AA
3813/M40/125/1910AA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3813/M40/125/1921AA</td>
<td>FITZGERALD’S TRENTON AND MERCER COUNTY DIRECTORY</td>
<td>3813/M40/125/1884AA</td>
<td>FLEMING, ERIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/081/1947AA</td>
<td>3813/M50/081/1953AA</td>
<td>3813/M50/081/1956AA</td>
<td>3813/M50/081/1959AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/U30/R16/1905AA</td>
<td>3811/U30/R16/1905AB</td>
<td>FLOCKER, IRA, M., REVISER</td>
<td>FONDIA, A.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/U30/R16/1933AA</td>
<td>3811/U30/R16/1934AA</td>
<td>FONDA, A.A.</td>
<td>FORAN, ARTHUR A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/239/1835AA</td>
<td>FOUQUET, J.M.</td>
<td>3813/H70/206/0000AC</td>
<td>FOWLER, L.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/207/1976AA</td>
<td>FORD, TERRY M.</td>
<td>3813/B40/215/1913AA</td>
<td>FRANKLIN AND JENKINS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/B40/215/1913AB</td>
<td>3813/B40/215/1913AC</td>
<td>FRASER, HAMES H.</td>
<td>GANTRY AND CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/B40/215/1913AD</td>
<td>FULCHER, G. W.</td>
<td>3813/M50/130/1876AA</td>
<td>GALLUP'S INC., CARTOGRAPHERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/B40/215/1913AE</td>
<td>3813/B40/215/1913AF</td>
<td>3813/B40/215/1913AG</td>
<td>3811/000/000/1866AB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3812/G21/081/1965AA
3812/G21/081/1970AA
GARDNER, GEORGE H.
3813/E70/214/1909AA
GARDNER, J.P., REVISER
3811/U30/R16/1905AA
3811/U30/R16/1905AB
GARDNER, WALTER P.
3811/000/082/1941AA
3811/000/082/1944AA
GAUM, RUDOLPH F.
3813/M40/203/1966AA
GAW, ROBERT
3813/H70/208/1912AA
GAYETTY, J.I., REVISER
3811/U30/R16/1905AA
3811/U30/R16/1905AB
GEIL, SAMUEL
3813/M70/022/0000AA
GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY
3812/130/020/1962AA
3813/H70/022/1957AA
3813/HS0/022/1978AA
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF NEW JERSEY
3810/000/000/1888AA
3810/000/000/1891AA
3810/000/000/1894AA
3810/000/000/1894AB
3810/000/000/1922AA
GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY
3811/NLS/A41/1901AA
3811/NLS/A74/1902AA
3811/NLS/B55/1904AA
3811/NLS/B55/1905AA
3811/NLS/C12/1900AA
3811/NLS/C32/1805AA
3811/NLS/C92/1813AA
3811/NLS/D58/1903AA
3811/NLS/D58/1905AA
3811/NLS/D58/1916AA
3811/NLS/E43/1912AA
3811/NLS/H11/1899AA
3811/NLS/H11/1914AA
3811/NLS/H26/1899AA
3811/NLS/L96/1901AA
3811/NLS/M56/1902AA
3811/NLS/M58/1900AA
3811/NLS/N17/1901AA
3811/NLS/N21/1905AA
3811/NLS/N21/1914AA
3811/NLS/N22/1907AA
3811/NLS/N23/1908AA
3811/NLS/N23/1914AA
3811/NLS/P17/1912AA
3811/NLS/P41/1900AA
3811/NLS/P41/1916AA
3811/NLS/P48/1905AA
3811/NLS/S31/1903AA
3811/NLS/S54/1905AA
3811/NLS/T18/1900AA
3811/NLS/T62/1902AA
3811/NLS/W53/1900AA
3811/NTA/O21/1906AA
3811/NTA/O21/1913AA
3811/NTA/O22/1903AA
3811/NTA/O22/1920AA
3811/NTA/O23/1903AA
3811/NTA/O23/1916AA
3811/NTA/O24/1903AA
3811/NTA/O24/1912AA
3811/NTA/O25/1906AA
3811/NTA/O25/1912AA
3811/NTA/O26/1903AA
3811/NTA/O26/1912AA
3811/NTA/O27/1903AA
3811/NTA/O27/1913AA
MAIN ENTRY INDEX

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF NEW JERSEY

3811/NTA/028/1904AA
3811/NTA/028/1912AA
3811/NTA/029/1914AA
3811/NTA/031/1903AA
3811/NTA/031/1913AA
3811/NTA/032/1903AA
3811/NTA/032/1913AA
3811/NTA/033/1905AA
3811/NTA/033/1913AA
3811/NTA/035/1907AA
3811/NTA/036/1907AA
3811/NTA/037/1905AA
3811/NTA/037/1913AA
3811/U30/C12/1901AA
3811/U30/P16/1900AA
3811/U30/P16/1905AA
3811/U30/R16/1900AA
3811/U30/R16/1905AA
3811/U30/R16/1905AB
3811/U30/T16/1907AA
3811/U30/V35/1899AA
3811/U30/V35/1899AB
3811/U30/V35/1899AC
3811/U30/O40/1880AA
3811/U30/O40/1880AB
3811/U30/O40/1896AA
3811/U30/O40/1896AB
3811/U30/O40/1907AA
3811/U30/O40/1907AB
3811/U30/O50/1861AA
3811/U30/O50/1893AA
3811/U30/O52/1876AA
3811/U30/O52/1899AA
3811/U30/O60/1880AA
3811/U30/O60/1892AA
3811/U30/O73/1900AA
3811/U30/O74/1922AA
3811/U30/O80/1912AA
3811/U30/O80/1913AA
3811/U30/O82/1912AB
3811/U30/O82/1922AA
3812/C65/050/1866AA
3812/C65/050/1867AA
3812/P16/050/1893AA
3812/P16/050/1894AA
3812/P28/053/1877AA
3812/P28/053/1893AA
3812/P28/074/1905AA
3812/P61/050/1867AA
3812/110/050/1868AA
3812/110/050/1892AA
3812/110/060/1874AA
3812/110/060/1901AA
3812/110/061/1890AA
3812/110/073/1900AA
3812/114/040/1882AA
3812/124/040/1887AA
3812/124/050/1892AA
3813/C30/081/1924AA
3813/C30/081/1937AA
3813/C30/081/1940AA
3813/C30/081/1951AA
3813/C30/081/1955AA
3813/C30/081/1976AA
3813/C30/081/1977AA
3813/M50/060/1875AA
3813/M50/060/1877AA
3813/M70/110/1894AA
GERONOMI, F.
3813/G50/030/1976AA

GERSHOM, ALVIN E.
3813/M50/221/1974AA

GERTNER, JOAN K.
3813/N20/215/1958AA

GILLESPIE, G.L.
3813/H70/130/1881AA

GLOUCESTER COUNTY BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE
3813/G50/020/1976AA

GLOUCESTER COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/G50/030/1935AA
3813/G50/030/1955AA
3813/G50/030/1961AA

GLOUCESTER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
3813/G50/020/1976AA

GLOUCESTER COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
3813/G50/020/1976AA

GOFF, R.L.
3813/A70/217/0000AA
3813/A70/217/0000AB
3813/A70/217/1906AA
3813/A70/217/1907AA
3813/A70/221/0000AA

GOFF, RALPH L.
3813/C30/210/1810AA

GOFF, WILLIAM A.
3813/M50/238/1945AA

GORDON, THOMAS
3810/000/000/1838AA
3810/000/000/1841AA
3810/000/000/1846AA

GORDON, THOMAS
3811/000/030/0000AA
3811/000/030/0000AB
3811/000/030/1839AA
3811/000/030/1846AA
3811/000/030/1847AA
3811/000/030/1854AC
3813/M40/125/1836AA
3813/M40/211/1841AA
3813/W30/030/1825AA

GOWLER, A.T., REVISER
3811/U30/R16/1805AA
3811/U30/R16/1805AB

GRAHAM, C.B.
3813/M50/213/1837AA
3813/M50/213/1838AA
3813/M50/213/1902AA

GRANT, A.A.
3811/000/082/1882AB

GRASSMANN AND KREH
3813/U50/114/1925AA
3813/U50/204/1916AA

GRASSMANN, E.J.
3813/U50/114/1925AA
3813/U50/204/1916AA

GRAVES, PEARSON
3813/U50/220/1976AA

GRAY, C.P.
3811/000/040/1912AA

GREATER EATONTOWN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3813/M50/124/1974AA

GREATER LONG BRANCH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3813/M60/227/1977AA

GREATER PRINCETON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND CIVIC COUNCIL
3813/M40/110/1963AA

GREATER TRENTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3813/M40/125/0000AB
3813/M40/211/0000AB
GREEN, MILDRED C.
3811/000/092/1935AA

GRIFFITH, A.
3813/M60/236/0000AC

GROSS, ALEXANDER
3813/E70/214/0000AD

GULF OIL CORPORATION
3811/000/081/0000AE
3811/000/081/1951AA

GULF REFINING CO.
3811/000/081/1927AA

GUTTENBERG BOARD OF COUNCILMEN
3813/H70/203/1898AA

HACKENSACK BOARD OF REALTORS, INC.
3813/E40/120/1939AA

HAINES AND SHERMAN
3813/N20/228/1908AA

HALSEY, E. D.
3813/M70/031/1882AA

HALSEY, E. R.
3813/E70/212/1927AA

HALSEY, EDMUND R.
3813/E70/134/1923AA
3813/E70/134/1929AA

HAMMOND, D. STANTON
3811/000/021/1964AA
3811/000/021/1974AA
3812/130/020/1962AA
3813/H70/022/1957AA
3813/H80/022/1978AA
3813/H80/212/1964AA
3813/M40/207/1976AA
3813/M40/207/1978AA
3813/P30/208/1954AA
3813/P30/208/1964AA
3813/P30/208/1969AA

HAMMOND, JOHN D.
3811/000/080/1845AA

HAMMOND, JOHN T.
3810/000/000/1836AA

HAND AND STEVEN
3813/C30/208/1912AA

HAND, MORGAN
3813/C30/030/1912AA
3813/C30/030/1960AA

HARLEY, F. E.
3813/B40/220/1953AA

HARNEY, DONALD T.
3813/M40/081/1976AA
3813/M40/081/1978AA
3813/M40/081/1980AA

HARPER, GEORGE B.
3813/S90/030/1959AA
3813/S90/030/1962AA

HARRIS, FORD
3813/E70/214/1936AA

HARRIS, HARRY F.
3813/M40/081/1932AA
3812/M40/081/1938AA
3813/M40/211/1911AA

HARRISON, E. G.
3813/M60/026/1883AA
3813/M60/026/1883AB

HARRISON, J. W.
3813/H70/206/0000AA
3813/H70/206/1894AA

HARRISON, THOMAS S.
3813/H70/208/1917AA

HARROLD, STANLEY C.
3813/S90/030/1974AA

HART, CHARLES
3811/000/030/1872AD
3813/B40/256/1873AA
3813/M50/216/1916AA

HARVEY, DOROTHY
HARVEY, MERRILL
3813/M70/224/1974AA

HASSAN, A.F. (AND) THOMAS, G.D.
3811/000/091/1922AA

HAUSser, CHARLES A.
3813/M70/217/1953AA
3813/M70/217/1954AA

HEINDINGSFELD, J.
3813/M50/120/1926AA
3813/M50/213/0000AA
3813/M50/213/0000AE
3813/M50/213/0000AF

HEins, H.M.
3813/S60/208/1949AA

HEinz, THOMAS F.
3813/M50/213/1938AA

HEPPPENHEIMER, F.
3811/000/040/1856AA
3813/M70/235/1855AA

HERBERT H. SMITH ASSOCIATES
3813/M50/205/1966AA

HERRON, WILLIAM D.
3811/000/090/1958AA

HEWITT, GEORGE
3813/P30/081/1936AA

HIGGENS, J.W.
3813/U50/208/0000AA
3813/U50/208/0000AB

HILL, E.W.
3813/C30/208/1952AA

HILL, HOMER
3813/M70/120/0000AA

HillGARTNER, G.
3813/M40/206/1962AA

HILLIARD D'AUBERTEUIL, MICHEL RENE
3813/M60/125/1782AA

HILLS, JOHN
3813/U50/204/1784AA

HISTORIC HIRAM MARKET PRESERVATION ASSOCIATION
3813/M50/213/1978AA

HISTORICAL SITE COMMITTEE (UPPER TOWNSHIP, NEW JERSEY)
3813/C30/211/1975AA

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF HAMILTON TOWNSHIP (MERCEr COUNTY)
3813/M40/203/1979AA

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OCEAN GROVE
3813/M60/236/0000AA

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF OCEAN GROVE
3813/M60/236/0000AD
3813/M60/236/1974AA

HOEN, A.
3810/000/000/1922AA
3811/NLS/L56/1931AA
3811/NLS/N17/1932AA
3811/NLS/N21/1905AA
3811/NTA/O21/1906AA
3811/NTA/O21/1913AA
3811/NTA/O21/1931AA
3811/NTA/O22/1916AA
3811/NTA/O22/1933AA
3811/NTA/O23/1933AA
3811/NTA/O24/1936AA
3811/NTA/O25/1933AA
3811/NTA/O26/1912AA
3811/NTA/O26/1916AA
3811/NTA/O26/1927AA
3811/NTA/O26/1932AA
3811/NTA/O26/1955AA
3811/NTA/O27/1930AA
3811/NTA/O28/1937AA
3811/NTA/O28/1949AA
3811/NTA/O29/1914AA
3811/NTA/O29/1938AA
3811/NTA/O30/1910AA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDEN, A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/S80/130/1902AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL BROOK NEWARK DIRECTORY CO.</td>
<td>3813/E70/214/1893AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLBROOK, A.M.</td>
<td>3813/E70/214/1806AC, 3813/E70/214/1881AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLLAND, SAMUEL</td>
<td>3810/000/000/1768AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLMES, ARTHUR B.</td>
<td>3813/E70/213/1942AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPATCONG LAND AND IMPROVEMENT CO.</td>
<td>3813/M70/225/1885AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPPEWELL MUSEUM</td>
<td>3813/M40/206/1963AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPKINGS, G.M.</td>
<td>3811/000/050/1868AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPKINS, G.H.</td>
<td>3813/W30/217/1867AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPKINS, JOHN T.</td>
<td>3813/M50/207/1918AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORNER, ROBERT E.</td>
<td>3811/000/030/1854AC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORNER, W.E.V.</td>
<td>3813/M60/125/0000AA, 3813/M60/125/0000AB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORTON, W.E., TOPOGRAPHER</td>
<td>3811/J30/P16/1900AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOTCHIN, THOMAS</td>
<td>3813/H70/120/1766AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOTEL KLEIN, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ</td>
<td>3811/000/081/1917AB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF NEWARK, NEW JERSEY</td>
<td>3813/E70/214/1962AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOWARTH, LEONA</td>
<td>3813/S80/205/1950AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOWELL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE</td>
<td>3813/M60/221/1976AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Code/Year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOWELL, GEO. W.</td>
<td>3811/000/092/1877AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOWELL, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>3812/114/040/1882AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOWELL, WILLIAM C.</td>
<td>3813/W30/203/1854AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUBARD, W. J.</td>
<td>3813/M50/227/0000AE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUBBARD, F. J.</td>
<td>3813/U50/212/1901AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUDSON COUNTY BOARD OF PLANNING</td>
<td>3813/H00/090/1976AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUDSON COUNTY BOARD OF CHosen FREEHOLDERS</td>
<td>3813/H00/081/1931AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUDSON COUNTY DEMOCRAT</td>
<td>3813/H00/081/1940AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUDSON COUNTY PARKS and OPEN LAND ADVISORY COMMITTEE</td>
<td>3813/H00/062/0000AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYDE, E. B.</td>
<td>3813/U50/213/1882AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMBERT, LITHGRAPHER</td>
<td>3813/M50/213/1829AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRONS, A. P.</td>
<td>3813/N20/208/1878AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSAC, ANTHONY J.</td>
<td>3813/E70/212/1975AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKSON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE</td>
<td>3813/N20/212/0000AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKSON TOWNSHIP PLANNING BOARD</td>
<td>3813/N20/212/1961AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFFREYS, THOMAS</td>
<td>3810/000/000/1768AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFFRIES, ALBERT</td>
<td>3813/E70/214/0000AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Entry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/E70/214/1979AA</td>
<td>JERSEY CITY BOARD OF TRADE PUBLICITY COMMITTEE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/E70/214/1980AA</td>
<td>JERSEY CITY DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND PUBLIC PROPERTIES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/H70/206/1911AA</td>
<td>JERSEYANA CLUB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/244/1966AA</td>
<td>JOHNSON AND JOHNSON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/213/1902AA</td>
<td>JOHNSON, A. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/030/1866AC</td>
<td>JOINT HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROJECT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/072/1953AA</td>
<td>JOMO, JOSEPH J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/201/1976AA</td>
<td>JONES, C. D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/030/1855AD</td>
<td>JONES, ROBERT C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/H80/224/1960AA</td>
<td>KACHORSKY, MICHAEL S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/S60/213/1966AA</td>
<td>KANE, ROBERT C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/S60/220/1970AA</td>
<td>KEEFE, FRANK C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/213/1967AA</td>
<td>KEEFER, D. B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/241/1883AA</td>
<td>KELLY, J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/000/1850AA</td>
<td>KEITH, J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M70/130/1979AA</td>
<td>KELLAM, R. K.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/209/0000AA</td>
<td>KELLOGG, A. H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/202/1896AA</td>
<td>KENDERDINE, W., ILLUSTRATOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/B80/222/1934AA</td>
<td>KENNEDY, CLARENCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/134/1899AA</td>
<td>KENNEDY, F. H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/204/1877AA</td>
<td>KENNEDY, THOMAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/236/0000AE</td>
<td>KENTZ, JOHN J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/N20/228/0000AA</td>
<td>KEPPLER, WALTER A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/C30/081/1951AA</td>
<td>KILBOURNE, ELIZABETH ALWARD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/C30/081/1955AA</td>
<td>KING, GEORGE M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/C80/081/1954AA</td>
<td>KITCHIN, T. G.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/082/1906AA</td>
<td>KOBBE, GUSTAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/H79/000/1890AA</td>
<td>KOLLNER, A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/A70/213/0000AA</td>
<td>KOPPER, C. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M40/211/1849AA</td>
<td>KORYBSKI, M. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/217/1954AA</td>
<td>KORYBSKI, M. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/C20/208/1973AA</td>
<td>KORYBSKI, M. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/E70/214/1973AA</td>
<td>KORYBSKI, M. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/110/1973AA</td>
<td>KORYBSKI, M. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/120/1973AC</td>
<td>KORYBSKI, M. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/213/1973AA</td>
<td>KORYBSKI, M. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/213/1973AB</td>
<td>KORYBSKI, M. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/217/1973AA</td>
<td>KORYBSKI, M. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KOZLAY, CHARLES M. 3813/U50/212/1891AA
KRAMM, G. 3813/B80/090/1849AA
KRAUSE, W. F. 3813/H80/209/0000AA
KREMPE, JOHN G. 3812/D37/083/1976AA
KUMMEL, HENRY B. 3811/000/050/1893AA
KUPPER, C. J. 3813/M50/217/1963AA
KUY, HENRY G. 3811/000/083/1915AA
KYLE, JOHN M. 3813/H70/211/1951AA
LAKE HOPATCONG BUSINESSMEN'S ASSOCIATION 3812/H79/000/0000AA
LAKE HOPATCONG LAND AND IMPROVEMENT CO. 3813/M70/225/1886AA
LAKE, D. J. 3813/S60/120/1860AA
LAKWOOD CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 3813/H80/217/1869AA
LAMPING, JACK 3813/N20/030/1959AA
LARRABEE, BRUCE M. 3813/N20/215/1958AA
LARSON AND FOX 3813/M50/216/0000AF
LATHROP, J. M. 3813/P30/134/0000AA
LAWRENCE HISTORIC AND AESTHETIC COMMISSION 3813/M40/207/1976AA
LAWRENCE, ELISHA 3813/M60/110/1976AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS {CHATHAM} 3813/M70/204/1958AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS {GLEN ROCK, N. J.} 3813/B40/222/1974AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS {OF PISCATAWAY} 3813/M50/217/1954AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS {OF RARITAN TOWNSHIP} 3813/M50/217/1958AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS {WATCHUNG BOROUGH, SOMERSET COUNTY, N. J.} 3813/S60/221/1971AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF BOONTON 3813/M70/201/1951AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF CRANFORD 3813/U50/203/1966AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF EAST BRUNSWICK 3813/M50/204/1962AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF LAKEWOOD 3813/N20/215/1958AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF LEVITTOWN, NEW JERSEY 3813/B30/238/0000AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF PHILLIPSBURG 3813/W30/219/1963AA
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF RARITAN TOWNSHIP 3813/M50/205/1954AA
LEAVITT, CHARLES WELLFORD 3813/M40/206/0000AA
LEFFINGWELL, FRANK D. 3813/E70/213/1914AA
LEHLBACH BROS.
3813/M60/211/1893AA
LEHLBACH BROTHERS
3813/M60/226/1898AA
LEHLBACH, HERMAN
3813/M60/226/1882AA
3813/M60/226/1883AA
3813/M60/226/1898AA
3813/N20/203/1882AA
LENNON, ARTHUR H.
3813/U50/210/1963AA
3813/U50/210/1966AA
LEWIS, HAROLD
3813/E70/213/1942AA
LEWIS, SAMUEL
3810/000/000/1795AC
3810/000/000/1812AB
3810/000/000/1816AA
LIGHTFOOT, J.
3813/M70/022/0000AA
LIGHTFOOT, JESSE
3813/M50/020/1851AA
3813/M50/110/1851AA
3813/M60/114/1978AC
LIPPINCOTT, HENRY S.
3813/B80/221/1926AA
LITTEL, JOHN
3812/P28/034/1845AA
LITTELL, ANNA L.
3813/U50/220/197GAA
LLOYD, H.C.
3813/M70/135/1933AA
LLOYD, H.H.
3811/000/030/1872AC
3811/000/070/1865AA
LORDMIS, G.L.
3813/S60/120/0000AB
LORENTZ, ROBERT F.
3813/H80/081/1970AA
LOSEE, PAUL G.
3813/S90/081/1948AA
LOSS, ADOLPHUS
3813/M50/224/0000AA
LOW, J.
3810/000/000/1799AA
3810/000/000/1799AB
LYMAN, MELVILLE H., JR.
3813/M70/236/1975AA
MACNAMARA, WALTER H.
3813/C20/218/0000AA
MAGNUS, CHARLES
3813/E70/214/1853AA
3813/E70/214/1853AB
MAHNKEN, A.J.
3813/H70/208/1921AA
MANGIN, JOSEPH F.
3813/H70/206/1804AA
3813/H70/206/1813AA
MANNING, T.S.
3810/000/000/1816AA
MARCELUS, A.A.
3813/M50/213/1829AA
MARDER, RICHARD C.
3813/S60/020/1938AA
MARKHAM, E.H.
3813/B80/110/1917AA
3813/B80/110/1917AB
3813/B80/110/1917AC
3813/B80/110/1917AD
3813/B80/110/1917AE
3813/B80/110/1917AF
3813/B80/110/1917AG
MARTIN, ALEXANDER
3813/E70/214/1936AA
MARTIN, H. LEROY
3813/M50/081/1963AA

MARTIN, LAWRENCE
3811/O00/020/1931AA

MASON AND SMITH
3813/M50/216/1914AA

MAXIM, HUDSON
3812/H79/034/1912AA

MAY, PHILIP S.
3813/S60/205/1978AA

MAYOR'S POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, NEWARK, NJ
3813/E70/214/0000AA
3813/E70/214/1978AA
3813/E70/214/1980AA

MAYS LANDING IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
3813/A70/212/1891AB

MCCANDLESS, GEORGE F.
3813/U50/208/0000AA

MCCANN, THOMAS H.
3813/H70/203/1898AA
3813/H70/203/1911AA
3813/H70/208/1894AA
3813/H70/208/1907AB
3813/H70/208/1907AC
3813/H70/211/1909AA

MCCANN, THOMAS H.
3813/H70/212/1904AA
3813/H70/212/1905AA

MCCHESNEY, WILLIAM
3813/M60/213/1979AA

MCCLAVE, ROSCOE PARKE
3813/B40/030/1928AA
3813/B40/030/1930AA
3813/B40/030/1938AA
3813/B40/030/1949AA

MCCLINTOCK, EMORY
3813/G50/030/1976AA

MCCLINTOCK, EMORY
3813/M70/134/1929AA

MCCORMICK, FRANCIS P.
3813/E70/203/01977AA
3813/E70/203/1978AA

MCCOURT, W. E.
3812/110/060/1905AA

MCGUIGAN, JAMES
3811/O00/082/1870AA
3811/O00/082/1871AA
3811/O00/082/1872AA

MECKE, LEO K.
3813/M60/081/1956AA

MEDFORD TOWNSHIP, N.J., DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND PUBLIC PROPERTY
3813/B80/120/0000AA

MEDOLE, JOHN
3813/M50/213/1870AA

MEIXELL, JOHN W., JR.
3813/U50/030/1951AA
3813/U50/030/1956AA

MERCHANT, ALEXANDER
3813/M50/207/0000AA

MERRILL, GEORGE R.
3813/M50/213/1870AA

MERCER COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEolders
3813/M40/020/1976AA
3813/M40/081/1932AA

MERCER COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT
3813/M40/081/1976AA
3813/M40/081/1978AA
3813/M40/081/1980AA

MAYOR AND WONNEBERG, SURVEYORS
3813/U50/204/0000AA

MEYER, ERNEST L.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3813/U50/204/1856AA</td>
<td>Meyer, Ernest L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/U50/204/1875AA</td>
<td>Meyers, Charles A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/U50/204/1880AA</td>
<td>Middlesex County Board of Chosen Freeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/120/0000AD</td>
<td>Middlesex County Cultural and Heritage Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/204/1896AA</td>
<td>Middlesex County Planning Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/020/1977AA</td>
<td>Middlesex Title Guarantee and Trust Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/A70/217/0000AC</td>
<td>Mobil Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/211/1897AA</td>
<td>Mobilgas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/207/1898AA</td>
<td>Mobil Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/MGO/211/1897AA</td>
<td>Milltown Review (Newspaper)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/120/0000AN</td>
<td>Milltown Battlefieald Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/E70/115/1912AA</td>
<td>Moeller, B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/U50/216/0000AB</td>
<td>Moffat, F. N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/E70/114/1889AA</td>
<td>Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/E70/120/1889AA</td>
<td>Monmouth County Planning Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/125/0000AB</td>
<td>Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/030/1967AB</td>
<td>Monmouth County Planning Board</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MONROE, WILLIAM H.
3813/E70/120/1902AA
MOORE, HENRY
3813/H70/120/1766AA
MORDEN, ROBERT
3810/000/000/1950AA
MORGAN, BENJAMIN
3813/M50/213/1769AA
MORGAN, LUMAN J. (MRS.)
3813/N20/213/1976AA
MORRIS CANAL INVESTIGATION COMMISSION
3812/H79/034/1912AA
MORRIS COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/M70/030/1956AA
3813/M70/030/1961AA
3813/M70/030/1969AA
3813/M70/030/1976AA
3813/M70/081/1949AA
MORRIS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
3813/M70/134/1969AA
MORRIS COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
3813/M70/080/1977AA
MORRISON, G.R.
3813/S20/212/1875AA
MORRISTOWN NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK
3813/M70/213/0000AA
MOSHER, EDWARD
3813/U50/203/1911AA
MOSLEY, VIRGINIA T.
3813/B40/261/1958AA
3813/B40/261/1972AA
MOUNTAIN LAKES LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
3813/M70/227/1967AA
MOUNTY, EDWARD L.
3813/M40/081/1956AA
MOUELLER, A.H.
3813/M40/080/1918AA
3813/M40/125/1910AA
3813/M60/222/1889AA
3813/P30/134/0000AA
MULDROW, ROBERT, TOPOGRAPHER
3811/U30/C12/1901AA
MUNN, DAVID C.
3811/000/021/1974AA
MUSS, JOSHUA
3813/H70/208/1842AA
NASH, CHARLES EDGAR
3813/N20/134/1940AA
NASH, WINONA
3813/M40/207/1976AA
NATIONAL BOARD OF HEALTH
3813/H70/040/1881AA
NEGUS, J. HENRY
3813/U50/218/1960AA
NELSON, ALEXANDER H.
3813/A70/030/1931AA
NELSON, ALLEN G.
3813/M70/202/1980AA
NESBITT, GEORGE F.
3813/M50/203/1868AA
NEUMAN, L.
3811/000/030/1872AD
NEW BRUNSWICK BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
3813/M50/213/1938AA
NEW BRUNSWICK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3813/M50/120/0000AB
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/213/1980AA</td>
<td>NEW BRUNSWICK SPOKESMAN {NEWSPAPER}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/120/0000AN</td>
<td>NEW BRUNSWICK. OFFICE OF CITY ENGINEER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/213/1940AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY BOARD OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/083/1915AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY CONSERVATION FOUNDATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/A88/081/0000AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3810/000/000/0000AE</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/030/0000AE</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/080/0000AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/080/1903AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/080/1909AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/080/1912AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/080/1913AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/G21/081/1960AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/G21/081/1962AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/G21/081/1964AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/G21/081/1965AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/G21/081/1970AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1930AB</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/P30/214/1966AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL CONFERENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/020/0000AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/040/1912AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY SHIP CANAL COMMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/050/1874AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/070/1937AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1930AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1931AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1932AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1933AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1934AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1935AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1936AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1937AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1939AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1941AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1946AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1949AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1958AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1961AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1961AB</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE LIBRARY. ARCHIVES AND HISTORY BUREAU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/021/1974AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE LIBRARY. ARCHIVES AND HISTORY BUREAU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/020/1936AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE PLANNING BOARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/020/1937AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE PLANNING BOARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/070/1937AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY STATE WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/P28/074/1908AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/N51/081/1976AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/N51/081/1952AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/N51/081/1955AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/N51/081/1960AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/N51/081/1961AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/134/041/1928AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY. BOARD OF COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/E43/1919AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/E43/1930AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/J26/1928AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/L56/1931AA</td>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### MAIN ENTRY INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/M56/1917AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/N17/1932AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/N23/1926AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/P41/1926AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/P48/1917AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/S31/1916AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NLS/S54/1920AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/021/1931AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/022/1916AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/022/1933AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/023/1933AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/024/1927AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/026/1932AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/027/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/028/1917AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/028/1937AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/029/1936AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/030/1910AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/030/1934AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/030/1951AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/031/1931AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/033/1937AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/034/1927AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/034/1936AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/035/1917AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/035/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/036/1916AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/036/1934AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/080/1925AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/091/1926AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M40/125/1929AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/02G/1955AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/028/1949AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/031/1942AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/032/1934AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/026/1955AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/028/1949AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/031/1942AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/NTA/032/1934AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. PLANNING SECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/031/1953AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/031/1964AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/032/1960AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/051/1959AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. PLANNING SECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/060/1951AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/070/1951AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/073/1922AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/134/070/0000AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/134/070/0000AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/134/070/1962AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3812/134/070/1962AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/B80/236/0000AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/B80/236/1962AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/H80/110/1957AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M40/206/1962AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/120/19G3AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/134/0000AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/080/1969AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1970AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3811/000/081/1976AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY. STATE GEOLOGIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/S90/130/1902AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/S90/130/1902AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW JERSEY. STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/072/1955AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M50/081/1962AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW SHREWSBURY, N. J., TERCENTENARY COMMITTEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3813/M60/120/1963AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWARK BOARD OF EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWARK CENTRAL PLANNING BOARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWARK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWARK MODEL CITIES PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWARK PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWELL, JAMES K.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH BRUNSWICK DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH JERSEY CONSERVATION FOUNDATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH JERSEY TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUNEYLLER, W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUNEYLLER, W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYSTROM, A.J., AND CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.H. PIERSON AND CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN CITY HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN CITY PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN COUNTY BUREAU OF PUBLICITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN COUNTY HERITAGE COMMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN COUNTY PLANNING BOARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN GROVE CAMP MEETING ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEAN GROVE HOTEL ASSOCIATION, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFICE OF CITY CLERK, NEWARK, N.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHMAN, A.R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVER, ROBERT V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLMSTEAD BROTHERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLMSTEAD BROTHERS, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONDERDONK, J.R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPDYKE, RAY S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MAIN ENTRY INDEX

3813/B40/140/1942AA
3813/C20/115/1944AA
3813/E70/114/1935AA
3813/E70/120/1940AA
3813/E70/134/0000AA
3813/E70/134/0000AB
3813/E70/194/1939AA

OPDYKE, RAY S.
3813/E70/134/1947AA
3813/E70/134/1935AA
3813/E70/135/1943AA
3813/E70/135/1947AA
3813/E70/150/1940AA
3813/E70/150/1948AA
3813/H70/140/1942AA
3813/H70/140/1949AA
3813/M50/115/1946AA
3813/M60/114/1945AA
3813/M70/134/1942AA
3813/N20/114/1947AA
3813/P30/134/1943AA
3813/U50/115/0000AC

ORANGE STORAGE WAREHOUSES
3813/E70/081/0000AC

ORLEANS, FRANK W.
3813/U50/020/1980AA

ORTLEY BEACH CO.
3813/N20/208/0000AB

OSBORN, EZRA A.
3813/M60/232/1875AA
3813/N20/114/1858AA

OSBORN, FRANK
3813/M60/207/1908AA

OSBORN, ROBERT R.
3813/N20/208/0000AB

OSLER, WILLIAM P.
3813/M40/209/1883AA

OTLEY, J. W.
3813/B80/030/1849AA
3813/B80/236/1965AA
3813/M50/000/1850AA

OTLEY, VAN DERVEER AND KEILY
3813/S60/110/0000AA

PALLADINO, WILLIAM U.
3813/C20/081/0000AA
3813/C20/209/1964AA

PALMER, DWIGHT R.G.
3811/000/081/1955AA

PANCOAST, R.M.
3813/G50/063/1877AA

PARSELL, GEORGE K.
3813/M50/213/0000AE
3813/M50/213/0000AF
3813/M50/213/0000AP
3813/M50/213/0000AR
3813/M50/213/1887AA

PASSEAI AC AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3813/P30/207/1976AA

PASSEAI AC COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/P30/081/0000AB
3813/P30/081/0000AC

PASSEAI AC COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/P30/081/1975AA
3813/P30/081/1977AA

PASSEAI AC VALLEY SEWERAGE COMMISSION
3812/P28/053/1877AA

PATERSON BOARD OF TRADE
3813/P30/208/1875AA

PATTON, HOWARD R.
3813/M50/214/1968AA

PEAPACK-GLADSTONE BANK
3813/S60/110/0000AA
3813/S60/114/0000AA
3813/S60/115/0000AA
3813/S60/120/0000AC
PEET, CHARLES E.
3812/P28/052/1894AA
PEIRSON AND BYRAM
3813/N20/203/1883AA
PENN S YLVANIA RAILROAD
3811/000/082/1876AA
3811/000/082/1881AA
3811/000/082/1917AA
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY
3811/000/082/1899AA
PERRINE, H. LANSING
3813/M60/213/1979AA
PERTH AMBOY TERCENTENARY COMMITTEE
3813/M50/216/0000AA
PHELPS, T. S., HYDROGRAPHER
3813/A70/124/1864AA
PHILADELPHIA AND READING RAILWAY
3811/000/082/1906AB
PHILHOWER, CHARLES A.
3813/U50/030/1918AA
PIERCE, ARTHUR D.
3812/134/070/0000AC
PIERSON, ALDUS H.
3813/M70/134/1932AA
PIERSON, JOHN NOBLE
3813/M50/209/1977AA
PINELANDS COMMISSION
3812/P64/000/1980AA
PITNEY, SHELTON
3811/000/082/1941AA
3811/000/082/1944AA
PLAINFIELD TRUST COMPANY
3813/U50/212/1937AA
PLANNING BOARD OF THE TOWN OF MORRISTOWN
3813/M70/224/1954AA
PLUMMER, L. P.
3811/NLS/L56/1931AA
3811/NLS/N17/1932AA
3811/NLS/N23/1926AA
PLUMMER, L. P.
3811/NLS/P41/1928AA
3811/NTA/021/1931AA
3811/NTA/022/1933AA
3811/NTA/023/1933AA
3811/NTA/024/1936AA
3811/NTA/025/1933AA
3811/NTA/026/1927AA
3811/NTA/026/1932AA
3811/NTA/027/1930AA
3811/NTA/028/1937AA
3811/NTA/029/1938AA
3811/NTA/030/1910AA
3811/NTA/030/1934AA
3811/NTA/031/1931AA
3811/NTA/032/1934AA
3811/NTA/033/1937AA
3811/NTA/034/1927AA
3811/NTA/034/1936AA
3811/NTA/035/1930AA
3811/NTA/036/1934AA
PLUMMER, LOREN P.
3813/M70/134/1932AA
POATES, L. L.
3813/M50/213/0000AM
POINT PLEASANT LAND CO.
3813/N20/114/0000AA
POLARINE OIL
3811/000/081/0000AF
PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY. MARINE TERMINALS DEPARTMENT
3812/P88/083/1974AA
PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK
3813/H70/211/1935AA
3813/H70/211/1950AA
3813/H70/211/1951AA
3813/H70/211/1954AA
3813/H70/211/1954AB
POTTER, HERBERT B.
3813/B40/030/1909AA
3813/B40/030/1909AB
POTT, C.A.
3813/M40/125/1874AA
3813/M40/125/1874AB
PRICE AND LEE CO.
3813/P30/134/1919AA
3813/E70/120/1912AA
3813/E70/120/1912AB
PRICE AND LEE CO.'S DIRECTORY OF THE ORANGES
3813/E70/120/1912AA
3813/E70/120/1914AA
PRICE, J.
3813/M50/224/0000AA
PRICE, LEWIS (?)
3813/E70/212/0000AC
3813/E70/212/1962AA
PRINCE, J.
3810/000/000/1894AB
PRINCE, L.B.
3811/000/081/1923AB
PRINCETON COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL
3813/M40/210/0000AC
PRINCETON DIRECTORY
3813/M40/114/1926AA
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
3811/000/092/1963AA
3813/E70/214/1966AA
PURCELL, WILLIAM W.
3813/M50/120/1928AB
PURE OIL CO.
3811/000/081/1934AE
3811/000/081/1934AF
PYL, S.F.
3813/M60/216/1933AA
QUACKENBUSH, G.A.
3811/000/052/1954AA
RANKIN, EDWARD S.
3813/E70/020/1918AA
RARITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3813/S60/120/0000AA
RATZER, B.
3813/H70/120/1766AA
RATZER, BERNARD
3811/000/030/1769AA
3811/000/030/1769AB
REID, JOHN
3810/000/000/1795AB
REIMER, W.V.H.
3813/E70/120/1878AA
REMINGTON AND BOYD, ENGINEERS
3813/B80/222/1971AA
REMINGTON, J.C., JR.
3813/N20/215/1951AA
REMINGTON, JOHN C., JR.
3813/N20/081/1950AA
3813/N20/081/1951AA
RICE, L.M.
3813/C30/207/1915AA
RICHARDS, BERT
3813/M50/081/1953AA
RICHLAND (OIL COMPANY)
3811/000/081/1937AC
RIDGESPUR-GROVE REAL ESTATE BOARD OF REALTORS, INC.
3813/B40/115/0000AA
RIMMELY, WILLIAM
3813/M50/212/1970AA
RIMMELY, WILLIAM M.
3813/M50/207/1959AA
3813/M50/207/1963AA
3813/M50/207/1964AA
RIMMELY, WILLIAM M.
3813/M50/212/1968AA
3813/S60/208/1968AA
RIPARIAN COMMISSIONERS OF NEW JERSEY
3813/H70/130/1876AA
RIPARIAN COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
3812/D35/041/1873AA
3813/S20/212/1875AA
RIPPEY, JOSEPH
3813/H70/206/1887AA
ROBERTS, J.M.
3813/M50/213/1829AA
ROBERTS, W.E.
3813/H80/020/1875AA
ROBERTS, WALTER E.
3813/H80/081/1931AA
ROBINSON, E.
3812/H79/034/1887AA
3813/M40/125/1884AA
3813/U50/218/1879AA
ROBINSON, F.
3813/M70/110/1887AA
3813/M70/120/1886AA
3813/M70/204/1887AA
3813/M70/204/1896AA
3813/M70/217/1887AA
ROCHFORD, W.E.
3811/NTA/031/1942AA
RODE, EDWARD
3813/M50/213/1877AA
ROGERS, HENRY D.
3811/000/050/1839AA
ROGERS, NIART
3813/M60/124/0000AB
3813/M60/202/1896AA
3813/M60/202/1896AB
3813/M60/238/1897AA
3813/M60/238/1897AB
ROURKE, O.
3813/B40/219/0000AA
ROWE, JOHN E.
3813/E70/214/1873AA
RUNDLE, HENRY MCD.
3813/M50/02/1951AA
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
3813/M50/072/1953AA
3813/M50/110/1973AA
3813/M50/120/0000AP
3813/M50/213/0000AM
3813/M50/217/1973AA
3813/M50/213/1973AB
3813/M50/213/1978AB
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY. NEW JERSEY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
3811/000/052/1954AA
RYMER, W.C.
3813/H70/081/1868AA
SAGNER, ALAN
3811/000/081/1976AA
SALEM COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/S20/030/1951AA
3813/S20/030/1974AA
SALISBURY, ROLLIN D.
3811/000/050/1893AA
3812/P16/050/1893AA
3812/P28/052/1894AA
3812/P28/053/1893AA
3812/110/050/1902AA
SANBORN MAP AND PUBLISHING COMPANY
3813/M50/213/1886AA
SAUNDERS, EDWARD H.
3813/C20/208/1865AA
SAVORY OIL CO.
3811/000/081/1937AC
SAYER, ROBERT
3810/000/000/1768AA
SAYLES, ROBERT W.
3812/P28/053/1897AA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCARLETT AND SCARLETT</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/E70/114/1889AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCARLETT AND SCARLETT, SURVEYORS AND CIVIL ENGINEERS</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/E70/030/1889AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/E70/120/1889AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/E70/214/1889AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/E70/214/1890AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEDULE RATING OFFICE OF NEW JERSEY</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/C20/081/1934AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/213/1990AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHENCK, J.H.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/114/1866AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHMUCKER, BEALE M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/237/1919AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHNEIDER BROTHERS</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/C20/081/1970AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHNEIDER, FRED C.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/207/1900AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOCK, GEORGE A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/C80/081/1970AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHULZ, RICHARD M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/220/1900AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHUMACHER, ANTONY</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/220/1900AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHUNK, H.A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M50/220/1900AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOTCH PLAINS PLANNING BOARD</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/UG0/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOTT, H.L.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/UG0/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAMAN, OTIS R.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIBERT, HENRY</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELLEER, JOHN</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEYMOUR, J. D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAFTO, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHANLEY, C.W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHANSEY, C.W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARP, MILTON M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3813/M60/216/1930AA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The dates indicate the years of the entries.*
SHARP, ROLLAND A.
3813/C30/081/1937AA
3813/C30/081/1940AA

SHEDAKER, D. HUDSON
3813/A70/207/0000AC
3813/A70/207/1857AA

SHERMAN AND SLEEPER
3813/N20/028/0000AB

SHEDAKER, D. HUDSON
3813/A70/207/0000AC
3813/A70/207/1857AA

SHERMAN, HENRY
3812/134/083/1911AA

SHIELDS, J. E.
3813/M60/030/1851AA
3813/M60/110/1851AA
3813/M70/022/0000AA

SHIND, HARRY C.
3813/N20/081/1937AA

SHIND, HARRY CLINTON
3813/N20/030/1938AA
3813/N20/081/1941AA
3813/N20/081/1950AA
3813/N20/081/1951AA
3813/N20/081/1953AA
3813/N20/081/1954AA
3813/N20/081/1953AA
3813/N20/081/1957AA
3813/N20/081/1965AA
3813/N20/081/1973AA

SHIPPEE, EDGAR D.
3813/M50/217/1970AA
3813/M50/217/1980AA

SHROPE, JOSEPH A.
3813/W30/221/1863AA

SICE, JOSIAH
3813/M50/213/1913AA

SIDNEY, J. C.
3813/M40/211/1849AA
3813/M50/213/1850AA
3813/M50/213/1850AB
3813/U50/000/0000AA

SILVER, R. W.
3813/M50/213/1938AB

SIMCOE, LT.
3813/S20/211/1787AA

SIMCOE, LT. COL.
3813/S20/204/1787AA

SINCERBEAUX, C. S.
3813/M40/209/1909AA
3813/M40/209/1920AA
3813/M40/209/1926AA

SINCERBEAUX, MOORE AND SHIND, CIVIL ENGINEERS
3813/M40/114/1926AA

SINCLAIR, T.
3813/C20/030/1846AA
3813/M50/213/1850AB

SKINNER, N.
3811/000/020/1964AA
3813/M40/020/1963AA

SKINNER, NORWOOD S.
3811/000/020/1936AA
3811/000/020/1962AA

SKINNER, NORWOOD S.
3811/000/020/1962AA
3811/000/081/1937AA

SLATOR, JOHN
3813/H70/210/1853AA

SLATOR, THOMAS
3813/H70/210/1853AA

SLAVIN, ABRAHAM
3813/M70/134/1932AA

SLIWA, JOHN P.
3813/M70/217/1966AA

SMITH AND EDDY
3813/H70/201/0000AA
3813/H70/201/0000AB

SMITH, EUGENE
SMITH, F. SPENSER
SMITH, F.S.
SMITH, G.L.
SMITH, H.B.
SMITH, HERBERT H.
SMITH, J.L.
SMITH, R. FENDALL
SMITH, RAYMOND S.
SMITH, ROBERT P.
SMITH, WILLIAM G.
SMOCK, J. C.
SMOCK, JOHN C.
SNEDER, RICHARD STOCKTON
SNOOK, HARVEY
SOCIETY FOR ESTABLISHING USEFUL MANUFACTURES
SOCIETY OF SONS OF THE REVOLUTION IN THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL CO., INC.
SOLTMAN, E.G.
SOLTZMANN, E.G.
SOMERSET COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
SOMERSET COUNTY LIBRARY
SOMERSET COUNTY PARK COMMISSION
SOMERSET COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
SOMERSET COUNTY TERCENTENARY COMMITTEE
SOMERSET PRESS, INC.
SOMERVILLE AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
SONS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, NEW JERSEY SOCIETY
3813/S60/120/0000AA
SOTZMAN, D.F.
3810/000/000/1892AA
SOUTH JERSEY REALTY COMPANY
3813/C30/210/1910AA
SOUTH RIVER SPOKESMAN (NEWSPAPER)
3813/M50/120/0000AN
SPRING LAKE AND SEA GIRT COMPANY
3811/000/082/1889AA
SQUIRE, R. S.
3810/000/000/1836AA
STAGG, JOSEPH W.
3813/B40/124/1926AA
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY
3811/000/081/1928AB
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY
3811/000/081/1930AC
3811/000/081/1931AD
3811/000/081/1933AD
3811/000/081/1934AG
3811/000/081/1935AA
3811/000/081/1936AB
3811/000/081/1939AC
3811/000/081/1940AA
3811/000/081/1941AD
3811/000/081/1942AD
3811/000/081/1946AB
3811/000/081/1947AB
3811/000/081/1948AD
3811/000/081/1949AB
STATE BOARD OF ASSESSORS OF NEW JERSEY
3811/000/082/1887AB
3811/000/082/1892AA
STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
3811/000/030/1855AD
STATE REPUBLICAN LEAGUE OF NEW JERSEY
3813/E70/030/0000AA
STATES GARAGE, ATLANTIC CITY, NJ
3811/000/081/1914AA
STEAD, CARROLL W.
3811/000/081/1923AB
STEEN, JAMES
3813/M60/114/1978AC
STERNER, DONALD E.
3811/000/081/1937AA
3811/000/081/1939AA
3811/000/081/1941AA
STEVENS, EDWIN A.
3811/000/080/1912AA
3811/000/080/1913AA
STEWARD, SAMUEL R.
3811/000/070/1937AA
STEWART, EDWARD A.
3811/000/021/1964AA
STICKEL, WILLIAM A.
3813/E70/081/1927AA
3813/E70/081/1928AA
3813/E70/081/1929AA
3813/E70/081/1931AA
STILLMAN, WILLIAM M.
3813/U50/212/1901AA
STILLWELL, JOHN H.
3813/M40/209/1909AA
STIRES, L. STANLEY
3813/S60/202/1967AA
STOCKDALE, J.
3810/000/000/1794AA
STOKES, CHARLES
3813/B80/237/1887AA
STOKES, MILTON W.
3813/B80/202/1854AA
STONE HARBOR GRANGE NO. 199 P. OF H.
3813/C30/080/0000AA
STOUT, EDMUND C.
3813/A70/203/1890AA
STOVER, CHARLES C.
3818/M80/120/1943AA
STROBEL, ALBERT C.
3813/M40/125/1923AA
STULTS, CHARLES W.
3813/S60/208/1945AA
SUMMERFIELD, ARTHUR E.
3811/O00/090/1953AA
SUMMERILL, W.W.
3813/S20/081/1935AA
3813/S20/081/1937AA
SUMMIT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
3813/U50/115/0000AC
SUN OIL COMPANY
3811/O00/081/0000AK
SUSSEX COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHIOLDERS
3813/S90/030/1959AA
3813/S90/030/1962AA
3813/S90/030/1974AA
3813/S90/081/1948AA
SUSSEX COUNTY BOOSTERS CONFERENCE
3813/S90/081/1939AA
SUTTON, FRANK, TOPOGRAPHER
3811/U30/C12/1901AA
3811/U30/P16/1900AA
SWAN, A.
3813/M40/125/1923AA
SWAN, Abram, Jr.
3813/M40/211/1907AB
3813/M40/211/1911AA
SWIFT'S COLONIAL DINER, CLARKSVILLE, NJ
3813/M40/210/0000AB
SYMMES, FRANK R.
3813/M60/125/1904AA
TALCOTT, William H.
3812/M87/000/1861AA
TANNER, H. S.
3811/O00/030/0000AA
3811/O00/030/1839AA
3811/O00/030/1846AA
3811/O00/030/1847AA
TANNER, SC.
3810/O00/000/1812AB
TAYLOR, GORDON H.
3813/E70/120/1902AA
TAYLOR, M. W.
3813/M50/120/1940AA
TAYLOR, M. W.
3813/M50/120/1948AA
3813/M50/120/1950AA
3813/M50/213/1940AA
TAYLOR, S. HERBERT
3813/C20/081/1951AA
TEANECK AND EASTERN BERGEN COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS, INC.
3813/B40/120/1939AA
TEDROW, J. C. F.
3811/O00/052/1954AA
TERCENTENARY COMMITTEE OF PISCATAWAY TOWNSHIP
3813/M50/115/1964AA
TEXACO
3811/O00/081/1945AB
3811/O00/081/1948AB
3811/O00/081/1964AA
3811/O00/081/1965AA
TEXACO PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
3811/O00/081/1931AC
3811/O00/081/1933AB
3811/O00/081/1934AB
3811/O00/081/1938AA
TEXAS COMPANY
3811/O00/081/1931AC
THE TEXAS COMPANY
THIBODEAU, W.A.  
THOM, H.L.  
THOM, J.W.  
THOM, J.W., TOPOGRAHER  
THOMSON, H.S.  
THORNES, FRED, PHOTOGRAPHER  
TIDELANDS, S.M.  
TODD, W. PARSONS  
TOLLES, F.C.  
TOUDY, H.J.  
TOWN OF MORRISTOWN  
TOWN PLANNING BOARD (MONTCLAIR, N.J.)  
TOWNSEND, THOMAS  
TRENCHARD, JOSPEH  
TRENTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE  
TRUSDELL AND CRANE  
TYDOL VEEDOL  
U.S. COMM. FOR THE CELEBRATION OF THE 200TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH OF GEORGE WASHINGTON  
ULYAT, WILLIAM L.  
UNION COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS  
UNION COUNTY CULTURAL AND HERITAGE PROGRAMS ADVISORY BOARD  
UNION COUNTY PARK COMMISSION  
THIRD PARTY INDEX  
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL COMPANY  
TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL CO.
UNITED SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
3818/M50/120/1943AA

UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
3811/U30/P16/1900AA
3811/U30/P16/1905AA
3812/D35/O4/1/1884AA

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
3811/U30/C12/1901AA

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
3811/U30/D58/1899AA
3811/U30/D58/1906AA
3811/U30/N17/1902AA
3811/U30/P16/1900AA
3811/U30/P16/1905AA
3811/U30/R15/1900AA
3811/U30/R15/1900AB
3811/U30/R16/1900AA
3811/U30/R16/1905AA
3811/U30/R16/1905AB
3811/U30/T61/1907AA
3811/U30/V35/1899AA
3811/U30/V35/1899AB
3811/000/091/1922AA

UNITED STATES. ARMY
3813/M50/225/1919AA

UNITED STATES. ARMY. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
3813/M60/114/1967AA

UNITED STATES. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
3812/134/04/1/1928AA
3813/M60/114/1978AC

UNITED STATES. COAST SURVEY OFFICE
3813/A70/124/1964AA

UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
3811/000/052/1954AA
3813/A70/071/1981AA
3813/B80/071/1980AA
3813/C20/071/0000AA
3813/C80/071/0000AA
3813/G50/071/1978AA
3813/H80/071/1980AA
3813/M70/071/1981AA
3813/S20/071/1980AA

UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS
3813/A70/031/1967AA
3813/B40/081/1965AA
3813/B80/031/1967AA
3813/C20/081/1965AA
3813/C30/031/1967AA
3813/C80/031/1967AA
3813/E70/031/1967AA
3813/G50/031/1967AA
3813/H70/081/1965AA
3813/H80/081/1962AA
3813/M40/081/1962AA
3813/M50/072/1953AA
3813/M50/081/1962AA
3813/M60/081/1962AA
3813/M70/031/1967AA
3813/N20/031/1967AA
3813/P30/081/1964AA

UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS
3813/S20/031/1967AA
3813/S60/081/1962AA
3813/S90/031/1967AA
3813/U30/081/1967AA
3813/W30/031/1967AA

UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
3813/M60/114/1978AB

UNITED STATES. FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY. PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION
3813/B80/081/1960AA
3813/G50/081/1960AA

UNITED STATES. POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
3811/000/090/1953AA
3813/N20/081/1973AA
WAGNER, T. S.
3813/S60/135/1976AA
WAITE, EDWARD P.
3813/E70/214/1851AA
WALKER, GEORGE H.
3813/M40/211/1907AA
WALLACE, H. S.
3811/U30/D58/1899AA
3811/U30/D58/1906AA
WALLACE, H. S., TOPONOMER
3811/U30/V35/1899AA
3811/U30/V35/1899AB
WALLING, ALFRED
3813/M40/224/000AA
WALSH, J. G.
3813/M50/225/1919AA
WANAMAKER, JOHN
3811/000/081/1917AA
WARD, CHARLES D.
3812/M87/000/1861AA
WARREN COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS
3813/W30/081/000AA
3813/W30/081/1934AA
3813/W30/081/1935AA
3813/W30/081/1938AA
3813/W30/081/1939AA
3813/W30/081/1955AA
3813/W30/081/1970AA
WASHINGTON ASSOCIATION OF NEW JERSEY
3813/M70/134/1929AA
WATSON, J. F.
3813/M40/125/1836AA
WATSON, WILLIAM
3810/000/081/1861AA
WAYNE TERCENTENARY COMMISSION
3813/P20/214/1964AA
WAYNE TOWNSHIP ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
3813/P30/214/1960AA
WEEHAWKEN TRUST AND TITLE COMPANY
3813/H70/110/1932AA
WEIR, S. E., JR.
3813/M50/213/1877AA
WEISS, JACOB
3811/000/030/1861AA
WELCKE, ROBERT A.
3813/B40/030/1909AA
3813/B40/030/1909AB
3813/B40/215/1913AA
3813/B40/215/1913AB
3813/B40/215/1913AC
3813/B40/215/1913AD
3813/B40/215/1913AE
WELCKE, ROBERT A.
3813/B40/215/1913AF
3813/B40/215/1913AG
3813/B40/215/1913AH
3813/B40/215/1891AA
3813/E70/134/1923AA
3813/E70/134/1929AA
3813/H70/203/000AA
3813/H70/203/1899AA
3813/H70/203/1911AA
3813/H70/206/000AA
3813/H70/206/1894AA
3813/H70/208/1899AA
3813/H70/208/1907AA
3813/H70/208/1912AA
3813/H70/208/1917AA
3813/H70/211/1909AA
3813/H70/212/1904AA
3813/H70/212/1905AA
3813/H70/212/1908AA
3813/M60/209/000AA
3813/M60/209/000AB
MAIN ENTRY INDEX

3813/P30/134/1919AA
3813/P30/207/0000AA
3813/U50/030/1918AA
3813/U50/030/1923AA
3813/U50/114/1925AA
WEST MILFORD TOWNSHIP COMMITTEE
3813/P30/215/1949AA
WEST NEW YORK BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
3813/H70/212/1940AA
WESTLING, KIP
3813/M50/213/1962AB
WHEAT, J.H., TOPOGRAPHER
3811/U30/P16/1900AA
WHEELER, CARL F.
3813/M50/204/1962AA
WHITE, ROBERT FIELD
3813/U50/020/0000AA
WHITEFORD, R.
3813/B80/030/1849AA
3813/B80/236/1965AA
WHITEHEAD, WILLIAM A.
3813/M50/216/0000AA
3813/M50/216/0000AD
3813/M50/216/1856AA
3813/M50/216/1856AB
WHITESON, ANDREW R.
3811/U30/R1G/1905AB
WHITFIELD, U.H.
3813/M50/213/1928AA
3813/M50/213/1930AA
WHITLOCK, AUGUST N.
3813/M50/207/1907AA
3813/M50/210/0000AA
WHITMAN, J.M., REVISER
3811/U30/R16/1905AB
WHITNEY-GRAHAM CO., INC.
3811/U30/D58/1900AA
WHITTAKER, U.H.
3813/M60/207/1883AA
3813/N20/203/1883AA
WIBER, KARL H., JR.
3813/M50/219/0000AA
WICKSER, JOSEPHINE WILHELM
3811/U30/082/1935AA
WIDDIS, CHARLES C.
3813/M50/227/1977AA
WIDMER, KEMBLE
3811/U30/021/1974AA
WILDWOOD-BY-THE-SEA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
3813/C30/134/0000AA
3813/C30/134/0000AB
WILKINSON, JAMES
3813/M40/125/0000AA
WILLIAMS ENGRAVING COMPANY
3811/U30/081/1921AA
WILLIAMS, C.S.
3811/U30/030/1846AA
WILMER ATKINSON COMPANY
3812/120/071/1919AA
3812/125/071/1914AA
3812/135/071/1913AA
WILSON, H.M., GEOGRAPHER IN CHARGE
3811/U30/D58/1899AA
3811/U30/D58/1906AA
3811/U30/P16/1900AA
3811/U30/P16/1905AA
3811/U30/V35/1899AA
3811/U30/V35/1899AB
WILSON, RAYMOND P.
3813/M50/120/1929AA
3813/M50/207/1935AA
WINSTON, JOHN C.
3811/U30/040/0000AA
WISE AND WATSON
3813/P30/202/1909AA
3813/P30/207/0000AA
3813/P30/207/0000AB
3813/P30/207/0000AC
WISE, RUSSELL S.
3813/P30/207/1908AA
WISS, JEROME B.
3813/E70/214/1936AA
WOGRAM, F.
3813/A70/207/0000AA
WOLFF, J. E.
3813/M70/110/1894AA
WOLVERTON, CHESTER
3813/M60/081/1889AA
3813/M60/114/1978AC
3813/M60/244/1966AA
WOODHULL, A. A.
3813/M40/210/0000AA
WOODRUFF, A. M.
3813/U50/207/1892AA
3813/U50/208/0000AA
3813/U50/208/0000AB
WOOLMAN AND ROSE
3813/M60/114/1978AC
3813/N20/208/1878AA
WOOLMAN, H. C.
3813/M60/229/0000AA
3813/N20/120/1878AA
3813/N20/130/1878AA
3813/N20/213/1878AA
3813/N20/215/1878AA
3813/N20/222/1877AA
3813/N20/231/1878AA
WOOLMAN, H. S.
3813/A70/220/0000AA
WOOLSEY, E. W.
3813/E70/212/0000AA
3813/E70/212/0000AB
WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION
3813/M50/213/1938AA
WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION, FEDERAL WRITERS' PROJECT
3810/000/000/1939AA
WORLEY, G.
3813/B80/030/1849AA
WORLIDGE, JOHN
3811/000/030/1700AA
WORTHINGTON AND STREET
3813/M60/209/0000AA
WORTHINGTON, R. M.
3813/N20/203/1882AA
WRIGHT, A. J.
3813/E70/213/1897AA
WRIGHT, JOHN H.
3811/000/070/1937AA
WRDTONWSKI, A. F.
3813/C80/214/1975AA
YARD, H. H.
3813/M60/207/1873AA
3813/M60/207/1881AA
3813/M60/207/1890AA
3813/M60/247/1890AA
YEAGER, EDWARD
3811/000/030/1854AC
YEAGER, J.
3813/W30/030/1825AA
YOCUM, J. H., JR.
3812/D35/041/1873AA
YOUNG AND DELLEKER, SC
3810/000/000/0000AF
YOUNG AND DELLEKER, SC.
3810/000/000/0000AH
YOUNG, J. H.
3810/000/000/1839AA
ZANETTI, HENRY A.
3813/M50/222/1967AA
ZIMMERMAN, JOHN J.
3813/M50/205/1963AA
3813/M50/205/1966AB
ZWART, A. U. JR.
3813/M70/231/1968AA
Pages [750]–[955], containing geographic, chronological and series indexes, have been omitted.
GUIDE TO NEW JERSEY MAPS: SUPPLEMENT

TOPOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF NEW JERSEY (First Series)

Sheet 1

Vermuele, C.C.
Kittatinny Valley and Mountain in Sussex County and the northern part of Warren (sheet 1).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1886, shows 1886.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.

Vermuele, C.C.
Kittatinny Valley and Mountain from Hope to the state line (sheet 1).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1888, shows 1888.
1 map; col.; 98 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.

Sheet 2

Vermuele, C.C.
Southwestern Highlands with the southwest portion of Kittatinny Valley (sheet 2).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1885, shows 1885.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.

Vermuele, C.C.
Central Highlands including all of Morris County west of Boonton and Sussex County south and east of Newton (sheet 3).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1884, shows 1884.
1 map; col.; 95 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.

Vermuele, C.C.
Central Highlands including all of Morris County west of Boonton and Sussex County south and east of Newton (sheet 3).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1889, shows 1889.
1 map; col.; 96 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.

Sheet 4

Vermuele, C.C.
Northeastern Highlands including the country lying between Deckertown, Dover, Paterson and Suffern (sheet 4).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1884, shows 1884.
1 map; col.; 96 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.

Vermuele, C.C.
Northeastern Highlands including the country lying between Deckertown, Dover, Paterson and Suffern (sheet 4).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1888, shows 1888.
1 map; col.; 95 x 72 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=20 feet.

Sheet 5

Vermuele, C.C.
Vicinity of Flemington from Somerville and Princeton westward to the Delaware (sheet 5).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 8 x 6 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 10-20 feet.
Venruele, C.C.

Vicinity of Flemington from Somerville and Princeton westward to the Delaware (sheet 5).

(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1895, shows 1895.
1 map; col.; 99 x 72 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 10-20 feet.

Sheet 6

Venruele, C.C.

Valley of the Passaic with the country eastward to Newark and southward to the Raritan River (sheet 6).

(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1885, shows 1885.
1 map; col.; 96 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 10-20 feet.

Sheet 7

Venruele, C.C.

Counties of Bergen, Hudson and Essex, with parts of Passaic and Union (sheet 7).

New York; Julius Bien & Co.; 1884, shows 1884.
1 map; col.; 95 x 70 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 10-20 feet.

Sheet 8

Venruele, C.C.

Vicinity of Trenton, New Brunswick and Bordentown (sheet 8).

(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.

Sheet 9

Venruele, C.C.

Monmouth Shore with the interior from Metuchen to Lakewood (sheet 9).

(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1886, shows 1886.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.

Sheet 10

Venruele, C.C.

Vicinity of Salem from Woodbury and Bridgeton, westward to the Delaware River (sheet 10).

(New York); Julius Bien & Co.; 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.
Vernuele, C.C.
Vicinity of Camden to Burlington, Winslow, Elmer and Swedesboro (sheet 11).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.: 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.

Sheet 12
Vernuele, C.C.
Vicinity of Mount Holly from Bordentown southward to Winslow and Woodmansie (sheet 12).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.: 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.

Sheet 13
Vernuele, C.C.
Vicinity of Barnegat Bay with the greater part of Ocean County (sheet 13).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.: 1886, shows 1886.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.

Sheet 14
Vernuele, C.C.
Vicinity of Bridgeton from Alloway, Elmer and Newfield southward to the Delaware Bay shore (sheet 14).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.: 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 97 x 72 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.

Sheet 15
Vernuele, C.C.
Vicinity of Bridgeton from Alloway, Elmer and Newfield southward to the Delaware Bay shore (sheet 14).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.: 1890, shows 1890.
1 map; col.; 97 x 72 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.

Sheet 16
Vernuele, C.C.
Southern Interior from Millville to Atco and Egg Harbor City (sheet 15).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.: 1887, shows 1887.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.

Sheet 17
Vernuele, C.C.
Egg Harbor and Vicinity including the Atlantic Shore from Barnegat to Great Egg Harbor (sheet 16).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.: 1885, shows 1885.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval=10 feet.

Sheet 18
Vernuele, C.C.
Peninsula of Cape May with the country westward to Maurice River (sheet 17).
(New York); Julius Bien & Co.: 1886, shows 1886.
1 map; col.; 97 x 71 cm.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 mi.
contour interval varies, 5-10 feet.
Vermuele, C.C.
Peninsula of Cape May with the country westward to Maurice River (sheet 17).
(NEW YORK); JULIUS BIEN & CO.; 1895, SHOWS 1895.
1 MAP; COL.; 97 X 71 CM.; (1:63 360), 1"=1 MI.
Contour interval varies, 5-10 feet.

NOTE: This supplement to the Guide to New Jersey Maps in Special Collections and Archives, Rutgers University Libraries, prepared in April 1989, describes 26 editions of 17 map titles from the New Jersey Geological Survey's first topographic atlas. These 26 maps received conservation treatment, including deacidification, during 1988 and 1989, as did three additional maps (already listed in the map guide) which the survey included in its first atlas. Funding for the project was received from the New Jersey State Library through its grants-in-aid program for the maintenance and preservation of library collections.